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I. Member Introductions
Introduction by BeiYin
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:23 pm Post subject: Introduction BeiYin
I was born in Germany and I have been living since thirty years on the Ibiza island in Spain, where I founded an
'Intentional Spiritual Community'. Working pretty hard for the first twenty years... The first symptoms of
Fibromyalgia were showing up ten years ago and after a heavy accident the symptoms got so severe, that I hardly
could walk or move. Pain all over. I couldn't sleep, not concentrate at all. Lost nearly all my memory, etc. If you
have Fibromyalgia then you know this from your own experience...
The med. doctors and healers I consulted were not of much help and so I used my last energy to investigate, with
the help of my friends who are living with me, to find out about it and also a way to heal myself. I started with
various alternative treatments like fasting, cleansing, ozone sauna (no medication at all!) and slowly I got out of
the batch. I needed about 1 year to be pain free and to find back my energy, memory and the joy to live, - at least
80%. About one year ago I had a strong emotional shock when my best friend, I was living with for thirty years,
died. It was difficult to recover from this loss and some of the old fibro symptoms were coming back. I intensified
my treatment and now after half a year more I feel pretty good, although not completely healed. So it is obvious
that the emotions are closely connected with disease in general... I have not written a journal about my treatments
in form of a protocol, but during my investigation I kept all in my health pages, so now after four years there is
quite a lot of material, but still not complete...
I discovered recently information about electro-magnetic contamination and the symptoms it is causing. The last
time I am working several hours a day on my computer and it is getting worse: headache, dizziness, pain in joints,
dry eyes, lack of concentration, sleeping problems, burning face, etc. And exactly all this was described as a result
of the electro-magnetic influence. As I need to work on the computer, the most important seems to be to protect
myself from this radiation. So our next project is to investigate about this.
I subscribed to various spirit- and health mailing lists to find some help, but nobody seems to be interested, so
instead of wasting my energy in writing in other places, we have decided to create our own forum. This seems
right and I am feeling new energy...
There are so many people out there who are suffering without seeing any sense in it and I believe that this mostly
is caused by a lack of information and having an attitude which doesn't allow to see the creative meaning in one's
situation and the happening.
I am convinced that the most effective to help people is to give information that can raise awareness and
consciousness, and then people can help themselves. This might be the main sense of this forum.
Maybe the 'FalconBlanco Forum' can grow to a kind of 'Cyber Round Table Talk' where everybody can freely
express themselves for the benefit of all. We will see...
Namaste.

BeiYin
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Posted: Thu Mar 31, 2005 6:57 pm Post subject: Six weeks later...
Quote: Maybe the 'FalconBlanco Forum' can grow to a kind of 'Cyber Round Table Talk' where
everybody can freely express themselves for the benefit of all. We will see...
More than six weeks has past since we started this forum and hardly anything happens, there is no engagement
and it looks like time and energy was wasted. People are not even willing to fill out their profile or add their
avatar. I don't see that I should have my picture showing up, so I changed it to the following one, which I believe
represents my momentary state:

We will go on for a few weeks then we will probably close down the forum.
BeiYin
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Introduction by Betsy
Posted: Sun Jan 16, 2005 7:51 pm
Hello Everyone!

Post subject: A little about Betsy

I am a member of the FalconBlanco Intentional Community and have made this my home for nearly 4 years. I am
still in love with the place and the intention... I have been participating in poetry and discussion mailing lists and
forums, on the Internet for over 6 years, mostly using this medium as a tool for my own personal growth process.
Primarily I am interested in life - in making observations about happenings, asking questions to discover what
could be the reason, whether it is a happening inside or outside of myself. Then taking the next step to make a
change in my own response, according to the answer that I received. I've been practicing meditation daily for
around 12 years, and find that slowly, more and more it overflows into my daily life.
I have no philosophy or religious belief system that I follow, unless you could say that living one's life to the best
of one's ability would fit into a category! I have a big interest in human behavior and watching people. My vision
is to do something creative to make changes in the system as a whole, furthering all on our growing together
towards oneness. So I would say that I hold the noble mission to help save the earth and all of mankind, but I
realize that all of us hold this mission in our own hands, by continuously challenging our old worn out habits and
patterns of daily life.
I realize that one of my best vehicles to do so is to share my self-expression along the way, and this I do via
writing articles, photography, poetry and talking and sharing with others on issues. Many things today are
essential that we find creative solutions for and SOON, asking us to transform in many areas including: peace
initiatives, fuel consumption, government systems, sustainable living, becoming independent of authorities,
changing our consuming habits, etc. All of these can be thrown into one category, which is to 'raise our overall
consciousness'.
I also like to do things on the computer. Besides doing research for the health section on the FalconBlanco
website and making my own website, I have many projects in the works, but not
enough time to do them all... Projects include: creating a photo album of all my digital photos, a photo database
of medicinal plants at FalconBlanco, transformational breathing, eyesight improvement, building a rife machine,
intuitive experiments, remote viewing, electromagnetic pollution investigation, alternatives to common consumer
items, soap making, cob building, compost toilet construction, writing my own tarot deck, video conferencing,
face reading, etc.
I also enjoy putting poetry to photographs, finding that this is a new challenge to connect the verbal and visual
aspects. Later I would like to do more in the consciousness area with audio/words & visual, perhaps with a film or
graphic on a website.
I hope that people feel free to participate here in this forum and that we can form a creative team in cyber-space,
sharing our self-expression, thereby provoking reactions in others, where together we can be a catalyst for change.
Namaste,
Betsy
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Introduction by Michael (mdcooper)
Posted: Thu Apr 28, 2005 1:13 pm Post subject: a lunar eclipse, Passover, and Michael as a lotus
I am discovering this forum and FalconBlanco at a very poignant time. I have known for a while that I was
leaving college, and California, and my home. But just recently have I discovered where I was going. I look
foreword to seeing FalconBlanco at the end of May, soon after my 20th birthday.
I am being seen off by a mother who truly sees me and wants me to follow my spirit and a father who gives me
strength and whom I share great respect with. Currently I write from Santa Cruz, the University here more
specifically. I was only a student for the fall quarter but have lived on campus with my boyfriend the whole year
so far. I was not in a place to excuse the corruption of the school administration and state education business
system without ill judgment and so didn't continue, even though studying Hebrew and Arabic and meeting many
enriching peers was very fun. I have been working at Planned Parenthood, again noticing the innate corporate and
governmental barriers to equal, quality public health care (which in California mostly means health care for an
overwhelming population of Latinos working for less than living wage)
I have been biding my time since November, letting my path unfold into myself and out of the systems I was
unhappy in.
I was raised with a pagan belief of the sacredness and accessibility of the energies of the gods and goddesses from
religions all over the world (most having representations or facets of the same energies.) I do not ascribe to any
specific belief system but work with and enjoy learning about aspects of many including Judaism, Christianity,
Buddhism, Hinduism, the ancient Egyptians and Native Americans. My true devotion lies in communicating
clearly with myself and living consciously of the balance between my free will and the creation of my reality.
I find my intent being drawn increasingly toward that which furthers my quickening and realization into a
responsible, conscious being. Part of that includes for me now a simplification of my material reality, a space for
being quieter.
I enjoy building fires to warm my family’s home at night, and climbing on rocks. I have a treasure of gems and
minerals that I hold as companions on my path. I remember the names and faces of plants well and love learning
about them and picking them and watching them and helping them grow. I love to go running and take long slow
walks in deep forests
Thank you,
I am grateful for this space to express myself.
Michael
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Introduction by Janis
Posted: Sat Mar 05, 2005 12:22 am Post subject: Hi from Janis
Hi, Wow! I just found your forum and I can't believe you exist! I am student of journalism from the east coast and
have been quite disillusioned in what I have learned about this 'art'. I have found out that hardly there exists
anything like real journalism, because there are no sources that want topics covered that aren't mandated from
above. The result is that all the schooling is turning out people in mass molds who obediently report as it's
wanted, and this most people are willing to do because of the money issues. I know in my heart that this is not
what I want to do, but I love to write. I am investigating now about alternative health and came across your
website. I have been reading so much there and now I see what you are writing about in your forum. I look
forward to contributing with you on this initiative!
Thanks for such great posts!
Janis
Introduction by Geir (Thunder)
Posted: Wed Jan 26, 2005 3:02 pm Post subject: Introduction Geir
My name is Geir and I am 26 years old. I work and study in Oslo Norway at the moment, which is also the city I
was born in.
I once was a member of the Falcon Blanco community for 3 months, and it was the most transformative
experience of my life. It put me on the track for a healthy lifestyle of eating vegetarian, meditating every day,
having fulfilling relationships to friends and family, and being in an ever-present state of growth and increase in
understanding of the world around me.
These days, I am stumbling upon a lot of information that shows me the possibilities of life and how acting in a
balanced way grants what one really needs. I feel like I am spiraling upwards every day and it is for sure an
exciting journey. All this information, however, was evident and obvious at Falcon Blanco for one with the eyes
to see it. At the time, my eyes were not that developed, and they are for sure not completely there yet. Still, I feel
that I am more clear now than then.
Namaste,
Geir
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Introduction by Sergey (Serguji)
Posted: Sun Jan 30, 2005 8:09 am, Post subject: Serguji stands for Sergey
My real name is Sergey, and that's how I prefer to be called.
"Serguji" is what my Indian co-workers call me sometimes.
Current session on Earth started in 1962.
Married since 1986; one son and one daughter.
Born in Ukraine (USSR), migrated to the USA in 1999.
Not associated with any official religion.
I found FalconBlanco website in spring 2004, as a result of a search for "Sungazing" - which I discovered from
one page on "Breatharianism" - which, in turn, I came across in the process of researching cancer therapies and
what, after all, "Cancer" is - that research having been inspired by an episode... (Well that's too long a story, I'll
tell more if you ask)
During the warm season of 2004, I did several months of sungazing. No strict protocol, although all available tips
were considered; maximum session time was exactly 1 hour.
Reading about others' experience (Betsy, BeiYin, Mason Dwinell, Vinny Pinto...) was, indeed, very helpful in the
process. I have a keen interest to hear about the experience of those who had completed 9 months and/or 44
minutes - as much as can be expressed in words, of course... Will share my own experience, too.
My posts, if any, will most likely be concise and infrequent - sorry about that...
Sergey
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Introduction from Linda (HealthyLuckyMe005)
Posted: Thu Mar 31, 2005 10:58 pm

Post subject: FalconBlanco Friendships

Hello Everyone,
I surfed into Falcon Blanco while searching for spiritual growth and other things. I am a housewife with a
husband and three children. I am Scot-Irish-Japanese and my husband is Vietnamese and Japanese. My hobbies
are reading, gardening, photography, learning new things out there in the world, exercising (swimming, long
distance walking and jogging, and basketball) cooking, childcare, computers, working part-time (previously as a
certified nurses aide, Homemaker/Martial arts (mostly movies!) and learning foreign languages. I would like to
meet other people who share my interest in learning new languages and cultures of understanding and peace.
Linda
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II. Suggestions
This Forum is not about self-confirmation...
Posted: Wed Feb 16, 2005 12:39 am

Post subject: This Forum is not about self-confirmation...

In one of BeiYin's last posts in this forum (before he unsubscribed), he wrote that his forum is NOT about selfconfirmation. I think that for me is a good focus for this forum. I truly am interested in going beyond my
personality and realize that I am quite blind left to my own rationalizations and thinking mind, and see that I need
other's reflections to clear up those areas of blindness within myself.
I also am getting quite tired of spiritual forums and mailing lists, where everybody is just writing to demonstrate
what spiritual wisdom and knowledge that they have and pointing fingers at other people in the name of being a
helpful 'teacher'. I want to have a real meaningful discussion, away from all this chitchat, into matters of the heart.
What I would like to see here is for all participants to use this space as a means to go beyond our personalities,
where nobody is seen as not having that need or being above somebody else. Can we use it to learn to
communicate with each other on a deeper more profound level? Can we use it to express our true selves? Can we
stick with it, even if we are not getting confirmed in our 'precious personalities' -- that which most of us want?
Can we find creative ways to reflect the other? Can we be honest here with our feelings, expressing ourselves,
versus leaving all into the unvoiced field - subject to our poor interpretations?
I truly would like to see this forum continue, even though I feel it is a big loss not to have BeiYin participate at
this time. I can only hope that later when he is feeling better, that he will decide to rejoin us if something creative
can develop. At this point I must admit that I feel quite confused and lost without BeiYin participating in this
initiative, yet also I feel it's important to continue on with it. I feel that this kind of energy is building and wanting
to express itself, and this forum could very well be the place that this happens.
I would like to have others thoughts regarding this. Are the members here truly interested in going beyond their
personalities - realizing that we won't receive confirmation for them?
Betsy
Run your writing through a spell checker before you post it!
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 6:38 pm
it

Post subject: Run your writing through a spell checker before you post

If a person is talking with a full mouth to me, then probably I will not listen as the pronunciation will not be very
good. Or if somebody is talking in a not very common dialect, I might get tired trying to grasp what is said. In
another forum I watched teenagers 'communicating' with each other, they have their special language and where
they don't care about spelling or Grammer, but it is hard to understand anything here, especially when their
communication is poor to begin with.
One might think that writing every thing in small letters is a kind of personal style of expression and also not
caring about spelling, but I believe writing and spelling in a way we are used and following the rules which exist,
makes it easier to understand and it is a question of courtesy to complete these rules. So please run your writings
through a spell checker before you post. Thanks!
BeiYin
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Suggestion to all members
Fri Feb 25, 2005 6:44 pm

Post subject: Suggestion to all members

I suggest that all members of this forum write at least a short introduction and add their avatar to their profile, so
that we get to know each other. Our intention is that we might form a group of friends who have a creative
exchange with each other. I believe it is important that we create an energy field that represents a certain
togetherness. (I am not talking about 'love and harmony') but as we don't have strict rules here, at least we need to
know each other, then out of this will come the respect we need to deal with each other. I believe it is more
important that our exchange is creative and each of us can receive something which might further one's growing
process. We know that this is not always easy and it is possible that encounters might sometimes be pretty tough...
We will see.
Namaste

BeiYin
PS: One thing more: From my experience in several Mailing lists, discussion boards, etc. I can say, that it is very
important to stick on the topic! So select the right name for the subject line that represents your comment or
question. Thanks.
Group Energy
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 6:49 pm

Post subject: Group energy

Quote: Someone mentioned there are too many subjects. Maybe that is not the problem. Maybe
people just need to be able to see when they log on what discussion is happening at that time. So if
most people are engaged in the addictions section, perhaps there could be a facility that flags this up
on the main page somehow, then they know where to go and if they wish to join that subject. Just a
thought.
If somebody enters the first time into the forum, then the marks on the left side of the main page are yellow if
there is a post. When having read the article or after opening it, the yellow color disappears. If there is a new post
in this thread then it turns yellow again. If one is posting a comment, then there is the option to receive an email
notification if there is a response, so one can click directly onto the given link in this email and the page with the
response opens up, easier it is hardly possible.
A forum, like any other group activity, needs engagement and its time to build up the specific 'group energy'.
There is progress in this visible, although the process is slow. We need maybe only two or three members more
who participate in our exchanges, people who have the capacity to share their point of view coming out of their
life experience and not just from concepts and theories. That's what I meant when I wrote in one of the threads
that this forum is not a place to present one's ideas - to find confirmation for them...
BeiYin
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III. Dealing With Reality
1. Human Nature & Personality
Are Humans Really Changing?
Posted: Fri Feb 11, 2005 11:22 am

Post subject: Are Humans Really Changing?

The other night at dinner we were talking about change in ourselves. One person said, I see that I'm changing all
the time, every day in fact. When I look back just a few months I see that I'm different than I am today. I am
growing and everything I do and even say is changing all around me and myself as well. At this level it is true and
we can observe this with our senses, watching a plant grow, flower, produce seeds and then wither and die. I think
we all know that in this sense 'change' is ever-present and everything is changing being affected by everything
else. This kind of change is a natural unfolding of ourselves, we are reacting in an automatic programmed way to
what presents to us, basically for the purpose to survive and reproduce.
There is another aspect of this having to do with how we see things. When we look at a plant, we are receiving a
reflected image through our eyes, which then causes a reaction inside us to retrieve a memory about the
information we just recorded. We get a memory response back as a reaction giving us the answer: plant. We can
watch a plant over it’s life time and get other information in the same way about the plant's life-cycle, flowering,
producing seeds, withering, etc. All these kinds of information are possible because of our stored memories about
the plant coming from our previous experiences. We get a sense of time and change, by comparing these stored
images from day to day, noticing they are different. But has the plant truly changed or is it that we only believe
that the plant has changed, being convinced by our analysis of the images? Is it possible to receive new
information about the plant beyond our reflected images and recalled memories about it? Is it possible to perceive
the reality of a plant through our senses? Is it possible to perceive the reality of a plant in another way?
Through repetitive observation of plants, we can predict the plants unfolding: sprouting, flowering, reproducing
and dying. Then there will be another plant from the seeds with nearly the same characteristics and behavior as
the previous one. Sometimes a plant comes with different characteristics than all those before, and then we could
say that the plant has changed. It is ‘new’ because we have no memory about it, it has taken an evolutionary step
becoming a new species. What provokes the plant to take a step in its evolution, creating something that didn’t
exist before? The plant will make a change in itself when the outside conditions have changed sufficiently causing
stress to the plant and threatening its ability to continue to live if it doesn’t adapt. This is an inherent ability of all
living forms to continue to survive, by adapting themselves to the outside changing conditions.
In these days, due to human activities, the outside conditions are changing too rapidly for most lower life forms to
be able to adapt fast enough, and so you see on a grand scale the extinction of native species and invasion of alien
species. The alien species are able to thrive where the native plants can’t simply because their inherent
characteristics are suitable for the newly created environment. You can easily see this truth, because they have a
tendency to take over large tracts of land, where before there was bio-diversity. Perhaps you can also see this
same analogy on a human scale? So the plants and animals today are stressed and they are trying to adapt
themselves to survive, but in the end they are not able to do it quick enough and as a result many are dying.
This stress or what could be seen as pain and suffering in humans comes when we are hanging onto our old way
and being resistant to adapt ourselves to that which is presenting to us in the world. The great stress on the planet
today was in fact caused by humans’ collective resistance to change, which is also now forcing all of us to
transformation in a violent way. Enormous pain and suffering is evident everywhere you look today, showing as a
species we are long overdue to make an essential change in ourselves. Is it clear that if we don’t adapt and make a
true change, then the same that is happening to the plants will be happening to us in the not so distant future? The
great pain of today’s world is our barometer showing us the reality that humans as a whole are not changing.
While this is best to acknowledge there isn’t any new model, new paradigm, new system of government or other
new order that can be used to solve this problem. The only way that we’ll be able to make an essential change is
to make it in ourselves. What we need to be concerned with is our own individual barometer of pain – both mental
and physical – that is showing us exactly where we are being resistant to reality and what we need to transform in
14
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our own behavior. This is true no matter where you are on the evolutionary ladder - life continues to challenge us
to transform the old ways for the new.
Why are humans so convinced they are changing, when the reality is that the whole earth and all life forms are
suffering because humans are not making the essential changes needed? How much more pain and suffering has
to go on before humans realize that they need to take a step in our own evolutionary process? I think the main
reason we are not changing is because we are still being fooled by our thinker. This thinker was a big evolutionary
step thousands of years ago, when we first had our capability to be self-aware, but for all these years we are still
having a love affair with this aspect and don’t seem able to go beyond it. In the same way we think a plant has
changed simply by observing it from day to day, we fool ourselves via self-observation into thinking that we are
changing. Our great capability for self-awareness has trapped us into being fascinated with our own reflection. At
this time the majority of us humans actually believe this reflection of ourselves is who we are in essence. Because
we ‘believe’ that, it means we are identified with it, and thusly are using all our survival tricks and strategies to
the best of our mental abilities to prove that this image we see of ourselves is in fact us. We are so in love with
this image that we even believe it’s alive, and of course we don’t want to see it otherwise, or else this old way
would have to ‘die’.
The way that we see ourselves is reflected and thusly an image, not having substance except in our memory. But
we feel this image as being real, using our brain to recall images and react upon them with all our feelings, giving
us a sense of being alive through this is essentially a ‘thinking’ process. When we are identified with our selfimage, believing it to be our ‘essential self’, then what happens is that we use our survival capabilities to adapt
ourselves to painful or stressful happenings in a ‘mental way’. We are using all our energy in these stressful times
to invent a new way with our minds to continue on in this same mind-image-identified way. This has the side
effect that nothing about our essential structure is changing; it’s all happening in our dream world of images.
When the outside conditions get stressful, then we humans invent a new model with our minds. All of these new
inventions have been keeping humanity entertained for eons, but none of them have resulted in modification of
our internal structure. People are pretty much the same as thousands of years before, there having been hardly
anyone in all these years, able to take a step beyond being in love with their self-reflecting mechanism.
Today, the growing violence, pain and suffering of the earth and all beings is vividly showing us that as a whole
we are being resistant to change, hanging onto our old worn our ways. If we don’t relate individually to this pain
and resolve it, then we’ll cease to survive. This is the ‘magic ingredient’ that will provoke us to change, either
we’ll adapt to the new conditions around us or we’ll cease to exist. But also you must realize that this is a long
growing process – there is no magic pill, and so it takes time to adapt so don’t delay any longer! Typically it has
to happen that the pain must grow large enough, before we’ll be ready to start the process of self-inquiry, but it
doesn’t have to be that way… There can’t be any capability to transform oneself without gaining first the selfknowledge about one’s inner workings. Doing this kind of internal questioning - using your thinker for another
purpose besides self-confirmation - is the only way out of the personal love affair allowing you to make an
essential change in yourself. This is why learning to meditate is so important… You’ve probably heard the
phrase: ‘ You can’t change anybody, you can only change yourself” - but maybe now in this context it takes on a
deeper meaning...
Betsy
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Posted: Fri Feb 11, 2005 8:36 pm

Post subject: Are Humans Really Changing?

Bryan: My questions are: "Do you think that humans as a whole have the capacity to change in an
essential way in order to break out of this self-destructive movement we are in?"
Every human has the capacity, because they are human. But until enough individuals tire of using their unique
tool solely for the purpose to confirm their separated world-view and start to use it in another way for personal
transformation, then the self-destruction movement will continue. At this moment in time it doesn't look like the
momentum is slowing down. It is difficult for a younger person to accept this information, mainly because they
are still so satisfied with accumulating experiences and so aren't even close to being tired of the game that is being
played with one's personality.
Bryan: Or, failing that, "Can humanity break out of it's self-destructive behavior without an
'essential change'?"
If humanity's behavior is the cause of the ills, then how can the cause break out of the cause? Maybe you've heard
it before, how can somebody who has a mental illness, cure themselves with their thinking? I think first we have
to become aware that there is a problem, and then second we have to realize that we are part of that problem. Too
easy it is to give the fault to everybody else, and not acknowledge our own problems. But your questions
highlights what many are hoping for, the 'magic pill' to cure all ills. It's a comforting thought to entertain that
someone else will do the work and save everybody. Many who have this kind of feeling still have an underlying
religious belief system of God, the almighty and loving father in heaven who is taking care of us, and everything
is exactly as it should be.
Bryan: And, if change can only happen on an individual level as you suggest, "how do you think
that this kind of change can be promoted in the masses of individuals?"
When you make an essential change in yourself, then all that you subsequently react with in your life, will cause
chain-reactions, affecting everybody as a whole, because we are one. If it's the same confirmation game, you
seeking confirmation and giving confirmation to others wanting the same, then this doesn't provide any help to get
out of the rut. Yours or theirs. Can't it be promoted? No, not in the sense of a marketing gimmick or in the form of
a technique, because as long as people are still using their thinker predominately for seeking confirmation of their
self-image - at all levels of human intelligence - then whatever you say or don't say will be used for the same
game. You can only be an example by transforming yourself in an essential way, and living your life in a
conscious manner.
Betsy
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Posted: Fri Feb 11, 2005 10:37 pm

Post subject: Are we a part of the solution or the problem?

Whilst change will occur once something repressed has been shown the light - stuckness will occur, if after the
acknowledgement, we do not let it flow from us and let it go. Constant analysis of the dark only creates stuckness
in the dark. Go toward the light, for what we focus on grows. Yes there are many who are still asleep and stuck in
"samsara". To focus on that will give it more energy. When I am ill or in pain, one of the hardest things to do in
that moment is to focus on being well and free from pain. At the point of sickness all I feel and experience is the
sickness. This is my reality. I will feel as though I have always felt that way and always will! If I continue to
focus on that I feel much worse. I can acknowledge the pain or sickness as a signal from my wholeness that
something was out of balance, but at that moment I will not cure my sickness with a sick mind! I need to let it go
and focus on healing, love and wellness. This takes a lot of faith, trust and patience - very good lessons for me!
I'm not saying the symptoms immediately disappear, but I do feel some improvement in the moment as I am no
longer dwelling on them. This is not ignoring, or dismissing, or denying anything. I am actively participating. I
acknowledge the pain, symptoms, sickness etc - know that the mind that bought it about will not cure it. Trust if I
focus consistently and wholeheartedly on love and healing, at some point all will be well again. Some might say,
what if you do all that and then you die - didn't work did it! Well only if you consider death as a failure. If it was
your time to die, you will have at least passed over in a peaceful, relaxed state. Death could have been the healing.
If collectively enough minds concentrate and focus purely on love, could we not create Utopia?
Rigpa
Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 12:08 am

Post subject: Re: Are we a part of the solution or the problem?

Rigpa: Whilst change will occur once something repressed has been shown the light - stuckness will
occur, if after the acknowledgement, we do not let it flow from us and let it go. Constant analysis of
the dark only creates stuckness in the dark. Go toward the light, for what we focus on grows.

This really hit home for me, as it is something that I was just on the verge of writing about. For me what I get
from this is, is that while it’s good to acknowledge the reality of the world’s problems and pain in the outer world,
this shouldn’t be the focus for our own self-expression. I agree with you that focusing on what is dark gives
energy to the darkness, or in other words – creates more resistance - and also can be used as a way to escape from
dealing with one’s own problems, keeping ourselves stuck in old patterns. I would add that focusing on what is
right or good with things, in a similar way, could also be a way to escape from dealing with one’s own problems. I
see there is a middle road, where judgments of dark and light aren’t needed, and this is the path of minding one’s
own business, or better said: attending to one's own resistance. This was the barometer I was referring to in the
previous article, that in essence there is a personal guide always ready to show us our most effective way to
transform, only we have to be open to receive these messages. It is simply that of acknowledging the symptoms of
our own resistance (which appears in various manifestations in our bodies, such as with strong emotions, stress,
disappointment, psychological pain, illness, etc.) When we acknowledge our own resistance then we have shed
light upon it. Next we can question our reaction to see if we still want to keep this 'way' and perhaps then we
might take the next step and transform these pockets of resistance in ourselves by letting them go. This is the key
that we all have in our hands and more we don't have to do. Working with ourselves in this way, is loving and
healing oneself for the sake of everybody - I see it as compassion in action. I see that there are two aspects of
dealing with our own resistance. The first is clearing up resistance that is coming from our clinging on worn out
patterns coming from our past histories and the second is not accumulating new resistance in our daily
interactions. In the last few weeks I have been trying to practice monitoring of my resistance in my daily life. I’ve
noticed that when I’m reacting out of my old patterns, how it has the affect to trap others into also reacting in the
same way. Resistance breeds resistance, and mostly I see that my own resistance gives energy to others to also
react back. So then it becomes very clear to me how important it is for me to stop my inner resistance to what IS.
This is hard work, to just accept what comes and not react out of my old history to it, to bite my tongue or to
change my old way of responding. I want to make it clear that this doesn’t mean that one is complacent, but rather
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the opposite. By quenching my own tendency to resist, I see that in that moment I am observing myself (my
emotional reaction or thoughts going on inside), giving myself space to stay clear headed to be able to relate to the
situation in a new way or simply to let it go. I see that the more we are able to turn our eye around and use our
intention to clean up our own pockets of resistance, then the more possibility that love can shine through.
Betsy

Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 10:10 am Post subject: Resistance breeds resistance
I am on a similar wavelength to your comments Betsy. For Bryan, I am not sure, I have to admit I do not seem to
click with your language. I hope its not because I am not intelligent enough (but that may depend on your
definition of intelligence!) I just don’t seem to be able to feel what you try to put across. I hear what you say and
with my intellect understand it, but I don’t feel it. And BeiYin, sometimes with your comments I can take them in
two ways. This could be because I am expecting to be dismissed by you and so see what I choose to see! - very
apt, considering the nature of this discussion. In compiling a response to all comments I began to find words
becoming increasingly cumbersome. Almost like when you reach a certain point, words just have no place. Its
like I’ve reached a level of symbols and feelings and am having to find the words to express this. Still I will give
it my best. When I said "focus on healing, love and wellness" - this is with the mind - and the mind is in every cell
- this is cells within and without, the macrocosm and the microcosm. If one is stuck in a pattern, to release it one
needs acknowledgement, acceptance, then to let it go. What do you let go to? Wakan Tanka, God, the intelligence
behind the universe, the IS - whatever you choose to call it. This opens you up and the heart can feel, the mind is
opened to the source and one can "know". But the old pattern has to be recognized for what it is and then stopped.
If today’s "results" are from yesterdays causes - surely to counteract this something must initially interrupt the
flow? If you came to a forest and it was overgrown but needed to pass through, initially you would have to beat
down a path. Over a period of time you would create a well-worn pathway. If you were to change the track,
initially it would take effort, energy and focus to make the new route. But for a time it would be easier to return to
the old path as this would be more established and familiar (interestingly the word "familiar" is derived from the
Latin word familia pertaining to family!) Eventually as you leave the old path completely it becomes overgrown
and ceases to be the easy route. Old habits can be replaced by new ones within about 21 days (depending), but not
by revisiting the old path, just by staying on the new one. I would just like to make it very clear that I by no means
profess to have any "answers". These are just my comments, observations etc and I am completely open to
hearing and listening. A closed mind cannot receive - the same is true for a closed heart. If someone does believe
they have the "answer" fine - who am I to disagree! I have read through this and it still seems a very clumsy reply.
I hope everyone can at least get a sense of what I try to convey. The words seem completely inadequate as what I
try to put across is a "knowing". Forgive my childlike language.
Rigpa
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The mind is a tool
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:01 pm

Post subject: The mind is a tool

Rigpa: ...but at that moment I will not cure my sickness with a sick mind!
If my system is out of balance (disease) then my mind is also included, as part of my system and so probably will
not work well. But as long as it works somehow, I still can use it to try to understand what goes on to find a
creative solution, for sure not easy and with obstacles, but a tool can be used as long it works more or less. But
this might need the integrated information, that the mind is a tool, nothing more or less. But as long as a person is
totally identified with one's mind, there will not exist an entity with an overview and some sovereignty. One
might change one's thinking, but as long there is not an observer who is independent from the mind, then the
changes stay on the mind level and the games go on. A real change only can happen if there is an awareness,
which goes beyond the mind level. From there comes calmness and the necessary insights which then will trigger
other changes in the whole system: healing.
BeiYin
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Self confirmation Games: The Guru Game
Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:13 am

Post subject: Self confirmation Games: The Guru Game

Self-confirmation could be enough just by being aware of one's existence. But this is obviously not sufficient,
as human’s want more and more on all fields, what in this society is mainly concentrated on material objects and
personal property. Humans strive their whole life to gather whatever is available to gain security, filling up all
spaces. Somehow knowing, that there is no such thing as security, because life is change and the life of each of us
is changing in any given moment. But people cling on their established behavior and don't look at reality around
and within themselves.
Every day it is harder to deal with reality and humans have developed all kinds of techniques to escape. So it's not
surprising that there are so many drugs in use. But also people are becoming aware that these are too destructive
and not a solution. Although suffering from the side effects gives some kind of self confirmation...
But searching for an alternative way one might find out that going into all kinds of entertainment does it pretty
well, at least for some time, then again the drugs come into play. So what about power games? These give a lot of
self-confirmation and the big guys know about it and they do their best to enjoy it. But that's the problem: Power
is always connected with money. Who has the money has the power. So everybody tries to get as much as
possible, but is limited because all want the same and the other are mostly better at it. So we resign and give up
just doing the necessary to survive, but not being satisfied and still looking for a solution.
As the marketplace for self-confirmation solutions is large, we can easily find something: Spirituality! Many
offers have been developed during the last thirty years and there is something for everyone’s taste: from
Psychotherapy groups, Kundalini, Tantra to the most exotic spiritual groups and workshops. We have the choice
between thousands of books and tapes and all promise the fulfillment of our desires. Of course we need to pay for
it, but who would not want to spend one's money to find one's final satisfaction?
So with this we might be occupied for some time and indeed: feeling spiritual gives a certain satisfaction and a
new kind of self-confirmation, which lasts for some time - - - Eventually there will appear the same void we know
from before, but then what can we do now?
This is obvious: As we have read so many books, joined gatherings of all kind etc. we are now probably experts in
spiritual matters and so it is the logical next step that we share our knowledge with people who need it and just
starting their spiritual path. The position of a 'Guru' gives a very special feeling of self-confirmation and the
good thing is that this doesn't depend on our social position. In this 'Guru' position one can write books, make
tapes or write a lot in all kinds of spiritual mailing lists and forums.
There are so many desperate people all over the place and they will be happy to follow you...
BeiYin
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Anger & Violence
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:15 am

Post subject: Anger & Violence

When I was a student, I used to work on my break in a fair in another city doing all kinds of jobs. I had no place
to stay and when a nice guy who also was working there, invited me to share his apartment with him, I accepted.
In the evening, before falling into sleep, we were talking about all kinds of things. In one of his talks I asked him
how he deals with his anger. He said: "No problem, when I'm really pissed off, then in the night I go into the
street and stand behind a corner and the next person passing by I beat up until I feel released."
I couldn't believe what I heard, but it was obviously true. He was a tall, strong guy and the chance that his
aggression would have turned against him was not very high.
Is this the cause for violence? Is this the cause of the growing violence everywhere? That people release their
anger using other people, especially weaker one's? We see this in growing domestic violence and everywhere
when people are coming together. They use the occasion to get out their anger: in demonstrations, manifestations
or in the football stadium.
One might say: 'Let them break the noses of each other as long as I am not affected.' Hmm, but you might be
affected if you come home one night from a party and at the corner you meet one of these 'nice guys' who needs to
release his anger...
What are YOU doing to release your anger? You are watching your daily movies in TV with all the offered
violence, with killing and torturing of all kinds in the most realistic way possible, it only needs that the blood is
running out of your TV that it would be more realistic. So you relax on your sofa and suck in all this violence,
drinking beer and eating potato chips, identifying yourself with the hero or with the bad guy, depending upon who
is the most clever and the strongest. Or you watch the killing in reports covering the war going on and as you are
a patriot you have a good reason to identify with your troops and release your anger. Does this really work? I
don't think so: Anger and violence are constantly growing in our society and in its consequence and as an outcome
also depressions, disease and suffering.
So what could be an alternative, creative solution to deal with one's anger?
BeiYin
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We are all Tricksters & Scam Artists
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:17 am Post subject: We are all Trickster & Scam Artists
I don't feel comfortable to call these specialists 'artists' because they are not expressing themselves or do they?
Well, then probably we are all artists in this sense... Yes, their expression is sensible and related to the needs of
their victim, but all is directed to what they want and that is mostly money or other materialistic gains and for sure
it is not self-expression. They act like snakes and chameleons and adapt themselves to any situation, showing
themselves in a certain light to get the confidence of the person they are going to trick. I guess this is an inborn
ability and even young children do it and if we observe nature then we can see that also animals are doing it.
When we grow up, then we learn that we have to be honest and that lying is 'bad'. So we might have tried to be
honest but then we found out that often this is not serving us. If we are honest with somebody then often we are
getting a feedback that is not friendly. So then on one side we are obliged to be honest and on another side we
need to lie to survive and to get what we want. So to survive we all have learned to be more or less 'tricksters'.
There are other cultures where lying is not a question of moral rules and every body is lying and pretending as
much and as good as possible to get what one wants. As all are doing the same and knowing that the other is
lying, so this is a kind of game or competition and the best wins. So if you buy something and pay the price they
initially ask for, then they see you as a fool and a loser. Is it so much different in our society? Here we pretend to
be honest and do everything correct, we pretend to love each other and pretend to be interested in the other
person. Maybe, indeed we are interested, to those who are emotionally connected with us, but we keep this smile
being glad to see someone we like on our face and smile as well at someone we don't like.
So is it surprising that there are people which are using this wishi-washi behavior which has created a kind of
security field, for their specific purpose and that is to get what they want, directly going for our money? There are
all kinds of tricks and all start with a promise, like the smile we are carrying on our face. The trickster has a very
sensitive sense for the other's needs and pretends to be able to fulfill this. They start out by fulfilling some of these
needs, leaving open the possibility for more. Once they have gained the trust of his/her victim, then they start by
taking whatever is possible without going too far, continuing to go on but only giving the minimum. Then there
are the other kinds of tricksters who are giving what is wanted, always being kind and friendly, until they have the
full trust and then taking their big haul and disappearing. These are the more dangerous kinds of tricksters,
because they might leave you with only your underwear – taking everything else. All these tricksters are virtuous
in their arguments and if one is suspicious and confronts them then they always find a convincing argument why
it is like it is. If you had an agreement with them, then afterward it turns out that they have interpreted it even into
the opposite. But of course because they had already gained your trust, you didn't feel you needed to write
anything down.
A very simple example is the guy who met you several times, he seems to be a nice guy and now he asks if you
will lend him 5 €. He says he will give you back 10 € the next time you meet. OK, 5 € is not a big thing, so you
give him the money. The next time you meet him, indeed he gives you back 10 €. Some time goes by and you
meet the same guy again - and he asks you to lend him 50 €, and he says he will give you back 75 €. You think,
well, 50 € is some money, but it worked the first time so it will work again and anyway he is such a nice guy. So
you give him the money - and you never see him again... (Probably he has done this with a hundred people so 50
x 100 = 5.000 ./.100 x 5 = 500 = 4.500 netto)
So I can tell you, this article is worth a lot, I paid about 20.000 € for my personal experience but with this being
able to write it, so watch out, then it might save a lot of money and avoid disappointment... But this is a very
primitive example on a superficial level. What is much more important is that we find out about this aspect within
ourselves...
If we only would need to deal with tricksters on the outside, this is still easy to deal with. It goes much further and
gets much more difficult and affects all of us on a very profound level! We are all Tricksters & Scam Artists!
Finding out about it, is not an easy work, because we prefer to see ourselves as honest, good, idealistic, etc. That's
our self image and how we like to see ourselves, but most of it is pretending with the underlying trickster and as
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we are so clever we are able to trick ourselves, believing ourselves what we are pretending. To admit this and look
at our games we are playing with ourselves and every body else, is extremely difficult, so it is just natural that a
subject like this must be rejected as one's position and self-image must be defended...
BeiYin
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The Trap of Living a Spiritual Concept
Posted: Sun Jan 30, 2005 3:01 pm

Post subject: The Trap of Living a Spiritual Concept

I just finished reading the PON a few days ago. What was contained therein wasn't new to me, and I was quite
impressed with ET's ability to express 'the problem' so succinctly, and also the simple examples to point to another
dimension beyond the mind. What drew me to read the book, were encounters in various discussion groups on the
net with people who had obviously adopted the teaching from this book as a concept. And so I read it to inform
myself and find out about the authenticity and what was being offered. There were only a few minor points in the
book, that I had a different opinion about, so for me it felt authentic. I can't tell about Tolle himself without meeting
him face to face, but from what I read I have no reason to assume otherwise. I'm still reserving my opinion regarding
the methodology recommended to deal with the problem. When I read the book, then I was able to come away from
it with tips I could try for increasing my moments of presence, so I found it helpful and also I’m giving it a try. But
my background is probably different than the majority of readers, in that I have practiced meditation daily for many
years, having had effective results with that. What I want to find out is how is the material presented in this book
affecting people in general? In this book I didn't see that Tolle addressed the problem of adoption of spiritual
concepts by the ego/mind as a means to keep the game going, at least not as a special section. Perhaps he does this in
subsequent material? Even his own experience, and he hints that for most, one has to reach a point of desperation to
be able to surrender and allow an opening for something new, to which I agree with. So it would seem that if people
haven't grown sick and tired enough of their own game, then this material would be very satisfying to those who are
seeking to become 'spiritual' as another means to survive. If it is so satisfying as a concept, then this offering could
be one of the biggest traps ever created by a spiritual teacher (even if the intention was good). I also feel we are in a
desperate situation 'world-wide', and something does need to be done and soon and so I also see his offering as a
creative solution for speeding things up. But if it has the opposite effect of trapping people in a spiritual concept of
being, then this 'short-cut' could cause more harm than good. This is my main concern regarding PON, and I hope to
receive an answer about it here.
I question the ability of people to be able to start out observing themselves in their daily active lives, without having
initially created some distance from themselves via some practice of sitting meditation where there aren't so many
distractions. I remember when I first came across the words: "Present Moment - Only Moment" around 20 years ago
and 'intellectually' I understood it. I lived that concept without any concrete change in myself, lying to myself for a
couple of years, until my world fell apart, and only then was I ready to take that honest look within... Maybe there is
a middle solution or a modification that might be more effective, with a combination of techniques, where one uses
one until reaching a particular step, then moving on to the next after having actually passed that step. Perhaps, this
concern isn’t relevant, that it is a good a solution as any. I’m open to either answer, not being dependent upon being
right. Is it possible that the material in this book should be considered 'advanced' and one shouldn't attempt it until
after one has practiced daily sitting meditation for a sufficient time or at least reached the realization of certain
steps? While I see the importance of people becoming independent and not have to rely upon an authority, I can like
the suggestions of self-checks, but also I know that easily these self-checks for progress are meaningless while one
is still fully sucked into the confirmation game, as EVERYTHING is used for confirmation. I strongly feel the only
valid check-up would be from an objective observer, but then one has to be open to accept what won't be
confirmation... From my experience hardly anybody is open for that!
What are people seeing as the overall result, not only in themselves but also in others they know of who are
practicing these techniques? Can someone here give me feedback about this? Has Tolle addressed this issue? If so,
then I would appreciate a pointer in that direction...
Betsy
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Intellectual and Emotional Spirituality
Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 7:53 pm

Post subject: Intellectual and Emotional Spirituality

With interest I am watching the phenomena of more and more sophisticated 'spirituality' growing, especially in
the Internet. The cyber space seems to be the best play and training ground for those who are developing their
'spirituality'. These people are highly identified with their mind and/or emotions and also need to go further than
their personal limitations. So concepts, which have existed for a long time, are being developed by present
thinkers in such a way, that hardly there is any space uncovered. Already this happened in the middle ages when
monks were discussing about the highly sophisticated spiritual question of: ‘How many angels can rest on the
head of a needle?’ Today this sounds for us as absurd, funny or naive, but in actuality not much has changed
about it. In our days people are discussing about enlightenment, karma, meditation techniques, freedom,
consciousness, big bang, or ‘whatever’ and they feel very 'spiritual' doing it, especially when it goes together or
parallels with emotional identifications, including images about angels, love, vibration, energy, etc. These
concepts are highly developed today by many New Age thinkers and feelers. All live in their special, precious
world of images, they are nourished by it and they feed back into the big rose cloud by giving their energy into it.
They feel so good, - uplifted into spheres where they can forget the cruel reality of earthen ground... Giving
thankfully back into the intellectual and emotional pool because they get their self-confirmation out of it. From
there they get all their security, intellectual and emotional. Well, I am not judging or criticizing our society, I am
just reflecting about it and pointing out some aspects. I don't want to attack anybody, although people might feel
offended, because I am touching their most precious property they own... What people own is their reality, with
this they are satisfied. Are they? I guess not, because there is still the silent longing in the background of their
existence. A yearning for another reality, which is not limited to one's personality. There are people on this planet
who are striving forward to another 'reality', they have a new measurement for values and so their attitude towards
other fellow human beings, the surrounding and to themselves is different. Those people are creating new spaces
to live, with different conditions; responsibly relating to their environment and the people they live with under
daily circumstances. We have built such a space and there exists a physical manifestation of it, not just an image
in the cyber space as a wishful dream. It is called "FalconBlanco". A place for about 20 people in the midst of
unspoiled nature, with sufficient resources to nourish a group of people and with the possibility to live a creative
daily life, which might be simple and not sophisticated, but uncomplicated and fulfilling, because of the trust and
the will to go forward into unknown spaces of one's own existence.
BeiYin

Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 8:51 pm

Post subject: Re: Intellectual and Emotional Spirituality

BeiYin: With interest I am watching the phenomena of more and more sophisticated growing
'spirituality' especially in the Internet.
I am seeing the same thing; spiritual people are popping out of the framework today. They are everywhere. Gurus
and teachers abound. Even the youth coming to our community having only 18-25 years of age are very 'spiritual'.
We talk with them about the spiritual topics, but already they know everything about it. They can regurgitate it
back to us and don't have any essential questions about it about their own position within it. But what I see in
daily life is that people in general, have no idea what is meant by true spirituality.
Apparently the mass consciousness or knowledge base of humanity now includes all the spiritual teachings of
great masters because so much good material has been written about it in the last 100 years or so. So then I think
what is happening today is that people believe that people are spiritual if they know the teachings. The side effect
of this is that the majority of spirituality today exists from individuals who have intellectually understood the
teachings and are confirming others who can do the same. This is the role being played by nearly all the wellknown spiritual teachers today.
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I hear from many people that they meet spiritual people every day that the awareness level is rising and we are in
the golden age of transformation. But there exists a wide discrepancy in face-to-face encounters, rather what is
usually the norm is that nearly all spiritual people are pretending to be spiritual. So then one might ask why is this
happening to so many people today?
As I see it humanity is in great suffering and pain and to be able to survive in this dark world many have latched
onto being a spiritual person to be able to take it. This is evidenced by all the spiritual adepts today who can
express the most profound wisdom. But try to have a profound exchange with these spiritual people, to touch
something beyond the words, then the conversation stays spiritually intellectual without any animation. If you
make the rule to talk about anything essential except spiritual topics, then there is nothing left to talk about.
Nobody in these circles wants to talk about this topic and what might be their place within it.
Apparently the common societal mindset is that if people are truly spiritual then they don't react. This belief also
appears to have the counterpart of being the individual goal to obtain. All one has to do is learn how to accept
everything exactly how it is and just Be! I see that people usually master this concept by adopting the cloak of not
reacting to prove they are spiritual. In other words they have trained themselves to suppress nearly all their selfexpression and emotions. When you meet these kinds of people in person you will notice that they are holding
back their reactions by holding their body rigid is some way. What they are doing is manipulating their outside
appearance to prove to others and themselves that they are aware. From their knowledge base they believe that
aware people need to look a certain way and so they adopt one of the commonly held beliefs such as wide pupils,
intense stares, certain body postures or certain ways to walk, etc. These pretenders are easy to spot if you know
what to look for. Such people are using nearly all their energy to maintain their appearance so it's no wonder when
you try to talk to them it's like talking to zombies. When you try to touch them, you can see their reaction rippling
underneath their surface show, but they can't dare to express themselves or their act would be exposed. Typically
these kinds of people are full of niceties, with painted smiles and they survive by confirming everyone and
everything exactly how it is. This they do to avoid any conflict that might be too challenging for them, because
they haven't learned how to deal truly with their reactive structure. They don't understand that to grow themselves
that they have to take the risk and express their true feelings. This is the only way to clear up unconscious
background structures and further the growing process of all.
I know that reading this topic probably doesn't give good feelings for many, but I feel it's better that we are aware
of it so we can deal with it. In summary, what I see that what we have today is that the spiritual model is well
established, but now we need to each challenge ourselves to find out how to realize these teachings and bring
them down into our daily lives. I would like to see more people today asking questions about themselves, versus
just being parrots regurgitating all the accumulated wisdom.
Lastly, I can understand why BeiYin doesn't want to talk any more about this subject, because he can see that
nearly everything that is expressed along these lines is either rejected or is used by personalities to be able to keep
the game going. So then also I wonder what can be done about it.

Betsy

Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 9:30 pm

Post subject: Intellectual Spirituality

Betsy: So then also I wonder what can be done about it.
Read also about it at:
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=407#407
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"...So better I hold back in my self expression and let them 'fry in their own juice' until they are ready."
BeiYin

Going for Enlightenment?
Posted: Sun Feb 27, 2005 11:47 am
Life - to be lived

Post subject: Going for Enlightenment?

Life is what we are
life is what we do
what we feel - what we think.
Life is what makes us cry
what makes us laugh.
Life is our mistakes
and the finding of truth.
Striving for a goal
might motivate us
life is the path
wherever it goes
Life is the stones
hurting my feet
Life is my suffering.
******
What else can I do than keep going
to wherever I am guided to from within
can I do more than responding best I can
to what shows up on my pathless path?
Goals might be just wishful fantasies
losing their importance while walking
The hurting stones remind me
to pay attention to each step I take
opening myself to details beside the road
enjoying the shade under a tree
and the beauty of a greeting flower
I am becoming addicted to life.
BeiYin
14. 7. 1999
*********************************************************

Robby: It ís an expensive habit. We are all too busy sucked into everyday life to use it to become enlightened. We
are as addicted to our doing in everyday life as the junkie is to the heroin.
BeiYin: That's right, people are very busy with their everyday lives. They are sucked by it perhaps all their lifetime.
That is their lives. Who is going to judge? One who has taken 'enlightenment' as a goal in one's life, might feel
special and selected from the mass of lost people, but the path to this goal will show, that it is just another kind of
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survival technique for one's personality.
Robby: It ís easy to see that the junkie and the alcoholic are throwing life away, fix after fix and drink after drink.
They are using those substances to avoid their feelings, or to feel ok with those feelings. By doing that, they are
avoiding parts what we consider life to be.
BeiYin: We are all throwing life away by not responding to life, by not relating to what shows up in this very
moment. But everybody does as good as he/she can. We all are avoiding certain feelings, what we have to learn is to
deal with them in a creative way and not to hide ourselves or to cover those feelings. As long we are identified with
our feelings (and thoughts) and living towards a goal, what is nothing more than an image, an idea or a concept, we
will have feelings that we will not like; because these are reactions of what provokes the daily reality. So those goals
are the cause for part of our frustration and we react in a negative, defensive way, to hold on our goals. It doesn't
really matter if this is the sophisticated goal of enlightenment or just the simple wish to feel good.
Who is going to separate life into portions? The businessmen want us make believe that we can buy portions of life
when we buy their products! And there are others, they are called 'gurus' and they want to sell us enlightenment,
they are nearly as clever as salesmen, convincing us to adapt their techniques, philosophies, etc.
Robby: On the other hand, the effects of those substances are life for them. Do they evolve through pain and
suffering? How different is that from others?
BeiYin: Right, it seems the only way humanity can evolve is through pain and suffering. What makes it so difficult
is that humanity obviously is still on such a primitive level, that they have developed many survival techniques to
avoid pain and suffering, instead of using reactions such as pain and suffering in a creative way. Is it that there is not
yet enough information available to deal with it?
There is information available, but obviously very few people are(yet) interested.
Robby: Buddha said that existence is painful.
BeiYin: For sure this is a mistaken interpretation. Existence is not painful. Existence becomes painful because of
our personal reactions to reality.
Robby: We all want to escape pain, most people choose the path of denial/distraction.
BeiYin: Exactly, that's the reason why 'existence is painful', people haven't yet learned to relate in a creative way,
not to what shows up in life and not to their own reactions.
Robby: Only a few of us choose the path of enlightenment to escape the pain.
BeiYin: With the new age movement and the 'American spirituality' which is also using the Internet to find
followers, the number is growing pretty strong and even their slogans are entered into the consuming world.
Robby: Enlightenment is the only sure way, nothing else works.
BeiYin: This you say because you are convinced, and you have chosen this survival method. You can't say that
nothing else works, or have you tried every thing available? For sure you haven't finished up to its end the method
of 'enlightenment', otherwise you would know that you are trapped in an illusion and there isn't another way to
enlightenment than life itself.
Robby: The most powerful drugs, the most lavish lifestyles all fail eventually. Not even death brings relief. The
unfulfilled desires from this life require more lives to bring them to completion. The path of denial/distraction
involves turning away from the pain of existence; that is why it fails. Everywhere you turn, there is existence, so
there is no escape from the pain.
BeiYin: You have adapted a certain quite sophisticated dogma, check if this is really still valuable.
Robby: The path people have taken becomes a matter of numbing themselves. It's death of one's life plan, no matter
what one choose as the numbing agent, there can't be success on this path, failure is guaranteed.
BeiYin: Failure is guaranteed on whatever path, as long there is a goal in one's mind. 'Personality' is bound to
goals, success, motivation, defense, confirmation, etc. Failures are stepping-stones on our path. We can move
creatively forward and we must not necessarily loose energy by fighting against unfavorable circumstances because
they might be in contrary of our images, goals, etc.
Robby: Existence is everywhere as we are turning around ourselves, so then why does enlightenment work? It
works because it produces non-involvement with existence. Paradoxically, it is the total involvement with existence
that produces the pain in the first place. No involvement, no pain. Pain doesn't get generated, so no
denial/distraction/numbing is required. It is the involvement of the denial path that requires lifetime after lifetime.
Without involvement, no lives are necessary. It’s a matter of choice. On the path of enlightenment, existence itself is
an illusion to be dispelled, nothing more. The engine of existence runs on the fuel of desire. It doesn't matter if that
desire is for true love from another person, a Rolls Royce, a yacht, a new toy, or anything else.
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BeiYin: Pretty week dogma you are presenting based on the misinterpreted teachings of Buddha making an escape
method out of it... and this seems to be clear by now so no further comment is necessary.
Robby: On the path of enlightenment, they are all equally illusion producing.
BeiYin: Your dogma of the 'path of enlightenment' is also 'illusion producing'.
Robby: Does this mean we should cease all activity and go into navel gazing? No, we are all here for a purpose, and
one of the first steps on the path of enlightenment is to discover that purpose and get on with it.
BeiYin: To be able to find out about the purpose of life one must be enlightened and as this is still an illusion, so
let's drop this idea and go on with our lives just in the ways we are capable. Just as normal, simple not yet
enlightened human beings, nevertheless being responsible and trying our best. But we will avoid following anybody
who is promising too much and using words that sound great but are part of misty concepts.
Robby: After all, where we live is the manifested universe! We have inner stillness in the midst of activity and
chaos to keep things in perspective.
BeiYin: Indeed, good for the one who has inner stillness and even those who don't have it can look forward and
trust that life will contribute all they need to fulfill their purpose - whatever this might be!
Robby: Guess we need a new paradigm that isn't based in duality. Any suggestions?

Drop your head - let go
let your heart be aware - beam
no words needed - no dogma
relate to what shows up - now
connect your hands with your heart - go on
take a bucket and water the plants - do it
expressing life through your personality - be it
BeiYin

Posted: Mon Feb 28, 2005 10:22 am

Post subject: Re: Going for Enlightenment?

BeiYin: The hurting stones remind me
to pay attention to each step I take
opening myself to details beside the road
This seems to me to be the best advice for anyone 'going for enlightenment'.
As I see it all our 'hurts' happen as a result from turning around in our dream world. Whether we've stubbed our toe
or are feeling sad or disappointed...
So if we know this, then our painful reactions can be used creatively 'as beacons' showing us we were lost and
remind us to come back to the real world, relating to what is actually here.
Thanks!
Betsy
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Who is Afraid?
Sun Feb 27, 2005 8:06 pm

Post subject: Who is afraid?

BeiYin: Right, it seems the only way humanity can evolve is through pain and suffering. What
makes it so difficult is that humanity obviously is still on such a primitive level, that they have
developed many survival techniques to avoid pain and suffering, instead of using reactions such as
pain and suffering in a creative way. Is it that there is not yet enough information available to deal
with it? There is information available, but obviously very few people are(yet) interested.
I think this is the key reason why hardly anyone is participating in this discussion forum. Basically 'personalities'
are afraid. They aren't entering into essential discussion because they want to avoid pain and suffering. The
normal way for personalities is to point the finger to the outside, identifying the source to essentially blame their
own provoked 'strong reaction' on somebody or something. This is to me is the nature of escaping, we are always
finding something else that caused our bad feeling, NEVER EVER considering that we have caused it. Maybe
personalities don't believe they are causing the reactions themselves?
One only has to know the basic information that the reaction happening inside us comes when 'reality' doesn't give
the personality what it wants. The reaction is 'unwanted' and therefore painful. (Is anybody interested to ask:
painful to what or to whom?) Then to not have pain anymore, we divert ourselves, numb ourselves, blame the
other, pack our bags or eliminate what we've identified as the outside trigger - in essence we suppress our pain by
escaping. (What are we escaping from?) We can't deal creatively with the reactions coming from our personalities
until we do the first step and this is: To acknowledge that WE CAUSED IT, not the outside!
Once we can do this, then we are in position to creatively deal with it and not before. I would think that anyone
truly interested in 'self-knowledge' would want to know this basic information about personalities. Can people
start by asking themselves what they are afraid of or 'who or what is afraid'? Should one stay in fear of reactions
getting provoked inside oneself, always running away from them? Or can one see that this actually is a good thing
to allow them and to face them, because then one gains self-knowledge by questioning them? Still I can
understand the hesitation, because to the personality these ideas can be quite frightening to consider...

Betsy
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Materialistic Worldview
Posted: Sat Mar 05, 2005 10:21 pm

Post subject: Materialistic Worldview

These posts were moved from the guest book:
BeiYin: Can we also see that we are all addicts in the way we live, with our habits, our attitudes,
etc., that these money and power players we are blaming, are only the most visible aspect presenting
the sickness inherent in the human base of society and that we are all part of the materialistic world
view?
I must strongly protest because you are putting everybody into the same category. I come from a strong
foundation of religious upbringing and have a different value system. While I know that all are sinners, also I
know there is salvation. We only have to believe in Jesus Christ as our savior and we can also be saved. What
exists right now on this planet is God’s divine plan and as such is perfect exactly how it is. If disaster comes to
this world then it won’t affect me because I have been saved, but woe to those who are still living as sinners - the
devil’s spawn I call them. Yet I do admit that sometimes I have depression, but this is because of personal
problems and I have a treatment I take that helps me but I don’t depend upon it. I can take it or leave it. The bible
says clearly that the devil is around every corner; I only need to stay alert and not fall into temptation to join with
others who are offering fulfillment based on material things. I have found the Lord and so I am no longer fooled,
not even by the devils’ writing, which is another temptation to avoid or one might lose oneself. You can recognize
Satan at work, because there is always chaos and confusion in his wake…
May God Bless You,
Josephine Mueller
--------------------------------------------------------------------Post subject: God's divine plan?
Josephine Mueller: What exists right now on this planet is God’s divine plan and as such is perfect
exactly how it is.
Who says that this is 'God's divine plan'? Accepting things like 'they are' has as a result that one will not do
anything to change something about it. Isn't this what allows those guys to do what they are doing, without being
disturbed - because it is all 'legal' what means it is accepted by authorities of the government and the Church? Are
we are not supporting the destruction of this planet with this attitude? Are we are not allowing that incredible
suffering of humanity by not doing anything against contamination, exploration etc.? Can you just watch that 45
millions of children are dying during the next decade, without doing anything, because this is part of the 'divine
plan'? Are manipulation and corruption accepted because of this? Are all these power games and the accumulation
of wealth of a few while millions don't have even the minimum to survive, are part of the 'divine plan' and
therefore you call it 'perfect as it is'?
Can't you see that this is exactly the attitude that has brought humanity to where we are? And soon will arrive at:
The total destruction of all life on this planet! Can't you see that humanity is brain washed during centuries, that
religion was always used by governments and leaders to calm down people by using phrases like: 'this is the
divine plan' and 'we are the chosen one's from God' etc. How many hundreds of thousands of people were killed
in the name of 'God'? In all the wars, all involved leaders said: 'God is with us!' and the brave people followed and
killed each other. Has there something changed? The political leaders are mostly Christians and probably those
money maker as well, yes of course, they are all part of the 'divine plan', and so they can do whatever they want,
filling their pockets with wealth using people and letting them suffer and die, and it is always perfect! Hallelujah!
BeiYin
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Sun Mar 06, 2005 10:09 am

Post subject: Re: Materialistic Worldview

BeiYin: Accepting things like 'they are' has as a result that one will not do anything to change
something about it. Isn't this what allows those guys to do what they are doing, without being
disturbed - because it is all 'legal' what means it is accepted by authorities of the government and the
Church?
I agree that this attitude, which has been held for a long time, is exactly that which has allowed the world to come
to the brink of distinction. But why is this attitude so readily accepted and prominent in nearly all humans living
today?
To accept things how ‘they are’ is readily misinterpreted simply because the individual doesn’t want to make a
change in themselves! As a valid attitude it would mean that one accepts one’s inside reaction – what is
happening in one’s thoughts and emotions that is being provoked from outside circumstances (which indeed are
out of our control) - versus reacting out of them in a way to defend one’s personal viewpoint. But it doesn’t mean
to stop there and simply be passive accepting how our habitual behaviors. Every moment brings the opportunity
to take a little step to change one’s overall behavior. These little steps add up over the many days of our lives and
cumulatively can make a big difference to turn things around. One only has to start by taking a step back,
observing and asking questions about one's internal reactions, then one is in a position to make a decisive next
step to change the way we have behaved in the past.
I think the main reason this is misinterpreted is because the last thing humans want to do is look at themselves and
think the conditions today have anything to do with them personally. Nearly everyone prefers to give the fault for
how they are feeling and the way of their life to the outside circumstances or what they were born into. This at the
same time makes them feel as victims, powerless to make a difference in their lives. Because of this innate fear of
turning the eye on themselves, nearly all are seeking happiness in the outside world through attainment of status
and/or possessions. The mess today is the cumulative result of people trying to get happiness from things in the
outside world and this they do because they don’t know what it truly means that happiness comes from within. If
we would only confront a few observable facts then this should clear up our misinterpretation.
One is that we hate change, we don’t want to change anything about how we are used to things. Having to adapt
to changing outside conditions causes us much stress and unhappiness, depressions - you name it. This attitude is
obviously the prevalent one today because of the escalating planetary destruction. But does anyone honestly ask
themselves why they hate to change? Does anyone acknowledge that our own resistance to change is what is
causing our pain? Then what do we do to get rid of our pain? Then we try to find something on the outside that
will give us pleasure, to avoid self-confrontation… We don’t want to see that to eliminate our pain, we have to go
within to make an essential change about ourselves. We want that an authority, government, church, priest, father
or divine presence will deliver our happiness to us. Obviously this is a belief being held, because we know it’s not
our reality today – this is our hope for the future… We are in truth not accepting our personal reality, how things
really are because we don’t want to know about it. The world is changing, people are changing, relationships
change, countries change, governments change, currency changes, technology changes, jobs change, there is
nothing in the outside world that we can hang onto not even our own life - but even this we are denying! We want
to live forever and we are all looking for confirmation of our precious personality – exactly how it is! But in
reality, we constantly cycle between being happy and sad in an endless circle because of our outward looking
behavior to get happiness through attainment of goals and possessions, which never fill our expectations. Our
outward looking behavior is what is causing our empty feeling of despair, a hole that will never be filled by a
changing world. This is the only reason we accept things how they are and believe in divine plans, because we
simply don’t want to take the reins into our own hands and become responsible grown ups.
Betsy
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Suffering causes change?
Posted: Sun Mar 06, 2005 10:56 am

Post subject: Suffering causes change?

So as a result of the tendency not to look at oneself and not wanting to change oneself, people are trying to satisfy
their need for happiness on the outside and this is used by the money makers to sell their stuff which finally
destroys everything: Health, environment, - the whole planet. The reason for all 'bad' is seen also in the outside
and projected to certain individuals or groups, which then will be eliminated. But that this doesn't solve the
problem is pretty clear and also that happiness can't be found by consuming what is offered even with the most
beautiful promises. Obviously the change in one's attitude has to happen through suffering. I'm just wondering:
There is so much desperation coming out of incredible suffering of humans, but it doesn't look like that there is a
visible change happening. Those who suffer because they haven’t even fulfilled the minimum needs to survive
will not change because they are looking at the outside to get what they need. Those who suffer because they are
tired of consuming, have problems in their relationships or one of the many reasons happening in their lives and
can't get on the outside what they need, are looking for more 'spiritual' sense in their life. The traditional religions
are kind of worn out and now there is offered 'New Age Philosophy' which completes these needs. (This would be
a new subject to deal with...) So what about those who are using the lack of awareness of people and selling them
all kinds of junk, making billions with it and can allow to fulfill all their needs on the outside? Don't they come to
the point that they realize that this can't give them real satisfaction? Why do they have to continue to get more and
more power and money? These people are not suffering? Is there not even one of them who might change? I'm
just wondering...
BeiYin
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The Pain Body & The Happy Body
Posted: Fri Mar 18, 2005 10:01 pm
Circle

Post subject: The Pain Body & The Happy Body - The Never Ending

The basic problem is that we are identified with our self-image, we believe this to be our essential self. Along the
path of our life we have accumulated much information from experiences we've had and it's stored in our
memories. As we grew we become more and more identified with those contents, believing this to be ourselves.
We have the ingrained habit of being identified with our reflection and nearly all of our daily activities and longterm goals, we are doing to prove or validate the image we have of ourselves. All that we do, we are doing to get
confirmation for this fictitious entity. Even by going into spirituality we are doing the same, only now we are
collecting the property of 'spiritual being' for our self-image. Spiritual wisdom is being sought out and collected
for the purpose to confirm our new spiritual way that we want ourselves to be. Okay, so that is at least true for
many people in spiritual forums. What they tried before to get confirmation for their self-image eventually wore
out when reality took over, and so the search continues to find something else that might work. Turning to
spirituality is often the end of the rope, and often a dead end because people get so much satisfaction out of
adding this property to their self-image...
So what we can know about this is that we have a 'hidden' agenda (hidden because we are not aware we are doing
this, so it's like it doesn't exist), to confirm our self-image in the outside world. We need other people to give us
the confirmation we are seeking, as it's nearly impossible to get it from oneself. Thus also the reason many post to
mailing lists and forums such as this, and talk and become authors or teachers... What underlies all this is the
defense or survival mechanism the personality (as being identified with the body) is using in its attempt to prove
its existence. If what we receive from the outside world we like, then this is positive confirmation for our hidden
agenda and we want more of it! If what we receive from the outside world we don't like, then this is negative
confirmation for our hidden agenda, and so we have to reject these kinds of information or otherwise something
else has to give - meaning our identification with our personality - but because we are striving to validate it this is
the last thing we are interested in, so we find a way to counteract it, usually by ignoring, rejecting, attacking or
suppressing our feelings regarding it.
The pain body is an accumulation of resistance from not being confirmed in one's daily life, and the manifestation
is the unexpressed feelings regarding this disappointment. As reality will never confirm a 'static image', suffering
and disappointment from one's expectations, hopes, desires, wishes, etc, will always be the inevitable result. The
pain body is the low wave of the never-ending-circle, meaning it's the expression of one's built up or accumulated
disappointments and if there is enough pressure built up, it is easily triggered from anything on the outside which
doesn't go your way. I don't hear many people talking about the equal counterpart of the 'happy body'. This happy
body is the high wave of the never-ending circle, meaning it's the self-expression of one's accumulated delight
that you're getting the confirmation for your self-image that you are longing for. It is also easily triggered by
nearly anything on the outside - something that you received which you feel especially confirms you in your goal
is a typical trigger.
So you see each body which is manifesting reflects the two extreme states of seeking confirmation for one's selfimage, the pain body: you're not getting it, the happy body: you're getting it. Neither body is you, both are
reactions coming from the game you are playing trying to get confirmation for your personality from the outside
world. First we have to become aware of this aspect of ourselves, and then we might be able to take the next step
to not identify with either state. People will never get the confirmation they are seeking for their self-image, but
many keep trying for their whole lifetime, despite the obvious evidence.
Betsy
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Confirming or Not Confirming, a delicate art...
Posted: Fri Mar 18, 2005 11:47 pm Confirming or Not Confirming, a delicate art
I see that the majority of humans are basically stuck in the game of seeking confirmation for their self-image. I
realize that this is the main thing that we have to learn about here during our time in 'Earth' school, that we are all
being asked to take another step in our evolution and go beyond this self-seeking futile game. I know about this
problem, having seen it in myself with my own game, so then I also feel motivated to do something about it.
Okay, so for me to know this information guides me to be wary of my highs and lows, being suspicious of them
that it's me in my game seeking confirmation and allows me to keep confronting myself and my self-seeking
nature. But also because I know about the problem and see the suffering of so many people because of this game
and the devastating effects it is having on the planet, then I have the strong desire to help to try to do something
about it. But when I come to this aspect then I have no idea how to do that. How can I respond to other people
when I know that they are only seeking confirmation yet aren't aware they are doing that? I would like to help
them find out about it so they can discover a genuine joy and also to lift the darkness happening on this planet.
But I see that if I give people confirmation for that which they are seeking, then it obviously doesn't help them to
become aware of the 'basic problem'. Rather it has a harmful effect in that it triggers the 'happy body', because
they are getting confirmation, and then they have no reason to question anything. It causes stagnation. If I don't
give them confirmation, yet rather point to what they are trying to do so that they might become aware of it, then
the result is they are unhappy or even angry with me, because it's the last thing they want to hear. This then
triggers a state of defense in them (the pain body), which also isn't helpful. I then realize that either way I respond
to people triggers one or the other state of identification? But isn't there a solution to help people with this
problem?
BeiYin had told me the other day, that you have to give a little confirmation along the way or else nobody will
continue on, it will simply be too much. I think about all the years I've hung in there, and yes, I agree there must
have been some confirmation or else I wouldn't have stuck with it, although looking back I think mostly the
positive confirmation I interpreted to be so on my own and probably the negative as well. In truth it's hard to
know because so much came from my interpretation and my needs at the time, only I can see that today I'm still
asking questions so that tells me something worked... Looking back at my past, I also realize that it was only in
those moments when I felt enough pain, that I regained my resolve to come back to myself and question again my
motives. Pain was definitely my motivator. I never felt a reason to question my happy states. So then it would
seem to me that not giving confirmation to other people is the best way to approach this matter. But probably
BeiYin's right - you have to give a little confirmation, to at least make people open enough to be able to talk
eventually nearer to the essential topic.
This brings up another issue. I see more clearly now how people confirm themselves in their adopted role, by
doling out confirmation to others, thereby not only keeping themselves trapped but also entrapping others. I don't
blame people who are doing this, as I realize they can't be aware of the 'basic problem', not having seen it in
themselves, or they wouldn't be behaving like this. As one is seeking to get confirmation from others for their
self-image, then probably the most effective way to confirm oneself in one's own role is to give it as much as
possible to others, as this keeps one in an artificially prolonged happy state. This kind of evidence of being a
peaceful and happy being is necessary to prove to others, if one has adopted the role of 'star being', spiritual
teacher or guru. I suppose the opposite can be true with those who never give any confirmation, that it keeps one
in an artificially prolonged unhappy or painful state. I realize both extremes are a common trap so it's another
thing to be on guard about.
Betsy
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What have Pictures to do with Reality?
Posted: Mon Apr 11, 2005 11:42 pm

Post subject: What have Pictures to do with Reality?

What has a picture to do with how we relate and respond to life? What has a picture to do with life at all? We own
pictures on paper, in videos, digital or in whatever form: painted, drawn or taken mechanically. We are not only
surrounded by pictures - our heads are full of pictures, images and concepts of all kinds. And then we try to fit all
these artificially made constructions to reality, or we try to fit reality to our pictures, getting confirmation for all
this that is part of ourselves because we are identified with it. These pictures are our property and part of our
personality. We are fighting for them and defending them. We are classifying them and putting them into boxes.
There are pictures we like to see (calling these 'dreams') and others we put as far away as possible, hiding and
suppressing them... We are reacting to pictures as if they are alive. From this reason alone a huge industry has
built up around it, becoming an important way to influence and manipulate people, often being used by politicians
and money-makers...
There is hardly anything unknown. We have given names to everything and with this we have made pictures out
of everything. We are still like people from the stone age, believing that by giving a name to something unknown
then we can feel more secure. Probably here started all the 'religious' manipulations by some clever guys telling
people that behind the clouds there are the thunder god and that he could be calmed by giving presents to him... I
guess this has a long history in the 'culture' of pictures and from there it has its enormous importance. But the
truth is that we know very little, we haven't even scratched the surface. We don't know ourselves and not what
might be beyond our limited horizon. We are still at the beginning of our human evolution.
Isn't it interesting that in our days 'pictures' are so much dominating our presence? Pictures stimulate our fantasy
and so we like to watch TV and movies and read magazines... Isn't it strange that if we look at a beautiful
landscape that looking through the viewer of a camera makes this view more special? Maybe then the landscape
becomes more like a picture because it has a frame? Are we able to see beauty without a frame? Or more exact:
Can we see at all what is reality? No, we can't because we are seeing everything through our inbuilt frame and the
many filters we have developed to protect our stored pictures. Probably it is even not possible to understand this
question because there is an absolute identification with one's frame and filters. We are not capable to be aware of
what is around us without comparing it automatically with the already stored pictures! And then using it for our
self-confirmation by accepting known pictures or rejecting or ignoring every thing else unknown. Isn't this the
way moneymakers are manipulating us, connecting pictures which comfort us with the item they want to sell?
And it works as we are mostly unconscious about it...
We are still like little children playing with our doll or teddy bear, believing that they are alive and real. So we are
living in a fantasy and dream world of pictures, images and concepts! Oh gosh! Let's wake up and take
responsibility for the reality within and around us! (Of course this is ask far too much...)
The fact that we have a kind of self-consciousness, meaning we have started to be aware of ourselves, has had the
side-affect of our blowing ourselves up to the utmost maximum. We are filling up ourselves with all kinds of
property: material, feelings, intellectual and all this is closely connected with our pictures... 'Personality' is mainly
an illusion, it exist because we are identified with all kind of stuff. Not only pictures but also the property of our
mind, our feelings and last not least all the material things we have collected. As more we own, as more we
believe we exist, so it never is enough. That's why we try to stimulate our senses, collect more knowledge, like to
be provoked in our emotions, etc. We even cling on our suffering because of the same reason or in a perverse
variation some people get their satisfaction out of making others suffering... The variations are endless and always
with the intention to get the feeling of existence out of it. If not in a positive way then in a negative one...
If you are satisfied with your picture dream world then go on, but if you are starting to get tired then maybe it is
time to question your self image and all other pictures...
BeiYin
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The Big Containing Picture
Posted: Thu Apr 14, 2005 8:05 pm Post subject: The Big Containing Picture
I realize that I’m holding a big picture, and that picture is ‘me’. This picture I realize is what affects me the most
in how I relate and respond to life, and also I realize it's just a picture and not reality. It is a complex snapshot of
the past that I am keeping alive with my thinking. This ‘me’ contains all of my experiences throughout my
lifetime, and it is my main interest in life. I realize that because of my predominant concern, everything that I
perceive in the world outside of myself I relate to myself, giving it a value according to my prime objective. This
objective I realize is the summation of my desires, goals and wishes of how I want my ‘me’ to be. For this reason
I interpret all that I receive through my self-image evaluation system, making all that I receive very individualized
and self-centered. At times, it doesn’t seem that way, because I also realize that through my life experiences I’m
learning. But I had to ask myself the other day, what am I learning? I realized that what I’m learning is how to
better survive and how to better achieve that which I want. That's what I'm really interested in and This base
desire underlies all my learning.
So in another article it was asked how people could not see the photos in the newspaper of the accused one of
looking mean and the poor victim having a smile and looking nice, that the media was using these portrayals to
paint a certain viewpoint and that nobody hardly questioned it. I can say that in the past I would not have noticed
this manipulation and would have been content that the bad guy was being put into jail and justice was being
done, because then my worldview was enough to feel that I was now safe. Now I am more critical, but I see that
really I haven’t learned anything new, I’m still living out of my past world of stored images seeing everything as a
picture. As long as I haven’t dealt with the core problem, then only I am learning a new evaluation system, doing
the same thing, just with a different coloration, somehow feeling more advanced than I was before because of the
gained knowledge. But then eventually this gets old and I will seek the next new revelation. I’ve done this enough
now to realize that this game will never end... So I see that we can’t go beyond our pictures and really see what is
there in reality, until we have gone to the root of the problem which is our need to prove that our ‘observer’ or our
'me' is real, when in reality it is just a mechanism of the mind, arising out of thought and past experiences. Now
my next question is, can I just look at something without any pictures, without any self-image, without any
evaluation, without any judgment? Can I look at something without the image of myself getting in the way?
Betsy
Posted: Thu Apr 14, 2005 8:53 pm

Post subject: Pictures in the way...

Betsy: Can I look at something without the image of myself getting in the way?
As long as these images are unconscious you can't. As long as your beliefs and concepts of how and who you are
in most parts are unconscious and you are identified with the conscious part, you can't. But the 'growing process'
consists in getting all this out into the light of your awareness and with this process being completed, you will be
able to look at reality without wanting it to change so that it confirms your personal view of it. That might be a
long way to go... But don't be disappointed by my answer: Once you see some light, even though this seems to be
far away, it will give you the sense of direction and you will not easily get lost, like others who are walking all
their life in circles. This might go on for many lifetimes and then seems like never ending... So don't feel bad
about it. Anyway: Who is reacting, isn't it out of your expectation? The expectation is part and coming out of your
self-image, isn't it? OK, so next step...
BeiYin
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The difficulty of giving unwanted information
Posted: Mon Apr 18, 2005 8:34 pm

Post subject: The difficulty of giving unwanted information

There is a certain subject matter that all people should be aware of, yet whenever this subject is brought up, the
bearer of the information is accused of being negative, judgmental, attacking or worse. Because of the delicate
nature of the subject, this kind of response isn’t surprising.
In general, I think most people know that if one isn’t aware of a problem, then it’s not possible to deal with it,
because not being aware of it, it is like it’s invisible that it doesn’t exist. For example: Imagine that you have a
teenage daughter, and the neighbor tells you that she saw your daughter with a known drug pusher, late at night
down town. You know your daughter was in the house that night, you tell the neighbor to mind their own business
and you yell at them to leave your house. How could somebody talk that way about your daughter and even
entertain such an idea!!? You feel personally offended, that the neighbor doubts your parenting, that they are
attacking your reputation and you feel they are completely delusional. You slam the door after them as you kick
them out of your house… Afterwards, it takes you quite some time to calm down about it. A few months later,
you are awakened in the night by a loud noise, you get up and go to your daughter’s room, and there she is at 4
am, entering in through the window… You find out that she has been going out every night and has been dating
this man for 3 months, is addicted to crack cocaine and then suddenly a different, very vivid picture of reality
regarding your daughter becomes your world view. Reviewing the past, you remember you saw behavior changes
in your daughter, but you brushed them off. Okay, so now after knowing the reality of the situation, while you
still don’t feel good, you are at least informed about it and can now start to deal with effectively to the best of
your abilities.
Right?
Similarly, there is a problem that universally affects all human beings, but hardly any human being wants to know
about it. This problem is very serious, and it is the root cause of the all the conflict, environmental destruction and
suffering that is happening on this planet. This problem has been around for a long time and many throughout
history have tried to tell humanity about this problem, but people still refuse to hear about it.. As the problem
continues to remain hidden, it is not being dealt with the sickness caused by it is growing worse every day. There
are plenty of obvious signs around hinting of the prevailing problem, but the majority of the population is
brushing them off.
Now to another parallel: A neighbor has found out about this ‘human problem’, having seen it in his own
behavior. Feeling strongly that all humans should know about it, he then goes from door to door to try to tell
everybody about it. After 100’s of repeated attempts, the neighbor notices, that the overall reaction from people to
this information is universally the same and that is that they don’t want to hear about it. Depending upon the
individual, they have their different ways to reject the information, but all of them have the same underlying
pattern of blaming the messenger, and then doing what they can to get rid of him. The neighbor was accused of
everything in the book for his good intention, including being called: a liar, egotistical, a pusher of beliefs, crazy,
negative, a rabble-rouser, destructive, judgmental, etc. But the neighbor still felt it important that people become
aware of the problem, so he tried to think of another way to get the message through.
He realized that because of the nature of the problem, humans don’t want to know about it and thus they will
respond in an automatic fashion to reject all information given about it. Which makes that it’s a very difficult
situation. He thought that if people at least knew this, they might be able to relax enough to let go their tendency
to defend for a moment, then there might be an opening for people to listen to this information and be able to
consider the possibility, which would be a big step. (Actually it is best not to assume something is true or not true,
just because someone else tells you it is. The only way to arrive at truth is to make your own investigation about
it.)
If the parent in the previous example, didn’t react defensively and instead was open to the possibility, even
believing it to be absurd, then they could have been nice to the neighbor and asked for more information about it.
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Then they could have confronted the daughter that day with it, probably uncovering some truth about the matter.
As it was, the problem was ignored and allowed to fester, and the daughter ended up getting addicted to crack
cocaine, where if the parent would have acted immediately they might have been able to prevent the daughter
from becoming addicted.
It should be known that ‘information’ isn’t positive or negative, it is our personal reaction to the information or
how we feel after hearing it, that gives information it’s value of positive or negative - for us. Because this
information isn’t what people want to hear, then all people will naturally react in a rejecting way, feeling it as
unwanted and therefore negative. So knowing how one might react to ‘unwanted information’ then one might be
able to prepare oneself for it by breathing deeply and not identifying with one’s internal feelings and reacting out
of them. This approach might at least make a small opening to be able to listen to what is being said without
automatically rejecting it.
Maybe it should be presented using the technique of a doctor who is telling a patient the dire situation of their
health. The doctor prepares by asking the person to sit down, and then holds their hand, looking into their eyes
and then saying they are sorry but they have bad news for them. The person is then somewhat prepared for the
shock that they know is coming. The doctor then announces that you have an incurable disease and only have a
few months left to live and should prepare your estate… Yes, you are shocked, but you keep breathing and just
watch the reaction, knowing that it will pass. You also are interested in not rejecting the information because you
realize it’s a matter of life and death, so you want to be able to hear what he says, even if you don’t like it. Later,
after you have calmed down, then you probably will feel motivated to make your own investigation to find out
what you can do to save yourself. I don’t see that there is much more that can be said to prepare people for this
information, so here it is:
The problem is that people are identified with their self-image, that which we perceive as ‘me’, and this ‘me’
exists only in our heads - it isn’t real, it’s only a phantom of our imagination. This ‘me’ seems real and alive
because of what we are constantly telling ourselves in your heads, where we are reacting by defending our
reactions happening inside by using our cognitive process. This activity we are engaged in all day long, merely to
prove to ourselves that we are alive. Because of this false identification, humans spend their entire lifetime adding
to their self-image and gaining all kinds of properties for it, solely for the purpose to prove to themselves that this
image is real. People want to be recognized in their individuality and want their image to live forever. They don’t
want to know the truth about it, because to acknowledge that this ‘me’ is only a phantom feels to them like the
end of them – or death. To keep this illusion going, people are exclusively seeking confirmation from the outside
about it, predominately from other people, but also by accumulating material properties including: intellect,
power, money, spirituality, physical prowess, from being a bad guy to amassing physical assets. Attainment of all
these things serves for self-confirmation to prove they are real. As long as the crux of the problem is not seen,
then all goals will be in vain, gaining properties only for a phantom image.
The side affects of being identified with and proving one’s self-image is that people are completely blind to the
world around them, not able to see beyond the picture of reality they have in their head. Also because of this they
are not able to communicate essentially with their fellow human beings, because the picture they have can never
match the others. ‘Personality’ is the one that doesn’t want to hear this information and will automatically reject
it, because to hear it means the beginning of the end of the delusion. As it is, personalities are also not able to see
the reality of this planet and all the destruction that is happening and that we are rapidly approaching the point of
not being able to turn around the environmental damage that we as a species have already inflicted upon the
planet. People are using highly sophisticated concepts these days: spiritual, ecological and others, for the purpose
to be able to survive and still feel good in this darkening reality. All this destruction is collectively being done, by
everyone who is still engaged in this self-confirming behavior, each fighting to prove and validate the image they
have of themselves in their heads, all striving to get more and more… The truth is that there are hardly any people
‘present’ today, who have realized this truth and have went beyond their picture world and are able to see what is
really going on and are able to tell others about it.
Now that the shock is over, and you are still breathing, you might wonder what to do about it? There is only one
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way to find out the truth of this matter and it requires your personal investigation into it. Nobody can tell you
about it, you have to come to your own conclusion and there is only one way to do this. You have to turn your eye
inwards and use the intelligence you possess to question your own behavior. If you are seriously concerned to get
to the bottom of this matter, you can trust that you will receive the answer.
Betsy

Posted: Mon Apr 18, 2005 8:58 pm Post subject: The difficulty of giving unwanted information
The last few days I was searching through the Internet for a forum I would like to participate, as this forum has no
one who is responding to our posts. I used the search words 'awareness, meditation, spirituality, health, self-help,
etc. There were showing up a huge number of forums, but not really what I was looking for. I looked through 500
forums and found a few which seems to be interesting. First I looked at the names and description but then I
found out that most of these interesting sounding forums were totally inactive: No posts, No visitors. About three
of ten forums were dead. How is this possible? Well, Betsy answered this with her post: Unwanted information!
The same as with our forum. What we post here is not wanted and the best way to avoid this unwanted subjects, is
not to read and not to respond to it. It is so simple! What can we do about it? Probably nothing. We can offer the
information; it is there, available for the one who ask and looks out for it and who wants an exchange. That there
are extremely few people, that we know, but of course to keep a forum alive there should be at least a minimum of
movement...
BeiYin
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Killing is a natural behavior...
Posted: Tue Apr 19, 2005 2:01 am

Post subject: Killing is a natural behavior...

Thoughts of a simple minded human who just wants to get out of the mess and find a creative solution...
This is a delicate subject nobody will like and it will provoke a lot of resistance; arguing out of defense. I don't
like it myself but I believe there is so much unexpressed for too long and it is time now to discover some aspects
of it. There is no doubt that killing is part of survival and in nature this is the daily reality of many species. There
is absolutely nothing bad about it, it is just part of the daily surviving of the individual: The small are eaten by the
bigger and the big are eaten by the biggest. Then it might happen that the big and biggest are also eaten by the
smallest... Some species have developed effective ways to defend themselves, with poison for example and even
they are small, they can kill the attacker who wants to kill them, but most are not capable to defend themselves
and their way to survive is to escape.
The human species learned from the beginning to survive by killing and probably not only animals but also
humans, which didn't belong to their tribe. Later for some reason they changed this and killed only to defend their
territory or if they needed to attack another tribe to expand. In many thousands of years nothing has changed in
human behavior, only the weapons are more effective in our days... Over time, some humans developed more
awareness and had some spiritual experiences and because of this they set new behavior rules, but even this hasn't
changed anything. In the best case scenario, the rules have only served to keep the still existing killer instinct
within controllable limits, but still the killing goes on and on. Every day, everywhere. Not only in never-ending
wars all over the planet (there has hardly been one year of history where there wasn’t a war), but also the killing
happens everyday all around us within our own neighborhoods. The killing has many forms, it is not only that
people are murdered, the killing happens in small doses everywhere: In families, in relationships, in companies,
everywhere! People are smiling, yes, maybe because they feel happy. But we know that people can wear a smile
even when they aren’t truly happy. What is behind the smile? Does it mean: 'Oh, you can trust me, I am a friendly
person', but the real thought behind the smile might be: 'How can I eat you up with the minimum of resistance?'
So this is called 'modern civilized behavior’, using manipulation and tricks to get what one wants, versus the old
way of using a simple cudgel or a stone.
Isn't torture a form of killing? Isn't beating someone up a form of killing? As we probably know, torture has
many different forms. Torture ranges from being brutally physical to the most sensitive psychic torture, hardly
visible but effective in the long run... The question is, why do people torture each other? The answer is very
simple: It is the old unresolved killer instinct coming from our Stone Age forefathers still present within us. We
want to demonstrate that we are the strongest or we want revenge or feel we need to defend ourselves. Can you
recall having fantasies when somebody disappointed you very much? Did you want to kill this person? I had those
fantasies, although I didn't want to kill them so I cut their ears off… Being disappointed means that one hasn't
received what one expected, and this then causes a reaction. So anyone who tortures does it because of being
disappointed or as revenge, but this is done by most of us unconsciously. The disappointment might have
happened a long time ago, but it has left a kind of behavioral imprint. Then this behavioral imprint is replayed as a
reaction, provoked by certain circumstances in life or by the behavior of another person, even if the current
happening has nothing to do with the original disappointment. The current situation is being used by the
individual to be able to react, perhaps because the original situation didn't allow it or because the person was too
young. But then they go on their entire life, unconsciously reacting out of this old disappointment, torturing and
killing others in a brutal or sensitive manner…
I don't know if anyone has made the investigation to find out how often accidents are caused by the unconscious
wish to kill another person. Probably we would be surprised to find out how often this happens. I never would
have thought about it, if it wouldn’t had happened several times in my life. I will report about the last one when I
was nearly killed, and only a miracle saved me: It was about three years ago when we were unloading the van.
The doors in the back were open and I was standing on the ground taking something out, then there came
suddenly the fork truck driven by a guy who was a helper and was driving toward the van. I turned around, but it
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was too late, he didn't stop and smashed me with full speed against the van. I was screaming out of pain. He drove
a few meters backward and then again forward. I was still standing on my feet holding myself up with the van. He
smashed me a second time against the van. I was screaming and fell down. Other people came running, so at least
he didn't try it a third time. I wasn't killed because the van had a step that took most of the hits. I had nothing
broken but my body was hit hard with the force. For several months I had severe problems and then soon
afterward started the symptoms of Fibromyalgia, which were probably suppressed for many years but now
became very acute.
I told this story in detail to make it clear that there was absolutely no doubt that he wanted to kill me. But why? I
hadn’t done anything to him. He came to our place with a friend, had no money, no food and no other place to go.
So we gave him a room, food and some work. I am sure he did NOT want to kill me consciously, but I found out
that he had some serious father problems and he projected his father into me! A few months later something
similar happened with another guy, but I was very alert and nothing serious happened, I only nearly lost one
finger, but from then on I was watching closely when working with others!
What about women? Usually men are the hunters and killers. But are women also killing? For sure they do,
although in a more subtle way. I have had two of these experiences and this was more than enough. I had a
relationship that lasted for two years, with a woman I really felt as my 'soul mate’. On all levels I felt deeply
united with her. I say 'I' because it turned out that she was just using me. She had a perfect way to pretend and to
act as if... This woman was beautiful, intelligent and believe it or not: a good therapist! But she was a killer. When
I was totally attracted, then there started the torture, in such a subtle way that it really was effective to drive me
crazy. I really did love her and so I could take it for more than a year, but then it was enough. I did survive, but
only because I could go beyond my personality due to my meditation practice for many years... I found out later
that she had killed at least two men and one had ended up in a mental hospital for life. One burned himself alive,
out of desperation. I never did find out how conscious she was of her own behavior. I can't believe that she was
totally unconscious about it, as a therapist she must have at least reflected about it, but I don't know. Her way of
reacting was similar to that of the fork truck driver; only that she was hunting men like one would hunt rabbits,
trying to kill as many as possible. Why? Because in all of these men she was acting out her unexpressed urge to
kill her father. I did find out that her father had deeply disappointed her and so with all the men she hunted she
was acting out of wanting revenge.
The same happened in another relationship I had, although not that dramatic, but the psychic background of this
woman was the same, only her unconscious technique was different: She was promising and then not giving,
giving something, then promising more, then withdrawing and all the time asking for more and more attention.
But she could never receive enough, and then would withdraw more and more, until nothing was left. I guess this
happens in many relationships. If one is married, then this is a real trap and then the moment might come that the
man is reacting out of defense and is torturing back. By saying so, I am not defending the behavior of men. It is
just that I can understand the reason why some men might have violent reactions.
This happened in my neighborhood: A 'normal' family, a couple with a daughter and the father of the wife, all
living together. The husband working all day coming home after 10 hours of hard work, then being tortured by his
wife, not getting what he needed. This went on for many years until one day he flipped out and nearly killed his
father-in-law with a hammer, who for a long time had to be in hospital. When the police took him away he said
that he would come back to kill his wife. He is in a mental hospital for life. Yes, this all appears very dramatic,
but it is only the tip of the iceberg - the truth is that this killing and torturing behavior is permanently present and
nearly everywhere – although it is mostly under the surface...
What can we do about it? First we need to look at it and see what is really there. We need to realize that the
killer instinct is still present within us. The various concepts of love that have been added to our living concepts
over the years haven’t changed anything about our innate killer instinct. If anything these concepts have had, then
it is the affect to suppress it more into the unconscious, so it seems like it’s disappeared but that's not the case.
The proof of this can be seen everywhere and also within ourselves if we really want to look and see it. If we are
aware that this instinct still exists and know that this is part of our survival behavior, then we might be able to
keep it under control in so far that when a reaction happens, we can observe it and don’t need to let them
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accumulate. Accumulated, unexpressed and unobserved reactions, will eventually be expressed: 'out of control'. It
will be very difficult to accept that we are still potential killers, especially if we have adapted concepts of love and
harmony and feel identified with these aspects as part of our personality.
It seems there is no way around then to look behind our identifications with adapted concepts, which give us a
certain security, but gives us a false impression how we really are and our true nature.
Are we not playing a double role? Everywhere: In relation ships, in public, in business, in politic. That doesn't
mean that we are always dishonest, no, there is also real love and friendliness involved. But on one side we
pretend to be civilized, loving and passionate but then at the same time we not only have the tendency to kill, and
because many if not most people are damaged, because they have never received the love and attention they
needed in their youth to grow up complete, so all their life they try to compensate this lack. If the damage was
stronger, for example because the father had abused the child, then to compensate this damage the grown up
might have become an unconscious killer. You might say: 'Yes, this is the background of many people, but I don't
see that anybody else is expressing anything 'sensitive' about how it affected them in the past, or might still affect
them today. Or I see it as, hardly anybody expresses any vulnerability of soft spots about themselves, so how is
this possible?' Because it is suppressed and unconscious, it is like if it doesn't exist. They only react out of this not
even knowing why and not even conscious about their reaction... And even if they are violent, they are not really
conscious about it, the same with women who torture their partner by withdrawing themselves - probably judges
have their problems with all this and lawyers difficulties to defend their clients, because this is nearly impossible
to proof...
But also humans like to kill and to torture. Why do people like this? The main reason is because it gives the
feeling of strength and power. Every hunting season, there are a lot of hunters in the forest, and it is dangerous to
go into the forest because they shoot at everything that moves. They have killed two of my dogs over the years
and the last one nearly - since several months he is in treatment with a broken leg and several pellets in his body,
one very near to his heart. The absurd thing is that these hunters who are nothing else than murderer, probably
love their own dogs...
When we see the soldiers in the ongoing wars: They shoot first and ask later and they kill every one in front of
their guns, it doesn't matter if these are children, women or old people. They will give you a good reason, but
probably their killer instinct has gotten out of control, no wonder because they are trained not to think but only to
kill.
This is our present civilization. We are pretenders, living in a dream world to survive from reality but at the
same time we are still using the old primitive survival methods... There is a lot more to say about this, but this
article is already far too long and I need to stop now.
BeiYin
PS: These writings might be far too much, not because of it's length but because of it's content and after reading
all this you probably want to kill me, but on the other hand if you understand it right it might save your life and
even this of our planet... at least it can avoid a lot of suffering, for you personally and also for others.
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Posted: Wed Apr 20, 2005 12:11 am

Post subject: Recalled fantasies

BeiYin: Can you recall having fantasies when somebody disappointed you very much? Did you
want to kill this person? I had those fantasies, although I didn't want to kill them so I cut their ears
off…
I recall having this kind of fantasy in the past. I was married at the time and the relationship between us was 'on
the rocks'. Living together was becoming a living hell and I wanted out of the relationship, but also I was very
afraid to be on my own. All my life I had always had somebody to help me, either a boyfriend, or my family, and
I had never had to face being economically self-sufficient. This was a big fear for me. I was between a rock and
hard place: 'I couldn't live with him and I couldn't live without him.' When things were so bad, then I started
fantasizing that my husband would be killed in a car wreck driving to work or that he would have a heart attack.
Okay, I admit that I wasn't only fantasizing about it, I was actually praying that it would happen... In all these
thoughts, my motivation behind them was that I wanted the insurance money that would come from his death. I
had done all the calculations... The insurance money would pay off the mortgage and I wouldn't have to be
concerned with making ends meet for quite some time. I thought with the money I could survive on my own. I
was also meditating at the time, and eventually I became aware of how badly I wanted this man to die. I was
appalled to see my own thoughts and immediately became concerned that my desire could actually contribute to
his untimely death. I didn't truly want him to die, and I didn't want the guilt of that (if he did) for the rest of my
life! So I started to reverse my prayers asking that my wish be removed, and the next day I made the decision to
face my fear and I asked for the divorce. Afterwards we tried marriage counseling, but looking back I don't think
that neither of us had sufficient self-awareness to be able to resolve our conflict.
I think also about the period before I became aware of my desire for this man to die, and realize being
unconscious of my behavior I might have been provoking him, agitating him or stressing him out with my
reactions at him, attacking him in a psychological way, like you write. As I wasn't conscious about it I don't have
any memory about it. Probably he could tell you about 'how I was' in those days... I can see how it's possible that
this kind of aggressive provoking behavior, with an 'unconscious death wish' behind, could contribute directly to
somebody's death or insanity if the target was more prone to be passive, or if the person being attacked was more
prone to aggression then they might attack back.
Very interesting subject. I would like to see other's feedback regarding this topic, because I don't believe that I'm
the only human with these kinds of suppressed killer instincts...
As a conclusion, I can report that I did survive and overcame my fear of being by myself and also my belief that I
need physical property or material assets to be able to survive or to feel secure. With hindsight, I see that this 'time
alone' contributed greatly to my own growing and sovereignty.
Janis

Posted: Wed Apr 20, 2005 9:47 am

Post subject: Re: Killing is a natural behavior...

BeiYin: If we are aware that this instinct still exists and know that this is part of our survival
behavior, then we might be able to keep it under control in so far that when a reaction happens, we
can observe it and don’t need to let them accumulate. Accumulated, unexpressed and unobserved
reactions, will eventually be expressed: 'out of control'.
When I read this article, then the question: ‘What does it mean to survive?’ (regarding one being identified with
one’s personality and defending one’s self-image), took on a deeper meaning. Your article highlights what’s
behind the need to defend one’s self-image, bringing it down to the most primitive level of competition of the
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strongest – that which Darwin elaborated greatly about. So then it follows that what I can know about the reaction
or thoughts that are happening inside me, is that in all these thoughts I can find behind them a common theme
of how I am thinking, using and keeping these thoughts because they give me value to be able to survive (or
confirm my self-image). Knowing about this should be helpful to look nearer to see the motivation behind my
thoughts.
I realize that looking through the scared eyes of the personality, much of the outside world feels threatening. So
killing or eliminating that which one thinks is threatening, to get what one thinks one needs to survive, must be
almost always the main motivation for one’s doing. Given the high intelligence of human beings, then I see that
they’ve also developed a myriad of ways to do this, so it does become more cloaked with all the complex
concepts on top, making it harder to see what is the motivating reason behind. If you are really looking for it I
suppose you can see it everywhere, even in how people use their words when talking to each other.
A more pronounced example of this just happened to me in a mailing list, where a person who was very eloquent
with this words, pretty much eliminated me in the eyes of the others in only a few days. He wrote 3 posts to the
group with me as the target, very convincingly telling everybody how I was delusional and still very much
identified with my ego but he still wanted to help me…In his arguments he gave evidence of my egotistical
behavior, using all he had to prove to others how I was still reacting out of my personality, that I was
struggling, reacting out of pain, etc. Of course at the same time, he was very much plugging himself, showing
what was at stake, but also using it to blow himself up in the eyes of the others, trying to convince his audience
that he was the highest authority - the most alert. It was clear he was promoting himself, as he even gave his
credentials of being an expert in psychology, having studied it for many years, so long ago... I could see that not
one of his replies was related directly to that which I had expressed, behind each of his replies to me there was
always the intent to knock me down in the eyes of others and to build himself up. Apparently I was the only one
in the group who could see this, as nobody said anything about it. Also I saw how his talking was affecting
others in the group whom I had previously had exchanges with. It didn’t take long and in only a few days
nobody was responding to anything I wrote – the affect was total - I had been eliminated. Afterwards, in the
expression of other people I started to see them repeating the same arguments that my attacker used, only they
directed them in a backdoor way, not being brave enough to tell me direct. (This happens quite often in daily life
where there are groups of people together. When speaking with others, you might hear key phrases, and you just
know exactly where this person got the idea from that they are regurgitating. It also tells you that the speaker of
such words is a sheep and that there is also somebody in the group jockeying for control.) These sheep could only
do it by getting behind a strong leader, so they all endorsed him, and made little noises of confirmation in the
background... I could also see that the reason behind these people's reactions were that they felt fearful and
insecure, thus alone and unprotected. That is also why they were so ready to band together as a group, because
they felt stronger and more secure that way. As a group they can more easily eliminate that which they feel
threatening and also finding others that believe the same way they could confirm their own belief system. I hadn’t
realized that the group as a whole was feeling so insecure, but now I recall that their previous ‘leader’ had left the
group, and so they probably did feel very vulnerable. Unconsciously there were looking for a new leader to get
behind, and when a strong personality appeared they quickly got behind him, all feeling more secure with their
precious concept. There was nothing that I could tell these people about it, so I merely withdrew - leaving them in
the arms of their newly elected leader.
Betsy
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How Guilt is used to control others
Posted: Mon Apr 25, 2005 11:57 am

Post subject: How Guilt is used to control others

First I had to be clear of what guilt means, so I looked it up in the dictionary: From Merriam-Webster dictionary:
Guilt
1 : the fact of having committed a breach of conduct especially violating law and involving a penalty; broadly :
guilty conduct.
2 a : the state of one who has committed an offense
especially consciously
2 b : feelings of culpability especially for imagined
offenses or from a sense of inadequacy : SELF-REPROACH
3 : a feeling of culpability for offenses
In summation, guilt is the self-inflicted emotion coming from feeling that one hasn't behaved in the way that
someone has mandated that one should behave. Those in power positions often use the tool to make people feel
guilty, by setting the standard of expected behavior of individuals and then by being active to point out, educate
and/or punish those that don't behave in the mandated way. For people to be able to wield power over other
people and keep them dependent and to guarantee that they get behind the authorities agenda, they have to have a
means to get the people to conform. So in a country situation, there is often the desire of the leaders to get more
resources and go to war, to make themselves more powerful. They need to convince the people to get behind them
to accomplish their mission, and so they use guilt to make sure the people behave as they want to get their goal.
They tell people that they are unpatriotic if they don't support the war effort and that this war is for the best
interest of all people in the country. What isn't spoken is the underlying threat of being kicked out of the country
or taken to court for being a draft evader, or publicly ridiculed, if the person doesn't comply. The people sense this
unspoken threat and as they derive security from their country and the people within it, they fall into line to
comply with the mandated order.
I also think this happens in smaller units of human society as well. Humans are hierarchical and materialistic,
striving to confirm their self-images and so there is always somebody trying to get others to behave in a certain
way with the underlying need to get things to be the way they want it. So it might be the president of a company
or the father or mother of a family. I am most interested in seeing this at the smallest unit, of how it affects us in
our families as this affects us for the rest of our lives. The mother and father have a certain image of their family,
of their hopes and expectations of what they are trying to accomplish and of how they want others to see them.
They have a vision, and they want their family members to support them in it. If a child behaves in a way that the
parents perceive doesn't confirm their vision then often the father or mother uses guilt to get the child to drop the
unwanted behavior. They tell the child that to behave in such a way is not the way for our family and that they
better shape up or get out... As the child doesn't know anything else but the family and derives security from being
within it and supported by it, the child will usually conform and drop the unwanted behavior. Then the child will
feel guilt each time thereafter if from their self-expression they receive a reprimand. Guilty feelings keep them in
line with the group goal, because of fear of being left alone.
I think alot of people have heavy guilt these days, because of the society we were brought up in, where we were
always being criticized for our spontaneous behavior. I think the technique of using guilt on other people is
probably the most effective tool that has been wielded to make people conditioned into products of societal views.
There are also other aspects of how these kinds of messages we hear all our life, affect us within. I heard about
these experiments from the person who was studying water and how it reacted to certain energies around it. In one
experiment thousands of households had 3 jars of water with raw rice in them. In the morning, all members of the
family, did an experiment with the jars. With the first jar, words of encouragement, gratitude and love were given.
In the second jar, only negativity, criticism and angry comments were made. The third jar was totally ignored, no
comments were made to it at all At the end of the experiment across all families the results were identical. In the
first jar the water was clear and the rice was sweet. In the second jar the rice was rotten and smell of the water was
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foul. The third jar has the same result as the second, but it was even more putrid. This shows clearly that even
some attention is better than none... So this tells me that we are heavily affected by the energies around us and
easily influenced by them. We all have a need to survive and belong and if we are given encouragement and
support, unconditionally, then we thrive. If we are always told how to behave different or are never given
confirmation, then we don't thrive. If we are totally ignored, it is even worse. We need generous does of love to be
able to grow.
In regard to the comment from another forum, of what do people feel about this statement:
"The reason we have governments is to control the levels of guilt. Once we no longer have guilt we will no
longer have a need for government."
Yes, I see that in the end it has so much to do with how we respond to mandates coming from the outside, telling
us how we have to behave. For a child this probably isn't possible, but as adults we can see it different by
realizing that often these mandates are coming from the need of an authority to control others to serve their own
agenda. If the person is feeling insecure and feels that to continue to behave in such a way is threatening to that
which they feel they need as a means to survive, then they will respond and conform. Contrarily, if the person has
found a security within that isn't dependent upon other people and they have grown beyond needing 'material
rewards' including confirmation from other people, then they won't feel the need to behave as indicated. This
allows a great freedom of the individual to step out of the chains of that which is being imposed by society,
allowing them to freely express themselves. I think this is a big step for an individual to take, to have grown
beyond the need for material security, including the approval of others. For myself, sometimes I feel plagued by
guilt when I give any weight to those voices of the past, from family and society, so also it is hard to lift the guilty
feelings imposed upon by others. But I also realize, that becoming aware of it, is the first step to go beyond it. If
one has come to such a point, then I agree there is no need for leaders or government as the individual has become
sovereign.
Betsy
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Any attention is better than no attention
Posted: Wed Apr 27, 2005 10:39 pm

Post subject: Any attention is better than no attention

The other day someone told me a science fiction story, where the whole earth had been destroyed with a nuclear
weapon. After only a few people survived who had been living in a submarine in the ocean. There were only 3
people living in the submarine, one woman and two men. When it was safe to do so, they came to the surface to
look for other people, but it turned out that they were the only ones. One of the men had decided that he wanted to
go fishing, and so there he was with his pole in the water, waiting patiently for a fish…. When the other two came
up and asked him what he was doing and then he told them, they thought he was quite silly to be doing such a
thing. In the end, the two wanted to go somewhere else but the man said to go without him, he would stay there.
When I heard this my heart nearly stopped, feeling what a truly lonely position this would be, to not have any
animal or human to talk with for the rest of one’s life. I am not sure that I would want to stay alive in such a
condition. This feeling showed me that one of the basic conditions for life is that we need other beings to
communicate with. But also I know the reality that hardly there exists any genuine communication between
humans, but it looks like any attention is better than no attention.
So then I was thinking about little children and what they want the most – attention. All of our acting out as
children is to get attention. I think I can even go so far to say that all self-expression is done for the purpose to
get attention, which we need so that we can grow. As we grow the kinds of feedback that we need changes as
we change. If we feel we aren’t getting sufficient attention, then we will provoke stronger until we get it. If we
grow up in a family, where the parents don’t give the children much attention, then the children act naughty to get
attention, even if what comes back will be a punishment. As one grows one will learn various ways to get the
attention one needs, to make up for the attention deficit that resulted from the environment one was born into. I
think we innately know that we stagnate without attention, and so we are constantly looking for ways to get the
feedback we need to grow.
Besides needing attention from other beings in order to mirror ourselves, we also have another need that is usually
not satisfied and that is to be understood by another human being. I think it is rare that we are ever understood
completely by another, because our life experiences are unique and this is what makes us individuals. This is
what makes us feel so lonely and therefore all our self-expression and attempts to communicate are to find
someone ‘out there’ who can resound with our truth. As nearly everyone is seeking the same, this need is also the
barrier that doesn’t allow us to find that connection. In this regard, we are our own worst enemy. The thoughts
and feelings we express in exchange with another typically come as reactions, coming out of our interpretation
and how we see things as individuals, and then we express this because of our needs. I think it is quite rare that
we express ourselves relating directly to the essence of what another being is expressing. When we aren’t
aware of something then it doesn’t exist, so we can’t drop what we can’t see, and simply listen to another to see
where they are coming from. We also won't drop something until we realize it no longer serves us to keep it. I
think our underlying behavior in this regards, has much to do with our attention deficit coming out of our
childhood. I think that when we’ve received enough attention, then we will drop our provoking behavior to get
more, and then we’ll be at the point to be able to truly listen to hear an echo to our expression.
Betsy
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Beltane! Brought to you by the Runes
Posted: Fri Apr 29, 2005 6:29 am Post subject: Beltane! brought to you by the runes
As we approach one of the two principal holy days of the Celtic calendar, I have meditated on the meanings and
energies most useful to hold oneself in during this Beltane.
First a little background info: Beltane is the Celtic holiday celebrating the full return of life and light to the world
after the quiet contemplative dark of winter. It is the reunion of the divine male counterpart with the divine
female. The cycle of light returning to the world begins on Imbolc (Feb. 2) with the rebirth of the God from his
mother the Goddess after his death on Samhain (Oct 31.) Beltane is when we celebrate the divine union of the
God and Goddess (his mother and consort.) This union is the fertility of the earth, the introduction of growth and
abundance exiting the dark still winter, the brightening, preparing spring and entering into summer, the time of
the year for action . Their union is the kundalini life force running in our bodies, in the plants, bubbling up from
the core of the earth. It is the tantric energy that spins the stars and planets and rotates the entire universe around
its central point of reflection and reflector of the Source. It is traditionally celebrated with a bonfire on the eve of
May with observation of the returning energy of the God and his embrace with the Goddess. Usually the crop
fields that are the source of life for humans are blessed, blood sacrifice of lambs has been observed in the past, but
more prominent is the practice of joining the God and Goddess in their union by having sex outside in the fields
that are to bear the fruit of life for this season's cycle. Consequently it was a difficult practice for the invading
Catholic Church to eradicate in local pagan populations! It is important to be observed in some way to assure
fertility for the coming year.
This does not only apply to the fertility of the soil for growing food crops, but the fertility of possibility in one's
life as well.
The runes I pulled for this year's Beltane are Nauthiz, Kano, and Isa,
the runes of constraint, opening, and stillness respectively. Upon meditation the meaning of these runes becomes
clearer.
Nauthiz tells us to stop the polarity of good and bad in association with that which constrains and appears as
"problems" in your life. It tells us to see these hurdles as valuable teachers and opportunities for re-evaluation of
our life paths. Struggle indicates a need for closer inspection of one's actions and thoughts. Instead of the "why
me" attitude to hurdles in life it counsels us to look at the responsibility we have in our decisions and the choice
we have in our reactions. It is acknowledging the opportunity for growth and change in difficulty as a valid
representation of the fertility of possibility, the infinite options and choices of reactions one can make in this life.
We are given this chance to change when our plans have to be re-evaluated due to the arousal of "problems." This
internalizing slowing movement is just as valid as the more foreword representation of fertility in Kano the next
rune.
Kano is the bright dynamic rune representing fire and the opening of the self to the limitless possibilities life has
to offer, the endless potential to create heaven on earth latent in each choice we make every moment of every day.
Nauthiz is like the mirror opposite with Kano being the opportunity for growth through action and Nauthiz being
the opportunity for growth when our action is stopped or slowed due to the need for revision.
The last rune is Isa, the rune which represents ice and standstill speaks of the concept of doing through not doing,
action through in-action and is the balance of Nauthiz and Kano. Isa tells us that the most potent point of
possibility is in the quietness between moments, in the void where all things are possible due to the manifestation
of no-thing-ness. In the void there is perfect being without the clutter polarities, there is perfect union with the
Source in silence and stillness and this space of emptiness allows for the infinite possibilities of reality. It is
without constraint of any boundaries, it is everything and nothing. All form and action and thought come out of
the limitless void. We as humans are void dancers creating our realities one dance step at a time as we traverse the
void where all things are possible and no form exists until we use our free will to create it. Isa shows us that the
true fertility of creation of any thing is in the silence and stillness just before the next dance step of reality
creation, in that time in-between when all things are truly possible before our will (and as humans usually our
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egos and material reality consciousnesses) decides and creates itself again and again and again in the endless
cosmic dance of life.
And so this Beltane we are asked to recognize the duality of our action (Kano) and that which stops our action
(Nauthiz) and to acknowledge that the dynamic tension of these two polarities is what allows us to move through
life and reality in constant internal stillness, in the center of our purpose and the choice of our actions. If it is
possible to co-create anything we want out of the void, why not chose to create love?
So light a fire, show your respect for the balance of the masculine and feminine (which is truly the balance
between action- male energy and holding the receptive space and stillness to allow for action- feminine energy. It
is past gender.) and celebrate with the Earth the arrival of the time for responsible action, to manifest the plans
dreamed in the sleep of winter and hatched in the quickening of spring.
Have fun!
Michael (mdcooper)
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The Future Cyber Human
Posted: Thu May 12, 2005 12:38 am
There is hope for all!

Post subject: the future cyber human

Lately I got to know an extraordinary person on the Net who has built up a genius, exemplary
way to present himself and also and that seems to be even more important: he has consequently
developed a complete, unconquerable defense system for a model net personality.
With his trailblazing work this personality became a protagonist and pioneer of the avant-garde of
the future cyber human: an extraordinary smart guy, super intelligent, very young (because he
started with 3 years to handle a computer), an experienced manipulator enthusiastic about drugs,
which he profoundly experienced and investigated and so all his ideas and expressions are highly
inspired by these delightful benefactors of mankind. He is very cool, an absolute master of his
acts! He is able to suppress his emotions to such an extreme and direct his thoughts in such a way,
that he is totally sovereign and independent of any possible human need and untouchable from
any human influence which might come near to him. Admirable indeed! He just told me, that he
made 150,000 dollars with his web site in a few days. That's something which will impress all of
us and we will be animated to join with him in whatever he suggests.
In the near future there will be a lot more genius cyber personalities like this, many are still
teenagers and not yet aware of their abilities and their cyber future. They will be the ultimate
challenge for others who are not that keen, so they will get the most possible attention available.
They will be real 'Super Cyber Stars'.
But of course, that's the way it is: Even on the top, they never will get enough, so they will have
to invent new spectacular tricks to draw more attention to themselves. But seen from a bird's eye
view, this guarantees that evolution of mankind will continue.
We will go on for a while on our ideal playground of Inter/Usenet, together with our models of
exemplary cyber manner, before they might rise to another one of the whole mankind embracing:
multi-media...
Everybody is content, everybody gets what he/she wants? Isn't it so? We are a happy cool cyber
family. There isn't that much joy, but at least we get out as much pleasure as possible, that's the
common way to be creative on the Net!
Soon there will be 200 million people on the Net searching for self-gratification, self-admiration
and self-confirmation, what an audience, what a stage! Where everybody wants to play the role at
the top.
There are a lot of competitors who will soon come together and only a few of the most genius, the
smartest, craziest, most extravagant and freaked out, cunning personalities will reach the top
getting the highest attention and greatest number of spectators.
So our genius protagonist, who is masturbating unrestrained in front of the whole Internet
audience, will have a good chance to be in the top ten of the world’s elite! But don't be too
impressed by his championship, don't get paralyzed! Just do what you can with your limited
personal abilities, not everybody can be a genius and our favorite - our champion in narcissism...
With our individual activities, each one with one's own computer dildo, we do support our
champion and also the one's who are following. We are the future of the Inter/Usenet! With our
self-sufficient activities we give the base for all what is and what will be!
So let's go on even we feel frustrated because of smallness and insignificance of our still poor
intentions in nonsense writings...
InkyPinkie
Satirist, President and Founder of "FI&D SET N&CPo" (Foundation for Investigation &
Development of Self Expression Through Nonsense & Cross Posting)
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2. Dealing with Daily Reality
What moves and motivates this world, what holds it together?
Posted: Sun Feb 20, 2005 11:49 am
together?

Post subject: What moves and motivates this world, what holds it

Is there a doubt about the obvious fact that this is Money? Isn't it absolutely clear that this world and society is in
the first place materialistic? This behavior and worldview has been established over thousands of years and has
grown to such a perfect functioning state that there is hardly any space left for doubts or questioning it. There
have been individuals during history who, due to their individual growing process, came to the point where they
were going beyond the established system and tried to share their experiences with others. But as this was in
opposition to the system, soon they were eliminated. Afterwards, what they expressed was integrated into the
material concepts as a kind of 'spiritual-material concept' serving mainly to feed people who might otherwise
show their disagreement with the leading materialistic view. The target population to satisfy is people at the end
of the scale: the slaves, workers and all those not capable to gather material property and power over others.
The history of humankind is a story about manipulation, in which everything available is used to gain personal
power and more and more property. Let's have a closer look: It started probably when people were claiming the
right to use a certain part of land, what then turned into their 'property'. Then other 'poor' people without land
had to work on the land of the 'rich' and got some food in exchange for it or they could work for themselves but
had to give a part of their harvest to the 'owner' of the land. Like this it started, but has anything changed about it
today? The farmer today has to work hard. He has to buy the seeds (which are manipulated hybrids to keep him
buying more!) from big companies. Then he has to buy fertilizer and pesticides from companies. When he wants
to sell his harvest, he depends on other companies who pay him as little as possible and as the farmer has made a
contract with these companies and often has a loan to pay his tractor, etc. he is a slave and depends totally on
others. We are even more dependent today, than we were before!
The food produced today is enriched with chemicals to ensure we buy more and is being sold by big companies in
chains of supermarkets. There is no doubt that this kind of food is poisonous and makes people sick. But this is
part of the well-established system: Sick people are taken care by another Multi-Billion moneymaking company
the 'medical health system'. Our health system today doesn't heal people, it functions mainly to sell medication
from the next Multi-Billion moneymaking companies: the pharmaceutical industry.
Like this it goes on and on and everything is well organized: The entertainment industry, the transportation
industry, insurance companies, etc. All is fitted nicely (?) together by the politicians which of course need the
defense industry, another important Multi-Multi-Billion moneymaking part of the system. Who is paying for all
this? Of course the slaves at the end of the scale: the consumers, the followers, the brave numbed citizens, not
questioning anything, being used to depend on authorities and what they are told that they need to do. Everything
has its place, everything is well organized, and everything functions well. It's all democratic! But, does it really?
Do you have any doubt about it? If not then Okay, go on and don't give it any further consideration... Or might
there be a good reason for us to discuss this subject?
Quote: 800 million people worldwide are undernourished - one-quarter of whom are children under
five. Source: World Food Program
The world's seven richest men could wipe out global poverty. Their combined wealth is more than
enough to provide the basic needs of the poorest quarter of the world's people.
BeiYin
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Some good reasons to question one's behavior
(and the influences coming from outside.)
Posted: Sun Feb 20, 2005 4:12 pm

Post subject: Some good reasons to question one's behaviors...

We are where we are because our behavior and habits have caused the situation. We are not conscious that we are
the cause and the only way to change something is to question ourselves and what is there around us. This is
something we are not used to and we avoid this as much as possible, but maybe we can't close our eyes any longer
because the mud has reached it's limit and we are at the point to get drowned:
 Earth, water and air are highly contaminated all over the planet and humans, animals and plants are sick
and dying.
 We are more or less are all feeling exhausted, stressed and sick. Overweight is becoming common, even
40% of our children have already over weight. Lack of concentration, depressions, and aggressions are
more and more common. Crime and corruption is taking over more and more.
 Corporations have the absolute power and are exhausting all resources without taking care of life or
survival needs of humanity.
 Corporations have the absolute control over all political institutions and all media, influencing the mass in
the way they want it, using highly sophisticated trained specialists to brainwash people to make
consumers and followers out of them.
 Money interests rule the whole world and violence is still used to establish power, like it has been used
for thousands of years, without respecting life in any aspect.
 Power interests are using religious and spiritual concepts to manipulate the masses.
 Basic needs of people are used to make them dependent and motivate them to buy articles and services
offered from corporations.
 Food additives are used to make people addicted that they buy more of the same junk food from
childhood on.
 Food, drugs, alcohol, tobacco and medication are promoted to keep people in dependency and keep them
numb.
 All kinds of entertainment, mostly sex orientated, is promoted to keep people occupied and make them
addicted.

As long as people are sucked into the offered 'Way of Life' there is no way that they will question it and there is
no creative solution or way out of it. The consequences are not seen and don't want to be seen. That suffering
comes out of it is inevitable. The fault will always be found in outside reasons. The usual is to fight the
symptoms, mostly with drugs or cutting off what appears to be unhealthy.
This list of results and reasons is much longer but meanwhile we know about it and there is no need to repeat it all
here. We need to open our eyes and be aware of it and then question every thing around us and in the first place
our own position in it.
But I have absolutely no illusion that reading this article might have an effect and that now the reader might start
to question oneself and one's position or the world around. Habits and attitudes are the strongest part of one's
personality and before one is motivated to change something about it the world must first break down. So forget
about it. I have written this because I have nothing better to do... For me it is like 'painting reality'. Yes I know,
you will call me negative and pessimistic. You know how to defend yourself and your attitude. So be it.
BeiYin
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What happened to YellowTimes.org?
Posted: Sun Mar 06, 2005 11:19 am

Post subject: What happened to YellowTimes.org?

Hello Everybody!
I have been seriously questioning my career choice these days and need to bounce something off the members of
this forum where I hope to get some feedback. I am deeply concerned at the moment about what has happened to
the YellowTimes.org website. As you might know this site has been threatened with shut downs several times in
the past:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From this source:
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/HL0303/S00228.htm
War Pictures Cause Yellowtimes.Org To Be Shut Down, Again
March 25, 2003
"By Firas Al-Atraqchi
Somebody doesn't like hearing the truth. Okay, for a second, lets scratch that and choose a slightly less politically
charged term. Someone doesn't like to be disputed with alternative views, counterclaims, research and fact.
Someone wants you, the reading public, to only gather one-sided, monotone, Orwellian dispatch. News the way
they "fashion" it. Or as CNN will have you believe, the "most reliable source for news."
And so, once again, the staff at YellowTimes.org was threatened with a shutdown:
"We are sorry to notify you of suspending your account: Your account has been suspended because [of]
inappropriate graphic material."
Within hours, the site was shut down.
What's next? Martial law?
An e-mail hours later was more explanatory: "As 'NO' TV station in the US is allowing any dead US solders or
POWs to be displayed (sic) and we will not ether (sic)." Of course, at the time of this e-mail, TV stations across the
U.S. were allowing the images of U.S. POWs to be brought to the public's attention."
---------------------------------------------------------------------Today when you click on the url: http://www.yellowtimes.org you get the following message:
“YellowTimes.org has shut down due to funding issues. While this may be temporary, it also may be permanent.
We appreciate your past support.”
As an aspiring journalist I am concerned about such a development. I spent the whole day yesterday searching the
Internet to try and find out what happened to this wonderful source of alternative journalistic viewpoints. I am
sorry to say that I couldn’t find out why the website is now off line. It looks like it has fallen into oblivion, not even
one alternative news website mentions anything about ‘what really happened’. This makes me wonder if people
really want such sources of information? I guess it all has to do with money… Who can you expect to support such
an initiative? Can one realistically expect that common people would actually donate sufficient funds to an
organization to support alternative journalists? Don’t people realize that we need money to live, to pay our bills,
etc? This issue is important to me because as I look more deeply into the reality of being an alternative journalist, I
see many problems that I will be faced with. I realize that the media is mostly corrupt and owned by those with
corporate and government interests, and this is why as a conventional journalist, I am not allowed to report on
those things which I see are truth. If I publish my truth then I can expect there will be repercussions, probably the
main one is that I am black listed, making it impossible in the future to have anything I write being published. So
then what are my alternatives? If I want to be able to do my profession and get money for it to be able to survive
then it appears that the only alternative is to write what others tell me I have to write. If I go it alone then I can
expect that nobody will give me any money for my time and effort, this because hardly any existing paying source
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will want to publish the words that I write. This then leaves me with posting at places like YellowTimes.org or
making my own website, to be able to express my truth and being content by doing this without expecting ANY
payment in return. So then what? I can ask for donations to support my efforts from the public at large, hoping that
something will come in… But then I know that reality will take over and I won’t be able to pay my bills and soon
I’ll be living in the street. Then will I still be able to write not even having enough money to pay for Internet
Access? I would like to hope that it could be different, that I can have trust in expressing my truth, but I find this
difficult to do when I see that YellowTimes.org has been shut down due to lack of funding. I know not to cling on
the hope that large amounts of money to support the contributors will come in from corporate, university or
government grants in such a corrupt world where those holding the power and money interests control all. Then
when I see that I also can’t expect much more from the common people that I feel are desperately in need of such
information, it leaves me feeling very alone in a dark cold world and in dilemma not knowing what to trust in and
which step to take next. If somebody can give me some advice I would greatly appreciate it. If somebody knows
the story of what happened with YellowTimes.org I would also be grateful to know about it, but I suspect that it’s
exactly what I wrote above. Can somebody tell me a different story?
Best Regards,
Janis
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Critical Look at “All is ONE” belief of New Age
Thu Mar 10, 2005 8:52 pm

Post subject: Critical Look at "All Is ONE" belief of New Age

I was doing research tonight to find out about the often-repeated phrase we hear everywhere today that : 'All is
One'. I found out that this a main belief of New Ager's. I read quite a few documents, and I have copied two
below that seem to sum up the belief system. I don't know how many people reading this might have the same
belief system. Does anyone want to question the ideas and beliefs presented here?
Betsy
------------------#1 Extract from:
http://www.1spirit.com/eraofpeace/holdthelight.htm
Quotes:
"We are now experiencing new levels of Divine Consciousness, which far transcend the fragmented human
consciousness that created all of the pain and suffering Humanity is experiencing at this time.
We must send Love and Forgiveness to the small minority of people who are being controlled and manipulated by
their fear-based human egos. Do not judge them or add to their negativity by hating them or fearing them. There
is no separation; we are ALL One. The consciousness of “us against them” is obsolete and self-destructive.
Day by day, we are co creating a new paradigm that will reflect within Humanity a level of love, cooperation,
abundance, peace and Oneness that we have scarcely dared to dream about. This new paradigm will encompass
all aspects of our Earthly experiences including our government and our interaction with the governments of the
world, the rest of Humanity and Mother Earth.
The elections have mobilized people in ways that I have not witnessed in my lifetime. Passionate people focused
in the Light are taking action as never before. They are not seeking revenge or retribution. They are seeking
answers that will result in healing the separation and creating win-win situations for both Humanity and the Earth.
This is our new beginning!
The Transfiguration of this blessed Earth into a planet of Light is an unfolding process. The unified efforts of
Light workers around the world are succeeding beyond the greatest expectations of Heaven. One day we will look
back and see that, contrary to how it felt at the time, the transformation truly did take place ...in the twinkling of
an eye. "
#2 Extract from:
http://www.cosmicwind.net/800/Cmwl/VisionVoices/WeStillHaveTimeIfByPatriciaDianeCotaRobles.html
Quotes:
"Communication networks around the world are being flooded with valid information, misinformation and
disinformation. During this unprecedented time, it is imperative that you, as a dedicated Light worker, use your
full capacity of Divine, Discerning Intelligence to evaluate everything that comes across your path.
Take whatever you see, hear, read or experience into the deepest recesses of your heart, and blaze the Flame of
Illumined Truth through it. Then command your manipulative, lower human ego into the Light, and ask your God
Self to reveal to you any Truth that is contained within the information or message you received. Ask for
everything that is not Truth to be clearly exposed to you as well.
We have each been preparing for a eons of time to be the Heart, Head and Hands of God in the world of form
during the defining moment of Earth's Transfiguration and Ascension. This is that moment! It is vital that we stay
on purpose and not get misled by the myriad distractions that are being projected onto the screen of life by the
forces of imbalance.
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Any of the scenarios that indicate the “plan” is for someone else to miraculously intervene in our lives and save us
in spite of ourselves and our free will is a deception. It is true that we are receiving more assistance from the
Legions of Light in the Heavenly Realms than ever before, but we are responsible for co-creating the perfection of
Heaven on Earth ourselves. Each of us alone must make the personal decision as to whether or not we are going
to voluntarily do what is necessary in order to Ascend up the Spiral of Evolution with the planet Earth and the rest
of Humanity. No one outside of ourselves can do that for us.
Our God Selves know this. That is exactly why we agreed to go through countless lifetimes of preparation in
order to be capable of fulfilling the mission we have embarked upon in this lifetime. We are co-creating, with the
assistance of the entire Company of Heaven, a unique experiment that has never been attempted in any system of
worlds. Never, in the whole of creation, has a planet that has fallen to this depth of negativity and chaos been
given the opportunity to Ascend through two-dimensional shifts in such a short period of time. We are Ascending
up the Spiral of Evolution from the 3rd Dimension through the 4th Dimension into the 5th Dimension.
The reason the prophets and seers of ancient times foretold of the coming Golden Age of Eternal Peace and
Prosperity is because they witnessed what life on Earth will be like in the 5th Dimensional Realms of Limitless
Physical Perfection. The 5th Dimension vibrates with a frequency of Light that transcends the discord and
maladies we are experiencing on Earth. The mutated frequencies of disease, poverty, war, corruption, greed,
hatred, suffering, pain, violence, death as we know it and every other human miscreation cannot be sustained in
the 5th Dimension.
That does not mean that every human being will Ascend into the 5th Dimension and miraculously start behaving
in a positive way. What it means is that anyone who is not vibrating at a frequency of Light that is compatible
with the 5th Dimension WILL NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE THE SHIFT."
Betsy

Spiritual Concepts – New Age Manipulation
Posted: Thu Mar 10, 2005 10:03 pm

Post subject: Spiritual Concepts - New Age manipulation

There is nothing new in it. The same method is used since centuries to manipulate people, even the words are the
same with some slight changes: '5th dimension', sounding impressive without telling something concrete.
This world is a disaster and fear is growing. What is offered is a way to survive, giving security by promises to
reach new dimensions, etc. but not offering any practical information how to deal with one's daily reality or how
to deal with one's problems, depressions and fear. Giving a colorful concept and if you have adapted it then you
will be saved... Doesn't this sound familiar?
The question is why such a concept arises and why this is accepted without looking behind it? It serves as a way
to survive. It is openly accepted by people who have problems to manage their life. You can be pretty sure that
there is not one person who has adopted this concept who has a fulfilling profession without economical and
personal problems. You remember what Marx said about one hundred years ago: 'Religion is opium for the
poor.' Nothing has changed.
Now one thing has to be mentioned: That it is a 'concept' that doesn't mean necessarily that the essence of it isn't
true. It might come out of an authentic experience, but being converted into a concept it is not only losing its
value but it becomes a 'trap' and this one is very attractive, what means it is hardly possible to get out of it as it
effectively allows to escape from reality.
BeiYin
PS: I am aware that by writing this I probably will become the best hated person by those who 'love all and being
one with all...'
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Posted: Thu Mar 10, 2005 11:53 pm

Post subject: Re: Spiritual Concepts - New Age manipulation

BeiYin: The question is why such a concept arises and why this is accepted without looking behind
it? It serves as a way to survive. It is openly accepted by people who have problems to manage their
life. You can be pretty sure that there is not one person who has adopted this concept who has a
fulfilling profession without economical and personal problems. You remember what Marx said
about one hundred years ago: 'Religion is opium for the poor.' Nothing has changed.
I think you already gave the main reason why it’s accepted so readily: The world is a disaster and the fear is
growing. People are desperate and looking everywhere for a solution and especially those who can’t manage their
own life. I think that many of those ‘poor ones’ are looking for ‘spiritual role models’ - for people whom they
feel have the answer and therefore have what they want. If the ‘role model’ can convince others they are peaceful
and loving, then the more readily the seeker adopts whatever these people say. One has the desire to teach a
concept to others, when one is identified with it, meaning one is using the concept themselves as a way to survive.
To confirm one’s own belief of oneself as being ‘peaceful & loving’ and having the significant role to help herald
in the harmonic concordance of humanity, the teacher needs to receive confirmation from aspirants. To prove this
peaceful self-image to themselves and others, these people learn to suppress their reactions. The seeker is
convinced by the act and also by the loving confirmation readily given by these people, and then wants to know
‘how they did it’. It is normal with people who don the robe of spiritual teacher that the teacher is trapped in a
concept believing themselves to be enlightened. Because of the survival trip they are using, they need others to
confirm their role, and also by being a teacher of the concept to confirm themselves, they also are entrapping
others in the same thing. I am not judging these teachers and I won’t call what they are doing ‘bad’, as I see they
are doing it mainly with a ‘good intention’ to help others. The problem is that they aren’t aware about what is the
essence of the problem as they haven’t gone to the root and seen it in themselves, or they wouldn’t behave in such
a way. So it’s the classic scenario of the blind guiding the blind.
Finally, it looks like people will never be open to believe that when somebody responds to them in a way that
doesn’t confirm them, that this could possibly be coming from a place of love. Even people know the phrase:
‘Tough Love’ - but they don’t want to be on the receiving end of it! Desperate people want to feel good as soon as
possible and this ‘new age philosophy' offers instant relief that makes it very popular.
People are exclusively looking for confirmation, both the teachers and the seekers. Of course if you tell people
they are lovable, divine and all is perfect as it is, then everybody feels really good – both the talker and the
receiver. But try to tell anybody about the ‘cause’ of the problem or that there is a problem: – one’s identification
with one’s personality and how one is using everything to be able to survive - and nobody wants to know about it.
Why? Because it won’t confirm them, it won’t make them feel good! So that’s why it is like it is - people only
want that which makes them feel good, and reject or eliminate that which doesn’t. I see a parallel that this whole
‘new age’ philosophy is creating people who are living models of 'good' judgment. They are surviving by only
acknowledging half of their interpretation - only that which they like - everything else is ignored. Now I see what
you mean, it's the perfect way to survive as nothing can disturb it...
An ironic thing is that if a 'realist' comes along and says something which doesn't confirm them, then they say
from their high pedestals: ‘You are judging others’ - even they don’t have any clue as to what is meant by
judgment. Forget about light being used to enlighten corners... "Let’s all just change our energy to the vibration of
'good' and the darkness will disappear!"
Betsy
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Changing One’s Energy is Hard Work
Posted: Fri Mar 11, 2005 12:42 am Post subject: Changing one's energy is hard work...

Quote: "Let’s all just change our energy to the vibration of 'good' and the darkness will disappear!"
What the 'One-concept' offers sounds beautiful and easy, but in reality to change one's energy is hard work.
There is not given any instruction as part of the 'One-concept' and of course nobody would like to hear about it...
'Darkness' doesn't disappear by integrating a concept of believes, as I wrote before: It helps to survive and to
escape from confronting unbearable daily reality, but with this it becomes a trap and even though the personality
is saved for the moment, it is stuck in its structure and will need to use blinders to hold on the adapted concept,
excluding every thing which could clear up one's personal background and motivations.
There is no doubt that who is distributing this kind of concepts and those who are open for it, are in a
confirmation game, which is part of the illusion of personalities and the lies that are part of it.
BeiYin
PS: Betsy, I don't know why you switched the thread from 'Awareness'
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=223 where we were talking about the same topic, to 'Dealing
with daily Reality' because people with such a highly sophisticated spiritual concept are not capable to deal with
daily reality. First they escape from daily reality with their concept and then they have to defend their self-image,
closing themselves up in a dream world, not wanting and not being able to respond and relate to daily reality.
In so far this subject is not off topic as we have to deal with this kind of people here at FB because they are part of
our daily reality. OK, I accept this as a learning process, but I realize that it is extremely difficult to deal with
these people. There is no communication possible, they don't express themselves and they are so defensive that
they close themselves up and just project all negativity to the outside. They make it easy by just declaring me
'crazy', not listening to me and not reading what I write. So what can I do? Nothing. I just wait that they leave...

Posted: Fri Mar 11, 2005 11:29 am

Post subject: Re: Changing one's energy is hard work...

BeiYin: It helps to survive and to escape from confronting unbearable daily reality, but with this it
becomes a trap and even though the personality is safe for the moment, it is stuck in its structure and
will need to use blinders to hold onto the adapted concept, excluding every thing which could clear
up one's personal background and motivations.
Yesterday, at dinner the topic 'Humans are Liars' was brought up for discussion. I tried to explain it and
expressed that I found it incredible that nobody is truly interested in discussing this topic. The responses that came
from this 'discussion' were mainly defensive reactions coming out of personal belief systems, mostly using words
to point the finger back at us, demanding that we prove that we are in such a position to be able to talk about this
topic. Doesn’t anyone realize that this kind of behavior is exactly that which doesn’t allow the essence of the topic
to be discussed?
Today, I don't feel bad after the discussion, but apparently others do when I see their expressions today. One
person today felt the need to schedule an energy recharging session this morning for the whole group, so I see it
as a kind of reaction to yesterday's discussion. Looking at my own position, I didn't feel any need to recharge
anything so I declined to participate. When I looked at the people standing in this circle they appeared to me as
sheep or ‘consumers’. I wondered, are they standing there to be part of the group, to feel they are accepted and to
belong, or do they truly believe they are doing something to make a creative difference? I wondered if the people
who participated in this circle asked themselves these kinds of questions.
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When I was walking today I was thinking about Galileo and how it must have been for him in those days, to tell
people that the earth was round and not flat. People are believers; they are completely identified with that which
they believe in, and are willing to fight to the death to defend their beliefs. I can easily imagine how people
reacted when Galileo firmly asserted with proof, that the earth was round and not flat. Of course nobody believed
him, because it was not the commonly held societal belief. After hearing his statement, then they had private
discussions, confirming each other in their group opinion that the earth was in fact flat, not round. As they all saw
it the same way, how could it be otherwise? Having this confirmation of others they felt even more convinced of
their truth, then feeling stronger as a group they took the next step to now attack the one voicing such a message:
‘You are spreading negativity’, or ‘you are causing the energy to be disturbed’, or ‘you are a heretic’, or ‘you
are the crazy one’, or ‘you are causing the people to feel bad about themselves’, or ‘we will convict you of
treason’, or ‘we will put you in jail’, etc. Never were they able to see that they were attacking the messenger
because they didn’t want to hear a message, which would disrupt their known worldview. People prefer what they
‘think they know’, what is familiar to them gives them security. They are in essence afraid of the unknown. The
underlying reason they react in a robotic fashion is ‘fear’, and people get especially fearful if you talk so near to
the subject, re: what might it mean that humans are liars... To protect themselves from such a possibility, they
have to eliminate or discredit the messenger and if they can’t do that then they will leave. But isn't there another
possibility?
Betsy

Posted: Fri Mar 11, 2005 11:54 am Post subject: Re: Changing one's energy is hard work...
BeiYin: PS: Betsy, I don't know why you switched the thread from 'Awareness'
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=223 where we were talking about the same topic, to
'Dealing with daily Reality' because people with such a highly sophisticated spiritual concept are
not capable to deal with daily reality. First they escape from daily reality with their concept and then
they have to defend their self-image, closing themselves up in a dream world, not wanting and not
being able to respond and relate to daily reality.
BeiYin, as I see it there is only one essential topic and in regards to switching the topic, it’s even possible that 'I
acted like this' to turn the finger to the outside, for the purpose to avoid confronting my own highly sophisticated
spiritual concept. I accept this possibility as being my reality today and will take a closer look at my own
motivation for doing so...
Betsy
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Posted: Fri Mar 11, 2005 12:48 pm

Post subject: Changing one's energy is hard work...

Betsy: ...people get especially fearful if you talk so near to the subject, re: what might it mean that
humans are liars... To protect themselves from such a possibility, they have to eliminate or discredit
the messenger and if they can’t do that then they will leave. But isn't there another possibility?
This is an essential question and we need to think about it. If we can't find a solution, we soon will need to close
this forum because nobody is participating. We can continue for a while, but this is not a forum anymore when
there are only two people having an exchange. I don't say it is getting boring but it is something different, so
maybe we have to change our expectation. We know that people don't want to be disturbed in their beliefs and
self-images and if they subscribe and are not confirmed then they leave. An extreme example is the people here
living at FB (as short time visitors), they don't even read what we write, and you said it: they are afraid and so
they just ignore what they don't want. The same happens with our Web site: There are about 1.300 visitors daily,
but hardly any response, because what people are looking for is obviously not what they find on our Web site.
They want to be confirmed, they are looking for an instant healing without needing to do anything
themselves and if this is not offered but they are asked to take self-responsibility then they are disappointed
and leave. At the moment I don't see any possibility for a creative solution.
BeiYin
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We Are All One
Posted: Fri Mar 25, 2005 3:30 pm

Post subject: We are all One

Going back to the original post, I think the first quote sums up what I have read on the topic quite well, the other
quote however goes far off on a tangent of 5th dimensions, Our God Selves etc.
However, I can't help but believe that there is truth to the idea that All is One. Both in religion and science this has
been stated, we are all energy/ made of the same energy packets. This is how I interpret the "All is One"
statement.
Looking at the world today I see blue skies and a beginning spring. It is wonderful. I am thinking about the fact
that the world is still in one piece, after all the threats of nuclear war, bombs and terrorism. How can there not be
some force keeping it all together, keeping peace on the planet so we will survive for some time longer.
I hope I live to see a day when space travel is commonplace, that I can see the other planets in our solar system,
who knows, maybe even other solar systems? When that day comes I will be among the ones who want to grow
beyond this little blue planet and live among the stars.
Thunder
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Posted: Fri Mar 25, 2005 9:25 pm

Post subject: We are all One

Thunder: Going back to the original post, I think the first quote sums up what I have read on the topic quite
well, the other quote however goes far off on a tangent of 5th dimensions, Our God Selves etc. However, I
can't help but believe that there is truth to the idea that All is One. Both in religion and science this has been
stated, we are all energy/ made of the same energy packets. This is how I interpret the "All is One" statement.
Looking at the world today I see blue skies and a beginning spring. It is wonderful. I am thinking about the
fact that the world is still in one piece, after all the threats of nuclear war, bombs and terrorism. How can
there not be some force keeping it all together, keeping peace on the planet so we will survive for some time
longer. I hope I live to see a day when space travel is commonplace, that I can see the other planets in our
solar system, who knows, maybe even other solar systems? When that day comes I will be among the ones
who want to grow beyond this little blue planet and live among the stars.
This post is a good example from a 'normal person' with an average state of consciousness. I will take this apart: Of
course there is truth in it when it was said: 'We are all One', but this is not just an 'idea' it is truth because it is 'reality',
although the subject is quite complex. There are several different levels and on a few we are indeed one because we are all
made out of atoms, there we are all one. We are all made out of elements, there we are one, although the composition might
slightly differ depending on our lifestyle, our alimentation, etc. but still we are one because the main substances are the
same 80% water, etc. And here already ends our 'Oneness' because at the level of emotions we are not one: for sure we
don't feel the same, we have different emotional reactions in different situations. And on the mental level we are also not
'One' even we are trying hard to convince others of our ideas and concepts, forming groups to strengthen our ideas. Within
these groups one could say that 'we are all one', Now there are people and groups who have the concept 'we are all One'.
This is an intellectual concept enriched with some emotions, so people get satisfaction out of it, although it is pretty obvious
that there is no realization behind it. Historically this idea comes from a few people who have made mystical experiences
and have reported about it to their followers, who then had made a concept out of it as part of religious or spiritual
traditions. Being identified with these concepts they are part of human personality. But how is reality? Pretty far away from
anything we might call 'Oneness' looking at the world today... Yes, you can look at the blue sky and say: 'It is wonderful'.
Do you really believe that the 'world is still in one piece'? Then because you don't look very near to the facts and for sure
not behind. The planet Earth is dying, about this there is enough information available and so the same about the situation
of animal and human life, I don't need to repeat this here. Read about it at:
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=345#345
You wrote: 'How can there not be some force keeping it all together' - that's exactly what this kind of belief does: It keeps
you out of the responsibility. Can't you see that we are free in so far to keep the world together or to destroy it and what we
are doing is destroying and giving the responsibility to a higher power... Like children having fun by breaking their toys and
then expecting that papa repairs them or buys new ones. This is average human consciousness!
You wrote: '...keeping peace on the planet...' So you believe there IS peace? Has there ever been peace on this planet?
Isn’t it a fact that there hasn't been peace for thousands of years and even there might have been short times between wars,
this can't be called 'peace'. Or do you really believe that there is now peace somewhere?
You say that you hope to be able to do some space travel some day in the future to see other planets... How can you do this
if you are not even capable to see the reality of this planet? This is just the normal attitude: Everything that is far away is
desirable, is the more beautiful and to reach this the present is not appreciated. So then you want 'to grow beyond this little
blue planet and live among the stars'. You ARE living among the stars!!! Don't you realize this?
BeiYin
PS: Probably it is not clear yet. I don't say that we are not all One. But the same as saying:
Thunder: "I will be among the ones who want to grow beyond this little blue planet and live among the
stars!"
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And this person doesn't realize that he is indeed living among the stars. But, just by having this wish and concept will block
and not allow one to realize this fact and this person cannot consciously live it. Now the same happens with holding the
concept of 'We are all One'. This is a state beyond all concepts but as the human personality consists of all kinds of
concepts (even though the concept of 'One' is the most sophisticated), so this reality prevents the realization of this itself.
Our mind is a pretty well developed tool and we can use it to understand what was said before, we can see the logic in it
and we could then as a consequence make a decision and find a creative solution. Why are we NOT doing it then? Because
we are identified with our ideas, concepts and beliefs, which form our personality. We must hold this together and defend
this. So our capacity to ignore, not to think and to find reasons to reject is even bigger. That's the dilemma and there seems
to be no way out of it...

Posted: Sun Mar 27, 2005 9:18 pm Post subject: Comment to 'We are all One'
I find I agree with most of what you say. Other parts I don't. Like, BeiYin: “...keeping peace on the planet... So you believe
there IS peace? Has there ever been peace on this planet? Isn’t it a fact that there hasn't been peace for thousands of years and
even there might have been short times between wars, this can't be called 'peace'. Or do you really believe that there is peace
now somewhere? "
I am thinking can't you turn it around? Has there ever been war on this planet? Can war be called a disagreement that goes on
for some time until an agreement is found? Then there is peace all the while, only with many disagreements going on
between people, countries and sooner or later, corporations and maybe even continents. I think peace and war can be called
the same thing, for instance only different degrees of agreement between masses of humans. So some people will die.. and
the bigger war the more people. Nowadays, it looks like a bigger war than ever will come. People are living too long and are
too healthy so they are taking up more and more space intellectually and physically. Most people want them and their
offspring to have as much space as possible and from this there obviously arises disagreements.
BeiYin: You say that you hope to be able to do some space travel some day in the future to see other planets... How can you
do this if you are not even capable to see the reality of this planet? This is just the normal attitude: Everything that is far away
is the desirable
This is true...however the reason I say this is that I view space travel as the best solution for humanity. However much we
wish it to be different, there are too many characteristics of us that are selfish and makes us want to grow. When we all grow,
there is at one point no more space for us to grow in, intellectually or physically. This means that we need more space and
around the Earth is unlimited space for us...unless we run into "aliens" that already conquered this space and want to keep us
confined to Earth.
BeiYin: So then you want 'to grow beyond this little blue planet and live among the stars'. You ARE living among the stars!!!
Don't you realize this?
Thanks for this realization, I had not thought of it this way:)
At the same time, I was reading yesterday in a magazine I was led to by the force that already in 2010, the first space hotel
looks to be built. It is an exciting time indeed. to see this little blue planet from the outside will surely change my perspective
of living here, differently than just seeing it in my mind.
Thunder
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Posted: Sun Mar 27, 2005 9:53 pm

Post subject: Comment to the comment...

Thunder: I think peace and war can be called the same thing, for instance only different degrees of
agreement between masses of humans. So some people will die... and the bigger war the more
people. Nowadays, it looks like a bigger war than ever will come. People are living too long and are
too healthy so they are taking up more and more space intellectually and physically.
War has nothing to do with disagreement of people or masses of humans. War is the result of manipulation of
masses as a part of power games of a few. You should look a bit into history and see what's behind... And now
you are justifying war because people live too long and there is not enough space? This is just not true. There is
enough space and there would be enough food for all without anybody needing to starve if there wouldn't be one
small part of humanity who are wasting energy and resources, this is pretty well documented... People are NOT
living too long and for sure they are not too healthy. You can get easily information about this: There are more
and more diseases and the quality of life is going down more and more. Open your eyes and look around...
BeiYin

Posted: Sun Mar 27, 2005 10:04 pm

Post subject: We are all One

Thunder: Aren't people living longer and longer? I think for sure that 1000 years ago people would
live maybe until 50 or 60 if they were lucky. Now there are people living more than 100 years old all
over the world. Personally I view things are getting better and better, this could be an artificially
constructed concept but I still wish to believe it.

Yes, and this is exactly the reason why you are NOT looking at the facts of reality. You see what you want to see,
you want to be confirmed in your beliefs, in your self=image and how you see this world. But if you want to wake
up, then you will need to open your eyes and be aware of the reality. This indeed is hard and your artificially
contained 'happiness' might fall apart...
BeiYin
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Dredging up Old Memories
Posted: Sat Apr 23, 2005 9:57 am Post subject: Dredging up Old Memories

I had a dream last night, where I was unloading material from a
van. A woman whom I don't recall having ever met before was helping me. We were moving the material from the van to the
trunk of a car, walking back and forth between where the two vehicles were parked. It was a lot of work, but we were talking
and so it didn't seem like work. I don't remember much of the material, except one large pile of hand-crocheted quilts made
from yarn. There were the kind that my grandmother made, each a different square using different colors, then the tassels on
the edges. I picked one up and I really felt drawn to it, wondering who had made it. I felt I wanted to keep it for myself,
because I had always wanted a quilt like this from my grandmother. I was missing her very much in this moment, because I
connected the most closely with her in all my family. We looked at the quilts and wondered what kind of price tag somebody
would put on such an item. I did a rough calculation of 50 euros, and while that seemed like alot, I felt it was hardly any
compensation for the many hours it took to make it. After this the woman went away and I decided to go to the van and move
it closer to the car to make the rest of the work easier. There were roads between and a big fence, so then I started walking
around to find the way to drive through and then it turned out that I got lost. I was in a big city and the van was at the airport,
but I couldn't find the same road again. Then I was walking up and down the streets not finding where I had parked the van. I
asked a woman where the airport was, and she didn't want to talk to me when she realized that I spoke English, because she
was German and didn't know the language very well. However, she relaxed about it and gave it her best try to tell me where
the airport was. I then started walking again, but still I was lost and could not find the van. At this moment I felt very alone,
lost and without direction, feeling very much frustrated that I couldn't resolve this problem. I tried to relax and let my
intuition guide me, but it didn't work - I never found the van. Then I decided to give up and start walking back to where I
lived. When I arrived, then all the people of my village were engaged in a festival, they were all having fun and doing things
together and eating food. They said hello when I came into view, but they really didn't look at me, their main interest was to
continue with their fun. It was like they had no idea of the ordeal I had just been through and they didn't want to know
anything about how I felt. To me they were like zombies, only interested in having their fun. This reaction made me feel even
more alone, like someone on the outside, not invited to be part of the festivities, or even informed that it would take place.
Nobody had told me anything about the festival. But I also saw that I didn't want to join them, and preferred to keep my
feelings of being hurt. After I woke up, I realized that this dream echoes situations coming from my past, where I always felt
like an alien in my own family. I also feel very sensitive at times, when it seems people aren't involving me or telling me
about their plans. I do understand it that people aren't always so sensitive to others, that they get involved in their own
viewpoints, and I'm sure if I were to ask people about it they would just tell me they were being spontaneous. I remember
many times where people in my own family forgot me or weren't able to see my suffering, and so it's left it's imprint. I realize
that how I perceived an event yesterday triggered these old memories and so for a time they became my reality. Even
knowing this doesn't make my feeling of being alone in the midst of people go away, it all seemed quite real and still does
today. But I do realize that I have a choice about it and I don't have to keep these feelings - I can just let them go.
Betsy
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Posted: Sat Apr 23, 2005 11:59 pm Post subject: Emotional reaction as daily reality
The surprising fact is, that even a person can have the knowledge and a lot of insights, at the same time reacts and
is been drawn into one's emotional reactions like a 5 years old child or behaving like when it happened in the time
when the trauma has happened. Obviously these past situations need to be repeated again and again: In dreams or
in daily happenings and so whatever shows up in daily life, the situations are interpreted that it gives the
opportunity to be able to react. Of course with the usual attitude to give the fault to the outside and to other
people. They might have caused, because of their insensitivity, the reaction, but maybe were provoked in their
insensitive behavior in the first place to be able to react, to repeat the old trauma... and as other people might have
a similar need, so it produces a real mess.
That makes the living together of people so difficult and a lot of energy goes into those emotional reactions and
then comes all those arguing, the withdrawing etc. and might then cause a chain reaction on all sides. There is no
logic and talking is hardly possible. Nobody feels understood and even common high-pitched goals are going
down the river, because nothing seems to make sense. Pretty sad, but that's our daily reality... So what can we do?
How can we deal with this?

BeiYin. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Posted: Sun Apr 24, 2005 12:14 pm Post subject: Reacting – It looks like all prefer the victim role...
BeiYin: That makes the living together of people so difficult and a lot of energy goes into those
emotional reactions and then comes all those arguing, the withdrawing etc. and might then cause a
chain reaction on all sides. Nobody feels understood. Pretty sad, but that's our daily reality... So what
can we do? How can we deal with this?
What can be the most important thing to realize about ‘our reactions’? Isn’t it that as long as we don’t see them as
‘negative’ or ‘unwanted’, then there is the possibly to creatively relate to them, to find out about it and the
background behind? Depending upon one’s awareness, one might be able to watch a memory imprint of a past
event that has been provoked by an outside trigger and has been brought to the surface. One might realize the
significance of such a happening, and realize how strongly this kind of underlying pattern has been affecting one
all one’s life. I am talking about the pattern that is behind nearly all of our ‘hurt’ or ‘wounded child’ reactions. If
one is intensively interested in finding out about one’s background, then these kinds of happenings will eventually
be unearthed. For a related article see: http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=171
A person aware of this happening could be watching it, yet also feeling very strongly the need to express what
hasn’t been expressed for so long. To do so consciously can be a creative learning experience. Recently I went
through what I am describing within this article, but nobody understood it, even I wrote about it before it
happened. As nobody understood what I was talking about, when someone finally asked me to explain myself then
this was all the invitation I needed to express myself and play out my drama… But when I did I was shocked at
how people responded, first because they took it so seriously and second because it seemed absurd to me how
people could respond in a selfish defending way to someone expressing their hurt feelings. I guess it is like this,
because nobody really understands a person's need to express such a thing, and they take it seriously because they
feel the need to defend themselves versus being able to just know what is going on... Because the others were all
busy defending themselves, there was not space for them to ‘hear’ me, and so it didn’t work, I got no sympathy
from this drama. Instead what I see happened is that they all had their own unexpressed need to be their ‘hurt
child’, and thus they clearly responded in an autopilot way by arguing, defending, denying and finally
withdrawing and giving the fault to the other, feeling themselves as victims! The whole thing just made me laugh,
seeing how absurd it is and how NOBODY REALLY wants to acknowledge their own position within it, instead
sticking with their victim mentality and giving the fault to the other. How often do you hear people admitting their
own childhood patterns? Isn’t it more often the case that everyone can see this in others, but hardly anyone can see
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it in oneself? I realize that there are millions of ‘wounded children’ just waiting for the opportunity to express their
own feelings of being hurt and misunderstood. So then I see that when somebody in your surrounding might be
expressing from this level of being hurt, and then you realize that within you has also been provoked a strong
reaction, you can know it’s from the same kind of deep level and one can be alert to it, to watch it and be able to
use it creatively. But this is only possible if one doesn’t have the need to defend one’s reaction and one wants to
find out about it. Betsy
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Best way to help others and help oneself?
Posted: Wed Apr 27, 2005 12:31 am

Post subject: Best way to help others and help oneself?

Anonymous: Many of us light-workers are willing and want to help other people, yet we never know if we're
dealing with a person that wants to change at this moment in their life.
I think there are a few things that can be assumed, and that is that all people involved in a discussion forum such as this are
on a path of self-knowledge and want to change for the better and also want to try to help others in whatever way they can.
Understanding this position and need of all, can bring us together at the root with a common bond. I think the quote holds
great wisdom, that we really don’t know the position of the other person - if they are actively looking to change or are
satisfied with their current position. These stages oscillate for us throughout our life. If we realize this aspect about people
then I think it allows us to accept them for where they are at in this moment. From this point, we can start to have an
exchange with each other and then we might find out more about where they are coming from, but to do so we have to be
foremost interested in finding the commonality between us. I think this is easier said than done, because mostly we have an
agenda or reason to express ourselves, which has to do primarily with our own needs. In conversation, we all have an innate
desire to be understood, to find others who can connect to what we are expressing. I think often what happens is that we
might see that we have information that another person could use so we want to offer it to be helpful, but also we need to
realize that if the person isn’t looking for this at this moment in their life, this information will be rejected. I see that I need to
be aware of this tendency in myself, and be alert to when I might instead be expressing myself out of my own need, versus
being more sensitive to what is actually being expressed. Okay, I realize this doesn’t work, yet I still want to help, so I see
that I need to find another way to connect to my fellow human beings, who I believe innately want the same things that I
want – to grow and to help others grow. By doing so or working towards this aim, is the most helpful position that I could be
in. So I see where my greater challenge is and that is to be able to understand the other, to look for a commonality in any
exchange, without putting myself or my own needs into the picture. Writing this, the image of becoming invisible comes to
mind.
Anonymous: In life, we have to deal with the reactions coming from our own behavior and that of others. In
the behavior of others, it's not always clear for us whether someone was acting to be helpful or hurtful. Isn't the
most important that we understand where we are coming from, and try to understand the position of the other?
I think this is another great wisdom, which has so much to do with our interpretation and our internal reaction happening to
what we receive. Meaning it is simply not clear to us if someone was trying to be helpful or hurtful for us, because our
emotional reaction (provoked from another’s expression) is that which gives it our coloration. We are the one giving it the
coloration. This emotional feeling we get usually has very little to do with the other, but rather it comes out of our
conditioned history and traumas of past experiences and arises from our disappointment with reality. We can know that all
our internal reactions are provoked automatically – out of our control - as a means to protect the personality. So those internal
feelings of being hurt or attacked come mainly because our personality didn’t get what it wanted, desired or expected. Then
what we normally do (unconsciously) is blame the other or the outside, believing they/it caused our unwanted feeling. As
long as we stay in this blame game of others, feeling as a victim, then we will stay inside our conditioned reactionary world,
never learning about how it affects us and other people. So then what comes out of this for me is that I am challenged to
realign my viewpoint to a more simple one, that of being a listener. I need to stay reminded that the other is just expressing
themselves coming out of their own needs, which most likely has little to do with me, then I don’t have to take what is
expressed as personal or aimed at me. It just is. If I find a commonality, then I can express myself to that, if not then I don’t
need to say anything. This looks like the best solution in this reality, to listen to the other and try to see where they are
coming from and respond only to that as best as I can, but then I see to do so that I have to drop my own agenda and needs to
be able to do so. Okay, I see this is easy to state as an ideal, and that to put it into action is a real work.
Betsy
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Dancing in two parties at the same time?
Posted: Wed May 11, 2005 10:28 am

Post subject: Dancing in two parties at the same time?

Finding oneself sitting between two chairs?
InkyPinkie wrote:
There are two main parties going on in our society. One is the big need to make money to feel free, to have security and to
complete the common goal. The other is the spiritual party, which gives security on a soul level and lets people dance on
clouds, flying to subtle horizons, jumping personal limitations.
But it is very obvious that something doesn't work. Even if people make a lot of money, they are never satisfied by it and
rarely happy. The given freedom is doubtful as well as the security gained through money. This party is a deadly, dirty game
that is destroying the playground planet Earth, this is pretty sure.
The ongoing spiritual party obviously doesn't satisfy either. Why not? Might it be that it doesn't function because people
are trying to dance in two parties at the same time? This simply is not possible. So they find themselves sitting between
two chairs with the possibility to fall to the hard ground on their bum... You can be sure that I am not 'Christian' but what
Jesus said gives sense to me: 'Gain first the kingdom of heaven, than every thing else will fall into your lap'. Well-said and
pretty clear, but is there a Christian living in our society who is practicing this, I mean in normal daily life and not withdrawn
in a monastery? Or maybe I don't understand and interpret Jesus' saying wrong? Can somebody help me and explain it to me?
BeiYin wrote:
Well observed Inky. This is a hot iron, dangerous to touch. We are experiencing it in our 'Intentional Community' where
people are trying to live an alternative life but obviously they can't step out of the habits of old thinking patterns, so it doesn't
work. It needs a serious decision, indeed it is not possible to dance in two parties at the same time. To me it looks like, that
it is necessary to go to the roots of our habits, which makes us trying to survive, and so we are using all means, but not being
able to 'jump our shadow'. In case there are people participating in this thread, I will join and give my best... I believe this
subject is important and we might discover the key to our problems.
Repost from Newsgroups July 2000
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Posted: Wed May 11, 2005 11:35 pm Post subject: a decision and a reaction
For a long time I had always dreamed about what I wanted to do when I "grew up." What careers I would enter
into to make a difference in the world, how I could help to shape a better future for the world community.
My spirituality was always important to me, but was just a part of who I felt I was, a large part, but still I saw
myself as sectioned off, my material pursuits and my etheric spiritual ones. It is becoming more and more
apparent to me that it is impossible to separate the two. It is in fact making life progressively more and more
difficult and painful to try and live my life divided. Being untruthful to myself by materially acting and pursing
conflicting goals with what I personally and internally strive for could kill me, I have no doubts about that. To
simply survive this world I must be impeccably true to myself. There is no reason except empty, momentary selfvalidation to enact in physical or material patterns that do not support me mentally, spiritually, and emotionally
gaining peace. The possibilities to co-create harmony in my life are endless when living in alignment with my
Self as a whole rather than just the part of my self that seeks ego validation.
Then why, why, why, do I continue to play games, make choices, and repeat patterns that support my ego? And
then let myself enter into even higher, more convoluted ego validation games?
I don't even know what that means to separate the ego and the rest of my self, can it even be done?
Or must I realize my ego validation patterns to be part of me, accepting them and gently learning to not let them
control my actions.
I can see I have many, many intents and expectations around this. All I feel I can do now is relax into observing
my ego reactions in my daily life, see the process in which I form thoughts and opinions based off of my
emotional reactions to challenges of the defenses my 'self' has in place to defend its 'self'. And try to understand
their origin rather than judge them.
...upon re-reading this post I see much of it already as an attempt at ego validation, it is an older trick played with
a new spin that my personality is trying. The exasperation and frustration I feel making way for soon
accompanying validation thoughts of how important it is to worry about these things in my life as opposed to the
"mundane." This is difficult, as if I am negatively analytical over every thought I have, it is becoming a head
game. I wonder how to move into a more spontaneous, fuller body reality experience of these thoughts.
Michael (mdcooper)
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IV Planetary Activism
1. Peace Initiatives
Defense - a natural inbuilt survival mechanism
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:29 pm

Post subject: Defense - a natural inbuilt survival mechanism

A well-established defense system is essential to survive, it protects us from any kind of influence that is not
already part of our individual property. We are immune against any attack. We have built even special 'antientities’ that eliminate intruders already known. Unwanted known influences and also anything unknown will be
eliminated, because the defense system feels threatened in its survival. This process of defense is provoking
reactions, which are called infection or on another level of the system it's called anger or fear. So basically, the inbuilt defense system is unconscious, meaning we are not aware of it's functioning in the background to take care
of our survival needs. There is no real openness, the system is closed and every influence coming near is filtered.
This very basic function is developed from the first beginning of life for all existing systems from the most
elemental to
the most sophisticated. But how can there be development if all systems are closed? Are all influences from
outside felt as invasion? Probably that's what it is if the influence is new and not known. The 'growing' in this
state happens by multiplying and reinforcing the already existing. Obviously this gives a certain security and
builds up the well being - by furthering the identification of the personality. It is strengthened through
confirmation when the system proves its strength in a fight with unwanted influences. Or other systems with the
same defense program strengthen each other because they have the same belief and concept, (like minded, etc.)
and so they are supporting each other in building a front against intruders. But then after some time there happens
stagnation and with this regression and degeneration. This weakens the whole system and it becomes vulnerable
for invaders, other concepts enter the established belief system or on the body level viruses, bacteria, candida, etc.
finding their way into the system, because intruders on all levels have adapted themselves and through a long
chain of mutation they have learned to camouflage themselves perfectly to be allowed to enter the system. What is
the similarity between the immune system of the body and the protection of the personality? Individual
personalities and with this humanity as a whole in its momentary state of evolution obviously are in stagnation
and regression. One of the many signs for this is the rapidly growing number of diseases and on the body level
especially those connected with the failing of the immune system. Often these diseases are resistant against the
usual medication. And then there is the rising number of mental problems, depressions, addictions, perversions,
violence, suicides, etc.
Modern medicine is failing. The reason seems obvious: The health system is stuck in old ways of thinking and
behavior, it is part of the same human system. How can it be different, being so closely connected with the
'personality' and the established way of thinking? If there are showing up some genius healer with uncommon
attitudes and new ways of treatments then the whole established health system stands up against them. And of
course this not only
happens with new ways of healing. It is the same on all levels. For example: If there is an invention with a new
source of energy which can avoid contamination then this disappears for ever...
The established system is defending itself, this is the way how it is built by it's nature, it is immune against
influences which are not part of it. Sometimes, although very seldom, there are appearing individuals with new
viewpoints as an expression of their personal evolution, but they are treated like intruders. The easiest as a
common reaction is that they are ignored, but when these 'intruders' insist because they have a 'vision' and are
strong in their position because they were grown beyond personal and common images, so then they are
eliminated by the established system. (Socrates, Jesus, Galileo,... Abraham Lincoln, Gandhi, Wilhelm Reich,
Kennedy, Martin Luther King, etc.)
What can make a change in an individual system? One thing is very obvious: It can't be done by force because
this only will strengthen the resistance, but is looks like that something has to break down before there can be an
opening for new influences. Is it really necessary that the established structure has to break down before
something new can be integrated? Our mind is so much filled up with concepts, images, dreams, opinions, beliefs,
experiences, etc. and all this is strongly defended. Being identified with the content the personality is gaining
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one's feeling of existence out of it - so there can't be space for anything new. Is this the real reason behind why
there is disease and also all the other conflicts and dramatically happenings??? Which then in one's daily life
causes a break down of the individual, not only in one's body system but also in one's property of mind and the
established frame of being, when parts of the self-image can't be kept. Causing disturbance on al levels. If this
happening is seen as something negative and not as part of a growing process and only is 'repaired' or suppressed
in the traditional way with pills, just treating the symptoms, then the growing process gets stuck even more and
will find another way which might be much more destructive by going on another level or dimension... From the
body level to the mental, etc.
What should be clear by now is that the defense mechanism works very effectively on all levels and also can
switch from one level to another, automatically and without the individual being aware of it - only the disturbing
symptoms, as an result of one's reactions, are showing up. This inbuilt mechanism is totally unconscious and
works even in highly developed individuals who are far more conscious than the average. The very tricky thing is
that the self-image is so dominating that it is rejecting all influences that might diminish this specific self-image.
There are a lot of justified arguments waiting to reinforce the defense: "I respect your opinion when you respect
my opinion; your truth is your truth - my truth is mine; do you pretend you have the only truth?; we are here to
support each other; we are open minded, we have no time for rhetoric arguments; we have no time for fighting.
Peace to you and yours; we wish you a pleasant day and a wonderful life...."
Is there a nonviolent way to go beyond the defense? If part of the self image is the belief that one is 'open minded'
then the very first step would be to be open for the basic information that there doesn't exist 'openness', that this is
an illusion because it goes against the inbuilt primal survival necessity. And then maybe being aware and with this
realizing that believing oneself to be open minded is part of the defense system. The next step can happen when
the next unwanted influence comes, then being aware and alert how this 'open minded' defense reacts, which
means that it is used to reject the unwanted information, which in this moment is treated as attack.
Probably the best defense is the self-image of being a 'spiritual being'. 'Being One with every thing and all' and
having 'Love with all', creates a bastion that is untouchable. The represented and demonstrated security by the
'image holder' draws many confused and insecure people towards such a group or an individual and so reinforces
them in their belief and their images and they are willing to defend 'theirs' with all their strength for ever... until
they are destroyed from within, often through a disease or an inside or outside (bellicose) conflict...
BeiYin
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To heal the world - we must heal ourselves
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:31 pm

Post subject: To heal the world - we must heal ourselves

World peace will only happen when enough individuals have realized peace within themselves. War is the result
of the state of consciousness that represents the majority of mankind. It can’t be different. For this to be
happening is evidence that not enough people have realized peace within themselves.
Humanity is possessed by their images and what is worst: These images themselves inhibit to realize them! Every
body is fighting to reach goals and it doesn’t work!
There exists no real Peace, Love or Harmony! These are beautiful concepts and people try to live them somehow,
but their personal experienced daily reality is totally different. We all are longing for love and peace and we are
clinging on concepts about it, without being able to bring them down into our daily life. We have the hope one
day in the future to fulfill our dreams and until then we are fighting to survive.
Soon this dream and the hope to fulfill our longing will collapse when war will spread out across the countries...
Are we helpless victims because of the decisions of ‘mad politicians’? It might look true, but it isn’t! Our
responsibility for the world situation and what we can do to have a true affect rests in our individual responsibility
to realize peace within ourselves! Targeting and giving the fault to an outside institution or an enemy will have
zero affect to change the situation. Nobody is a powerless victim! We CAN change something: Ourselves, and
nobody can inhibit this! But where do we start? It is clear that participation in mass demonstrations or lighting
candles in the window doesn’t change anything. It might give the feeling having done something but in reality
nothing changes.
But what can we do then? You might say: “We just want to live in peace, doing our daily work to earn our bread.
We vote for the most convincing politician, but more we can’t do.” It is obvious now that this is not enough! What
we can do is that we actively do a step to realize peace within ourselves! How? By questioning oneself.
Questioning one’s position and one’s motivations, one’s attitude and one’s goals. Also questioning whatever is
presented from any kind of system that is manipulating us to reach their goals or to keep their established power
and to widen it out. For them all means to defend are justified and it is not possible to trust anything coming from
somebody who feels threatened. This is valid on all levels, from the single individual like you and me up to the
highest power levels of countries.
Is there any doubt that a mankind that possesses a strictly materialistic worldview governs this world? This state
is the current situation of humanity, being still identified with materialistic goals. World peace will only happen
when enough individuals have realized peace within themselves. The result of the materialistic worldview is
predictable, the only desire is to grow stronger to establish more security and power for oneself, out of this comes
the desire to eliminate everything that seems to be against it.
There is no doubt that nearly all of the idealistic images and concepts in this society, serve to enhance the
materialistic attitude. Traditional religion gives an additional security but doesn’t change the underlying
materialistic behaviors.
Images of Love and Peace serve to feed one’s longing but don’t have influence to affect the materialistic goal.
Spiritual images serve to manipulate people to keep them quiet and in dependency. For example: God as an
image taking care of us, allowing us to believe that everything is okay exactly how it is. This attitude keeps us in
dependency offering us security so we don’t have to question our own position...
We need to question our position and become aware that we are in dependency.
We have the image of ‘freedom’ written on our banners, but we are not free.
We have the image of love, but this is conditional dependent on the fulfillment of our personal needs, which are in
any case the most important! We have the image of harmony, but we are confused and insecure when our material
base is threatened or our personal frame of emotional property is reduced. Our self-knowledge is rudimental and
our life is full of fear and the need for self-confirmation.
We are looking constantly for more security and fulfillment by striving for more property on all levels. Let’s be
honest: It doesn’t work. In the first place because every body is doing the same and so the interests are clashing
against each other. One tries to eat the other and fight is inevitable. “Who is not with us, is against us!” We can’t
stop this destructive attitude on the big scale if we don’t stop it beginning with ourselves!
Bringing down peace into our life can only happen in our daily life right now. This can’t happen instantly how we
would like it. This is a long process and there is a lot of engagement and personal work connected with it. We
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need to question ourselves and we need to observe our reactions when our personal interests seem to be
threatened. This is the moment to observe and then maybe we can understand and act, by loosening our attitude
and giving space to the other. This is the key! Understand that the person in front of us wants exactly the same as
we want: Firstly, confirmation of one’s own position by getting attention and secondly, strengthening one’s
property which includes one’s opinion, one’s beliefs and one’s images. Getting this, then one’s self image is
reinforced and there is felt well-being. If not there will be frustration and disappointment, and as further reactions
anger and aggression and finally as a result violence and destruction - on the big scale WAR. Can you see that to
avoid this one has to start with oneself to break out of this vicious circle? Personally, within your family, your
group, your company, with what ever shows up: Now! You personally will have to make a decision to take the
first step. With this you will enter a process, which will bring disturbance and insecurity in the beginning, but you
will find tranquility and a new space within yourself...
BeiYin
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Using Government Reconstruction Contracts for Overseas Expansion
Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 9:38 am Post subject: Using Government Contracts for Overseas Expansion
Imagine that you are the owner of several successful companies from a diversified background of products such
as: textiles, food production, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, aircraft, automobiles, arms manufactory, utilities,
minerals, oil, etc. Of course, the reason you own these companies is because you are interested in making money.
For the sake of an example imagine the following scenario: From all the companies you own, together the
companies on average return to you 300 million dollars of profit to you each year. Of course because you are
primarily interested in making money, then you want this number to go up over time, and the worst would be to
make less than you did the year before. In the last few years you have noticed that the percent increase of return
from your portfolio has been flat. Your accountants have analyzed all your companies and have given you a report
about it. From this analysis you realize the fundamentals of your companies are still strong but the main problem
is that overall sales have been declining. Looking closer you realize this is due to two primary factors. One
important factor is the cost of inputs to make the items and the cost of oil per barrel is the most important, as
nearly all the products that are produced by companies today are dependent upon a cheap supply of oil. Just a
little increase in the cost per barrel of oil, and the cost of all items goes up reducing overall sales. The other factor
affecting overall sales is that the market for your products has become saturated; there are not enough new
consumers. Your companies in the last few years have expanded greatly in overseas markets producing great
returns during that expansion, but now this expansion has stalled. You realize that profit margins could expand by
decreasing waste and increasing efficiency of production, by creating new products designed for repeated sales or
through planned obsolescence and by creatively using advertising to create new consumer needs. But from your
analysis of the companies, you see that all of these things are already being done and it is not enough to increase
sales to the level you desire. You realize that to continue to reap large profits then you need to do two things. The
first is to keep the price of oil low and steady as long as possible and to do this you need to own the oil supply.
The second is to expand your companies into unopened overseas markets (where also the labor and resource costs
to produce goods are lower). You realize that you won’t be able to keep the price of oil low forever as you know
it is a limited resource, but you also realize that if the price goes up too rapidly then all of your companies are at
risk of collapsing from the price shock overnight. You see that it’s a very precarious situation. You know that the
only possibility is to own the source of oil and then to increase oil production as needed to keep the price of oil
low for as long as possible. This you will do until the oil runs out, and being the owner of the oil supply you will
have a good estimate of when this will be. Knowing that the oil will eventually run out, you also see that it’s wise
to invest some of your money now into alternative sources of energy and start implementing alternative products
and methods of production, so that when it makes ‘profitable sense’ to implement them, you will be poised to do
so.
Looking around at the world and the unopened countries you try to determine which country might best serve
your needs to supply what you need. Iraq perfectly serves your needs, as the regime is not strong and the military
forces are weak, and also it has the second largest oil reserve in the world. You can convince the American
military to get behind you and use it to take the country inventing any flimsy reason to do so, then afterwards your
companies can move in to provide the restructuring. You also realize you'll benefit by selling more weapons and
aircraft that have been stockpiling. It will be easy to sell the idea of going to war with Iraq to the American people
convincing them they are terrorists and painting Saddam Hussein as an evil, brutal man and that the country has
‘weapons of mass destruction’, that might be turned on America if we don’t do something about it. You also
realize that you can easily get government reconstruction ‘grants’ through contracts to rebuild Iraq, so that you
don’t even have to risk funding the initial investment of capital and rebuilding costs. The US government will
give you the money and tell the American people that the US government is benevolently spending this money for
the poor Iraqi people, restoring their infrastructure and giving them democracy. It is a win-win situation for you,
to greatly maximize your profits and capture a whole new market of people, not to mention the possibility for
future expansion in neighboring countries. The amount of money requested from the people of the USA by the
leaders is so huge and nobody is keeping detailed account of where it’s going and how it’s being used. You can
easily put your people into position as contractors and subcontractors, diverting and using this money for
reconstruction purposes, hiding all your activities through layers of complexity. The world will never discover
how much of the money granted for this war was actually used for the war itself simply because it is not being
tracked with sufficient detail. When the war is waged then the bombing should destroy all existing infrastructure
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across all major industries. This ensures that a full range of new foreign companies can get their foot in the door
in the rebuilding stage. To appease the world, the American public and also the people of Iraq that democracy is
being restored, a democratic election should be staged to allow the Iraqi people to select a new leader. However
this leader won’t really matter, as nearly the entire infrastructure of the new economy will be of foreign or outside
ownership. As our companies will be providing nearly every service and product to the country at large, and also
the jobs for the people they will gladly comply with whatever we want. Also as we will own the information
services, we will be able to continue to influence the public opinion as needed. The Iraqi people will soon be
happy again when they see that they now have jobs paying good money and are able to have the same kind of
lifestyle as Americans, including: cable television, entertainment, internet, telecommunications, junk food,
pharmaceuticals, utilities, transportation, consumables, etc. Okay, so we will start with Iraq and see how it goes
from there.
Comment: As of March 2005 from the war in Iraq, approximately 125,000 people have been killed and many
more thousands seriously injured and many will suffer lingering health problems for years, as well as the heavy
environmental damage inflicted on the region, all of these factors causing great suffering and hardship. None of
these kinds of costs can be given a monetary value… The American taxpayers have predominately paid to fund
this war and at the time this was written the estimate was $158 billion dollars, projected to reach $207 billion by
the end of fiscal year September 2005. Of this total, post-war reconstruction costs could be in the region of
$50 to $100 billion dollars, or nearly half of the total cost of the war. It should be clear that this money being
awarded for reconstruction costs will directly benefit large corporations, making those owners richer and probably
none of the future return from these ‘spoils of war’ will be returned to American taxpayers. The actual fact is that
billions of dollars of American taxpayer money has just been diverted and directly used by corporations in a very
sophisticated and backdoor way. Americans will continue to pay for this theft into the future, because of the
increased interest payment that will have to be made on the run up debt. It should be clear that large corporations
are directly using the money collected from the American People to make themselves more powerful and richer,
and that is the true reason for the war in Iraq. The following links add to the plausibility of the story above and
will be of interest to those who would like to be informed about the background of the happenings.
Regards,
Janis
Related Articles of Interest
The Cost of War calculator is set to reach $207.5 billion at the end of fiscal year 2005 (September 30, 2005).
http://costofwar.com/index-college-scholarships.html
“The amount is based on the National Priorities Project analysis of what Congress has allocated for the Iraq
War, plus the most recent request by the Bush Administration for additional funding. Our figures include military
operations, reconstruction and other spending related to the Iraq invasion and occupation. Spending only
includes "incremental" costs, additional funds that are expended due to the war. For example, soldiers' regular
pay is not included, but combat pay is included. Potential future costs, such as future health care for soldiers and
veterans wounded in the war, are not included. It is also not clear whether the current funding will cover all
military wear and tear. It also does not account for the contribution of war spending to the deficits incurred in the
federal budget. In other words, we have not included the cost of interest on the debt.”
The Institute for Policy Studies, Paying the Price, The mounting costs of the Iraq War
http://www.ips-dc.org/iraq/failedtransition/transition.pdf
The Institute for Policy Studies, Reports on the War in Iraq
http://www.ips-dc.org/iraq/index.htm
Total costs in Iraq could be from $150 to $300 billion
http://vialardi.org/IRAQ/war_price_tag.html
“Official” portion for reconstruction costs in Iraq is $21 billion. On the eve of the war in March 2003, an
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independent task force report from the Council on Foreign Relations estimated that stabilizing Iraq could cost
some $20 billion a year for several years and warned that expenses could be higher. Brookings Institution senior
fellows Michael O’ Hanlon and Lael Brainard estimated in August 2003 that military and reconstruction costs
could range from $150 billion to $300 billion. Now, O’Hanlon says he thinks he underestimated. “This has been
tougher and more expensive than I ever thought,” he says.”
Net Worth of the American Presidential Cabinet
http://www.public-i.org/report.aspx?aid=190&sid=200
”January 14, 2002: Cumulatively, the President, Vice President and cabinet secretaries were worth somewhere
between $149 and $434 million. By contrast, the net worth of the same 16 officials from the last year of the
Clinton administration was in a range between $14.5 to $45.9 million.”
2005 Collective Net Worth of the world’s billionaires
http://www.forbes.com/billionaires/2005/03/10/cz_lk_lg_0310billintro_bill05.html
“March 10, 2005: The rich had a very good year. The collective net worth of the 691 billionaires we could find is
$2.2 trillion, up $300 billion from the combined worth of the 587 people listed last year. Every region saw gains."
Why so many new billionaires?
http://www.forbes.com/billionaires/2005/03/10/cz_lk_lg_0310commentary_bill05.html?boxes=custom
Reconstruction Contracts for Iraq have to be awarded to US companies
http://www.thebanker.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/15/Gulf_banks_adopt_wait_and_see_approach_to_Iraq.html
“Indeed, the Iraq opportunity is massive by any standards. In its April 2003 report, Iraq – economic review and
prospects, Kuwait’s Global Investment House says the cost of post-war reconstruction would be in the region of
$50bn to $100bn. It notes that the US Agency for International Development (USAID) is the main agency
awarding development contracts in Iraq and, under US federal law, the primary contracts funded by USAID have
to be awarded to US companies. Approval has, though, been granted for non-US companies to be awarded subcontracts, the report points out.”
About USAID
http://www.usaid.gov/about_usaid/
“U.S. foreign assistance has always had the twofold purpose of furthering America's foreign policy interests in
expanding democracy and free markets while improving the lives of the citizens of the developing world. Spending
less than one-half of 1 percent of the federal budget, USAID works around the world to achieve these goals.
USAID's history goes back to the Marshall Plan reconstruction of Europe after World War Two and the Truman
Administration's Point Four Program. In 1961, President John F. Kennedy signed the Foreign Assistance Act into
law and created by executive order USAID. Since that time, USAID has been the principal U.S. agency to extend
assistance to countries recovering from disaster, trying to escape poverty, and engaging in democratic reforms.”
Report of Detailed Assistance to Afghanistan by Sector
http://www.usaid.gov/locations/asia_near_east/afghanistan/
Report of Detailed Assistance to Iraq by Sector
http://www.usaid.gov/iraq/
“USAID assists Iraqis in reconstructing their country by working with Iraq's interim government. USAID
programs are implemented in coordination with the United Nations, World Bank, International Monetary Fund
(IMF), coalition country partners, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and private sector partners. The
USAID Mission in Iraq carries out programs in education, health care, food security, infrastructure
reconstruction, airport and seaport management, economic growth, community development, local governance,
and transition initiatives. Sectors include: Agriculture, Airports, Bridges and Roads, Community Action,
Economic Governance, Education, Elections, Electricity, Food Security, Health Care, Local Governance,
Marshlands, Seaport, Telecommunications, Transition Initiatives and Water & Sanitation.”
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Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutierrez
http://www.whitehouse.gov/government/gutierrez-bio.html
”Opening international markets to U.S. companies to create jobs and build a stronger America is a top priority
for Secretary Gutierrez. He believes passionately in President Bush’s vision of a 21st century where America is
the best country in the world with which to do business and where everyone has the opportunity to experience the
joy and pride of ownership and to live the American Dream. “We have the best people, we have the training, we
have the culture,” Gutierrez says. “I believe the 21st century is really and truly the American century.”
Peace in the Age of Globalization, speech by Oscar Arias, March 24, 1999
http://www.democracyuprising.com/articles/arias/peace_age_globalization.php
150 American Companies have received contracts worth up to $48.7 billion for reconstruction contracts.
By The Center for Public Integrity
http://www.public-i.org/wow/report.aspx?aid=338
“WASHINGTON, July 7, 2004 — More than 150 American companies have received contracts worth up to $48.7
billion for work in postwar Afghanistan and Iraq, according to the latest update of the Center for Public
Integrity's Windfalls of War project. This figure represents an increase of 82 companies and more than $40
billion since the Center first released its study of contracts awarded to U.S. companies for postwar work in
Afghanistan and Iraq on Oct. 30, 2003. “
Windfalls of War –U.S. Contractors in Iraq & Afghanistan
http://www.public-i.org/wow/
Post-War Contractors Ranked by Total Contract Value in Iraq and Afghanistan
From 2002 through July 1, 2004
http://www.public-i.org/wow/resources.aspx?act=total
Summary: A total of $51,859,823,774 billion dollars awarded to 150 US companies
Campaign Contributions of Post-war Contractors, 1990 through fiscal year 2002
http://www.public-i.org/wow/resources.aspx?act=contrib
Post-war Contractors Ranked by Total Government Earnings, All federal contracts from 1990 through
fiscal year 2002
http://www.public-i.org/wow/resources.aspx?act=history
Total awarded to 65 companies from 1990 – 2002: $183,898,986,000.00 billion dollars
Federal Spending Soars Under Bush’s Watch, by Ron Hutcheson
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines03/1204-03.htm
“WASHINGTON - President Bush came to office saying he was a fiscal conservative, but federal spending has
skyrocketed on his watch. And it's not just the Pentagon that's getting more federal dollars. Overall spending is up
by at least 16 percent since he took office, far more than the 2 percent average annual inflation rate over the
same period. According to one recent analysis, the government now spends $20,000 a year for every household in
America, the most since World War II. In the meantime, the $236 billion federal surplus that Bush inherited in
January 2001 has turned into a $400 billion-plus deficit.”
Facts about the Iraq War – All the reasons given to go to war with IRAQ were unfounded:
http://www.afsc.org/eyes/the-facts.htm
Understanding the US – IRAQ Crisis – A primer by Phyllis Bennis
http://www.ips-dc.org/iraq/primer.htm
“What are the real reasons behind the administration's rush towards war? U.S. threats to go to war against Iraq
are largely driven by oil and empire - expanding U.S. military and economic power. As these goals primarily
benefit oil companies and the already rich and powerful, the Bush administration relies on fear to mobilize public
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support for war among ordinary Americans by linking Iraq falsely with the very real threat of terrorism and
through rhetoric like "axis of evil." Bush also plays on Americans' genuine concern about human rights to gain
support. Many top officials of the Bush administration come directly out of the oil industry. President Bush
himself, as well as Vice-President Dick Cheney, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of
Commerce Donald Evans and others all have strong ties to oil companies - Chevron once named a tanker after
Rice as a gesture of thanks. But the U.S. isn't threatening an invasion simply to ensure its continued access to
Iraqi oil. Rather, it is a much broader U.S. play for control of the oil industry and the ability to set the price of oil
on the world market. Iraq's oil reserves are second only to Saudi Arabia's. And with U.S.-backed Saudi Arabia
increasingly unstable, the question of which oil companies - French, Russian, or American - would control Iraq's
rich but unexplored oil fields once sanctions are lifted has moved to the top of Washington's agenda. Many in the
Bush administration believe that in the long term, a post-war, U.S.-dependent Iraq would supplant Saudi control
of oil prices and marginalize the influence of the Saudi-led OPEC oil cartel. Iraq could replace Saudi Arabia, at
least partially, at the center of U.S. oil and military strategy in the region, and the U.S. would remain able to act
as guarantor of oil for Japan, Germany, and other allies in Europe and around the world. Expanding U.S. power,
central to the Bush administration's war strategy, includes redrawing the political map of the Middle East. That
scenario includes U.S. control of Iraq and the rest of the Gulf states as well as Jordan and Egypt. Some in the
administration want even more - "regime change" in Syria, Iran, and Palestine, and Israel as a permanently
unchallengeable U.S.-backed regional power. The ring of U.S. military bases built or expanded recently in Qatar,
Djibouti, Oman and elsewhere as preparation for a U.S. war against Iraq will advance that goal. But the superhawks of the Bush administration have a broader, global empire-building plan that goes way beyond the Middle
East. Much of it was envisioned long before September 11th, but now it is waged under the flag of the "war
against terrorism." The war in Afghanistan, the creation of a string of U.S. military bases in the (also oil- and
gas-rich) countries of the Caspian region and south-west Asia, the new strategic doctrine of "pre-emptive" wars,
and the ascension of unilateralism as a principle are all part of their crusade. Attacking Iraq is only the next
step.“
Profile of a major contractor: The General Electric Company
http://www.public-i.org/wow/bio.aspx?act=pro&ddlC=23
“General Electric is a diversified technology, manufacturing and services company, which produces
transportation equipment, aircraft engines, consumer and industrial appliances, lighting, nuclear reactors,
medical equipment and plastics. It owns the NBC television network, a global media powerhouse with significant
holdings in broadcast and cable television and the Internet. GE's financial and insurance divisions account for
nearly half of the company's sales, making the company one of the largest financial services companies in the
United States. The company has operations in more than 100 countries, a workforce of more than 315,000, and
2002 revenue of over $131 billion. GE ranks fifth in the Fortune 500.
Profile of a major contractor: The Bechtel Group
http://www.public-i.org/wow/bio.aspx?act=pro&ddlC=6
“The Bechtel Group, one of the world's largest engineering and construction firms, comprises some 19 jointventure companies and numerous subsidiaries. Its affiliates include Sequoia Ventures Inc., a private investment
company; Bechtel Capital Partners LLC, which has formed other Bechtel ventures, such as energy consultants
Nexant Inc.; and Bechtel National Inc., which handles U.S. government contracts. Because Bechtel is a private
corporation, however, the total number of its branches and affiliated companies is not publicly disclosed. From
1990 to fiscal year 2002, the company received more than $11.7 billion in U.S. government contracts—the sixth
largest amount received by any of the approximately 70 companies with contracts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Since
1990, Bechtel Group companies have received more than 2,000 contracts from the U.S. government….”
Profile of a major contractor: Kellogg, Brown & Root (Halliburton)
http://www.public-i.org/wow/bio.aspx?act=pro&ddlC=31
“Kellogg, Brown & Root is the engineering and construction arm of the Halliburton Company, which calls itself
"the world's largest diversified energy services, engineering and construction company" with operations in more
than 100 countries and 2002 sales of $12.4 billion. KBR does everything from conducting or managing large
construction projects, such as power plants and pipelines, to providing maintenance for existing facilities or
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government operations. […]Halliburton discovered the benefits of government patronage when its support for
U.S. President Lyndon Johnson resulted in several contracts, such as constructing military bases during the
Vietnam War.”
Making a Killing – An eleven part series on the Business of War
http://www.public-i.org/bow/
Scrutiny of Post War Contracts by The Center for Public Integrity
http://www.public-i.org/wow/report.aspx?aid=338
Since the Center's first release in October 2003, there has been more scrutiny of these postwar contracts by
Congress, the media and various government agencies. This was partly due to the revelation that employees of
private contractors Titan Corporation and CACI were present during the alleged torture of Iraqi prisoners at the
Abu Ghraib prison. […] Still, much of the work continues to be uncoordinated within federal agencies and no
agency seems to have a full picture of all the postwar contracts.
Are the War and Globalization Really connected?
http://gnn.tv/articles/724/Are_the_War_and_Globalization_Really_Connected
“Not only is the interim government prohibited “ from taking ‘any actions affecting Iraq’s destiny’ beyond the
election of an Iraqi government,” but, Juhasz writes, the occupiers have stacked “every Ministry with U.S.
appointed authorities with five-year terms-well into the period of the new, elected government. […] Let’s start by
examining some of the strongest arguments for the link between the war on terror and corporate globalization.
First, the White House has been eager to make big business a partner in the execution of the Iraq War and the
subsequent occupation. This has been most prominently evidenced by the high-priced reconstruction contracts
snatched up by well-connected companies like Halliburton and Bechtel. Finally, activists have seen a connection
between war and corporate globalization in the privatization of Iraq’s economy. Political commentators Naomi
Klein and Antonia Juhasz, among others, have detailed how the occupation of Iraq allowed the U.S. governing
authority to restructure the country’s economy based on strict neoliberal principles. Following what The
Economist magazine called a “wish-list that foreign investors and donor agencies dream of for developing
markets,” Washington instituted measures providing for the privatization of 200 Iraqi state firms, for 100%
foreign ownership in Iraqi companies outside the oil production and refinement sectors, for full repatriation of
profits, and for a 15% cap on corporate taxes.”

Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 8:32 pm Post subject: Using Government Contracts for Overseas Expansion
Remarkable work you have done with this post, Janis. Well, these facts are known, although not through the mass
media. Anyway people don't want to know this kind of information otherwise their world image would crash...
People probably are not really happy with their life, but at least there are some given goals and with this a certain
security and as long as people have their sugar drinks and McDonalds then that's all what they need. And now
soon the Iraqis also will participate and share these desirable goals and be part of the great consumer family, due
to the generous help of the USAID. (There are a few people who call this an incredible corruption, but this is a
negative view and one should better see the positive result coming out of it!) Maybe there is still some resistance
because there are old fashioned people who are clinging on their traditional way of life, but as soon as they will
get the feeling how it is to enter into the modern age, the will appreciate Coca Cola, Hamburger and all the
technical advantages. They will be happy to work hard for all this and in its time they will be thankful to those
who have brought all the progress and they will understand that the force was necessary to convince them. That
their culture will get lost and their life style will turn totally materialistic, is the price they will have to pay...
There is no way to avoid progress and that's what it is - or not?
BeiYin
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Is there a way to stop the destruction of Planet Earth?
Posted: Fri Apr 01, 2005 12:04 pm Post subject: Is there a way to stop the destruction of Planet Earth?

This is the question I’ve been asking myself, but with all my thinking about it I could not find an answer that
seemed to offer a creative solution. This made me feel bad because it’s more obvious that the destruction is
progressing rapidly. There is no doubt that the underlying cause of this is the materialistic attitude of humans, due
to their unconscious behavior and their lack of responsibility. It is obvious that the majority are in the trap offered
by society and don’t question this, being followers of a system which is corrupt and managed by a few with the
only goal to make the maximum of profit. It is known that there are only about 500 people who own the largest
corporations and who manipulate the whole world market. In another thread of this forum it was quoted that the
wealth of only seven of these rich men would be enough to change the extreme state of poverty of the estimated
300 million humans today into a way of life where there would be no starvation.
Yes, this is theory and what isn’t, is that not even one of these rich men does anything unless it serves his own
interest. But how is it possible that people are that selfish? How is it possible that millions are dying not having
the minimum to survive and these rich men are gathering more and more wealth? Well, we know that there are
people possessed by power and that they are blind for human values, but how is it possible then that these kinds
of people reign the world? And how is it possible that with their behavior they are destroying the whole planet,
the place that is also their home? So these were questions I had asked myself and I could not find an answer for
them. But last night I had a dream and I woke up with only one sentence in my mind: "Sie zogen aus die Welt zu
zerstören, um Rache zu nehmen für erlittenes Leid..." Translated more or less: "They went out to destroy the
world, to take revenge for all the pain that they had suffered..."
This somehow answers my questions, but still remaining is: How is it possible that the rest of us allow that 500
people can destroy the place where all of us are living? This means that one person has the power over more than
10 million people! Shall we just continue to observe the destruction without doing anything about it? Do we act
like this because we are used to being slaves or supporters, not being able to take our own initiative and thus also
are contributors to the destruction by our collective non-action?
The usual way that society makes justice for such offenders is to find the responsible ones and say they are guilty.
But in this case it can’t work like that, because they have the power and we are not able to change them, not by
law and not with force. Perhaps my dream is right and these people truly want to destroy the world. There exist
many people like this today, though not so many with so much power. But they do what they can even on a small
scale, for example sending virus messages all over the Internet or those people who kill or torture others to satisfy
themselves. If we look for the reason behind their actions, then we’ll probably find out that they are extremely
frustrated and haven’t received the attention they needed, so then their destructive behavior is their revenge. The
normal way of society is to put these people into prison and separate them from others. But the people with
money and power are usually acting legally and within the framework of laws they mostly have established
themselves. So what can we do about it?
First, we have to realize that we are giving them the power and the money, every thing they own comes from us.
They are just clever enough to push the right buttons so that we do exactly what they want. Having possession of
their great wealth and power, they also have the means to pay the most sophisticated specialists to manipulate and
influence us. Not only through the spoken word via the media but also by supplying us with a diet of food which
makes us addicted and acting like zombies and also making us sick, where they then also offer us the remedy:
street and pharmaceutical drugs. The whole system is well planned and established and we are hardly capable to
be aware of it, but every day we can see more of the result. We are feeling sick and stressed and nothing makes
sense anymore. So isn't it time that we ask ourselves some questions?
What can we do about these 500 people who are using us as marionettes? At this time we are giving them
everything they want, we are working hard and giving them our money. That's all they want, but we know now
that this is a substitute because they haven't gotten what they originally needed and so they developed their
extreme materialistic attitude to try to make up for it. (Probably with the unconscious intention to destroy the
world.) We don't know who these people are, we don't know their names and nothing about their personal
background (only of a few of them) but I believe this is not necessary. (Even trying to find out who these people
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are is difficult simply because they own nearly all major information sources, so also they can hide their own
identities.) We don't need any personal contact with them. We can send them what they need: For sure not
answering in the same way with revenge but with Love!
This might sound kind of fantastic and like this
New Age stuff but I see it as the only effective way possible. Of course: First to be able to send Love into a
certain direction, we need to be able to do so and this seems to be to most difficult and might need some hard
personal work on ourselves...
Then there is the next step and that is to do something about ourselves with our habits and behavior, becoming
aware of it and changing it. That we are critical about what we buy, but this is another chapter...
BeiYin

Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 9:18 am

Post subject: Is there a way to stop the destruction of Planet Earth?

Quote: Is there a way to influence these 500 people who are the cause for the destruction of our
planet? Are these people happy? Why they are doing all these? Are these people just bad? Must we
do something against them?
I don't think that there is a way to influence these people directly and I don't think they are the cause for the
destruction: We are the cause. They are not much different then we are, they are just more clever, but of course
not more conscious of themselves and their doing. These people are probably not really happy but they gain a
certain satisfaction from their success and this is normal and the same like for every body. Maybe they are kind of
possessed by their success and so they want more and more, (with the side effect that they don't care so much
about the means they are using) the same like with every body, only that most of us never have that much success,
what doesn't mean that we wouldn't like it, - if we are honest. These people are not 'bad'. They are part of the
system and society humans have created and we are all part of it, if we want it or not. It is enough that we live in
this society and participating in it, so WE are causing the destruction of this planet. To change this we need to
change our habits and our attitudes. We are totally materialistic, even we have some religious or spiritual beliefs,
but if we are honest and look nearer then we will see that these beliefs are more like varnish. So it is obvious that
there is a lot of work to be done for a change and it has mainly to do with self-knowledge. It looks very much that
humanity is not ready for this and has to go through steps before this can happen. If we can do something against
the bad guys? NO. There are no bad guys. We are all the same. It would be too easy just to project something we
don't like into others. We need to find out that we are exactly the same and then change it in ourselves. That's the
only way. It is useless to fight against power: If you cut the head of the Hydra, then immediately three new heads
are growing. So forget about it to use any force. Use your energy on yourself and also in relating and responding
what shows up in your daily life and around you.
BeiYin
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What’s the difference between War and Peace?
Posted: Tue Mar 15, 2005 11:59 am

Post subject: What’s the difference between War and Peace?

What a question! Isn’t this pretty clear? In a war, weapons of mass destruction are used and the people motivated
and animated to kill other people are called ‘soldiers’. The reason for going to war is nearly always 'resource
related' and the conflict starts when two interests are clashing against each other. It also may start when too many
weapons have accumulated which must be used, otherwise they get out of date and also the new more
sophisticated generation of weapons must be tested. There will always be a good reason to start a war and the
brave soldiers on both sides of the participating conflict will readily volunteer to kill each other with enthusiasm.
The government, the monarchy or the church, does a great job of convincing their people that the war is necessary
even the price might be high. That 100,000 or even 500,000 soldiers might be killed to defend the interests is
inevitable; that many civilians including women and children will be killed, is also just part of the price. There are
no questions about it, that’s what it is and what it has been for thousands of years.
So then, what is understood to be peace? Peace is when there is no open violence. People who are involved in
times of war are called ‘soldiers’, these same people in times of peace are called ‘consumers’. But is there much
difference? Can it be seen that they are still motivated and animated by the same leaders with the same interests?
Isn't the main motivating interest that of money and power? Brave soldiers revert to being brave consumers
buying all the manufactured goods, working hard to get the money and fighting for survival. In this fight the price
is even higher, as millions of people are killed, although it's not openly visible because it is part of the whole
system, which is perfectly organized and controlled.
Soldiers are trained to carry out orders without thinking for themselves, they don't need to feel responsible for
their doing. Consumers are under the same kind of hypnosis from being constantly bombarded with advertising,
entertainment and being sold a 'modern lifestyle’ that serves to push the people in a wanted direction. Being
critical of the brainwashing or questioning of one's own doing rarely happens today.
In summary, I don’t see that there is much difference between war and peace, as people are under the control and
being manipulated by the moneymakers and power hungry with the same underlying interest, no matter how
people might perceive the times. The most significant difference seems to be that in times of war the killing and
environmental destruction is more concentrated into a single region and the awareness of what is happening in
terms of the suffering is magnified. Whereas in times of peace the number of victims is ten times higher, the
victims and environmental damage covers the whole planet, and mostly it happens without hardly any awareness
of the immense suffering going on...
BeiYin

Posted: Wed Mar 16, 2005 12:01 am

Post subject: Re: What’s the difference between War and Peace?

War: The reason for going to war is nearly always 'resource related' and the conflict starts when two
interests are clashing against each other. Peace: is when there is no open violence.
I see that the war of a nation is only the magnification or extreme aggression to take resources by those who have
the capability to wield such power, being in the position of power that they are in. Hardly ever is the decision of
war, one coming from the common voice being given to the leaders, it's always the other way around. The leader
decides and convinces the people that it's needed for the welfare of all and then the majority of people just fall
into place behind them, probably because they also need to get out their aggression... This probably also explains
why there are so many atrocities done to people by our soldiers in times of war. However, I also see that the same
thing is happening in normal individuals in daily life as well. It looks to me that people are all the time either warlike or peaceful (meaning they aren't showing any open violence), there never seems to be any middle state where
they aren't scheming inside to obtain some materialistic asset for themselves. When they are pretending to be
peaceful, then they feel content for the moment that they have what they need, they feel like they are
accomplishing their objective. But as soon as 'reality' confronts them that they might not be getting their goals,
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then their peaceful mask starts to dissolve and aggression builds in their faces. They don't seem to realize that they
will never be able to obtain their 'pipe-dreams', their attempts to obtain these precious properties will always end
in failure, they will never be satisfied. Thus the endless circle of peace and war in people. Most people's cycles
between peace and war are quite short, maybe a few weeks. Near the end of the cycle, then they are like a ticking
time bomb. Any person, place or thing can set them off, that doesn't fit into their personal worldview or they feel
jeopardizes their goals. Then they'll use that object as the target for their aggression. Believing that this thing is
what is in the way to get what they want, so they attack it. So isn't this the root reason why we have states of
peace and war, because nearly all humans are primarily interested in protecting their own 'resource related'
interests, which are also either money/property or power at base? Doesn't all this war and peace exist first in the
minds of men and then get projected to the outside, as they are all fighting to survive?
Betsy

Posted: Fri Mar 25, 2005 5:08 pm
killed

Post subject: We are standing by doing nothing, letting people be

BeiYin: I don’t see that there is much difference between war and peace, as people are under
the control and being manipulated by the moneymakers and power hungry with the same
underlying interest, no matter how people might perceive the times.
Lately, I’ve been questioning: ‘What does it mean that we are One?’ It is a question I’ve had for a long
time, and I have never been able to figure out what it means. At times I’ve got a feeling or sense of what it
means that we are One, but I realize that I don’t really know it. It is something that I simply can’t come to
an intellectual understanding about. Perhaps the dream I had last night was trying to show me the answer...
In the dream I was in Baghdad, Iraq, and a person came running shouting: ‘They are going to start a
massive bombing of Baghdad, the planes are on their way right now!’ When I heard this I immediately
felt fear and panic stricken. I looked around but had no idea of where I could hide for cover and be safe. I
looked up into the sky and I could hear and see the bomber planes bearing down on the city. I started
running. I didn’t remember the actual bombing in the dream, only I saw the devastation left in the wake of
the bombing. Now I was no longer on the ground, I was looking down from above on the ruined landscape,
where there was debris everywhere. There was a small market square and I zoomed in on this, and on the
ground the people had collected the bodies of many people who had died from the attack. The ground was
covered with bodies laid next to each other and there were blankets of different colors on the bodies, but
you could still see the faces. I was shocked to see that most of the faces were children. I looked at each
child's face and saw the fear and pain that was frozen into them. My heart just went out to them, I felt so
bad this had to happen. The people all around the dead were crying and mourning, some of them screaming
and angry at their attackers. I woke up from the dream crying, identifying with the pain of these people.
Then I also became angry, knowing the reason why war is raged and how all this suffering is so cruel and
that we shouldn’t allow such things to happen in a ‘modern world’. Read again the article BeiYin wrote
above, and you’ll also see the senselessness of times of war (and of peace). How long are we going to
continue on with our heads in the sand, supporting and allowing the upper echelon to commit such atrocities
and killing of innocent people? There is something to do to stop it and we each have that power within our
own hands, but we much wield it. If we know there is something that we can do about what is going on,
then wouldn’t this be the most important thing we do in our life, no matter what might be the personal
sacrifice?
This dream has shown me more near what it means that we are all One. When this event happened a few
years ago I didn't cry for the innocent victims, probably because I was too numb or too involved turning
around my own personality to really feel it. To get a sense of the suffering from that day, you can view the
following link:
http://www.shianews.com/hi/middle_east/news_id/0000758.php
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Today I searched the Internet for facts and found out that the 'Bombing of Baghdad, Iraq' took place around
March 20 - 21, 2003 and at this time the http://www.IraqBodyCount.net website reports that nearly 20,000
civilians (mostly women and children) have been killed in this war so far.
Addendum: According to a study published in the respected British medical journal The Lancet (10/29/04),
about 100,000 Iraqi civilians have died as a result of the war. The majority of deaths were due to violence,
primarily as a result of U.S.-led military action. One of the researchers on the project said that the estimate
is likely a conservative one (New York Times, 10/29/04). It's certainly a more scientific estimate than the
Iraq Body Count figure cited by ABC, which is, as that project's website notes, a "compilation of civilian
deaths that have been reported by recognized sources.... It is likely that many if not most civilian casualties
will go unreported by the media."
Betsy

Posted: Fri Mar 25, 2005 6:07 pm Post subject: We are all One
When one's hamster, canary or whatever pet dies, then there happens pain as reaction. Why? And of course also if
a person dies with whom one is connected. Because the love one has felt for this animal or this person who had
shared some time with us is interrupted. We had felt love, being able to project this to the loved one. And now
there is a painful void left...
How is it possible, that we don't feel any pain, knowing that there are 20.000 people killed in a war? Because we
are told that this war is justified? Or because we don't know these people, they are far away and nothing connects
us with them? - But looking at the following picture, what do you feel?

Now you feel something, right? Why? Because you can identify with this father in his pain carrying his injured
child. This hurts even we don't know this man...
BeiYin
(Photo from: http://www.shianews.com/hi/middle_east/news_id/0000758.php)
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Posted: Sun Mar 27, 2005 9:32 pm Post subject: We are standing by doing nothing, letting people be killed
Well, I wrote this http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=224#521 before I read these posts. Still, I am thinking
that people are living in peace in some places of the world now. Like here in most of Europe, people are living in a degree
of peace that allows them to survive. In pre-civilized times I think there was much less security and war would happen
everywhere whenever there was a tribe wanting what resources the neighbor tribe had.
I don't know history well enough to say however. I know only that I am happy to live and see my family alive, even while
knowing that this might last only the next moment and tomorrow we could be at war here as well.
Many are quoting 2012 as the year of an apocalypse, Mayans, modern day prophets etc. If so, then there is seven more
years to live... I want to live these years happily and not concern myself with the world's troubles. I realize that this is selfcentered, however what can I do about the world's troubles anyway? Use leaves for toilet paper? Meditate all day? I don't
know..
Thunder

Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 10:17 am

Post subject: Re: We are standing by doing nothing, letting people be kill

Thunder: Many are quoting 2012 as the year of an apocalypse, Mayans, modern day prophets etc. If so, then
there is seven more years to live... I want to live these years happily and not concern myself with the world's
troubles. I realize that this is self-centered, however what can I do about the world's troubles anyway? Use
leaves for toilet paper? Meditate all day? I don't know..
The most that you can do is to question everything around, going to the root and finding out the cause of why it is like it is.
The most important in this questioning is to find out about your own causation, of finding out who you are. I presume
you are not in this forum seeking confirmation of who you think you are, and at some level want to go beyond that. I feel that
what BeiYin has written to you has given you very good hints on what could be the next thing that you can do about the
world's troubles. Of course continuing to practice meditation will gradually increase your ability to be aware of reactions
inside and outside of yourself. It would be also advisable to have your meditation checked by an expert to make sure that it is
effective, that you are not getting lost in the tricky turns of the mind. There are enough people who have spent years in
meditation and have not been able to get an effective result out of it, because of being attached to goals and desires. Yes, you
should also keep making changes on the practical level, reducing your overall harm that your existence might be contributing
to the destruction. I think everybody has room for improvement in both categories. As you change your behavior, then you
have done the most possible, and your decisions in life will also change out of your personal responsibility and increased
awareness. In essence you become a living example, affecting all by your own life changes. In regards to your next step, it
looks to me that it is in the area of beliefs:
1. Find out what is a belief.
2. Try to discover what beliefs you are holding.
3. Where did these beliefs come from, are they yours or did you adopt them?
4. Try to discover what value these beliefs give you personally to hold them.
5. Question how these specific beliefs might affect how you perceive the world with them in place versus how the world might
be perceived if you were not holding these beliefs.
6. Try to see how these beliefs are affecting you in your daily life.
7. Do you really need this belief?
etc.
Betsy
Posted: Fri Apr 08, 2005 4:32 pm

Post subject: Re: Beliefs
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Thanks for your reply.
Yes, I too am curious about my beliefs. Before, I have had massive success (in seeing my reality change) as a result of
working with my beliefs, and temporarily changing them through some mind tricks.
Of course, the sources where I find these tricks nowadays are from my experience sources that want to show you how to get
more money, more personal possessions etc. So the tricks showed me how to change my beliefs about money.
Sure, I could see and feel the shift in my everyday reality. A couple of days later some one gave me an aquarium with three
turtles, I got a job some days later and a lot of other things have happened to make my reality more of abundance and wealth.
I feel it's difficult these days. So many teachers and coaches and gurus are telling that it is ok to have lots of stuff, and
actually that one SHOULD. Now, this crashes hard with my beliefs from my upbringing. SO, they then tell me that it is only
my beliefs that are wrong...that there is no problem with everyone having a big house, a new shiny car, loads of cash and
designer clothes.
My guess is that on a deeper level, everybody knows that this is wrong. Everyone cannot have these things and still allow the
natural state of Earth go on! "But just me though!" I hear them say. "Maybe not everyone, but *I* can have all this stuff."
The reports are in as well. In last weeks I have read the reports from 100s of scientists, in the biggest study of the earths
ecology ever, that the materialistic race is seriously impacting most if not all of earths natural eco-systems. The ego is so
strong...
To conclude, I am kind of stuck. Should I pursue money and wealth and not worry? There is spiritual evidence to find that it
is ok to do so... of course, also to pursue spiritual growth. I guess I want to do both at this stage.
"I am still young and can change later"
:-O
Thunder
Posted: Sat Apr 09, 2005 11:42 am

Post subject: Running after things

Thunder: Yes, I too am curious about my beliefs. Before, I have had massive success (in seeing my
reality change) as a result of working with my beliefs, and temporarily changing them through some
mind tricks.
Apparently you didn't notice that your reality didn't change by modifying your beliefs, what changed was only
your interpretation. Basically this was a substitution of one belief for another. This touches upon the main
problem with the ego and the massive destruction of our world going on today, it's because people's hearts aren't
connected with the physical reality and what is truly here, instead they are all living in worlds of their own
imagination.
Thunder: Of course, the sources where I find these tricks nowadays are from my experience sources
that want to show you how to get more money, more personal possessions etc. So the tricks showed
me how to change my beliefs about money. Sure, I could see and feel the shift in my everyday
reality. A couple of days later some one gave me an aquarium with three turtles, I got a job some
days later and a lot of other things have happened to make my reality more of abundance and wealth.
This is not what I was talking about. If you have a strong desire to amass material property, then this you can look
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at and try to find out about it in yourself, beyond what might be needed to survive. For sure people need to
survive so there should be some concern about one's livelihood. What you describe was not a shift in your reality,
you only changed 'the concept' of what you were looking for and then you interpreted happenings to confirm your
new adopted belief. All those things you 'believed' you received, in fact you were looking for...
Thunder: To conclude, I am kind of stuck. Should I pursue money and wealth and not worry? There
is spiritual evidence to find that it is ok to do so... of course, also to pursue spiritual growth. I guess I
want to do both at this stage. "I am still young and can change later"
That you are still too young to find out about it does seem to be the case. You simply aren't tired enough yet of
gaining material things and first you have to wear out this game before you will seriously question why you are
doing it. It doesn't look like you can take a shortcut and bypass all those years of playing this game of never being
satisfied by what one attains or accumulates. You need a few more relationships, some jobs, some money, cars,
houses, status, fame, ..., etc. This is where you are at right now so even your interest in 'being spiritual' is as well a
materialistic goal. Can anything be done about it, if so what?
Betsy
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V. Going Beyond
1. Awareness Discussion
The Golden Age of Transformation is Here!
Posted: Mon Jan 17, 2005 1:01 pm

Post subject: The Golden Age of Transformation is Here.

There is something that we are not acknowledging and it is that nearly everybody in the world is sick today. This
sickness that is enveloping every living system, has an obvious cause, which is the toxic condition of our
environment. If our environment is toxic then we are toxic, it can't be avoided because we are part of the system
as a whole. In fact, there is no separation; this is our illusion that we exist separate from the whole. It is normal for
people to be satisfied with the first reasonable explanation they are given, thereby having no interest to dig
deeper. Even though what I said should be obvious as the causing factor of our sickness, there is another layer if
we care to look for it. For example, one can ask: "Why is the environment toxic"?
In general, what we can always know about anything is that what we can see and observe is a reaction or an
effect. Something came 'before' - the reaction always has a cause. I think most people realize that the activities of
humanity as a whole are the cause of the degrading environmental conditions on this planet. The observable
'reaction' of the increasing sickness of our plants, animals, air, water and people is a loud wakeup call to
humanity, provoking transformation on all levels. There are many people who realize the environmental
catastrophe today and are trying to turn things around. While many of these efforts are laudable, most of them are
misguided. The reason they are misguided is because the normal plan of attack is to alleviate the symptom or
build a new model, while the underlying cause is ignored.
The principle reason why the world and we are sick is because all of our activities serve to keep things the way
they were. This needs some explanation. We perceive everything in an individual way according to our past
experiences, and then we identify with this 'perception' as our essential nature. The majority of our doings are
habitual in nature, striving to maintain a security or sense of stability in a changing world, dependent upon what
the individual has determined give those essential characteristics, whether it be power, fame, money, beauty,
intelligence, etc. All of this activity, which is selfish in nature, creates and maintains an illusion of being separate
from the whole. The fact is, is that we will not get better until we heal this false view that many of us hold. While
there are many actions that can be done differently which cause less destruction to the earth's ecosystem, as a
whole these won't save us from going down with the ship. This is because as long as we are maintaining this false
separation, we are not able to see beyond our personal veil and know what we are in actuality doing.
I would ask everyone to take a moment and do a body scan in sincerity and realize the sickness that is present
within your own body. Probably you will realize a myriad of symptoms such as headaches, muscle aches, joint
pains, indigestion, hormone imbalance, depression, anxiety, constipation, addiction, bowel problems, restlessness,
insomnia, skin problems, breathing problems, allergies, heart problems, circulation problems, high blood pressure,
arthritis, congestion, obesity, anorexia, back problems, sinus problems, emotional distress, etc. I can't include
everything here, as the list is very long.
There is an amazing fact, which everyone has observed and that is that our bodies will heal given the right
conditions. Everyone has cut their finger at some time and seen that the skin grows back and the wound is covered
up, bones mend, organs repair, etc. Viruses don't last forever, they appear, multiply then die down, all come in a
wave. Inattention may have been the cause of a cut finger, so attention or awareness can prevent another cut...
What we can personally know about 'our symptoms' whether they are inside or outside of us, is that somehow our
habits or way of living has caused them. To heal we have to discover the cause and make a change in the
causation. It should be obvious that taking a pill does not cure anything, it only suppresses symptoms! There is no
medicine available today that cures an illness, yet we all seem to be waiting for the miracle pill. What a game!
The modern medicine paradigm is to alleviate symptoms with chemicals; meanwhile the system (your body)
continues to get sicker as long as the cause of your illness remains undiscovered and untreated.
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The thing is, is that we can't heal the planet without doing our own personal healing, because 'our collective
behavior' is causing the planet's sickness. This 'issue' becomes paramount to address today because our sick
environment is stressing our immune systems. Probably before our immune system was able to clean out toxins
without accumulation, but now because the environment is so toxic, nearly all systems are stressed due to
overload. Our immune systems are no longer able to clean up our bodies for us. This puts us squarely into the
position of having to go beyond ourselves and take responsibility for our own health.
Many people today think we are in the golden age - that many people are waking up. But apparently this is not the
reality because the planet health is still going downhill. Also I would ask, how many of these people who are
talking like this are bringing up 'reality topics', such as that which exists in this article? The reason why people
adopt and proliferate these kinds of thoughts is because it gives the person a good feeling to believe in them. This
is the same effect that happens when people get behind a 'noble cause', it gives a feeling that they have made a
difference. Alas, but these feelings exist only as temporary highs and don't make any corrective change to the
underlying sickness. Many have heard this before, but it is worth repeating here: "There is only one thing you can
do to make a change, and it is to change yourself, as you are the whole."
Actually it is true that we are in the golden age of transformation, but the reality is that the whole is asking YOU
to make a personal change and if you don't then you will stay sick and suffer more and more until you die. It's
really quite simple, to get better in this golden age, you have to go beyond yourself, go beyond your personality,
go beyond your habitual ways of being and living and responding to life. YOU have to change. So there, you have
the 'road map' - all you have to do is to identify, question and relate to your personal 'unwanted' bodily reactions
and you will do the most that is possible to help heal the world. We can feel sad about the situation that we are all
sick, or we can see it as creative - that we are being asked to make some changes on the personal level, each and
every one of us. It is like a barometer, if you have a sickness (strong reaction), then you can know this is a visible
sign showing you where you need to do some personal work. This task that we face today will be difficult and
probably the hardest work you'll ever do, but also it will be the most rewarding. How to start? Be aware of and
observe 'reactions' that come to you from your daily life, question what could be the reason for them. When you
ask a question then the answer will come - then you have the key ingredient to make a real change.
Betsy
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Questioning My Mission to Transform Others
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:45 pm

Post subject: Questioning My Mission to Transform Others

You wrote: What is motivating you to point out the flaws in other teachers or in other people using them? What
feelings are triggered within yourself by the ignorance of others? Yes, your ability to deconstruct others is
brilliant but maybe its time that you quit using your energy in this way to survive. How much are you attached to
this ability? Is it time now to deconstruct the deconstructor? Does it give you pain to see people around you still
stuck, and thus you are justified in your mission to enlighten others? Can you see that by holding this mission, and
pointing out the fault in others, that by doing so you are avoiding taking a look at yourself? With your brilliance
to take apart others do you feel alone with your intention, because nobody can see you like you see others? Is the
essence of the problem that nobody can validate your own transformation?
Is it possible that you have adopted this mission coming from the pain of having been ignored by your parents? If
anybody tries to show you that you're stuck in your own transformation, do you dismiss it or walk away giving as
a reason that nobody can possibly understand you - which you can validate by seeing their programming? Do you
feel that nobody can serve as a reflector for you, that you are like an alien on the planet earth? Does this
disappointment then renew your effort to come back to your mission, sustaining you in your lofty quest to find
another who can
confirm you? Can you ask yourself how you were able to go on with this impossible intention for so many years,
with all the disappointment coming as a result of not having what you wanted validated by the outside world and
by other people? Can you ask yourself if you are being fooled into believing that you can see clearly, by
convincing yourself that this is the case simply because you can so easily see the unawareness manifested in
others? Can you turn the mirror around and take a look at yourself, realizing that your own disappointment and
feelings of being misunderstood are trying to show you something? Lastly, you suggested that the solution was to
simply accept the unconsciousness or ignorance in others.
My Comment: I think these are all good questions and everybody at some moment needs to honestly address
them. Most likely it is a hurdle to be overcome for the majority of people walking the path of transformation.
Lately I have been asking these kinds of questions of myself, observing my own tendency to be like this, and then
seeing that my attitude causes stagnation and darkness in my own growth. I don't agree that the solution is to
simply accept the unconsciousness or ignorance in others. I think that to come to this conclusion is logical,
because it makes our personal reality more bearable. But I see it as merely substituting one way of seeing the
world with another, as it still contains the element of getting self-confirmation by channeling what I’m perceiving
on the outside into my way of seeing things. Then I ask what could be the solution? Can I realize that my focus
should be on attending to my reactions and not to what others are doing? Yes, accepting 'what is', is paramount to
give me silent space, so that I don't react out of my own reaction, but it doesn't mean that I am passive. I see that
the most important is that I relate to my reactions being triggered inside by what is presenting in my daily life,
that I need to face these and not give in to my feeling to escape and feel like a victim. That each time I can face
myself and the difficulty presented, I have the possibility to change myself, discarding my old worn-out ways for
the new when I subsequently act in a new way. By questioning myself and expressing myself, then my new way
of being becomes my gift to the world. This I see as the most effective thing that I can do regarding helping to
transform others. In the last month I've been asking myself if the last years were a failure and a waste of time,
because what I wanted didn't manifest. Then I heard the whispered answer: "Yes, if you're still identified with
your mission. No, if you've learned to go beyond being identified with it. Your journey has brought you to this
conclusion. Is there anything more important than this?"

Betsy
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 8:32 pm Post subject: A simple example from daily life today:
We were in the kitchen this morning and a conversation was underway with our morning beverage. There were
people present from many parts of the world. One woman from Wales
was talking about the problems with immigrants coming from France via the English channel, and how the
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authorities were cracking down to stem the flow. Then another one in our group from Spain asked why people
had such a big desire to come into England. Then the woman from Wales said there was pressure on the border
because people needed jobs! Then I said that this was a similar problem in America on the borders with
Canadians and Mexicans because there were job shortages in these countries as well. There were others in our
group from Canada and they nodded their heads that the job situation was still dire. Then I started to tell the story
of how people would save all their money in Mexico and then get ripped off by the very same people they had
paid to smuggle them in. Then the woman from Spain interrupted me and said: "We all know that story we've
seen the movies about it. What is more interesting is the inside scoop about the English channel." When she
interrupted me I just shut up. Then the Spanish woman took over the conversation turning it to what she wanted to
talk about. Then I got up and left the room without saying anything.
When I got back to my room then I looked at my inside reaction to understand it. I mulled it over trying as best I
could to look at all angles as much as I could recall it and came to the conclusion that probably her interruption
had little to do with the content of the conversation. I felt that I hadn't taken over the flow and hadn't been
dominating the conversation. Also it felt to me that at the time that the other people seemed interested in what I
was saying.
But then I saw that by my walking away and not expressing myself, that I robbed us both to the opportunity to
transform our old ways. In essence, it was in my hands and I missed
the opportunity.
Betsy
Clarity of Intention
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 10:43 pm

Post subject: Clarity of Intention

The foundation of spiritual life is clarity of intention
Do I really want to be Free here and now?
Once the intention is clear the mind becomes focused
When the mind is focused there is one pointed ness
When there is one pointed ness the Heart the will guide you
It will indicate what needs to be left behind and what needs to be avoided
Clarity of Intention reveals the Heart
When the Heart is revealed trust is found and intuition flowers
Then one starts to understand what it means to live in the unknown
Then you can know what it is to be blind and see everywhere...
Pete
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Why are we looking for 'like minded' people and 'kindred spirits'?
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:24 am Post subject: Why are we looking for 'like minded' people?
Why are we forming clubs, groups, associations, parties, etc.? Aren't these a kind of extension of ourselves? If
people come together with the same interests, then we feel confirmed in our own beliefs, concepts and images.
We can exchange our ideas with each other, which is the same as confirming our own. If there is a discrepancy,
then we will try to convince others of our own viewpoint, and if this is not possible then we will feel
uncomfortable and probably leave and look for another group that fits better.
So what is this all about? Isn't it that we are identified with our ideas, concepts and images and then to make our
position strong we need to have it confirmed from the outside? Other people serve to give us this confirmation,
and this is the reason why we form groups of like-minded people with similar concepts. These groups manifest on
all levels and with multiple facets: From chit-chat, intellectual or spiritual discussion groups in the Internet,
confirming each other with their high-pitched concepts or from militant groups fighting against contrary ideals
and so strengthening their own. Isn't all of this a big game, serving for nothing else other than to nourish one's
personality? The sad part is that this game of personal confirmation fills one's eyes totally with one's own need to
prove oneself, not leaving any space left to see what is really happening in the world around.
When we look at history and see the reality of the beautiful (Christian) concept of 'love': Millions of people were
killed during the last 2,000 years in the name of a loving God! And the killing goes on and on... There is
starvation of a big part of people on this planet and then in other parts of the world people are getting sick from
eating too much, etc. Where is the realization of all these ideas, Christian or otherwise? We are cheating
ourselves and hiding behind images that have little to do with reality. Isn't it time to wake up, meaning to become
'aware' of our situation, position and ourselves?
BeiYin
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We are all liars, pretending for survival.
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:30 am Post subject: We are all liars, pretending for survival
With the following I don't want to criticize anybody. I want to query some of our attitudes, our behavior, our goals
and our doing or not doing.
If we watch nature, that means plants, animals and ourselves, then we can observe that to lie is a natural attitude
that serves in the first place to survive. For example certain plants have a dangerous aspect but can't harm, they
might have a bitter taste but are not poisoning, etc. The same applies to animals that often pretend to be something
that they are not. And humans? Since we have religious guidelines which probably are the cause for what is called
'moral' and out of this results guilt feelings and new kinds of lies, since then our behavior, our doing or non-doing,
our feelings and our thoughts are categorized into good and bad.
There are implanted goals and images, as to how somebody must be in order to become the perfect and ideal
person, to be rewarded from authorities during all one's life and from god after one has died. What a long story of
manipulation, which still goes on! - Humanity has tried to free itself, but has fallen into all kind of traps. There
seems to be no way to get out of it.
We are all liars. This is built into our structure. We are not aware of it, because pretending is a natural behavior
and this is sophisticated through our 'culture' and covered with various layers of varnish, to fulfill common images
or self-images. To give sense to one's life and offer the vision of 'higher' goals. The intention seems to be positive,
but what comes out of it is the need to lie and pretend even more.
Is there somebody in the Internet, especially in these 'spiritual' news groups, who is not pretending? Not initially
through their expression given to the outside, rather every body is pretending to oneself. They all want to
complete a certain image they have of themselves, they call it 'self realization'. They believe they are on a
'spiritual' path and they argue about it and go into endless threads of spiritual nonsense or high-pitched intellectual
ejaculations. Is there much difference? They are all pretending and they all are looking for confirmation of their
self-caring personality.
Or is 'spirituality' not a way to survive? (Of course there is a difference between which is the result of a growing
process, then probably it is authentic, but this seems to be rare.
the normal is the 'American Spirituality' which just happens in the head of people, often very sophisticated, but
never the less pretending, even they believe for themselves that it is real. Very tricky indeed and those people are
perfect in their self-defense.
Is there somebody who is aware of what I am taking about?
If a person is pretending to be in a growing process, then this process can only start, when this person has realized
that he/she is pretending. Otherwise all one's effort to be spiritual will only be a 'turning around oneself'. I am
not saying anything against the fact that people are liars, I am not judging at all, our sophisticated lies are just the
result of our cultural development and the way we personally survive, that's part of our daily reality. I am not
going to convince anybody of anything, but it could be possible that there are a few people who really are looking
for a solution and a way out of this permanent lying, which has brought us to the point that our systems may soon
break down, personally, socially and on a big scale. But it seems that there are hardly any hints available to get
out of this dilemma. What is offered from ruminants of various belief systems is to convince seekers and trap
them into being followers, devotees and members. The spiritual survival business works quite well, the Internet is
obviously the ideal marketplace for it.
I am not offering anything to survive, not even a technique, a method or whatever. I am not pretending to save
someone, not even to make life easier, at least not before certain natural structures are cleared up...
I am not even pretending to have found something that I can give to you, nothing with shape and tangible form to
give you security. So what?
I don't pretend that I know. I am just responding to what I read during the last few weeks in news groups. There
was no echo at all, it seems nobody is interested. But maybe in this forum there might happen some exchange
about the subject...
BeiYin
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The Feeling of Existence
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:40 am

Post subject: The feeling of Existence

Humans are gaining their feeling of existence through their body sensations, their emotions and their thinking.
That's because they are identified with it and this is also that which limits them. They ARE their property and this
is one of the reasons why they are trying to amplify it more and more. They extend their property to the outside
and own as much material stuff as possible: Land, houses, cars, etc. But that's not enough, even this goes on and
on and it never is enough, to gain power gives even more of a feeling of existence. To be able to use one's
knowledge to influence other people, to be able to manipulate them, to make slaves and puppets out of them, also
gives the feeling of power and existence. These people at the top are so addicted to power that they don't care
about anything, they are so obsessed with controlling everything to make it go the way they want it, that they
don't care about anything. They destroy everything in their path which seems to be an obstacle, they use
everything for their own purpose, they are blind for the need of others and life in general. They don't care about
the planet or the environment or that millions of humans are suffering because of their destructive behavior.
But we should be aware that the same attitude is within each of us, only that our destructive behavior doesn't have
as much influence to the whole, but in it's collective summation it has and with our habits and our unconscious
reactions we are giving the top manipulators the means for their power. So we should not give the fault to them
but instead look at ourselves. For example it wouldn't change anything if the top manipulators would disappear,
because all are moving into the same direction, being identified with their properties and wanting to gain more
and more. There would always be another ready to fill the vacancy...
It doesn't make much difference if the properties being gained are material or 'spiritual' as they still involve power
games. This is a delicate subject and hardly anybody wants that this is touched... Because this would mean to
confront oneself and take responsibility, but this is not wanted, so it is much easier to ignore such an influence
and information or if it is too penetrating then it must be eliminated...
BeiYin
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Self Knowledge vs. Self Confirmation
Posted: Thu Feb 24, 2005 8:37 pm

Post subject: Self Knowledge vs. Self Confirmation

Comment: What do you mean by the terms 'self-knowledge' and 'self-confirmation?' Do you see that these terms
are related in any way, and if so, how?
When I use the expression 'self-knowledge' then I mean what answers are received as a result of the process of
asking the question 'Who am I?' These answers don't come from your mind, but rather come by using your mind
in another way to question your own behavior. This is a result of surrender. The first step is like all of them,
realizing there is a problem, realizing the problem is inside you and then instead of giving the fault to the outside,
you seek to discover what about you is causing your problem. Okay, this process can and should be used also to
find out about the cause of systems outside oneself.
Through this process of self-questioning, information about the cause - your structure - is gradually revealed to
you. What are thoughts, what are feelings, what are reactions, what is the past, what is the future, what is time,
what is interpretation, what is a belief, what is a concept, what is defending, what is seeing, what is survival, what
is death, what is life, Am I still fooling myself, etc.
One of these revelations coming out of this process of questioning oneself is discovering what it means for you to
exist or survive - you understand what is a reaction coming from your structure and how you are using it and for
what purpose. When you see and understand this behavior in yourself, then also you can see the same phenomena
in all living systems. Before you are aware of this aspect of yourself, you can't drop it and everything you will use
to confirm your self-image of which you are identified with. Even after you become aware of this in yourself, it
might be quite some time before you are ready to let go of feeling yourself in this way... Can one fool oneself by
believing they are questioning themselves, being beyond getting confirmation for their own self-image? Yes. But
like it's been said before, eventually reality will take over and give enough disappointment coming out of
unfulfilled expectations that one will turn the eye back to oneself.
Comment: I think self-knowledge and self-confirmation appear to be the same thing. Self-confirmation might be
seen as part of the process of self-knowledge. The self is already confirmed there would be no possibility to seek
or ask the question: 'Who am I?' Any answer received will come from the mind, because there is nothing outside
of that.
As I explained them, I see that they are mutually exclusive. When you are identified with your self-image then all
your activity is serving to confirm it. You aren't interested at all in what could be 'self-knowledge' because that
would not confirm you. When in your life you arrive to the point of desperation then you are tired of playing your
game, and are ready to start to take a frank look inside to see what's going on. You acknowledge you have a
problem and pain and you can no longer blame something on the outside as being the cause. You realize
something about you is causing it. Then you start to question yourself to find out about it. Beginning this process
will start to dissolve your personality, so you see it is exactly the opposite of self-confirmation. You are using
your energy to confront yourself versus using it to confirm yourself, and the answers won't come from your mind.
Betsy
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Posted: Thu Feb 24, 2005 10:32 pm

Post subject: Self Knowledge vs. Self Confirmation

It is astonishing that most people don't know the difference and believe it is the same. For many years when I had
ask people who wanted to come here, what the most important would be for them, then they had answered 'self
knowledge, but then when they came here it turned out that they were looking for 'self confirmation'. This went
on and on for many years and is still the same. When people get what they want: 'self confirmation' then they are
happy, but when I talk any subject around 'self knowledge', then there comes no response, just resistance and
people sitting there like potato sacks. The next step to defend themselves is that they build a group and talk in my
back, finding in this way their confirmation. I have pretty much given up about it...
So 'self knowledge' is no subject. You might ask: For what kind of 'self confirmation' people are looking for?
Well, 'self confirmation' is always connected with 'personality'. So people look for confirmation for their
accumulated knowledge. Stored in form of all kind of concepts, which includes their self-image and how they
perceive the world. They are looking for confirmation for their personality and it makes no difference if the selfimage is highly 'spiritual', these indeed are the worst ones. Mostly they are looking for followers and want to
swallow all around. When they come here, they often want to take over...
There are extremely few people you are willing and ready to go beyond their personality, but they exist: about 1 of
1.000.000, positively estimated...
BeiYin
Read more about this topic at: http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=156
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=177

Changing How we Think
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:55 am Post subject: Changing how we think
How we think is not the cause, the way we think is a symptom. To change this will not change the cause.
Thoughts and feelings are reactions or you might call them 'self expression'. We think what we are. So the change
has to go much further... and start much deeper. (Although becoming conscious about ones thinking is already an
important step, as most people are not even capable of this.)
What about our roots? Are they still intact or are they rotten? Can we become conscious about our roots and sort
out what is valuable and what not? Modern habits have destroyed traditions, which gave a frame and values. The
materialistic worldview has overpowered every thing. Materialistic interests and manipulation are influencing
every part of our life and all levels. What is used as a medium to keep us there were we are staying, as brave and
following consumers of our thinking and feeling. These are the main mediums with which we are identified and
which give us the sense of existence. There we are trapped. Wanting to change this means to turn around
ourselves. Unless we go 'beyond' ourselves, what means beyond changing one's thinking and feeling...
BeiYin
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Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:47 am

Post subject: How easy it is to cheat one's brain

Ishtahota: Have you ever seen one of those 3d pictures. It looks like nothing at all until you cross
your eyes just a little. And then something happens in your head. A shift is made, and this picture
jumps out at you in 3d. Both halves of your brain have to work together before you can see the
picture.
I doubt that the phenomenon with 3d pictures has to do because the two brain halves are coming together. These
pictures, on paper or on the screen, using a trick to fool the brain. In fact there ARE not three dimensions, it is an
illusion and it demonstrates how easy it is to cheat one's brain as being a receptor. In this case not even being
connected with one's personality, then there are many other ways to be cheated, as there is all the unconscious
background with all one's desires, fears, etc. what very easy let's see what we want to see.
These 3d pictures are a mechanical trick to fool one's brain. To use this as an example how the two brain halves
work together might be just a lack of information or an error in one's thinking or it might be a trick to use peoples
thinking laziness to convince them of something or impress them. Also it might be possible that you want to
convince yourself what a great knowing person(ality) you are. Probably that's the main reason why you posted
here and why you stopped posting. You wrote: "Have I gotten there yet? That is when theory becomes fact." So
you believe if you teach your theories, post them, argue about them, etc. then they become facts? Obviously this
doesn't work, at least not in this forum and so you withdraw yourself and look for other places where you can
distribute your 'wisdom'.
But let's stay on the topic: How easy it is to cheat one's brain and one's personality. Why it is so easy? Because we
are very much influenced by our expectations, wishes and identifications. We prefer not to see what there is, we
prefer to be confirmed in our dreams and fantasies. We prefer to escape into our image world...
Might this be one of the reasons why we so easily can be manipulated?
BeiYin
PS: The following articles are related to this topic:
http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=171#171
http://www.falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=173#173
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Posted: Tue Jan 25, 2005 11:25 am

Post subject: Surrendering one's thinking habit

Ishtahota: Could it all be as simple as changing how I think?
Could the only change that really counts start with self?
BeiYin: How we think is not the cause, the way we think is a symptom. To change this will not change the cause.
Thoughts and feelings are reactions or you might call them 'self expression'. We think what we are. So the change
has to go much further... and start much deeper.
Ishtahota: BeiYin, it seems you missed the point. The duality or Ying-Yang mindset is the root of not getting it.
Betsy: Through one's questioning, one eventually becomes aware that the mind is somehow that which is tricking
oneself of keeping one in illusion. But this symptom or happening can itself be questioned to find out what could
be the cause of one's attachment to one's thinking. Why are we so attached to our thinking (beliefs, concepts,
images, viewpoint, rendering, etc.)?
Ishtahota: Let's say that Spirit uses the mindset of one (The tree of life). Let's say that Spirit uses a format to put
information onto. Let's call it Dos format. (The mind of one, not split into) And lets say that we as humans use
Microsoft as a format to put all of our information onto and we use this format to see our existence with. We all
know that these two formats will corrupt the information if we transfer information from one to the other.
Betsy: I presume when you are talking about spirit above, then this is one's own essence, not some entity or
authority outside oneself. I don't see any reason to split between two formats, that of one and that of humans, I see
them as both having the same root. To look otherwise causes a split view of separation. I agree that there are
different worldviews, such as the ant world or the human world, but what is more important for me is the
connection behind the worlds which is one and isn't dependent upon the interface. For example, some people can
communicate with animals, not having to learn 'bear talk'. I could spend time learning to speak 'bear talk', but then
have I really changed anything about how I express myself, or have I just memorized a new reaction pattern with
my mind? Can I understand bears better by memorizing the sounds they make and echoing them back? I think for
something new to exist then the source has to be involved, one's creative essence must be allowed expression,
from the inside to the outside and for this one's identification as being one's mind must loosen. Then the main
question is how to loosen one's identification with one's mind, stepping aside, to *allow* for the creative essence
to express itself? Isn't an example of this, communication with animals without using one's thinking capability or
sensing what is underneath the surface, not needing the interface?
Ishtahota: And Spirit in the end does not think, as we know it. What I have experienced is more like KNOWING.
It is a place where thinking seems to get in the way.
Betsy: Thinking is the processing of data, using our memory to recall and compare stored images, giving us a
sense of time, to which we often identify with as 'me'. This talking to oneself, all ones internal dialogs and
monologues, goes on almost incessantly, unless one is practicing some form of meditation to be the watcher of
what is going on inside oneself. Then one might start to get a few seconds of silence. This is such an old habit,
that any attempt to analyze or judge what is going on in one's thinking, will immediately pull one out of the state
of watching, returning one immediately to being inside the dream world of being the thinker again. So you see, it
can't be about changing your thoughts, it's more about dropping one's identification with one's thoughts, not
getting one's sense of being-ness out of all of this thinking. This is called surrender.
Betsy
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Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:45 am
If you have never seen a 3d picture,
here are two samples:

Post subject: Sample of 3D pictures

It is easy, just don't force yourself! .......................................
There is also an image hidden in the sand...
If you have never done it before: Look at the picture, relax, look as if you want to look beyond the picture far into
the monitor...
Enjoy!
BeiYin
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Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 5:12 am Post subject: no position
I just read this whole 'dialogue'... this really is a 'riddle' this whole question isn't it, because the mind can never
take one beyond oneself.
I catch myself over and over again thinking I have 'gotten somewhere' as a result of some powerful
'enlightenment' experience of clarity or ecstatic release, only to find out how easily and usually imperceptibly the
self sense manages to take some kind of position in thought, feeling and experience, no matter how subtle. Now
much I don't want to be nobody and yet when I enter that 'state' (as distinct from 'an experience') it is of course the
most natural, innocent, undefended and loving place.
How to take 'no position' and yet act with intention, volition and purpose in this world?
Pete
Everything is perfect exactly how it is...
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 12:14 am Post subject: Everything is perfect exactly how it is...
Quote: "In my opinion everything in the cosmic drama is perfect,
going exactly as planned and there is no ‘problem’
other than our personal inability to see that everything is okay."
To attach the quality of 'perfect' to what is the reality of the manifestation of the present moment, gives the feeling
of tranquility to be able to insulate oneself from acknowledging the huge suffering that is happening to humanity
and the earth as a whole. I suppose to keep this belief in place, it helps to hold another one: that all is going
exactly as planned. Planned by whom? The great loving father in heaven who is taking care of everybody? Ah
yes, then a living concept to tie the 2 beliefs together makes it pretty secure: "There is no 'problem' other than our
personal inability to see that everything is okay." Therefore the solution is to: modify one's own reaction to accept
everything exactly how it is. (allowing complacency and with no need to make a change about one's personal
behavior or to be personally responsible for what one is aware of.)
An example: I see in the river that there is a dog swimming and he is very worn out and is going under,
struggling very much. I sense that the dog may lose his life if I don't do something, but then I think: "Everything
is as planned, I can't know the reason for it. There is no 'real' problem here, I only need to accept things how they
are and not interfere with the perfection that's being wrought by the great creator. I need to stay focused on what's
the most important and that is my acceptance of what is."
I'm taken out of my thoughts when a few minutes later I see that the dog has drowned...
This causes me to feel sad but ...
"I realize this feeling also comes out of my non-acceptance of the great perfection that is planned. Probably the
dog would not have been open to my saving him or even I might have drowned trying to do such a dramatic act. I
did the best I could by working on my acceptance of this happening. In the end it's not important that the dog
died, all has it's reason, what is important is that I made my own realization as this is what truly makes the
difference!"
Betsy
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 5:23 am Post subject: is the world real or illusion
Great post, I totally agree! So many 'spiritual' types these days take refuge in these concepts of Absolute truth that
absolve them from all responsibility for there reality as incarnated human being living in a karmic matrix with
other beings. Some people who deem themselves enlightened and 'gone beyond' are just complete narcissists, selfsatisfied in the security of their 'absolute' knowledge. Whatever 'non-duality' means surely it has to mean that one
endeavors to embrace the whole of existence both the unmanifest, absolute unchanging Self and the individuated,
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flesh and blood self alive in this all to real and suffering world.
A much bigger challenge for sure. In the face of this I have to be willing to see my own smallness of view and
stinginess of heart and not want to take a safe position in my 'spiritual knowledge'.
Pete
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Self expression vs. Self confirmation
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 1:44 pm

Post subject: Self expression vs. Self confirmation

The same as with 'Self knowledge vs. Self confirmation' there seems a misinterpretation coming out of one's
personality, which of course is using every thing for the purpose to strengthen oneself, - without exception. So
people have the urge to express themselves and they do it in many different ways, more or less creative, mostly
less. By repeating themselves and their way of 'self expression' how they are used to it and with what they found
out that it works somehow.
Talking is the common way and probably the most direct way to provoke a response. Often this doesn't work, as
people are not listening because for them their own expression is the most important. Although the rules to give
confirmation are well established and part of the 'good behavior'. But many people are resigned in their selfexpression and express themselves only unconsciously through their posture or their mimic, with this also
provoking a response. - To gain confirmation for one's existence through one's self-expression is obviously the
most important and if somebody is interrupted or not given the space then there might come strong reactions.
A common way is to use more artistic ways for one's self-expression. One can experience oneself during the
process of one's expression, if possible not disturbed by others and the result as an artwork can provoke some
acknowledgement to give self confirmation... The artistic self-expression might be a constructive and creative
way, although there are many ways or even more which are destructive.
For example writing a computer program that helps one’s work can give self-confirmation and it doesn't matter if
this program is given for free is afterwards sold. But obviously also the hacker, who is developing virus programs
is getting satisfaction and self confirmation out of it, knowing that his work is causing a lot of damage. It seems
that self-expression often is connected with power and the satisfaction coming out of it. For sure that is an
important aspect of why 'money' has received such a first ranking position within this scenario. Money gives the
power to buy the things which gives satisfaction, at least this is how sellers have programmed consumers over
many years of brainwashing with advertising campaigns. If you buy this then you will feel good, if you own this
then you will be happy, driving this car then you will feel important, etc. So people buy and buy and buy... And
they feel it as self-expression if they are wearing the newest fashion, using the most extravagance gadget and
doing the same as some famous people are doing. Isn't this pretty naive? But hardly anybody is questioning this
kind of behavior as it is part of our established 'culture', which is nothing more than an established money making
system! Oh boy!
Is there anybody interested to bring light into the background of all this? As this 'culture' is causing the
destruction of our environment and not only this but also making us sick and pointing into a direction which
indeed can NOT bring happiness and fulfillment into our life, we should be motivated enough to ask questions.
Or better not? Because we might find out, that we are on the wrong boat sailing into the wrong direction...
I believe this forum could be a good place to talk about it, this is up to you.
BeiYin
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 8:55 pm

Post subject: Re: Self expression vs. Self confirmation

BeiYin: The same as with 'Self knowledge vs. Self confirmation' there seems a misinterpretation
coming out of one's personality, which of course is using every thing for the purpose to strengthen
oneself, - without exception. So people have the urge to express themselves and they do it in many
different ways, more or less creative, mostly less. By repeating themselves and their way of 'self
expression' how they are used to it and with what they found out that it works somehow.
If I understand you, then you are talking about the underlying reason why we need to express ourselves - no
matter what form it takes. I see we do it primarily to be able to respond back, because we desire confirmation that
in fact we exist. I would think that this kind of habitual feedback itself is what keeps our personal world-view
game intact. I guess we keep going on in this way, because we are afraid to enter the space of what is for us as
'unknown' and also we fear not knowing how to respond beyond the usual ways that we are used to. I see that I
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don't know how to respond to this comment, so that by itself is challenging.
I feel more open to look more critically at what's around which includes myself. At this time I don't see that I have
any reason left to trust in the way that I've habitually been looking at things and extracting my meanings from
them, this would include my forms of self-expression.
That leaves me feeling without a base, so probably it explains also my reversion and falling back into this old
habit. I feel that I've seen quite clearly what being blind means. With that, I don't see a reason to continue on with
it anymore, so then it's like realizing I'm reacting and feeding myself and Just saying: Shut Up! to myself and
continuing on.
I can see that life isn't dependent upon my interpretation, even I might previously have thought so. The other day I
asked myself: 'Am I fooling myself again?', and then I laughed seeing the absurdity of asking this of myself - of
course I am! It also seems quite ridiculous to give any credence to what I'm expressing.
Betsy
EXISTENCE is expression by itself.
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 10:22 pm

Post subject: Self expression vs. Self confirmation

Let's look at the subject under another aspect. To me it seems that 'existence by itself is already expression. It
needs no extra demonstration: A tree is a tree, a flower is a flower, a mountain is a mountain, and in it's full
beauty and existence. It doesn't even need a name to exist! We have learned to put labels on every thing and with
this we have put every thing into the boxes of our perception of our self-image and the image we have of this
world. And this might be the reason why we are looking the whole time for confirmation of our images, but we
are not even able to see things around us and not ourselves, we are just seeing pictures with names on it. Plants
and animals don't have this, is this what makes humans human? There has gone something wrong!
What exists is expression by itself, so then why humans are so possessed with the urge to demonstrate their
existence? Is it the fear and the knowing that there is nothing permanent? And so they are holding on a self
created self-image and all those concepts around? Or is it that humans want to experience their awareness and
trying to develop and proof it? Obviously with this they are turning around themselves and not really hitting the
'bull's eye'.
All this is just because they are not able to look beyond their 'lousy personality'. The problem is that they are so
obsessed and stuck looking for confirmation for their personality, that they are not willing and ready to listen that
this might be the wrong way. So I have given up to talk about it. Who wants to read about it can do so and what
happens now is that people refuse to read and hardly anybody is responding. I am not surprised!
BeiYin
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 11:36 pm Post subject: Comment regarding repetition
I think that what I really want is someone to pull the rug out from under my feet... I see that my expression has
behind it this need, provoking my surroundings, challenging all to try to prove to me 'something' other than what I
already know. Hardly anything comes back that I can see except room for disagreement. I guess it's the same with
nearly everyone.
What comes back can't ever agree perfectly with how I see it and so then I always have ready the reason to
respond back with all my ability to show my unique aspect: my individualized, rote, memorized come-backs.
On the other hand I feel like I'm going down with the ship, sinking, yet desperately looking for a way to not go
under. Observing myself in meditation tonight it looks like I'm quite desperately looking for anything, something
to give myself some meaning. I see I am very much trying to attach myself to the latest insight, trying to
crystallize it with my intellect.
I asked myself why I want to do this and I realized it's because then I can repeat it... Repeating things is very
satisfying. Then I see that I can write about this experience until I die, reinventing how I can express it over and
over and getting much satisfaction out of that. Is this really living? I don't think so. I'm interested in true creative
expression that doesn't have such a static need behind it. I see I've been in this kind of state of confusion before
and always I've found a way to continue on in my repetitive way. But I'm getting very tired of repeating in this
way. It looks like there is only one option left and that's to surrender.
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Betsy
PS: I hope you don't stop talking and writing...
Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 9:56 pm

Post subject: Re: Self expression vs. Self confirmation

BeiYin: What exists is expression by itself, so then why are humans so possessed with the urge to
demonstrate their existence? Is it the fear and the knowing that there is nothing permanent? And so
they are holding on a self created self-image and all those concepts around?
I see that this is all that exists which is expression by itself. So what still confuses me, is that even that this is
apparent to me I'm obviously still not content with just expressing myself, as I can detect my own hanging on.
Lately I'm feeling like I'm losing precious moments of living when I'm turning around in my head-trip. I'm
projecting things that aren't there, making allegations that aren't true, I'm reacting out of my collected beliefs and
preconceived notions about people and things. I see that often I'm not present and I'm reacting out of my
conditioning. This now feels for me like a very blind way to exist and I'm not interested in it anymore. I recognize
often throughout the day that the more I suck into turning around in my thoughts, then the more it becomes my
reality, as my body and emotions soon follow suit, then it's like I'm consumed by the whole affair reacting out of
what I'm thinking. Then it's like I become aware of what I'm doing and I then try to shift my focus on something
in the present, like the task I'm involved with or just my breath for instance, to stop feeding the thoughts. This
appears to me to work and I don't mind giving up my 'precious viewpoints.' During the day today, many times I
tried the experiment to just stop thinking and to look. It seemed quite simple to do just by deciding to do so and I
don't see that I felt any fear to make the attempt. I didn't feel any different or that it had any special quality to it,
rather I just felt present and was able to notice more around me than usual. I also observed that these moments
were quite short lived, as nearly anything I might be receiving through my senses would trigger something inside
and soon I was back being swallowed by the internal dialog.
BeiYin: Or is it that humans want to experience their awareness and trying to develop and prove it?
Obviously with this they are turning around themselves and not really hitting the 'bull's eye'.
Do you think from what I described above that this is what I'm doing? As I can understand it, it seems to be a
gradual process that results from meditation. I don't see it as really doing anything in the mental sense, except
returning to being aware of oneself. I don't feel that I'm trying to prove anything and don't see that I've attained
anything, rather it seems the opposite.
BeiYin: All this is just because they are not able to look beyond their 'lousy personality'. The
problem is that they are so obsessed and stuck looking for confirmation for their personality, that
they are not willing and ready to listen that this might be the wrong way.
If so, then what is the right way?
Betsy

Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 11:31 pm

Post subject: Re: Comment regarding repetition

Betsy: I think that what I really want is someone to pull the rug out from under my feet...
Anonymous: "That rug gets pulled out when awareness is recognized to be what you really and truly are".
I can see this is the resulting final answer, coming out of the process of asking: 'Who am I'? Okay, so now I
understand what is meant by: 'Asking the question counts, not the answer...' I realize that as long as I'm
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entrenched in my game, there is no way that I will willingly recognize anything that might take this game apart, as
the 'I' uses everything it can to validate it's reality. Another thing becomes more clear for me regarding what it
means that humans are closed systems, and by nature aren't open to receive something which doesn't confirm
them. From inside the sphere it still looks like the most effective tool I have is to keep questioning my reactive
structure and trust that eventually the cause will be unearthed also knowing I can't force it (or pretend) or I just go
into another game with myself.
Betsy
Posted: Sun Feb 27, 2005 12:02 am

Post subject: Fear of the Void is what keeps the game going?

Anonymous: "Fear itself is the resistance of this body/mind against the life force."
It doesn't make any sense to me at all that I'm afraid of acknowledging my emptiness, that there is only
expression. Fear of knowing my true nature is all that keeps this game going? My personality is afraid to
acknowledge this, because then it would no longer exist? This I can kind of understand because it looks like there
is only space for one way of being, it's a one or the other kind of thing, and deep down I seem to know this feeling the threat of being eliminated. I guess that's it. I recall these kinds of thoughts years ago and do remember
the fear that was evoked by them at the time, which sent me running for cover... Right now I don't detect much
fear at all, only a little apprehension that seems normal when one is challenging oneself with something unknown.
Maybe it's because I'm so tired of this old game that it makes that I'm finally feeling ready 'enough' to let go of
something old in exchange for something new.
Betsy

Posted: Sun Feb 27, 2005 1:38 am

Post subject: Being the awareness

Betsy: Maybe it's because I'm so tired of this old game that it makes that I'm finally feeling ready
'enough' to let go of something old in exchange for something new.
That's where you trick yourself still with the old game: Changing something old for something better. One worn
out concept against another one more sophisticated. The 'materialistic concept' against a 'spiritual' one, the 'angel
concept' against the 'oneness concept', the 'oneness concept' against the 'now concept', the feeling ready against
the letting go, etc. You can be aware of your games, your reactions, your tiredness, and your readiness, that's
good. Are you aware that you are still filled up with all this? You ARE all this, that means this is your
personality. So there is this final step, just being the awareness without the 'filling'. As we well know, whatever
state of being can be produced as a mental or emotional projection and reproduced as if it would be real. With this
one can go from one game into the next, without end serving as a perfect defense system against reality and in this
way holding one's personality safe and untouched.
BeiYin

Established Money and Power games on Planet Earth
Posted: Fri Mar 04, 2005 11:03 am
Multi Billion businesses are:

Post subject: Established Money and Power games

 To fabricate weapons, these have to be used or renewed frequently, but as the governments are paying
for this so the profit without risk is guaranteed. This business is financed by all tax paying people and
paid by all those hundreds of thousands who got killed when these weapons are used and those left with
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diseases all their life long. The army with sophisticated weapons is used by the power people who also
know well how to manipulate people, to make sure that any resistance will be broken down, expanding
their influence and gaining more and more property.
 To explore the resources of this planet: Oil, gold, diamonds, uranium, minerals, metals, wood, animals
and humans. During centuries resources were taken without taking care of the environment or the people
living there, whole tribes were eliminated if there was showing up any kind of resistance, for this soldiers
or hired killers were used for centuries, conquering continents to be explored...
Read about an example what happens right now and there seems to be no way to stop the destruction:
http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/reports/greasy_palms_summary.pdf
 Manipulating money, speculating with it, investing, giving loans, etc. Banks and insurance companies
move a lot of money and make more and more out of it, using the savings of people.
 To fabricate chemicals, these are used in medications, fertilizers, insecticides and in all products used
daily by every body for cleaning, cosmetics and as additives in food and in all kinds of other industries.
The price is high, as we all pay not only with our work to buy these products (...the pharmaceutical
industry worldwide is generating close to half a trillion dollars of profit!!! See the link below.) but with
our health and the future of our planet. Not only hundred of thousands of people are killed from the side
effects of medication, vaccination and medical manipulation, (about 750.000 each year in the USA alone),
but because of the contamination of air, water and earth, all life on Earth is threatened.
Read more about this subject:
http://www.pharmaceuticalnation.com/004418.html
http://www.newstarget.com/001298.html
http://www.newstarget.com/005032.html
 The medical health business, Well established and lucrative, a continuous customer base is guaranteed
thereby growing profits. This is because the big companies are selling all the stuff that makes us sick, and
also are selling the remedy in the form of pills, resulting in a total dependency of people not knowing how
to step out of it. As insurance companies and the pharmaceutical industry are close partners and all is
supported by the government and law, this is one of the best businesses without risk.
Read an article about 'Ethics' at:
http://www.newstarget.com/004901.html
 To fabricate food, Adding preservatives, colorants, taste enhancers and other substances to food to make
people addicted to it, guarantees the continued consumption. People will pay any price they are asked to
as they are not able to change their established eating habits. They are not only paying a high price for the
junk food but also with their health. But this is part of good business strategy; because when people get
sick from the food then the pharmaceutical and medical industry takes care of the diseases.
Read more about this subject at:
http://www.newstarget.com/004781.html
 To fabricate beverages. To mix water with sugar, adding flavor, color and some more artificial additives
is another big business. Because of the sugar people are addicted and paying for something, which is
damaging their health.
 To deliver concepts, of any kind, especially religious or spiritual ones. With this churches have gathered
quite some wealth over the years always working closely with the governments, and still do today as
people need to believe in something and are used to obeying authorities and like to be dependent.
 To fabricate and sell 'legal' drugs: Alcohol and tobacco. The best products to sell are those which
guarantee repeats sales, and addictive products are sure winners… As there are so many people addicted a
lot of money is made and the government accepts this because of the high tax income. But who pays are
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the people, with their health, feeding a few more companies and then paying with their life after it is
totally destroyed. Hundreds of thousand of deaths for sure are not balanced by the tax income generated,
but the big money makers don't care, for them this is a secure business and it is legal.
 To develop 'Space Travel'. As these are government projects, only a very few companies make quite a
lot of money with it. Also it is without risk because the taxpayers are financing it and when the Planet
Earth is inhabitable, a few privileged people (guess who?) can survive.
 Fabricating cars. Although this business is saturated, it still is a big business and just now, as one can
see in the abundance of advertisements, the companies are pushing hard to get the last out of it. As
owning a car is more important than using one, it might go on for a while... until the petrol runs out. Then
you can be sure the next big business will miraculously appear, offering to change the engines for
alternative ones.
 The communication business, with computers, mobile telephones, etc. also moves quite a lot of money,
although it is still in the beginning.
 The entertainment industry, with film, TV, videos, magazines, etc. not only makes money but also
gives the other big companies the opportunity to advertise their products, without this people wouldn't
know about all these articles they need to fill their life to be happy.

The list of Multi Billion dollar businesses is much longer. We can see that all goes together well and is perfectly
organized and established. The Net of Money Maker is spread out over the whole planet and doesn't leave any
space unexplored, any resistance is under total control and if there are thoughts or actions expressed against the
system, then this is integrated and becomes part of the strategy.
Although the whole system is a card house based on a totally materialistic world view, which doesn't take care of
any human or ethic aspects, we still might think that this is the best that is available at the moment and we can
trust that it is developing as it is like everything and being part of the growing of the whole. Although it looks
pretty much that the system will collapse soon as the process comes to an end because the destruction has reached
it's limit and it is not possible to recover most of what is lost.
Such an article should provoke a number of essential questions, but probably it will not cause any reaction. I am
not surprised about this, because it is a side effect of the established system, that people in it are highly occupied
and their thinking is numb enough, due to their eating habits and the focus of their energy, that they might read all
this, but then they go back to their daily work, their entertainment, their worries and complaints. The
moneymaking system knows this very well and so they don't need to take care about it thinking that their wellestablished system might be in danger. People are not aware of their power and they will not use it, this is for sure
due to the nature of humans and their primitive state of evolution.
BeiYin
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Posted: Fri Mar 04, 2005 1:18 pm Post subject: lets not forget the advertisers and information specialists!
Extract from free download book
THE DRUGS MYTH -Why the drugs wars must stop, by Vernon Coleman
How advertising causes toxic stress
Even as children we are regarded as consumers and from the moment we can sit in front of a television set companies spend
huge amounts of money trying to persuade us to buy their products or services. Every day our custom is solicited in a
thousand different ways - some subtle and some crude. Every day we will come face to face with an almost infinite variety of
messages and exhortations.
The professionals who prepare the advertisements we see are only too well aware that it is no longer enough for them to tell us
the value of the product they are selling. These days the competition is so great that advertising agencies are no longer content
to tell us how to satisfy our basic needs; these days they know that in order to succeed they must create new needs; their
advertising must create wants and desires, hopes and aspirations and then turn those wants, desires, hopes and aspirations into
needs. They do this through exaggeration and deceit and through the continuing and cynical exploitations of our weaknesses
and our fears. Modern advertising agencies know that it is impossible to sell anything to a satisfied individual. But, in order to
keep the money coming in, the agencies must keep encouraging us to buy; they must constantly find new and better ways to
sell us stuff we don't want. Any fool can sell us products and services that we need. The trick lies in turning our most
ephemeral (and even non-existent) wants into basic needs.
Vernon Coleman
To read the rest of the article click here: http://www.vernoncoleman.com/downloads/drugsmyth.htm
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Who are the criminals? Monsters are governing the Earth!
Posted: Fri Mar 04, 2005 10:36 pm
Earth!

Post subject: Who are the criminals? Monsters are governing the

Guest: ...the pharmaceutical industry worldwide is generating close to half a trillion dollars of
profit!!! ...Not only hundred of thousands of people are killed from the side effects of medication,
vaccination and medical manipulation, - about 750.000 each year in the USA alone... and they're
spending $3 billion a year and they're spending another $15 billion or $10,000 a year for every
physician in the country just to convince them that drugs are the answer...
Conrad A: On the first view this is hard to believe but going more into it, it becomes clear that we
are all manipulated and used. But I ask myself: What are these people doing with all the money?
How can they feel good with themselves knowing exactly that they are killing more people than the
mass murderer Adolf Hitler did when killing 4 million of people? How can they feel good with
themselves knowing that in the next decade there will die 45 million children because of starvation?
Are these monsters in human bodies? Can somebody explain this to me? I need an answer otherwise
I'm getting crazy, because for sure I will not take any of the offered pills to calm me down...
BeiYin: Are these [money makers] monsters in human bodies?
Charles Bluny: It looks like. These people are sucking everything out of the earth they can get
without giving back anything. They don't care about life at all, there is no ethic or compassion, but
they are using all kind of tricks to keep us calm, not only creating needs and occupying us with
consuming, entertainment and keeping us busy with worries, but also by offering spiritual and
religious concepts. This they have done during centuries and they have established their power
system so strongly that there seems no way to do anything about it. Meanwhile they are owner of
most of the planet: Resources, industries, media, etc. having enough influence over politicians to do
what they want, buying the rest of the world. When nothing is left to take, then probably they will
disappear, leaving a destructed planet behind, where life is not possible anymore. These monsters are
much more developed than humans and they are playing with us. Even if we wake up and get to
know what happens, their power and cleverness to manipulate us is far ahead of our possibilities. I
don't see any way to do something about it.
BeiYin's comment:
Indeed, it looks very much like 'monsters' are governing the Earth. But I don't think that these monsters are
coming from outer space to conquer our planet, there is no 'conspiracy' happening. The 'monster' is part of the
human existence and present within each of us, but now it has grown to such an extreme that we can see the result
which shows today on our planet. An example: People like to play, as this is part of being entertained and having
fun. There is nothing to say against having fun, the problem arises when one gets too obsessed about it. Then one
might start to gamble with money and become addicted to such an extreme that one loses control and do nothing
other than this, until the gambler is totally ruined. Of course one can say that these people are sick, but playing is
just part of human nature... So the same obsession can arise with 'power'. When someone is gaining power this
gives satisfaction and is felt as fulfillment, so this person will want more power and will use one’s power or
money to gain more. Playing this game becomes a challenge that gives satisfaction, so it might also be seen as a
substitute for 'happiness'. Because no addiction can ever give real satisfaction, the addicted person will want more
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of the same to fulfill their craving. When one is addicted one has lost control, even fooling oneself by trying to
control everything else. Addicts are indeed sick people. Can we also see that we are all addicts in the way we live,
with our habits, our attitudes, etc., that these money and power players we are blaming, are only the most visible
aspect presenting the sickness inherent in the human base of society and that we are all part of the materialistic
worldview? We don’t have the power these 'monsters' have gained and so therefore we might feel like victims,
powerless to do anything about it. But the truth is that we don’t have to feel as victims. Each of us has power,
only we are not using it. The fact is that we are allowing 'authorities' and influences to manipulate us, which
clearly shows that we have not grown up yet. We are still dependent, insecure and are feeling lost in a world of
promises and illusions. And until we can recognize the 'monster' within ourselves, we will not be able to get out
of the claws of the big monsters - the sick power and money makers...
BeiYin

Posted: Fri Mar 04, 2005 11:15 pm
Earth!

Post subject: Re: Who are the criminals? Monsters are governing the

Charles Bluny: Even if we wake up and get to know what happens, their power and cleverness to
manipulate us is far ahead of our possibilities. I don't see any way to do something about it.
I've been exploring the Vernon Coleman website tonight reading his articles. The following article is very
sobering to read and it shows the manipulation that is in place 'right now’ and how everything is done to censure
information that isn't wanted in the public domain. This author was very prolific, has written 90 books and many
articles for major newspapers. Now it looks like in 2004 that nobody wants his articles anymore and nobody will
publish him. This is his account of what has happened to somebody daring to report the truth:
"An organisation putting on a conference on drug side effects for NHS staff has just paid me £1,500 NOT to give
a lecture explaining why drug side effects are such a big problem in the NHS, why one in six patients in hospital
are there because they have been made ill by a doctor and why doctors are now one of the three most important
causes of illness and death in British hospitals.
If you think this sounds strange read on to find out why."
http://www.vernoncoleman.com/freedomofspeechdisappears.htm
Betsy
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To those of you who are present, do you still have desires?
Posted: Wed Mar 09, 2005 9:08 pm
desires?

Post subject: To those of you who are present, do you still have

Quote: My guess is that you don't. My understanding is that people do not have desire once enlightened. From my
studies I understand that at first people desire enlightenment but as they move down the path they gradually no
longer desire enlightenment, and at that point they are very close to being enlightened. Desire is considered a
block to enlightenment. I wonder what others experiences are with desire? I'm defining desire as wanting to add
to one's earth life experience or to change it positively in some way, not the wanting to be rid of something. I have
less desire now than I did when I was younger and I think it has to do with my spirituality. I don't try to be this
way. It is just how I am. I also feel that when I am present I do not have desire. I just am.
It is normal on spiritual paths to want to find out what it means to be enlightened and what could be the qualities
of such a person. The seeker doesn't realize it at the time, but they collect all this information so later they can
adopt the role. So then the seeker reads many books, and talks with gurus and other enlightened beings,
questioning all to be able to define for oneself the qualities or states of being enlightened. The personality needs
this kind of information to be able to prove to itself 'later' that it has achieved it's objective... The 'seeking
personality' puts all that it collects into a box, and thusly comes up with an intellectual understanding of what an
enlightened person behaves and looks like. As one moves along with one's goal/desire, then one attempts to adopt
these postures, physical features and actions that one believes an enlightened person will have. The next thing
they do is start to ask questions like: 'this is how it is for me at this time, how is it with you, etc...' Basically with
these questions, the seeker is seeking confirmation that they are becoming or are enlightened. Of course the seeker
only wants to hear answers of the type: yes, that's right, you are doing great, it's exactly like this for me, etc, as
this then confirms them. The ‘one’ seeking confirmation doesn't want to know about what is above, and usually
won't be able to receive it, it will be like the words don't even exist. The personality is exclusively searching for
confirmation. I see that one must become aware of the problem before one will be able to deal with it.
Betsy
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The more I look into things the more I see where we are.
Posted: Wed Mar 09, 2005 10:09 pm

Post subject: The more I look into things...

Humanity is just on their first steps of evolution. Humans are much nearer in their awareness to animals than they
believe. The only difference between animals and humans are that humans have developed their intellect and with
this their personality by being identified with their mind and emotions. The most important for humans is their
personality. There exists nothing else for them and to strengthen this, getting confirmed and find their
identification and so their feeling of existence, they do every thing. All what humans do turns around this and they
have developed all kinds of tricks and sophisticated methods to 'grow', what mainly means to accumulate
property on all levels. Humanity is in the first place materialistic even they have adapted aspects which seem to be
idealistic, but looking nearer one will find out that all serves to strengthen one's personality giving it more
possibilities to survive. There seems to be some kind of ethic and moral, but when one looks under the surface
then one finds out that this is a very thin layer of varnish on top of the corrupt and brutal behavior to gain more
and more, accumulating as much property as possible.
There are people who have adapted a 'spiritual' concept, trying to go for 'enlightenment'. Their concept is 'We
are all One'. Essentially this is true, but as a concept it is doing more damage than good. These people try to live
their image of 'One' and of course need to convince others of it, but they are doing the most twisted self
contortions to be able to live their self image. Together with this they adjust their behavior, so that it fits into the
picture of a spiritual person, but looking nearer one might find out that these people are living a kind of double
life, because they are still clinging on their materialistic properties, what includes their mind and emotions; they
are still wanting more and more...
BeiYin

Posted: Wed Mar 09, 2005 10:44 pm

Post subject: Re: The more I look into things...

BeiYin: The more as I look into things the more I see where we are.
Those people who have adapted a 'spiritual' concept, trying to go for 'enlightenment', of course
need to adjust their behavior, so that it fits into the picture of a spiritual person, but looking nearer
one might find out that these people are living a kind of double life, because they are still clinging on
their materialistic properties, what includes their mind and emotions; they are still wanting more and
more...
Yes, even I've seen this behavior in myself lately as well. What I wrote I could see I was doing, with my questions
and ideas... What does it tell me? That the personality just doesn't want to give up and the games just get more
subtle, finding even more tricky ways to continue on. When I see what a difficult problem it truly is, I have lost
hope that I will ever find a way to stop turning around myself and escape from this endless nightmare. Even by
expressing this above, I realize it can just be another strategy... That leaves me feeling like in an empty field
without a leg to stand on, not having the 'known way' to give me any more security. As I realize that I can't trust
any of the stories I tell myself, then all I have left to do is to remind myself of that fact, drop the talk and come
back to the present.
Betsy
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The problem can't be aware of itself.
Posted: Thu Mar 10, 2005 1:00 am

Post subject: The problem can't be aware of itself.

Betsy: The personality is exclusively searching for confirmation. I see that one must become aware
of the problem before one will be able to deal with it.

To be aware of the problem, one must be able to observe oneself as being the problem. As 'personality' exists
mainly because there is identification with the contents, which are mind and emotions, senses and the body, which
is seen as property and so must be defended, so then the dilemma is that one can't use one's personality to pull
oneself out of it. And even whatever identification one is using which is beyond 'personality' coming from
'spirituality' or 'outer spaces' (saved by aliens) are just tricks to survive on another level, sophisticated but still
part of the personality. Identification is part of imagination and in this humans are really strong. It gives
motivation and the strength to overcome most obstacles, all to build up one's personality and to survive. This is an
advantage but also the biggest trap. Humanity is still far away from getting out of this trap and so it is absolutely
natural that hardly anybody wants to know something about it. (My writings here are pretty useless, what shows
clearly through the lack of responses). One might think that 'suffering' will prepare the individual to overcome
one's limitation, but also suffering is used to be confirmed in one's existence, like every thing else.
We are the problem. Because we are still primitive, self centered and defensive, not being able to step out of the
limited view of our precious personalities. We are so materialistic and identified with our property, which builds
up and blows up our personality that we don't care about everything else. To gain more, we destroy all around, so
that at the end there is nothing left. We are so self centered or we might call it stupid that we eliminate ourselves
with all means, using our intellect to find out more sophisticated tricks to survive with our established properties
to 'higher levels', but not taking care of the base, fooling ourselves and every body else. Humanity as a species
obviously has not much possibility to survive as they do their best to eliminate themselves effectively.
BeiYin

We need to move beyond the Spiritual Concept
Posted: Thu Mar 24, 2005 9:52 pm

Post subject: We Need to Move Beyond the Spiritual Concept

What I am seeing is that there are many today that know quite a lot about spiritual topics. Even looking at it close
it seems quite good, there is hardly any flaw in the information being expressed. Truths that were hardly known a
short while ago are being repeated by many. Many are claiming to be awakened and awakened teachers abound. I
have had dialogs with many people claiming such knowledge in daily life and also in the Internet, and it doesn't
take too long to find out that there is something missing. This is revealed to me in how they respond, in that they
aren't able to drop their need to defend what they know and respond creatively. The problem that is revealed is
that the spirituality for this person exists only as an intellectually refined idea. The people holding such
information are obviously identified with what they have learned, whether this information came from their own
experience or was simply gleaned from a book isn't the main issue. However, I do think that the proliferation of
written material, mostly due to the Internet, is the main source of all this newfound wisdom today.
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I can understand how this problem happens because all start out being identified with one's self-image. And by
definition being a 'spiritual seeker', then collecting spiritual wisdom for one's self-image is a necessity to validate
one's end goal of being enlightened.

What I realize is that this is a big problem today, and we need to find a solution to be able to go beyond this
intellectual phase and bring the realization out of our heads and into our daily lives. It is clear to me that talking
about spirituality is mostly wasting energy, because it is mainly serving for confirmation, not only for the
receiver but also the giver of such information. If somebody can find a way to write it better, then what
happens is that this information becomes part of the common knowledge base.

So then I wonder what can be done about it? I see we can start by accepting that the spiritual concept is well
established and therefore we can drop our need to go into endless discussion about it, at least in the ways that we
are used to. We need to find a new way to express our truth that then might provoke a creative reaction beyond
the intellect. There are many different ways to use words, such as with poetry and story telling, as well we can
combine words with audio and visual images, or simply make a movie.
I realize (with hindsight), that many times throughout my life, I've had ideas in my head and felt they were my
reality, yet in truth I had not realized them - they were only collected wisdoms. At the time this happened I was
not aware of it, I completely believed this wisdom was my reality and I rejected all information that might have
told me otherwise. So I can also feel sympathetic to those who are clinging in the same way, yet feel at a loss to
be able to tell them something about it, knowing how I was in that state, not open to hear anything different. Later
I came to realize that was the normal way that I operated and how new things *for me* came into being, there was
always lag time... I would get an 'insight' and then it would take awhile before I was ready to act upon this new
information. Being ready to act upon it, has the affect to drop one's clinging to it as an idea, and then the change
happens as a result of one's new action. Until I was ready to do this, then the realization was only in my
imagination...

Betsy
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Questions, Quotes & Comments about God
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:26 am

Post subject: Questions, Quotes & Comments about God

Q: If God created man, who created god?
BeiYin: Who said that God created man? Without doubt this was a human! How does he know not being God?
He can’t know. God is an invention, for what and why we will need to find out. Maybe later on…
Q: God always has existed. The idea is that God is the universe and created himself by some sort of paradox.
BeiYin: So humans invented God and made a concept out of it, at first pretty primitive but during several
thousand years it became highly sophisticated, growing with the intellectual capacity.
Q: Science says that energy cannot be created nor destroyed. I think God is energy. Does this make sense?
BeiYin: So even we can’t understand what ‘God’ might be, we are urged to find a sense. Does this explain why
he was invented in the first place? To find sense? Because we can’t live in a void, in a space where things are left
without names, labels and explanations - so that we it can put into the boxes of our mind and taking it out
whenever we need it…
Q: ...is it hard to believe that God has always been there and He is free from the limitations of time and space?
BeiYin: That’s the good thing about beliefs, you can believe whatever you want and what fits into your already
established belief system and you can change one concept for another one, without the need to prove anything!
Q: Our minds are always moving around. We always think of something as having a beginning and an end. I
think that it is extremely difficult to find an answer because our minds are not set up to understand the concept of
infinite and how it happens.
BeiYin: Yes, it is all about our mind. We must feed our mind. We must keep our mind busy. We must fill our
mind with all kinds of concepts and mostly it is a mixture from beliefs and some knowledge. If it goes well
together and is confirmed by other people and by 'authorities' then we are content and feel good (obviously our
emotions are also part of our beliefs)…
Q: We are energy. Every thing is energy... It’s all a puzzle we must put together. Though I think God and we have
always been and we shall always be… This is the only way to see it that makes sense to me.
BeiYin: You see? A well-balanced mixture. What is not known is filled up with belief or wishi-washi concepts.
Most important is that it makes sense. Better not look too near or then the whole thing might collapse!
Q: It is our capability of understanding our relation with God that grows as we advance in developing our
abilities. In how far we are right in our understanding we don't know if there is not a demonstration from a being
that can show us some sort of convincing transcendental mind travel.
BeiYin: Now we see how the concept is advancing, entering into transcendence with some relating to the
unknown.
Q: God is god, no one created him, he always existed... we are not capable to understand until god gives us the
ability. That's what I believe.
BeiYin: It is like it is. We don’t need to question anything and we better don’t do this…
Q: Wow, you all have such interesting concepts! I feel nearly enlightened. I can’t say that I accept them for the
truth, but I like to hear about them.
BeiYin: Yes, all are presenting their concepts and looking for confirmation for them; if they get it then they feel
comfortable…
Q: Have you or somebody here ever wondered how was God before creating man & the universe? In what form
was HE before creating us the man and all existing creatures?
BeiYin: Now we are even becoming more sophisticated and creating concepts behind and within other concepts.
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For those who need to fill up their mind more and more, maybe with the intention to fill it up to the top and then
overcome it? Probably this doesn’t work, because our brain capacity is pretty big, too many gigabytes so there is
no end.
Q: If everybody stopped believing there is a God, would he still exist? If God is omnipresent, does he indeed exist
anywhere? Or everywhere?
If you drop your belief of the existence of God, you are still left with the whole universe with yourself and with
your thoughts and doubts? Right?
Religion is about believing the impossible, that’s what faith is about and why we all need it...
BeiYin: Religion is about giving people what they need. That’s the easiest way to keep people calm. People have
to p®ay for this, but they get what they need…
Q: I think god doesn’t exist.
BeiYin: You think so, but of course you don’t know, because you can’t prove it.
Q: I think God is forever, and always will be.
And I think the main thing with this... Is like Wakkochick said... Our minds are programmed to think of a
beginning and an end... I think this is something too complex for any of us to fully grasp, no matter how high our
intelligence might be.
BeiYin: Yes, our minds are manipulated since centuries. Indeed the subject is too complex, but we are trying hard
to find new concepts, which satisfy us more, and if this doesn’t work then we can’t take the situation and the
insecurity and we try to numb or destroy our mind, taking all kind of drugs, alcohol, etc. or try to escape into
work, diversion, sex or whatever.
Q: Humans use only 10% of their mind. I think we easily could figure out this question if we could use 100% of
our brain. We only must wait that God lets us know.
BeiYin: Until then we can use 100% of our naivety and numb our mind more and more that no doubts arise about
our ignorant attitude. Or we use more and more of our mind to develop more and more sophisticated belief
concepts.
Or might there be a better solution, which is more creative? Indeed there is, but we must ask for it… Without
question - no answer! As long as we are clinging on our concepts, we are not capable to ask questions. We are
forced to defend our established concepts. This is one way to be confirmed and at the moment it seems, this is for
most people enough...
Don’t worry 'I' am not enlightened!
Posted: Sat Apr 30, 2005 11:23 pm

Post subject: Don't worry 'I' am not Enlightened!

After the conversation tonight and going for a walk I felt I wanted to express more clearly my experience of being
a student of a 'spiritual teacher' from where I am now. I appreciated your questions and was happy we could have
an open inquiry together, even if it didn't always feel comfortable, and I found it difficult to answer some of these
questions clearly.
My contemplation came out of thinking about your question how can you recognize someone as 'enlightened' if
one is not oneself and then when you asked me point blank 'are you enlightened?'- which was a bit of a surprise,
nobody's ever asked me that one before!! Firstly, I must say that I dislike this whole overused concept of
'enlightenment' as much as you both expressed, I have grown more and more weary of any concepts at all (what a
relief!) and yet we must somehow endeavor to communicate what is beyond the mind with these symbols called
words...yet I know that when we do sincerely want to go beyond the mind /personality a communication can
occur through us that the mind can never grasp or contain.
So what of this ungraspable mystery called enlightenment or God or Self-realization or Awakening or simply
what IS? All concepts and all teachings and teachers are fingers pointing at the moon and can only show ‘the
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way’. And while we all ultimately are left alone with ourselves to endeavor to pierce through all illusion to the
truth of our being, a guide who has convinced us at the deepest level that they know more about this unknown
terrain than we do can often take us way further that we would dare to venture ourselves left to our own devices.
Although it is a very tricky business, full of all kinds of pitfalls and dangers for sure.
So I try to give you some idea of my experience, not because ‘my’ story is very important but because I
appreciated the inquiry it was opening up now.
Before I met my last teacher I was doing a lot of meditation retreats in the 'Vipassana' school. I was completely
captivated and still am :) ..by this mystery called life...who am I, what is the purpose of all this? I had no
ambitions in the world, I had seen through the illusion of perfection in romantic/sexual relationship, I’d traveled
the world, experimented a lot and now all I seemed to want to do was meditate. So I followed the call of this great
silent invisible fire. I was getting more peaceful, more clarity, I had some thrilling experiences of energy, light
and bliss...my personal journey was unfolding...etc. But then I hit a wall. It all began to feel limited somehow.
Intuitively I felt there was something more and I didn't know what. I became very desperate and didn't know what
do. I had left everything behind and there was nothing to go back to. So I was ripe. When I met this teacher he
very quickly completely pulled the rug out from under 'me'. This was partly through words but was also much
deeper than anything intellectual. Everything fell away and I realized in a way that is impossible to describe in
words, that not only did 'I' not exist, but that ‘I’ had never existed as a separate entity known as 'me'. The whole
'story' of 'my' life was a fiction and its latest guise was the very earnest 'spiritual seeker' and it all popped like a
big inflated balloon and disappeared into empty space. When this happened I was completely free, of the past, of
all images, fear, doubt etc. I experienced a profound oneness with all life, like being immersed in a vast sea that
was a unified field of intelligence and a transcendent impersonal love. It wasn't so much an 'experience' as a deep
'knowing' prior to thought, feeling, the whole universe, very hard to express...so this was how it began and much
more unfolded after that. So you can imagine if something like this happens in the presence of an awakened
teacher it can have a very deep effect, and maybe you want to spend as much time as you can with such a man.
OK so now fast forward 12 years to April 2005 Ibiza and the ‘Are you enlightened as a result of being with this
'enlightened' teacher?’ question!
To abide in that unsupported, empty non-place without identifying with any notion of self-relative or absolute
whatsoever through all circumstances, is an enormous leap indeed. The surrender required is unimaginable I
think. Very, very few are truly consistently free having let go forever of all illusion and identification. Yet despite
that fact freedom is possible here and now I have no doubt. That empty timeless ground always IS and I trust that
reality more than I trust my own mind and emotions, no matter how much I still get caught. So something
fundamental shifted as a result of my time as a student of this teacher, because before that the context for
everything no matter how ‘spiritual’ was still ‘me’. Now there is a ‘knowing’ (but not of something, just an
awareness) that ‘I’ am not really at the center, although it may often seem that way. So I endeavor to be as awake
as I can to the conditioned structure of my very-much-alive ego self. It doesn't have to disappear to be free of it.
But even when I am most free I could never say 'I' am enlightened because there's no one there to 'get'
enlightened, when one is 'enlightened' is there?! And if one thinks that one is enlightened then one is just thinking
or at least believing in the reality of a thought that says I am a…….which has absolutely nothing to do with
enlightenment. Then the innocence is lost. And it's our tenacious attachment to the ‘I’ around which everything
revolves that is the 'problem' isn't it? You have both written very clearly about this yourselves so I know we
understand each other. This is our evolutionary predicament as human beings. How to go beyond this?
As I see it some awakened people can be catalysts for this kind of awakening in others when right circumstances
or karmas arise, like a mirror reflecting light. There are many pretenders and self/styled gurus these days who are
trying to transmit a spiritual concept of some kind based on some experience they have had in the past and usually
it is the ones who claim to be 'enlightened', and also convince people they are already free and there is nothing to
do and they could never be responsible for anything because everything is just happening etc. Enlightenment has
become another great thing to 'have', the ultimate thing, and as we are so deeply conditioned as consumers in the
West we have no idea that it really means losing everything. If the teacher is doubtless in his delusion then people
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may have some 'higher experience' from it, because like attracts like and they want to be convinced that they are
OK and everything is OK etc.. But there are some genuine awakened folks around who know there’s a lot more to
it than some transcendent experience. But people who just want the feel good, sweetness and light 'spirituality'
usually steer well clear of them or don’t recognize them at all!
Then some people may have a real awakening with a genuine teacher and then think they are finished and want to
go and 'enlighten' everyone else and then of course the ego self has immediately claimed 'IT' for oneself and back
again appears the newly enlightened 'I', that has now become the One-who-knows, which sometimes ends up
being the 'Only One' in its most corrupted form. Oh the separate sense of self is a very tricky and cunning beast
indeed. I have seen in myself how spiritual insight and experiences can actually empower the ego instead of
weaken its grip on our hearts. My current view is that if a teaching function manifests in someone spontaneously
and people are attracted then that is most likely to be authentic.
Anyway thankfully I stayed with this teacher because he was more interested in integrity of being than
'enlightenment' experiences. He saw that people could see the Truth and still remain egomaniacs! He did some
piercing surgery on all of us deluded narcissists. He encouraged an open inquiry into what was the relationship
between this Truth/Revelation/Enlightenment, (whatever you want to call this non-dual being that is most deeply
who we all are), and being a walking, talking human being in this crazy world of conflict and multiplicity. How
do we reconfigure ourselves to live and perceive beyond a self-concept? How do we truly come together beyond
the personal? That was really our ongoing investigation in the community I was involved in, with many
dimensions to it, and I am still living with these questions...after all this is where the life is isn't it? Not in getting
the 'answer' and then stagnating in our 'attainment'. It's like the challenge is always to stay one step ahead of
wanting to know something or be someone...but this is a hard one to learn and I even feel I must be so careful to
write it because I know if I assume that this is my relationship to the movement of self than I will be caught
again!!
So although I ultimately decided that I had to leave, to move on alone, what I am left with most is immense
gratitude for all I learned and unlearned! A lot of it was immensely inspiring, joyous, fascinating, liberating and a
lot of it very, very hard and painful...the pain of having to face the insidious movement of my own arrogance,
superiority and selfishness and delusion over and over and over and over and over again.
So as I was walking tonight after our conversation I was thinking well what is different and why do I feel more
than anything gratitude and appreciation for that whole time? And why is it that here and now to be alive as a
human being on this beautiful earth not having any idea what is going to happen, having cast away all my
moorings, is so wondrous?
It is not that I have 'arrived' anywhere, but quite the opposite. My teacher put some big dents in by whole self
structure (I hope!) and all my delusions of grandeur. He helped illuminate the movements of pride and selfseeking from the gross level to the subtlest grasping at self-image and 'spirituality'. I had to face many times that
despite whatever insight I thought I had gained I was still a fundamentally arrogant man, thinking that I 'knew'
etc. This was a long grinding down process...and it still is! I don’t expect it will ever end. But the gratitude is
because I was given precious gifts of understanding to face the human condition in myself and unlock the free
flow of a mystery that I can never understand, but only wonder at. The liberating factor is seeing that what
appears to be so personal is actually impersonal. That nothing I could think and feel could ever be uniquely 'mine'.
So if there is bliss, clarity I can let it be or if I have to face confusion or something rotten in myself I can
(hopefully!) let it be and be interested enough to see why and what it is without identifying with it. It is a very fine
line to walk and I know I can never assume that I am walking it. But I would never have gotten anywhere near
penetrating the labyrinth of self to this degree without the uncompromising and sometimes ferocious love of this
teacher. The degree of self-honesty required is almost impossible to find if one is fundamentally invested in who
one thinks one is. Of course gurus and 'teachers' have a bad rep in the West these days for very good reasons
(abuse of power, money etc.) and we are naturally wary of all the drawbacks and dangers and games that can
develop. Also in our individualistic culture we are wary of authority and hierarchy. But this doesn't mean that the
student/teacher relationship is inherently flawed or doesn’t have value for many. Ultimately I think the essence of
it is very hard to explain. This man showed me my deepest Self and it opened a deep trust in him, not as a
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personality, but as the living reflection of my own deepest Self. It was not a personal relationship in any way. It
was completely beyond individuality. I saw that he saw me more clearly than I could hope to see myself. This
depth of trust is a dangerous thing, a big risk for our identity, but it can shake loose the deepest moorings of the
illusion of separateness.
So now here I am, whoever 'I' is, and I'm less and less sure of that and content to keep watching and let it keep
falling away. So no, don't worry, I don't think 'I' am enlightened'!! Jeez, I’ve really had enough of that word! I’m
more interested in giving up thinking I am anything and throwing out this whole tiresome spiral of needing
anymore to gauge or track where am I spiritually. Then the more I am left with the wonder of life AS IT IS. The
pristine blue sky, the cascading cactus, the alley cats, bobbing chicks, my cup of tea, standing in a dumpster
wondering ‘how did I get here?’, your warm faces…a shine that is ever new in the changing flow and conditions
of life...eternity is somehow here now, limitlessness, silence. I don't know, I can’t grasp it. I feel quite lost at
times. But I’m quite enjoying not really knowing where I am at!

Pete
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Thought & Consciousness by J.Krishnamurti
Posted: Sat May 07, 2005 9:57 am Post subject: Thought & Consciousness by J.Krishnamurti
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 44TH QUESTION BROCKWOOD PARK 1ST QUESTION & ANSWER
MEETING 2ND SEPTEMBER 1980 'THOUGHT AND CONSCIOUSNESS' by J. Krishnamurti
Question: What is the relationship between thought and consciousness? Why do we seem unable to go beyond
thought?
What is thought and what is consciousness? Are the two different? When you say what is the relationship between
thought and consciousness, it implies, does it not, that there are two different entities, or two different
movements? First we have to consider together what thought is, for it is upon this whole question of thinking that
all our conduct, our activities, are based. Thought is part of our emotions, sentiments, reactions and the
recognition of those reactions. And what is consciousness? To be conscious of something, to be aware of, to be
able to recognize, to understand, that is the whole field in which the mind is in operation, and that is more or less
what we mean by consciousness.
The questioner asks: What is the relationship between the two?
All our activities are based on thought, with its images, past remembrances or future projections and the enormous
activity in every direction, technological, psychological, physical. And our relationship with each other is based
on thought, the thought that has created your image about another and the other's image about you. That thought
surely is based on knowledge, experience, and memory. The reaction of that memory is thinking. And experience,
knowledge, memory and the movement of thought is a material process. So thought is always limited because
knowledge is always limited. There is no complete knowledge about anything - except the ending of knowledge,
which is a different matter. So where there is the operation of knowledge and the movement of memory, thought
is limited, finite, definite.
And what part does thought play in consciousness?
All the knowledge which we have accumulated, all the experiences, not only the personal but the collective
memories, genetic responses, the accumulated experience of generation after generation, all the travail, anxiety,
fear and the pleasures, the dogmas, the beliefs, the attachments, the pain of sorrow - all that is our consciousness.
You can add to or take away from it but it is still the movement of thought as consciousness. One can say there is
a super consciousness but it would still be part of thought. Consciousness is in constant movement, breaking up
the `you' and the `me'. Our consciousness is made up of its content; without that content what is our
consciousness? Is there a consciousness totally differing from that which is made up of the various activities of
thought which we call consciousness? To come to that point one has to find out if thought can end, not
temporarily, not between two thoughts as a gap, or a period of silence or unconscious movement. Can thought
ever end? This has been the problem of those serious people who have gone into it very deeply through
meditation. Can thought, which is so enormously powerful, which has got such a volume of energy behind it,
energy created through millennia - in the scientific field, the economic, religious, social and personal fields - can
all that activity come to an end? Which means: can those things that thought has built into our consciousness,
of which we are made up, which are the content of consciousness, end?
Why do we want to end it? What is the motive behind this desire to end thought? Is it that we have discovered for
ourselves how thought creates such great travail, great anxiety for the future, from the past, in the present, and
brings about such a sense of utter isolation and loneliness?
When you ask that question: "Can thought come to an end?" are you seeking a method to end it, a system
which you practice day after day so as to end thought? If you practice day after day, that very practice
intensifies thought - naturally. So what is one to do? One realizes the nature of thought, its superficiality, and
the intellectual games it plays. One knows how thought divides, divides into nationalities, into religious beliefs
and so on; and the perpetual conflict it produces from the moment we are born until we die. Is that the reason why
you want to end thought? One has to be very clear about the motive for wanting to end thought - if that is
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possible - because the motive will dictate and direct. One can live in the illusion that thought has come to an
end. Many people do, but that illusion is merely another projection of thought which desires to end itself.
Thought and the things that thought has built as consciousness with its content, can all that come to an
end? If the speaker says it can, what value has that? None whatever. But can one realize the nature of
consciousness and the movement of thought as a material process and observe it - can one do this? Can one
observe the movement of thought, not as an observer looking at thought, but thought itself becoming aware of its
own movement; the awakening of thought and thought itself observing its movement? Take a very simple
example, greed: observe it as it arises in one and then ask oneself, "Is the observer, is the thinker, different from
thought?" To observe thinking is fairly easy. I separate myself as an observer and watch my thinking, which
most of us do. But this division is illusory, is fallacious, because the thinker is thought. So can the observer be
absent in his observation? The observer, the thinker is the past - the remembrances, images, knowledge,
experiences, all the things that he has accumulated in time is the observer. The observer names a reaction as greed
and in naming it he is already caught in the past. By the very naming of the reaction we call greed, we have
established it in the past. Whereas if there is no naming but pure observation - in which there is no division as the
observer and the observed, the thinker and the thought, the experiencer and the experience - then what takes
place? Our conditioning is to make this division between the observer and the observed and that is why we
take such enormous trouble to control the thing that is observed. I am greedy, that is the reaction. But we say,
"I am different from greed and therefore I can control it, I can operate on it, I can suppress it, I can enjoy it, I can
do something about it". The fact is, the thinker is the thought. There is no thinker without thought.
So observe without past memories and reactions projecting themselves immediately in observation; observe
purely, without any direction, without any motive; then one will find, if one has gone into it deeply, that thought
does come to an end. Thought is a movement and time is a movement, so time is thought. This is real
meditation: for thought to see its own movement, how it arises, how it creates the image and pursues that
image; it is to observe so that there is no recognition of what is being observed. To make it very simple:
observe a tree without naming it, without wondering to what use it can be put, just observe it. Then the division
between the tree and you comes to an end - but you do not become the tree, I hope not! The word with the
neurological responses creates the division. That is, can one observe one's wife or another, without the word and
so without the image and all the remembrances of that relationship? - which is, to observe purely? Then, in that
observation, which is complete attention, has not thought come to an end? This requires a great deal of attention,
step by step watching, like a good scientist who watches very, very carefully. When one does that, thought does
come to an end and therefore time has a stop.
Above article from:
http://tuljo.store20.com/krishnamurti/questions_and_answers/1980-0902_questions_and_answers_44th_question_brockwood_park_1st_question_&_answer_meeting_2nd_september_
1980_%27thought_and_consciousness%27.html

What is the reason why people don't want to think and are not critical?
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:35 am

Post subject: What is the reason why people don't want to think?

Does thinking hurt? No. Is it too energy consuming? No. So it must be something else. Maybe the brain of most
people is clumsy, there is something blocked, their thinking goes like on a railroad or being stuck in a rut. These
people have their established attitude, habits, thinking. Obviously the ideal consumer. There is no questioning, no
doubts, everything is in its place. Evolution has finished, nothing more to expect from life. But this is anti- life;
this is the behavior of zombies! What might have caused this?
Probably this is the result of influences people have sucked in during their life: How many hours a person is
watching TV? From the age of three on. A human being twenty years old has seen thousands of advertisements,
watched thousands of movies with ten thousands of killed people. They have been fed with concepts of all kind,
too many and the received impressions were overwhelming. So there might have come the moment, when the
brain just closed down, saying: "No more please, it's enough!" But it goes on and on, because every day there is
coming a new kind of entertainment with the suggestion: "Buy it, have fun, feel good!" And as there is no
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resistance, no critical attitude at all, so the well-trained consumer follows the call.
No wonder that the brain of humans has become what it is. Zombies are the perfect consumer.
BeiYin
Posted: Wed Jan 26, 2005 6:48 am Post subject: I can't think of a reply.....
This post made me laugh as it is a common complaint of mine. The other day in class I asked my students what
they like to think about. Several said that they don’t like to think. One blurted out that he didn't think about
anything. Another (16 year old student) said he liked to think about “how things work”. I then asked him to tell
me how something works. He looked puzzled and replied that he couldn't tell me how anything works. LOL (aka
Laughing Out Loud). {It was all I could do to bite my lip and not make fun of him.} I then assigned him the task
of researching and explaining to me how an internal combustion engine works. I am really appalled that so few
understand a machine that we use and rely on so much. As for “why people don’t want to think and are not
critical” – it has many causes. Some lack the mental facilities, most are brainwashed by the constant “Bull” in the
mass media, and the remainder are just plain lazy I guess. Oops, I almost forget “peer pressure”. Well that’s
about it for me…. I am sure there are more reasons but I don’t want to think about it anymore…. ;-)
Frank
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:37 am

Post subject: Re: I can't think of a reply...

Frank: This post made me laugh as it is a common complaint of mine. The other day in class I asked
my students what they like to think about. Several said that they don’t like to think. One blurted out
that he didn't think about anything. Another (16 year old student) said he liked to think about “how
things work”. I then asked him to tell me how something works. He looked puzzled and replied that
he couldn't tell me how anything works. I am really appalled that so few understand a machine that
we use and rely on so much. ;-)

So obviously you are in a position with a lot of responsibility. You not only teach those kids how to break bricks
with a hit of their hand, defend themselves against aggression, you also have to teach them how to think and it
makes it difficult because they don't want to think. They all want to be like Bruce Lee: the greatest, the strongest,
etc. So now your job is it to make it clear to them what the function of the brain is. Convincing them to think.
That it is important to have a good working mind and it must be clear and fast. Here can come into play the advice
for the right eating. If not then the mind stays a zombie mind and is in any case inferior and such a person never
can become a good fighter. Pretty convincing, right? To train the mind, we have to use it, that means always when
it is necessary and that is in any situation. This has to happen spontaneously and fast, what is no problem for a
well-trained brain. We need to know all obstacles which reduces the function of our brain, fear for example or an
emotional chock, which will stop the brain functioning.
We need to learn how to deal with our emotions. We need to relate to whatever shows up in front of us, etc. etc.
otherwise we never will become a fighter which is more than the average street fighter. It is not only necessary to
have a well developed brain, the next step is to go beyond this and here comes meditation into play, with
meditation we can go beyond this and develop a sense which reacts even faster as any thinking process. We can
react even before the opponent is acting. So with this ability one can become the best fighter... So teach them to
meditate. Just 5 minutes before the training starts.
Well, Frank, you know all this. Maybe you will say that these students just want to learn the techniques of
fighting, but I believe it is your responsibility to give them something more, to make humans out of them. The
other day in my email I had written that you need to go one step beyond what you are doing now. I don't know, maybe that's what you can do...
Namaste
BeiYin
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Posted: Fri Apr 01, 2005 11:06 pm

Post subject: Re: That's not how you should think

HealthyLuckyMe005: "That's not how you should think, No you don't really feel that way!", is
exactly how some parents scold their children and rearrange their personalities by telling them to be
more shy and "quiet".
This is a big problem with children's upbringing and it still continues, because parent's themselves are conditioned
by society and are reacting out of their conditioning, and haven't learned themselves to go beyond it. Meaning,
they can't help but teach a conditioned way of responding to their children, because they don't know anything
different. From their own upbringing and evaluation of their lives, they might decide to give new values or
opposite values than their parents did to their children, but then it happens that it's the same thing only under a
different colored robe. The question of teaching children how to think I see is to encourage children to be
independent and to trust in themselves and also to show that they will learn by making mistakes. They should be
encouraged to question everything around, including their parents! The practice of meditation gradually raises
awareness and builds this trust and so one can get in touch directly with inner wisdom and gradually become less
reliant upon authorities to tell one how to behave or think. This is a new approach to thinking because it doesn't
have the need for a mold or conditioned pattern to be followed, and then later have the hard work to break out of it
when it no longer serves in the outside changing world. I see that what is most important today is that we come to
realize that teaching patterns of behavior no longer works. What we need to teach to children today is how to go
directly to the source and become independent and learn how to use that, versus just adopting another new way of
behavior that will eventually fail in the long run.
Betsy
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Defense - an inbuilt survival mechanism
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 10:28 am

Post subject: Defense - an inbuilt survival mechanism

A well-established defense system is essential to survive, it protects us from any kind of
influence that is not already part of our individual property. We are immune against any
attack. We have built even special 'anti-entities’ that eliminate intruders already known.
Unwanted known influences and also anything unknown will be eliminated, because the
defense system feels threatened in its survival. This process of defense is provoking
reactions, which are called infection or on another level of the system it's called anger or
fear. So basically, the in-built defense system is unconscious, meaning we are not aware of
it's functioning in the background to take care of our survival needs. There is no real
openness, the system is closed and every influence coming near is filtered. This very basic
function is developed from the first beginning of life for all existing systems from the
most elemental to the most sophisticated. But how can there be development if all systems
are closed? Are all influences from outside felt as invasion? Probably that's what it is if
the influence is new and not known. The 'growing' in this state happens by multiplying and
reinforcing the already existing. Obviously this gives a certain security and builds up the well-being - by
furthering the identification of the personality. It is strengthened through
confirmation when the system proves its strength in a fight with unwanted influences. Or
are other systems with the same defense program strengthen each other because they have
the same belief, concept, (like minded, etc.) and so they are supporting each other in
building a front against intruders.
But then after some time there happens stagnation and with this regression and
degeneration. This weakens the whole system and it becomes vulnerable for invaders, other
concepts enter the established belief system or on the body level viruses, bacteria,
candida, etc. finding their way into the system, because intruders on all levels have
adapted themselves and through a long chain of mutation they have learned to camouflage
themselves perfectly to be allowed to enter the system.
What is the similarity between the immune system of the body and the protection of the
personality?
Individual personalities and with this humanity as a whole in its momentary state of
evolution obviously are in stagnation and regression. One of the many signs for this is the
rapidly growing number of diseases and on the bodily level, especially those connected with
the failing of the immune system. Often these diseases are resistant against the usual
medication. And then there is the rising number of mental problems, depressions,
addictions, perversions, violence, suicides, etc.
Modern medicine is failing. The reason seems obvious: The health system is stuck in old
ways of thinking and behavior, it is part of the same human system. How can it be
different, being so closely connected with the 'personality' and the established way of
thinking? If there are showing up some genius healer with uncommon attitudes and new
ways of treatments then the whole established health system stands up against them. And
of course this not only happens with new ways of healing. It is the same on all levels. For
example: If there is an invention with a new source of energy which can avoid
contamination then this disappears for ever...
The established system is defending itself, this is the way how it is built by it's nature, it
is immune against influences which are not part of it. Sometimes, although very seldom,
there are appearing individuals with new viewpoints as an expression of their personal
evolution, but they are treated like intruders. The easiest as a common reaction is that
they are ignored, but when these 'intruders' insist because they have a 'vision' and are
strong in their position because they were grown beyond personal and common images, so
then they are eliminated by the established system. (Socrates, Jesus, Galileo,... Abraham
Lincoln, Gandhi, Wilhelm Reich, Kennedy, Martin Luther King, etc.)
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What can make a change in an individual system? One thing is very obvious: It can't be
done by force because this only will strengthen the resistance, but is looks like that
something has to break down before there can be an opening for new influences.
Is it really necessary that the established structure has to break down before something
new can be integrated? Our mind is so much filled up with concepts, images, dreams,
opinions, beliefs, experiences, etc. and all this is strongly defended. Being identified with
the content the personality is gaining one's feeling of existence out of it - so there can't
be space for anything new. Is this the real reason behind why there is disease and also all
the other conflicts and dramatically happenings???
Which then in one's daily life causes a break down of the individual, not only in one's body
system but also in one's property of mind and the established frame of being, when parts
of the self-image can't be kept. Causing disturbance on al levels. If this happening is seen
as something negative and not as part of a growing process and only is 'repaired' or
suppressed in the traditional way with pills, just treating the symptoms, then the growing
process gets stuck even more and will find another way which might be much more
destructive by going on another level or dimension...
What should be clear by now is that the defense mechanism works very effectively on all
levels and also can switch from one level to another, automatically and without the
individual being aware of it - only the disturbing symptoms, as an result of one's reactions,
are showing up. This inbuilt mechanism is totally unconscious and works even in highly
developed individuals who are far more conscious than the average. The very tricky thing is
that the self-image is so dominating that it is rejecting all influences that might diminish
this specific self-image. There are a lot of justified arguments waiting to reinforce the
defense: "I respect your opinion when you respect my opinion; your truth is your truth my truth is mine; do you pretend you have the only truth?; we are here to support each
other; we are open minded, we have no time for rhetoric arguments; we have no time for
fighting. Peace to you and yours; we wish you a pleasant day and a wonderful life...."
Is there a nonviolent way to go beyond the defense? If part of the self image is the belief
that one is 'open minded' then the very first step would be to be open for the basic
information that there doesn't exist 'openness', that this is an illusion because it goes
against the inbuilt primal survival necessity. And then maybe being aware and with this
realizing that believing oneself to be open minded is part of the defense system. The next
step can happen when the next unwanted influence comes, then being aware and alert how
this 'open minded' defense reacts, which means that it is used to reject the unwanted
information, which in this moment is treated as attack.
Probably the best defense is the self-image of being a 'spiritual being'. 'Being One with
every thing and all' and having 'Love with all', creates a bastion that is untouchable. The
represented and demonstrated security by the 'image holder' draws many confused and
insecure people towards such a group or an individual and so reinforces them in their
belief and their images and they are willing to defend 'theirs' with all their strength for
ever... until they are destroyed from within, often through a disease or an inside or outside
(bellicose) conflict...
--This writing is getting too long as a post and also I'm not sure if this kind of information is
wanted here. Tell me what you think about it...
For sure it is not my intention to offend anybody. If this happens and there isn't the
ability for a creative reflection about one's reaction, then indeed there is no sense in
continuing. What I would like is a creative exchange that is not limited to personal
reactions... If this is not possible because of the reasons described in this article, then
there might at least appear some questions...
BeiYin
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Posted: Mon May 09, 2005 11:30 am

Post subject: Whatever you do...

HealthyLuckyMe005: Still I can't help but think that something in my defense mechanism doesn't
want me to see something. What the something is, I don't know. I really don't know! Daily,
afternoon, and evening when I meditate I meditate that the "good-soul", the "naturally clear mind,"
etc will reign strong and balanced forever, and the "dark, defense mechanism which I think gets me
into my clumsy-self sometimes will just fade and wither off definitely.
Whatever you do: You are your defense system, there is no separation. The 'defense mechanism' can't just fade
away, because this is you. If you say 'good soul' and 'dark side' then you are entering into a game with yourself.
Watch out, this is part of your survival game you are playing with yourself. Be aware that whatever you do, avoid
to do, don't do, think, feel, etc. these are reactions and might be part of your survival games. If you take position
and confront these then you are entering into the next level of your games. There will be more levels, even more
sophisticated. You are your reactions, you are your games, you are your wishes, you are your expectations.
Except this and be it. Be aware of your reactions, but don't reject them. Do not justify and don't feel guilty. (OK,
if you feel guilty, then this is the next level reaction!) Then you will also be aware of the source of your reactions
and then they will clear up by themselves. Do not meditate because you want a certain result like: '...that the
"good-soul", the "naturally clear mind," etc will reign strong and balanced forever.' Just meditate without any
intention.
HealthyLuckyMe005: My intention when meditating is good. Of course I want peace, love,
clearness.
Peace, love, clearness might be the result of a growing process and there is no doubt about it that meditation
furthers this process, but also it is pretty sure that this doesn't happen just because you want it. In contrary: you are
creating problems, because there is a discrepancy between what you wish and reality. Is there peace, love and
clearness? No, absolutely not! So good part of your reactions coming out of your image how it should be results
from clashing with reality. So again: drop your 'good intention' when meditating!
BeiYin

Posted: Mon May 09, 2005 10:57 pm

Post subject: Re: Whatever you do...

BeiYin: Whatever you do: You are your defense system, there is no separation. The 'defense
mechanism' can't just fade away, because this is you. If you say 'good soul' and 'dark side' then you
are entering into a game with yourself. Watch out, this is part of your survival game you are playing
with yourself. Be aware that whatever you do, avoid to do, don't do, think, feel, etc. these are
reactions and might be part of your survival games. If you take position and confront these then you
are entering into the next level of your games. There will be more levels, even more sophisticated.
You are your reactions, you are your games, you are your wishes, you are your expectations.
Accept this and be it. Be aware of your reactions, but don't reject them. Do not justify and don't feel
guilty. (OK, if you feel guilty, then this is the next level reaction!) Then you will also be aware of
the source of your reactions and then they will clear up by itself. Do not meditate because you want a
certain result like: '...that the "good-soul", the "naturally clear mind," etc will reign strong and
balanced forever.' Just meditate without any intention.

You are your defense system... I ponder these words realizing the truth of it, that there is no separation, realizing
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my current state. A few days ago I was watching my internal reactions or head talk to what was happening in my
daily life. I noticed an underlying theme about it, and that was all the talk had behind it the need to either get
something for myself that I didn't have and felt I needed or to put somebody else down or see them in a negative
way, all for the purpose to prop up my own self-esteem. Over and over again all day long it was like this. Over
and over again I would see the viciousness behind my intention, the fighting to get something or to win
something, and I didn't like seeing this. I realized how ugly the whole defense mechanism of the personality is and
also how utterly useless all this fighting is, in that there is nothing to get from it. Then I also realized how nearly
everybody is engaged in this kind of inner fighting and it made me feel really sad to know the reality of humanity.
I must admit I am still at a loss about what to do about it, because even I don't like it and see the futility of it, it is
still happening. If I am the defense system, then it seems the only I can do is to drop it. The conclusion I made to
be able to deal with this problem is to be very aware of my internal reactions, to be able to be alert to when it was
happening to be able to 'catch it' and then to not give energy to this old past time. So that is what I'm doing,
noticing when this reaction happens, then switching to meditation by focusing on my breath or diverting myself
into engaging in the task at hand without thinking. I also remind myself that I'm not interested to hear this silly
banter anymore, which is also helpful to get some distance from it and not give it energy. I'm not sure yet if this
will work, but I don't know what else to do. I've heard that one should 'drop your knowing' and when I look near
at what is the essence of the knowing of my internal dialog - it all serves to defend a fictitious entity, and it's all
pretty silly and unfounded not based in reality - then I don't have any problem with dropping it. I truly see no need
to do this as I no longer see any value in doing it. I see that the longer I engage in this kind of head talk the more
miserable I get, and then worse I act out of my defensive attitude and ideas making others miserable around me.
So I see I have an intention and that's not to give any credence to this head-talk, to simply accept that it's there
without judging it, and then breath it away. Is this still too much intention?
Betsy
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Posted: Mon May 09, 2005 11:34 pm Post subject: Whatever you do...
Whatever you do, you are getting self-confirmation out of it. OK, you might observe your reactions, be aware of
your survival games, but for sure you can't drop all this, because you can't drop yourself, can you? As I wrote
before: There are many levels that the personality can survive, the most sophisticated are becoming untouchable.
Look around in the Internet, there you can study quite a lot of these. I am not going to name them, you need to
find out yourself about it. This is dangerous because these are promising traps. The best protection might be to be
very critical about everything and hopefully you will not enter in these highly sophisticated concepts. There is
hardly any way out and you might end after many years in a mental hospital or become a famous guru writing
many books and having many followers, but your end will not be differently...
So in one sentence: Whatever you do or don't do, you are getting self confirmation out of it. Knowing this at
least you might relax about it, not looking for special ways anymore to find the same. If you find your selfconfirmation through enjoying what is there and doing what seems to be necessary to complete your
responsibilities, then this should be enough. You can trust your growing process... Live, relate, respond,
meditate and enjoy.
BeiYin
Posted: Mon May 09, 2005 11:38 pm

Post subject: Re: Whatever you do...

BeiYin: You are your reactions, you are your games, you are your wishes, you are your
expectations. Accept this and be it. Be aware of your reactions, but don't reject them. Do not justify
and don't feel guilty. (OK, if you feel guilty, then this is the next level reaction!) Then you will also
be aware of the source of your reactions and then they will clear up by itself. Do not meditate
because you want a certain result like: ...that the "good-soul", the "naturally clear mind," etc will
reign strong and balanced forever.' Just meditate without any intention.
I was just reading my email and I saw this line in a Rumi translation:
"A sufi sees that whatever happened in the past is completely gone."
For me this explains meditation without intention - to simply let the past go by. To just watch or be aware and let
the reactions happen, to not judge them or defend them or justify them or futurize them or think about them in any
way. To realize that the past is completely gone allows one not to engage with it, let it go and be there for what is
happening now.
Betsy

Posted: Tue May 10, 2005 12:00 am

Post subject: What a sufi sees

Quote: "A sufi sees that whatever happened in the past is completely gone."
This is probably an incorrect translation.
We are the result of our past. We are in our present state the manifestation and essence of all our experiences,
traumas, etc. we had in our past. This is present right now, we can't avoid this by not acknowledging it but instead
of this going into a spiritual concept. Each of us is carrying one's past with them and we are reacting to the present
circumstances out of this and this is exactly the way we can become aware of it and then - and only then - can
drop it. Then maybe one day we might become free of our past, this is part of one's growing process. This is often
painful and for sure hard work, but there is no way around. Try to escape from it into spiritual or materialistic
concepts but it will not work and you will need to come back and start over again from the beginning...
BeiYin
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Posted: Tue May 10, 2005 12:02 am

Post subject: Re: Whatever you do...

BeiYin: Whatever you do, you are getting self-confirmation out of it. OK, you might observe your
reactions, be aware of your survival games, but for sure you can't drop all this, because you can't
drop yourself, can you?
I would agree that one can't drop oneself, only one could drop one's state or habit of being identified with one's
self-image. Isn't this what you mean by clearing up one's unconscious background? Does the phrase 'being takes
over' mean the same as the previous sentence? I agree that as long as one is identified with one's self-image then
one is working to get confirmation for it. Being identified, then all that is done serves to confirm. If one is no
longer identified with one's self-image, then I would think that there is no longer a need for self-confirmation. As
these seem to go hand in hand. Actually, I'm not sure, maybe one can drop themselves or at least what they think
of as themselves that I would see as the observer. Now I get near to the mental hospital...
Betsy

Posted: Tue May 10, 2005 12:37 am Post subject: No-Self,and letting go of the Past
Thank you BeiYin and Betsy for your persistence and advice on this specific topic. I think I finally am getting
close to understanding there were "levels" of this crap in my mind and that I can get past it now......One thought
was there, then another one came looming out, and another… Nor can I concentrate on that "balancing machine"
picture while I am preparing and cooking dinner, and feel the difference in getting clearer a bit faster. I will try
more on not answering my head's questions anymore...........Yes, its right, I have to let go of my past completely
and live for now and my family. Betsy, do you get an anxious feeling with the bantering or just the bantering
thoughts? For me it is more the "anxious" feeling I get with the thoughts, but as BeiYin states, If I do not stay
defensive and reply to the thoughts they go away faster than before. Thank you. both of you.
Linda (HealthyLuckyMe005)
Posted: Wed May 11, 2005 10:56 pm Post subject: Acceptance and a new game
A wonderful discussion has been taking place here, I am glad to have stumbled upon it. The topics seem
appropriate with what I am dealing with at this time.
I learned yesterday that my last few hours in the U.S. will be spent in the company of my extended family.
Grandparents, Aunts, Uncles and cousins on my father’s side. They are picking me up after I fly into the Los
Angeles airport (from Arcata, around 600 miles into the North of California, where I will have just said tearful
goodbyes to my mother and father, my siblings, my boyfriend, and close friends.) I spend the day in L.A. and then
fly out later that night. I have never felt comfortable or seen by my extended family. They have always been the
subject of much of my mother's and mines criticism. We always said that they live lives in illusion, wrapped
deeply in their own struggles for self-validation and material goals. They squabble and fight over their mother's
money (my father being the oldest son of four children.) I see our judgments on them now as an elevated ego
validation. It was very easy to come from an "enlightened" standpoint, to not buy into the money greed games
enacted with my grandmother and her children because we were above it. It was immensely ego gratifying and
strengthening of my defense mechanisms to feel superior, seeing myself as beyond the small lives I thought they
lead. And all the while falling even deeper into fooling myself and intensifying my personality gratification by
experiencing times of compassion and pity for them, when all I was truly doing was a higher level of ego
validation that was more hidden to my "holier than thou" mentality. For a long time I have just placated them
when I was around them, discussing the trivial things they thought were important all the while just strengthening
and strengthening my validation process with my thoughts of how I had to "lower" a part of myself to their level
to interact with them. Ugh, it is hard to look back and see how right I believed I was, how much more right I
believed I was than them.
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And now I find it interesting that these are the people that will be seeing me out of my life here. I recently
finished "Siddhartha" by Hermann Hesse. I found it interesting the process that Siddhartha went through, the
many levels of self validation on higher, trickier levels as an ascetic Samana apart from material society, and then
falling into material and physical games of validation until in old age being able to eventually let go and Listen
and See others and all things as perfect and divine and feeling connection to All through and past time. Much of
what is said in the book mirrors conversations I have read here in the forum. Especially what Betsy has spoken
about in her discussions on being here in the Now and viewing others past the objectification as tools to achieve
your own validation. I have been seeing my relatives in my head, hearing their words and watching their
mannerisms and actions and thinking about the gossip I know about their lives, the kind of family secrets
everyone in the family knows. I still definitely have reactions to them, but not like before. It has been easier to
drop all of the judgment I usually have for them and just accept them. It is easier to just see that their goals and
wants and needs and beliefs are no different from mine, just as valid as I feel my own are. Without viewing them
through the lens of linear time they are perfect and enlightened beings existing within who they are now. It takes
less effort to see them as facets of one ray of light shinning on a prism that splits up the one ray in billions of
separate lights that are all things, including them and myself, originated from the same single ray. I find joy in
their presence, and feel proud to be related to these people, to any people, to all people. This is what dropping the
"self" means to me right now. To look past people as stimuli that cause me to strengthen or weaken my defense
system of self-identification, and see them separate from the reaction that they create in me. To look at my
grandmother and imagine/realize that she has had a long life filled with passions and pain and decisions and not
solely experiencing all of my reactions to her and what she means to me in the sense of how her actions make me
validate or question my identity structure is like looking at a glimpse of peace. It just seems less stressful.
Unfortunately all of this sounds intellectual; it is very much in my head still and ungrounded in reality yet. I am
noticing it, becoming aware of its presence and asking why, but feel unable to understand past this point.
I fear the deeper levels of ego entanglement.
You are your reactions, you are your games, you are your wishes, you are your expectations.
Then I fear myself? Fearing the deeper levels of ego validation is in itself a set up for entering into the deeper,
trickier patterns of validation; it is paving the way to becoming untouchable, lost too deeply to realize the pattern
of higher ego validation.
Then I suppose I should relax breath into these different feelings toward my family, see my peace as another
reaction in a new ego game and take it from there.
Michael (mdcooper)
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Questioning Oneself is not Needed?
Posted: Fri Mar 18, 2005 8:57 pm Post subject: Questioning oneself is not needed?
Anonymous: I began by taking an attitude of not giving my thoughts much importance-except of course when I need to
plan, read or accomplish something that needs my careful attention. I would surrender the thought as soon as I realized I
was thinking. I didn't stop the thought, I took the attitude that it was not important or that it had any truth-value and that
it was just another process of the mind.
Maybe there is something else that could be discovered about it, by questioning it, before it’s discarded as unimportant.
Such as: What is its importance to you - why do you do it? What in essence is belief? What value does it give you to hold
a belief? What in essence is thinking? What is behind the reason why you think? Where do thoughts come from? Are
thoughts defensive in nature? Are thoughts provoked from the outside or the inside? what is a thought? When you are
deep in thinking what are you getting out of it? Who is thinking? Who is believing?, etc. Can one let go of something or
change a habit, before one is tired enough of doing it? Can one drop a belief before one realizes the value one is deriving
from holding that or any belief? Is one dropping beliefs, or in actuality is one replacing a worn out belief with a new
belief? If so, then why would one do that?
Anonymous: I don't see that we need to question ourselves, if we understand that the mind simply needs to continue
activities in order to avoid what it considers to be death. I don't see a reason to analyze what is going on in the mind. By
simply acknowledging the processes of the mind and knowing the barrier they place towards realizing the Self, there is
no reason to give importance to its content. Are these questions not giving more food to the mind to feed on?
No, exactly the opposite, in essence they are questioning the existing structure (what you have observed and is now past),
to find out the reason why it is like it is. This is the essence of creation. When the cause of the effect is discovered, then
this intuitively received answer, gives insight to make new decisions and actions that result in new effects, or real
change. Basically it's about using one's mind as a tool - the mind is never interested in doing that! It's NOT
psychoanalysis, which I agree if one gets involved in the 'content' then one will get lost in one's thinking. The mind is a
reflector of ourselves and our outside surrounding, and we must learn how to use it effectively, for the purpose it was
intended...
It's not at all about just stepping aside and calming everything down, although this does give rise to a meditative state, so
one can be in position to see the information being reflected in a non-identified way, which then makes it possible to be
able to question it. One must take it a step further and become engaged with the world…
The wielder of the mind as a tool is not the mind! It's a creative process, of relating to your reactions being provoked
from daily life, using your sensitivity and awareness to question that which you can see - that which you as (not the
mind) are aware of. You get better at it as you go along the path of 'self-confrontation', as you are chiseling away at
being identified with your mind activity, which gradually allows the capability to observe yourself better. Of course
questions will arise out of questioning what you've observed, otherwise you might as well just stop living realizing you
know everything there is to know... If you don't have questions, then you can be pretty sure that you are fooling yourself,
but as you probably know reality will eventually tell you that...
The trust you have in yourself and your ability to get answers directly from the source, without relying on authorities or
books or teachers or outside information, or even confirmation from others, grows as you grow away from being
identified with your mind. If somebody doesn't know what it means to receive answers from questioning, then that would
indicate to me that essential steps have been bypassed and it's time to go back to the basics. As a side note, all that above,
is also applied to all that you observe, not only your inner workings, but understanding yourself through questioning
yourself, is needed first before you are able to 'walk the talk'.
Betsy
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To be or not to be, is that the question?
Posted: Thu May 12, 2005 10:23 pm Post subject: To be or not to be - is that the question?
“To be or not to be, is that the question?”
Is this a question about 'existence'? The fact that one is able to ask this question or whatever question, shows that
one exists. I am and there is no doubt about this, so then why do I need to question this??? Isn't it enough that I
exist - that I am? Obviously not, as otherwise there wouldn't be this question. But we should remember that we
are human and one of the characteristics of humans is that they never get enough. With the result that on all levels
they want more and more.
For example: Rene Descartes said: 'I think therefore I am'." But that's not enough, so people think the whole
time, more and more and more and more sophisticated and then they feel that they exist, but still it is not enough
and they try to go on and on.
Another example from an average person: "I eat so I exist!" These people eat and eat and eat. Look around; there
has never been so many people with overweight like in these days.
This goes on and on: "I am sick, so I exist!" - "I have power, so I exist!" - "I am depressed, so I exist!" - "I
have a body, so I exist!"... Of course the feeling of existence one gets out of it is never enough, so one must eat
more, must gain more power, gets sicker, takes more care of one's body, does more exiting things, etc. Does this
ever end?
Obviously not, at least not in this society...
Hamlet's question sounds silly in our days, where every body knows, that if one has a good job, a nice car, an
apartment, an Internet connection, a good health insurance, a sexy girlfriend and some friends to have a beer with,
then this is enough and plenty to be confirmed in one's existence. Right? Oh, you mean you need to express
yourself to feel your existence? That's why so many people go to soccer(football) games, there they can express
themselves. When seventy thousand fans can shout "Gooooooooooal!!!", then for sure they feel good and are
sure of their existence...
I am not a soccer(football) fan and so I have some difficulties to feel my existence. But I found out that when
staying with this need of feeling my existence on a very basic, very simple level, then one can get out quite a lot
from it, with the advantage that one avoids a lot of trouble... If someone is interested, I can talk later about this a
bit more...
InkyPinkie
___________________________________________
"To be or not to be..." - is that the question?
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2. Meditation Q & A
Meditation
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:32 am

Post subject: Meditation

What meditation is can be seen in very different ways. Meditation is not a technique or method to reach a
determined goal. That one becomes more relaxed, emotionally and mentally balanced, can be seen as a side effect,
but is not the reason why we meditate.
'Meditation' is a way to relate and respond in one's life to whatever shows up, outside and
inside. - It is more an attitude than something we are doing. Of course it might be that someone feels nervous and
desperate or is sick and because of this starts to meditate. Indeed this is very important for the 'healing process'
and probably the most important basic step. If we come during our path to the moment when struggling through
life seems just a turning around ourselves, then after questioning our position and reflecting about it, we might
come to a meditative state, where our intention to do something for a specific reason, mostly because we want to
reach a certain goal, has faded away... maybe letting us fall into desperation. Often this happens after something
tragically breaks into our, until then, undisturbed lifestyle, when our cart house of security falls down, leaving us
without orientation. Often this happens because of a serious health problem...
Although this situation will be felt as a negative state, it can be a new beginning, an opening to fields of
awareness, which will give unknown sense. A new security coming out of insights. The deep longing to connect
with one's source will finally guide to the state of 'meditation'. But not necessarily one has to go through heavy
happenings to come to the need to meditate, this urge might come as a sudden from inside... We are here to help
you to enter in this state in an easy way.
You don't need to pay to be initiated into meditation or to join a meditation retreat, although a
retreat might help as a start. If you have the urge to meditate then it is possible that you come to a meditative state
just by sitting down, closing the eyes and letting go the outside world... But to avoid falling into old pattern of
doing, one can seek for some help. We can give you some advices through email, there is no ritual necessary just
plain information. If there is an obstacle from your side to ask for help then read this:
"Meditation is not a technique..." from my Web site: http://falconblanco.com/fbgb/meditation1.html
BeiYin
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Watching the Thinker
Posted: Sun Jan 30, 2005 8:18 pm

Post subject: Watching the Thinker

Quote: "watching the thinker" is becoming AWARE that you are thinking... that you "catch"
yourself thinking. If I am just sitting here, and all of a sudden I REALIZE that my mind is
"chattering away"... I have just realized that I am "thinking" in that moment. In THAT moment, I
have just BECOME AWARE that I have been thinking. The more I become aware each time I catch
myself thinking, the more AWARE I become....
it is that simple! Because each time I become aware that I am thinking, I become PRESENT in that
moment... "Oh! I was just thinking!" Get it? I just caught myself, and therefore became present again
as I "caught myself". The more you become aware of your thinking, the more PRESENT you will
become... "Lapses of no mind" are the same as PRESENCE... if you are in a state of "no mind"...
you are PRESENT. That simple.
Betsy: I found these words in a post in another forum. When I read it, it seems similar to the process of sitting
meditation, yet somehow it seems too simple, that by noticing that one is thinking then one is present, and then by
repeated episodes of this noticing, one's awareness gradually grows. I would like to get a comment about it...

Yes, it would be nice if it would be that simple, but it isn't. Just because one is aware that one is thinking doesn't
mean that with this one's awareness is growing. "Oh, I am thinking!" Might just be another thought... And for sure
this doesn't mean that with this one will be 'present'. Indeed, the described practice is part of meditation or a part
of it, but what is a basic condition to become 'present' is that one goes beyond one's 'personality' because this is
the main reason why people being identified with their 'Ego' are not capable for it as they are living out of past
conditioning and carrying this into their future. To overcome this condition is not that easy and for sure not
simple!
BeiYin
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Meditating and Thinking or Wondering!
Posted: Mon Mar 21, 2005 11:32 am

Post subject: Re: meditating and thinking or wondering!

healthyluckyme005: I have been "meditating", actually learning Buddhism for approximately four years and
started wondering about "answers" that come to my sight a few minutes or hours after I ask myself a question
after meditating. Sometimes I will get the answer accidentally by opening a book and there will be a phrase
that will answer my question (whether it is important or mundane) but it will always be when I am calm and
alone. I am wondering if the answer I am receiving or seeing is "wishful thinking", answer, or "real" answer.
Usually, I will sit for approximately 30 minutes, ask myself a question(about childhood, things, situations,
work, whatever) and it usually happens I'll open a book, magazine, etc. and see the answer in a phrase.
'Without question there is no answer...', but as the question needs a form so the answer also needs a medium. The answer
might show up directly in the 'medium of your mind' or it needs another step between. Like clairvoyance working, some are
using Tarot, some throwing stones or bones, some use the lines of your hands, etc. and some are just looking into your eyes to be able to tell you every thing about your past and future, or to answer your questions. You are right: The answers might
be influenced by your wishes and expectations, but as you are aware of this, you can be critical and observe yourself and
accept or reject the answer. When you do this then you will feel or sense what is the answer from within yourself and this
then is the most direct way. And then you just 'know' if it is right or not, especially when you do it in a meditative state.
What you are writing reminds me very much to the time when I was young and started to search and had questions: I just
opened a book and the answer was there in one phrase or it came to me through all kind of other ways from 'outside'. Not that
long ago, when I was sick and no medical doctor could find something and no cure helped and when I felt really bad, then
one Sunday morning I watched the TV and there was a doctor talking about a disease and describing the symptoms which
were exactly what I had. (Fibromyalgia) So then knowing the name of this disease, what of course is only a label, but with
this I could search the Internet and find out about it and then deal with it by finding alternative ways to heal myself.
http://falconblanco.com/health So sometimes even the ability to receive direct answers from inside might be pretty much
developed, it still needs the outside forms, and it also means that I'm needing to use my mind, like now when I am writing or
when I search the Internet, etc. There is more to say about it... I will continue in the other
thread...http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=505&highlight=#505
BeiYin
Posted: Tue Mar 22, 2005 12:29 am

Post subject: Re: Watching the Thinker

BeiYin: Just because one is aware that one is thinking doesn't mean that with this one's awareness is growing.
"Oh, I am thinking!" Might just be another thought... And for sure this doesn't mean that with this one will be
'present'. Indeed, the described practice is a part of meditation, but what is a basic condition to become
'present' is that one goes beyond one's 'personality'. This is the main reason why people while being
identified with their 'Ego' are not capable for it as they are living out of past conditioning and carrying this into
their future. To overcome this condition is not that easy and for sure not simple!
I have heard about people that have meditated for many years and have not had the result to go beyond their personality. I
understand that most when they start a meditative practice are in the state of living out of the past, so also it is understandable
that there is no result, as all is being used for confirmation. So what gives the capability? Is the only thing a deep surrender of
the individual, which is done when they reach the end of their rope, such as from a major disease, mental illness, loss of a
loved one or great loneliness? That this kind of event, turns one focus around from seeking happiness in the outside world, to
the inside. Without having come to this point of making a deep surrender like this, does the practice of continually
surrendering one's thinking, eventually result in a cumulative 'deep surrender' over time? If not, then it would seem to be a
waste of time. Or can an argument be made that it's not a waste of time even if the individual hasn't come to the point of
surrender of outside goals? Or is the key ingredient that of REALLY TRULY WANTING to find about oneself, having the
courage to face the truth and the facts, even knowing that one probably won't like what one finds out? So it mainly seems to
depend upon one's motive at the outset.
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I think this is an important topic to discuss, because many new teachings today are saying things like: meditation isn't needed,
better to go direct to the source and just realize being, or meditation is a waste of time probably because of the results
discussed above or don't get involved in the content or questioning oneself (their argument is better to just observe and focus
on the energy field in your body or listen and stop reacting, and not go into any mental process, as one gets lost in the
thinking cycle), etc. I think the popular teachings of today should be looked at critically in more depth, about their possible
merits and downfalls.
Betsy
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The Division between Observer and Observed is an Illusion…
Posted: Fri Apr 15, 2005 11:53 pm
illusion...

Post subject: The division between observer and observed is an

Quote: When man becomes aware of the movement of his own thoughts he will see the division
between the thinker and thought, the observer and the observed, the experiencer and the experience.
He will discover that this division is an illusion. Then only is there pure observation that is insight
without any shadow of the past or of time. This timeless insight brings about a deep radical mutation
in the mind. - From the Core of the Teachings by J. Krishnamurti
A few days ago I read quite a few articles that JK had written. I was looking very specifically for an answer to my
dilemma - How to drop this noisy thinker. I realize that with this nearly constant head talk, one is turning around
living in the past, mulling over and reacting upon stored images. In essence, then the effect is that one is hardly
ever present to experience what is here right now. What a cloud of blindness that surrounds most of us. I really
know what it means that we live our life in a picture world. However this hasn't helped me to let go of this habit,
even knowing the blindness that it causes. Maybe I just need to accept that this structure still has some purpose or
usefulness, and it can't be dropped until it has reached it's natural end? When I read what Krishnamurti wrote
above: 'He will discover that this division is an illusion.', then that made me pause. I have always had the
outstanding questions, who is observing and what is being observed - never feeling I have received a satisfactory
answer to it. Yes, I see that I feel like an observer watching the observed. But it never occurred to me that this
activity could also be out of the mind, born of thought - what I presume he means by 'this division is an illusion.' I
see that I've always felt that the observing one was awareness, and I don't recall that I've ever questioned this. If
the observer could be likened to the reviewer or director this kind of makes sense to me. Probably also when the
observer comes into action, it is also happening as a reaction to a thought. I presume this arising of the
observer is part of one's learned reactions or conditioning. So also this reaction is what is keeping alive the
illusion of 'me', or is it that it's only one thought, that of 'me' which is now what I think is the observer? This area
seems murky to me at this time, so in my meditation this is my current question to find out how this reactive one
arises. I realize it takes quite a bit of attention to refuse all distractions, to get that quiet to do so. Tonight during
my meditation I was asking myself all these questions - so I wasn't meditating - but I feel the time still wasn't
wasted in that my question feels more concrete than before. At the moment I was pondering this about the
observer and what can be seen, then it was like I was taken out of that viewpoint and shown another for only a
brief moment. Soon, I was back to thinking and had the idea to post this. I realize now that just from writing this
post, new aspects about this topic have become clearer. However, I am somewhat concerned because I don't know
if one can be aware of these kinds of fine details - but it does seem possible, just that one has to watch very
attentively, without getting distracted to be able to observe this phenomenon. Probably the capability to do so is
also part of one's growing awareness that being more aware or going deeper into meditation is also that
which allows one to see such minute detail or to even ask such a question.
Betsy
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What does it mean to Question Oneself?
Posted: Sun Apr 17, 2005 12:12 pm

Post subject: What does it mean to Question Oneself?

Betsy: The most we can do is watch our reactions happening inside of us - that which we can be
aware of - and then question them to find out about them. Because we have watched them, this
should naturally and intuitively lead to a question about what we observed in our past behavior (the
reaction we had whether it was an outburst of anger, depression, elation, etc.)
Question: Your statement about "then question them to find out about them." seems contradictory to how I
understood what ET wanted to convey. ET writes (pg. 33 of TPON) "Don't think about it---don't let the feeling
turn into thinking. Don't judge or analyze. Don't make an identity for yourself out of it." He mentions this several
times in different ways, carefully communicating the hazards of "coming
in through the back door."
What I was expressing was not contradictory. When one is practicing ‘being present’, then it is true that any mind
activity will turn into thinking and then you are not ‘being present’. You can only do one or the other, not both at
the same time. When you first start out with your practice your moments of presence will be very short lived,
because you are mostly identified with your reactionary structure – the personality.
The more you practice, the more you learn about this structure, and your knowledge about it subsequently alters
your conditioned way of responding, which also increases your moments of presence. To be effective the
outstanding question must be there to want to answer the question 'Who am I?' (you can trust during your practice
that your question 'is there' without having to think about it.) As you practice you will have new questions about it
and will receive answers when you are ready to see them. What I am talking about is using your intelligence in
another way and that is to find out about yourself. For sure you are free to use part of your day for thinking, and
can aim your thinking at a particular problem - Right? What I am saying now isn't negative but rather is the
reality, and that is that hardly anybody is truly interested in doing this simply because of the nature of the
problem. The key thing to understand is that a real answer can't come from your cognitive thinking, because it's
conditioned and thusly the past - there is nothing new in there.... Your cognitive ability is for the purpose to
formulate questions or query the past... Answers don't come from thinking, but rather from successful moments of
being present. You can trust in yourself that you will get answers to essential questions. Everyone has questions
and this process never stops. What is described herein is the process of being critical and using one’s mind as a
tool and not ending up safely insulated with the personality secure and split off being identified with one's higher
self, which is too frequently the result of people going down this path. It is grounding and integrating oneself into
the real world, using all facets of one's self. One’s ability to relate grows along with one’s ability to be present.
Question: What I understand is actually happening while we are silently observing our thoughts and emotions, is
that they are transmuting themselves into the Light of Consciousness and the process of alchemy is taking place.
I see that practice makes that we become more aware of ourselves. We have observed something about ourselves
that we weren’t aware of before, we have brought light to it. Now that we are aware of it doesn’t make that it goes
away, but it is the first step to be able to relate to it creatively and deal with it - so action is needed it doesn’t go
away by itself. So then we might observe this pattern repeating in our reactions, but then realizing it is still
happening, we might have the question: Why do I still do this? This will be the point that we can use our
intelligence to find out the background of the happening. To be able to drop this reaction pattern takes another
step, we have to understand what benefit this reaction gives us. All of our conditioning we have adopted
throughout our lifetime, for the purpose to prove and protect our precious self-image. To make the active decision
to drop a habit, we have to see what value it gives us/gave us and truly feel that it no longer serves us to keep it.
Then we can let it go and we won't react any longer out of that pattern. The growing process is one of letting go of
properties held by the personality, not of gaining them.
Question: I thought our past behavior isn't the subject any longer until it becomes an issue in the present time.
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Most humans live their entire lives having no idea that they are completely conditioned, living their life
completely out of the stories they are telling themselves, all for the purpose to prove their self-image or how they
see themselves. They spend all their energy looking for new properties to adapt to serve this purpose and it should
be known by all seekers that becoming a spiritual being is a very commonly adapted property. Hardly anyone is
willing to use one’s cognitive abilities and energy to question one’s own behavior, which is the past.
Question: I would say that to be the observer IS all we need to do and that with time and practice of this very
simple thing, there'll be no need to participate in anything because it's simply gone. To become the observer IS
our only goal, since it is the essence of who we really are and one of the many portals to all THAT IS.
I agree in so far that your practice is the most effective thing you can do. But also we need to be aware of our
intention, goals and expectations from the outset and realize that because of our current state, these arise from the
personality itself. So I feel it’s very important to continue to question one’s motive and intention, then one’s
practice can be more effective. As long as one has the ‘desire’ to get to the root of the matter, this will be selfcorrecting as you go along.
Betsy
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Exercise to make significant steps toward enlightenment!!
Posted: Sat Apr 16, 2005 5:07 pm
Follow the simple instructions:

Post subject: Exercise to make significant steps towards enlightenment!

Go down the screen until you come to the dot in the middle of the screen, then sit comfortable and try to
relax, look at the dot, but don't concentrate, what means don't get into stress, just be aware of the dot,
nothing else, don't be 'disturbed' from anything around you: noises, smells, etc. or within yourself:
thoughts, feelings, etc. just be aware of it and then go back to the dot... Just do it:

............................................... ............... ..................................................

OK, take the next step: go further down... Be aware of your expectations, drop these, relax, just look at the
dot, don't concentrate, just focus, and be aware of your breath...
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................................................................o

Take the next step: go further down... Look at the dot for 5 - 10 minutes, relax...
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.................................................................. .

Take the next step: go further down... It's already much better than with the first dot, so just go on...
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............................................................... .

This works now, so you can try the next step: go further down, until the screen is totally empty... If you
look now at the empty screen, don't focus on the surface of the screen, look as if you want to see something
very far even beyond the computer, but don't concentrate, relax your eyes - the same for the next exercise...
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While you do so, sense your body and ... relax!!!
Now you can go to the next exercise: switch off the computer and go and sit down somewhere else where it
is quiet, sit comfortable and close your eyes. As there is no dot to look at and no empty screen, just relax
and be aware of yourself, whatever shows up, but don't focus on it, just be aware and don't give any
importance to it, let it pass by... Thoughts, feelings, body sensations, whatever... Quote: The dogs are
barking, but the caravan of camels passes by... You can do this for twenty minutes in the morning and
twenty minutes in the evening. Don't expect to be enlightened within the next few hours or weeks, but there
is absolutely no doubt that this works, I give you my guarantee! I know that it works because I have been
doing this for more than fifty years!
You will find out yourself and experience the progress you will make and I would like that you give a
feedback about it... And of course if you have any question, don't hesitate to ask. When your intuition will
be more developed then you will receive the answer from within yourself, but until this can happen, you
need to be very alert not to go into a wrong direction or any trap... So better ask and as it is totally gratis,
so you would be silly not to do it. Right?
PS: By the way: This exercise is called 'meditation'.
BeiYin
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Posted: Sat Apr 16, 2005 7:52 pm

Post subject: Exercise to make significant steps towards enlightenment!

Questions, Answers & Comments
Quote: I tried the exercise a few times and I must say it really works although I'm not yet
enlightened... I like to focus on a dot. My question is: Can I focus (although I know that I should not
concentrate...) on something else?
Yes, you can use other things, for example a candle or even a light bulb. You can do the same with the reflection
from a crystal or you can use a star in the night, or the moon. You can also use the sun, but then you need some
more instructions. For this go to: http://falconblanco.com/sungazing
Quote: I would like to be enlightened, but to stare at a dot for the next few years... I don't know if I
want to do this. If you did it for so long then you might be able to tell me how long it will need that I
become enlightened? Spending one hour on it for one year would mean: 365 days x 1 hour = 365
hours x $20/hour = $7,300, if I would need to do it for 10 years that would mean nearly $100,000
with interest! So I really would like to know how long it will need before I start with the exercise.
In the last comment there was the question why I posted this exercise in 'humor', now you might understand
why... The exercise can be taken seriously and should, but the comments not really. Yes there is a lot of talking
about enlightenment in the last time and it starts to become a kind of fashion, can this be taken in serious? I don't
think so.
Back to this comment: You want to be enlightened. The question is why? You are not satisfied with how and who
you are now? Do you think being enlightened gives a special quality to your personality? That this will make you
special? Then I simply tell you that you are totally wrong. But I can tell you a way to satisfy this need: There are
plenty of books now available from authors who claim to be enlightened. Read these books and then you will be
able to adapt something what I call 'American enlightenment'. It is not real, it is just in your head. But as you are
identified with it, so for you it will be like real and then you don't need to sit down to make this exercise and also
you will save a lot of money by using the time to make more of it. (1/2 million in fifty years!) You even can write
books about it and make more money with it... So at the end of your life you will be a multi millionaire and feel
pretty miserable, because you wasted all your life in making money and there won't even be a trace of
enlightenment in you...
Your question how long it might need... Actually this is not a question of time and for sure not a question of
money. I just tell you that I did this exercise (by the way: it's called 'meditation') for about fifty years, not to
forget the several hundred years in life times before...
If you want to know more about 'meditation', you can go to: http://falconblanco.com/fbgb/medit.htm
Quote: You say that you guarantee that this exercise works and that one will become enlightened by
doing it. You also write that you are doing this exercise for about 50 years or even longer. So then it
is logical that I must think that you are enlightened. Are you enlightened?
Now it gets serious! Good question, but difficult or even impossible to answer. Why? Because the state of
enlightenment is far beyond the ability of the mind, what means that this state can't be understood and there is no
way to explain it with words. Any explication will be individually interpreted, but this will not meet what it really
is. There are written a lot of books about it, but these are all useless or even dangerous because they create a new
concept and then being identified with this fantasy people believe they are enlightened. (I wrote in my last
comment already about this...) With this they get stuck and waste ten or twenty years of their life and even worse
they are distributing their concept to others by lecturing and writing more books. So I suggest that you just do the
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exercise and don't care about any goal like 'enlightenment' or whatever. In the first place you can see it as
something which will rise your awareness...
If there is any question arising out of your meditation and the answer doesn't show up by itself, don't hesitate to
ask me.
BeiYin
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Posted: Sat Apr 16, 2005 8:00 pm

Post subject: Comment to exercise

BeiYin: So I suggest that you just do the exercise and don't care about any goal like 'enlightenment'
or whatever. In the first place you can see it as something that will raise your awareness... If there is
any question arising out of your meditation and the answer doesn't show up by itself, don't hesitate to
ask me.
For me this advice comes at a good time, because around a month ago I had an insight and then felt strongly
drawn to just meditate for as many hours as possible to take the last step and 'become enlightened'. I remembered
all the things that I had read about 'becoming enlightened' from other people and tried to determine what I needed
to do. Now I can see from BeiYin's previous post, why you can't tell someone what is enlightenment because the
mind can't understand it. All of my 'ideas' were coming from my still firmly entrenched personality, being
interpreted to serve my own needs, so of course there is no possibility to understand it. I can report the result of all
my attempts: nothing worked, and I tried many things... I have the idea to write a poem about it soon... Reviewing
my behavior and watching myself during meditation I realized a few things about it. I was holding the goal to
become enlightened and just because of this, I was striving to attain it, and the only thing was happening was
'failure' and disappointment, making me even more determined to try and succeed. I saw how desire was ruling
me, and how this wasn't the way. Nothing was working, and that in itself was another insight. So I don't see that
there is anything that I can do about it, except to return to the basics which I know over time has raised my level
of awareness. To just surrender and do the meditation as described above, being aware and letting things pass by,
not striving, not attaching, not judging, just allowing, watching.
Lastly, thanks for the offer for responding to any questions that might come up that I can't answer myself. It
seems stupid to me not to take advantage of your many years of meditation if I feel stuck again. This I can see as a
very viable shortcut.
Thanks, Betsy - O

Posted: Sat Apr 16, 2005 8:02 pm

Post subject: Enlightenment - now it gets serious!

Comment: I agree with Betsy's comment, but apart of this and understanding that it is difficult to say
something about 'enlightenment', I insist and ask you to explain a bit more about it. For sure I will not make a
concept out of it or use it as a goal.
OK, I will try: To check if a specialist is really a specialist and not only pretending, it needs a specialist - it doesn't matter
what about it is. Only a real specialist can find out about it. Right? Now this is a field that is still easy as it has mainly to do
with experience and knowledge. Let me use another example: Who can find out if an artist is really an artist? Only an artist.
Not even someone who has studied art might be capable. What is needed goes beyond knowledge and experience and it
goes into another level beyond the mind: this of intuition. So only an artist can see if an artwork is authentic or not, what
means that it comes as a true self-expression into realization. Now the next is even more difficult: To find out if someone is
a real master and is not just pretending for whatever reason, one needs indeed to be enlightened. So only a master can
recognize a master, - as the level of awareness goes far beyond the capability of mind, intuition or whatever qualities one's
personality might posses. There are certain signs will tell if someone is pretending, what includes those persons who
believe it themselves that they are 'enlightened' but in fact are only identified with a sophisticated concept: For example if
this person is still stuck in materialistic behavior, making business, promoting him/herself and selling services, etc.
Probably an enlightened person will NOT be the leader of an organization or trying to convince people to become
followers. But here I might be wrong because an enlightened person can do anything which is needed relating to the
moment. But one thing is pretty sure: An enlightened person will not be into 'money making'. If you have developed your
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intuition then the best is to listen to your own inner voice, even though not being able to be sure or capable to find out with
cognitive means. You can't trust your 'feeling' because you might project your need into someone who seems to be beyond
the normal level. If one is insecure, desperate and has been longing for some time to find answers and a new sense in life,
can easily fall into the trap of somebody who is pretending... So better to stay critical, what doesn't mean that one can't
listen, taking what seems helpful...
BeiYin
Read more about a connected subject at: http://www.falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=158
Comment Regarding ‘Non-doing’
Posted: Sun May 01, 2005 11:41 am Post subject: Comment regarding non-doing
I’ve been doing this dot meditation every night since the first this was posted. After around a week of doing it,
then I had the concern: ‘It seems that this sitting here being aware of the dot is a doing, requiring intention and
thus I didn’t see how it could result in any progress in terms of raising one’s awareness level. To do it felt like a
waste of time, in that I couldn’t see what benefit was resulting from it. I felt like doing anything else but this,
but I persevered doing it anyway even many times I didn’t want to. It’s hard to really put this into words, but I
will keep trying. This activity of just being aware of the dot felt to me that I was doing absolutely nothing at all,
and I realize that this in itself was bothering me. And so then I had the question a few weeks ago, if the practice of
using one’s intention to focus on just being aware could be effective. It felt like doing this was completely
consuming me, and therefore there was no space to ‘achieve something’ or to be doing something more concrete
or focusing on some problem, etc. Today I realize what ‘non doing’ means and the simplicity of it. I’ve heard this
phrase bantered around for years in the spiritual world and I’ve felt that I had a deep understanding of what it
meant. Today, another level of what 'non-doing' means was revealed to me in meditation. In other words, nondoing, means that I surrender totally to providing any input what so ever, it is simply to be aware. None of 'my
input' is necessary and doesn’t result in anything creative. I did an especially long meditation today just
noticing the difference between doing and not doing, going back and forth. Still it seemed strange to watch the
shifting back and forth, given the understanding, that nothing more is needed. Maybe it’s just an electrical wiring
problem, and the circuits have to find a new route. Of late I have the strange sensation that I'm being yanked out
of my dreamy world of thoughts, without any conscious doing. What makes sense to me about it, is that we don't
need to know so much, that often listening to what we think we know is more of a hindrance than a help. The
growing happens all by itself.
Betsy
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3. Sungazing
Personality - The Illusion of Existence
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:34 pm

Post subject: Personality - The Illusion of Existence

That what we call "I" and sense as our 'Personality', gives us our feeling of existence, mainly through our senses
and by being identified with our perception. We ARE our body, emotions and mind, because we are identified
with them in the first place.
In this contains our human system and with this we are connected and conscious about it - more or less. For our
awareness there exist nothing else - because we are limited to our senses we are using in daily life. Our human
system, like all systems build by structures, has the in build tendency to hold it's existing form together and to
defend against offending influences. There is 'openness' only in so far as these allow growing or reinforcing the
already established structure, every thing else will be rejected or ignored. Against insisting influences the system
will develop defense strategies, like escaping or attacking. The strategies are often highly sophisticated and
individually developed on all available levels.
We are exposed the whole time to influences from the outside and inside and all the time the system is reacting
just in their limited ways of receiving to grow, or rejecting to defend. The reactions happen on all levels: Body,
emotions and mind, mostly unconsciously or half consciously. But enough to receive one's feeling of existence
out of it. There is the permanent urge to feel one's existence and it doesn't really matter if it is pleasurable or there
is suffering involved. (Even often the suffering is preferred!) The existence is felt because the senses react and the
identification gives the feeling of existence. In our momentary culture and evolution, we are mainly identified
with our mind that is filled up with concepts, dreams and images. These give us our illusionary existence and in
fact we live in a dream world. Our goals coming out of our concepts of life give us the drive and motivation to
strive to realize and manifest our fantasies and we live out of our reactions caused by the discrepancy of reality
and our dream world. What a game we are playing with ourselves! Finding enough satisfaction out of it to go on
and on. For the majority of humans this is all and there is no questioning about it. A few are becoming tired of
these endless games and they start to question themselves and their existence. This is dangerous and creates
insecurity and disturbance. But as there has been so much disappointment repeating the same games again and
again - turning around oneself - causing all kind of suffering and depressions, that there seems no other choice
possible then to dare to enter in the state of void and insecurity. As the materialistic level of games - where
emotions and mind are part and servants in it - didn't satisfy anymore, we are urged to find additional ways and so
we look for new possibilities and have grabbed the world of 'spirituality', which of course exist in concepts,
images and fantasies, connected with one's emotions through 'believes'. So one's questions are answered for the
moment and one can continue out of a new kind of security, finding one's feeling of existence in more subtle
forms of concepts. And so it might go on for centuries of humankind or for decades in one's lifetime. Our spiritual
concepts are indeed very sophisticated, developed through centuries. But this kind of 'materialistic spirituality'
has its limitations and in our days more and more people are questioning what is offered from society and it's
culture. Questioning oneself in this phase of personal evolution - often coming out of very deep depressions creates an unbearable insecurity that is difficult to deal with.
Fortunately with all those spiritual concepts there are also some techniques offered, which can give some hope to
gain a new direction. This gives enough motivation to start an exercise like meditation or sun gazing. Of course at
least in the beginning - also depending on the individually advanced state - the person practicing the exercise will
fall into the same games as before like finding confirmation etc., but if there is enough consistency then those
spiritual practices will result in more awareness. With this the identification with until now unquestioned aspects
will loosen up and a more amplified consciousness will grow. With the ability of observing oneself one will
discover the origin of one's reactions and so gain 'self knowledge', which finally will guide to new horizons
beyond one's personality.
What is 'personality'? Why is this an 'Illusion'?
'Personality' is build by higher life forms like they are manifested in humans and animals. Minerals and plants are
not capable for this. The manifestation of all beings consists in pure energy that grows into structure when two or
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more basic elements meet. This 'structure' can be called 'system', which then has the tendency to hold its existence
together and to grow by attracting similar structure and energy. Even in their beginning, these primitive systems
reject elements that do not serve the growing process and this is the same and continues up to the highest existing
life forms. This tendency is in build and part of the growing process. As well as the tendency to use the multiples
tactics to defend the system, which develop during evolution until it finds it's most sophisticated strategies in
humans. 'Personality' starts when consciousness is developed enough that the individual is aware of oneself and
this probably starts with the development of senses and their reflection caused by reactions of the system, then
realized as body sensations, emotions and thoughts. In this phase there exist no observer separated from the
observed, the consciousness consist only through reactions within the system and - there is a total identification
with it. Reactions are felt as "I" and out of this the individual gains one's feeling of existence, being limited to
body sensations, emotions and thoughts - forming one's 'personality'.
Being aware of one's existence is the beginning of consciousness in a 'higher life form', but of course this doesn't
mean that evolution ends here. It is a beginning, although still primitive, like we are observing on planet Earth,
where very few humans are capable to go beyond this basic step.
That planet Earth is still in it's beginning of evolution of consciousness, about this there is no doubt when one
looks at the reality of humanity: War, fighting all over the planet, growing of systems by swallowing others, many
millions of humans are starving and suffering not even having the minimum means to survive, while others live in
abundance on the costs of others. Many millions with 'incurable' diseases, because the established systems are
mostly purely materialistic, representing the still primitive state of consciousness. To say it clearly: 'Personality'
is NOT something bad or negative, it is a step in evolution, although it seems that humanity is stuck on this step
and has difficulties to progress, what could have as a result that humanity is destroying itself - at least many signs
point to this. But as all systems have the in build urge to survive, the same with the systems on a more complex
level, so the planet Earth might defend itself, supported by the next higher system the 'Sun'.
What happens when the human system gets stuck on the step of having build up one's 'personality' - even up to a
highly sophisticated state? Then the as well in build tendency shows up and this is the longing and urge to
overcome limitations and boundaries. If this need in one's growing process is suppressed by the other tendency of
the system to hold oneself together, then the stuck system is cracked up by happenings from the outside or/and
from the inside like disease on one or more levels: Body, emotions or mind. (If these are treated with chemicals,
then there can't be any 'healing', what would be a natural part of the evolutionary growing process, but treating
only the material aspects the system stays stuck and can only be 'cracked' by it's death.)
In one's individual growing process there might come the moment when the 'personality' has grown to such an
extent that all gained and collected properties doesn't give satisfaction anymore. After turning around oneself
again and again, the question might arise, what the sense of all these is. Also it might happen, that wishes and
desires are not being possible to be fulfilled because of daily reality and then frustration is accumulating up to the
moment when emotionally reactions are causing disease: Depression, stress and distortion. The strong
'personality' is shattered and comes near to collapse. But as there were many different concepts integrated in one's
personality, so also those of 'spirituality' with images of worlds beyond daily reality. This will be the moment
when the individual needs those concepts to survive and it might serve and help for some more time. Being just
conceptual, those images can't fill the upcoming void. The disturbed individual tries all kind of techniques to gain
back one's balance: Meditation, Sun gazing, yoga, Tai Chi, psychotherapy, prayer, etc. And in fact it helps: The
rigid structure of personality is loosening up, is melting into until now unknown new fields of being. Irrational
influences find their way into the perception of the system, like intuition and self expression which is fed beyond
one's known abilities of personality...
Slowly the measurement of values are changing. What seemed to be important before is less significant and is not
needed anymore to give satisfaction, because new more subtle possibilities are discovered. There has been never
real 'openness' because the system had allowed only influences to confirm and enrich the already established, but
now happens an opening of the system and even unknown influences are allowed to be received. The individual
starts to be capable to observe one's reactions and is not that much identified, with this being able to discover
where the reactions are coming from and what has caused them. Then being able to make decisions, recognizing
that old behaviors are worn out and belonging to the history of one's personality. The horizon of awareness is
widening up, separating boundaries are melting away. It might be experienced at the first time that real
'communication' is possible because there is less need to defend one's mental and emotional property. All this due
to the fact that 'personality' is fading away - the illusion of existence through one's personality, which consisted in
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identification with one's reactions and one's properties, is transformed into a kind of existence which is
independent of one's body, one's emotions and one's mind. Yes, this is in fact possible and not like until now just
through concepts, dreams, images and ideas. But talking about all this has not much practical sense because
whatever is said or written, it goes into the pool of one's concepts or is rejected using one's arsenal of arguments.
I expressed what needed to be said. What people do with it is not my responsibility any more. What I wrote is not
perfectly expressed due to my limitations, but it is coming out of my own growing process and so is authentic. At
least I did my best. If there is no response from people of this mailing list and so I don't know if people
understand what I am writing, my conclusion only can be that nobody in this mailing list is interested and so I will
leave. No blame.
The 'Onion' of Personality
The emotional armor is the most rigid part of the personality. Having removed one shell, there comes the next
one. And this might go on for quite some while. It is like an onion: If one covering shell dries out, then the next
shows up. If you hurt the shell - removing it by any kind of manipulation as cutting it - then the (defense) system
will react and make you cry. (For sure in any process of clearing up one's structure one need to use one's mind,
what doesn't mean to hide behind it, but to use it as a tool in an intelligent way.)
Indeed, sungazing and other techniques are removing in a clearing process one's covering shells, but this was not
the question that 'negative aspects' are removed. Negative or positive aspects doesn't matter, as long the individual
is identified with this aspects, all aspects are forming the 'personality'. For example: It doesn't matter if somebody
is defending oneself by adapting oneself to a situation and agreeing or if one defend oneself by attacking - in any
case the confirmation and the proof for one's existence is gained out of it. And with this most of the 'techniques'
doesn't change anything. And of course not the techniques of ignorance: Not questioning, not asking, not reading
something, or just ignoring.
Out of meditation and also from sungazing one will not gain so much self confirmation - of course it depends
totally on the person practicing it as there can be misused any kind of technique. Meditation even more easy than
sungazing, because the sun dominates and will melt away pretty fast all manipulations of the personality, while
meditating one might go on with one's personal games several decades.
To believe of oneself to be 'open minded' helps in selecting influences and information. One can stay more
relaxed and is saving energy by not needing to defend one's position in a too rigid way. But this 'openness' serves
still as a tool for one's personality: To be confirmed through what is selected and received. This might be a
preparation so that the boundaries are becoming more transparent and with this some 'light' might shine through...
I don't know. In any case I wish you all openness to receive 'light'. Doing the sungazing we are in a very favorable
position and we only need to let it happen, observe what ever happens, relate, respond, make our decision, and go
on...
Intellectualizing One’s Experience?
What use can there be? My experiences in the 8 months of sungazing are that complex and subtle that it is
extremely difficult to put it in words. These are experiences which can't be separated from all what came into my
awareness during all my past life time, not only from this eight months of sungazing, one is growing out from the
other and is build depending on the step I have taken before.
Whatever I can verbalize is in its expression limited to the intellectual and can't contain all the other levels that are
included. Yes, I am trying this with my poems, but from throwing ash into the wind there can't resound an echo! I
AM the manifestation of my experiences. When I express myself and try to share what is the result of my
experiences, then I must see, that this is not understood or not wanted. What makes clear that with my experiences
and the resume out of it - I am an alien.
I can't see any sense in sharing my insights, unless it comes down to a practical daily level, but as soon as it
reaches fields beyond this it is subject of individual interpretation. What means that whatever is expressed, it will
be sorted into boxes of known concepts and beliefs. If it is not yet known, then it will be formed into a new
concept with the idea that it might go together with other concepts and support these.
What has happened to those experiences and insights some people had during history? Religious concepts were
made out of it and beautiful images connected with it, with added promises and rules how to receive awards, etc.
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All this was and still is used to manipulate people by taking the position of authorities. What a game! Maybe
people are a bit more critical, but it doesn't look like that something essential has changed. During two thousand
years millions of people were killed in the name of God. The name of this god is different now but has there
changed anything? Who even dares to look at it or to question it?
Is there self-responsibility? Like always people are oriented to that what authorities are telling them. This is much
easier than to relate to reality and search for themselves for alternative resolutions. Or the other extreme is that
people do the opposite what they are told how it should be and this isn't really much different than being
dependent and will not have self-responsibility as a result.
How can I tell about my experience in a mailing list were people are still satisfied by having small talk and an
exchange which is limited to experiences about visual phenomenon or their pain and body symptoms? During the
last ten years I was kicked out of several mailing lists when I had expressed myself and had tried to share my
experiences. I can understand that it is nice to find people with similar experiences, what serves to confirm
oneself, but I don't need this and I really don't see any creative sense in feeding the fantasy of others.
If I am ask specific questions, then for sure I will answer. If I can help to clear up a situation or suggest a solution
in a dilemma, I will do my best. But to talk about my experiences to people who hasn't yet had these, will only
create expectations in case I am accepted as 'authority' (!) or my self expression will be rejected, ignored or
attacked. I just don't feel that I want to repeat this. You will understand it...
Writings leave too much space for interpretation and misunderstanding. The same in a f2f discussion, with the
difference that when talking with each other after each sentence or even after each word, one can respond to the
immediate reaction which is caused. This is not possible by writing an article, which is an expression of this
moment but gone in the next moment... It might provoke a reaction in the reader, but what he/her is expressing in
one's response has to do with her/his past and without being aware of one's background motivation, whatever is
expressed is probably a very unclear reflection. To respond to this is hardly possible as it has little or nothing left
from the original subject.
What can be seen as a demonstration in this post - me intellectualizing why I can't report about my experiences! I
can only give the simple and clear advice: Do practice your sun gazing and don't care much about the experiences
of others, which only will create expectations and serve
nothing, in contrary: any expectation will be an obstacle to go into new fields. These 'new fields' must be clean
and empty, otherwise you will repeat only worn out structures of yours and common dreams.
BeiYin
If you want to read more about this subject you might want to go to:
http://falconblanco.com/sungazing/allposts.htm
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Existing through one's Intellect
Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 8:06 pm

Post subject: Existing through one's Intellect

Wasn't it Descartes' who stated: "I think therefore I am!" With this finding proof and confirmation for his
existence. He could have stated: I have a body - so I am, or: I feel - so I am, or: I am aware of myself - so I am, or:
I observe myself - so I am, etc. With all this statements not having answered the possible question: "Who am I?"
He didn't even ask this question, he was satisfied with the first and only statement: "I think therefore I am!"
And it seems, that most people in our days are satisfied and stuck on this limited aspect. They find their
confirmation of existence through their mind. They are fully identified with it and to intensify their feeling of
existence they go really into it, often excluding other parts and levels of their existence. One might call it: 'Being
on a head trip'. Now we can understand, why there is so much intellectual exchange on the Internet. People
express themselves in all their gathered knowledge, feeling great and showing themselves, finding acceptance and
admiration from others, who are glad to be able to follow...
Also we can find those people who find their confirmation more on the emotional level, forming groups where the
intellect has no importance - not even being intelligent. They are content by exchanging their emotions. For
people who need the confirmation through intellectual exchange those 'small talks' are boring and 'superficial'.
Mailing lists have mixed ways and the art exist in finding the posts that serve one's needs and allow oneself to
find what one needs and so can respond.
This seems to be the main interest of people. Is there somewhere the quest for self-knowledge? People will
respond: 'Yes, of course, whatever I do is to find out more about myself...' But the truth is, that nearly all are
looking for self-confirmation.
Defending oneself is a good part of it and holding tied one's position, opinion, view, etc. is important, otherwise
there wouldn't be the need to defend. If it is wherever possible they gather more information that adds to the
existing, which is felt as one's property. So in the first place people are interested to enrich themselves on all
levels. There are offers in abundance for everyone on all needed levels - our whole business world is based on
this. We are not only producing ourselves thoughts and feelings, we are mainly 'consumer' reacting on what is
offered...
Sungazing is no exception, it also can be used to find the feeling of one's existence, although the creative aspect in
practicing sungazing is, that it undergoes one's momentary motivation and is loosening up one's rigid structure,
melting one's 'personality'...
Giving space and the opening to experience new fields of existence with horizons beyond one's 'personality'. It is
good and this is one advantage of meditation and sungazing, that it is a process which happens slowly and
releases only that much reactions from the system how it can be managed. Indeed: The Sun helps!
BeiYin
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Sun Gazing might be a Solution...
Posted: Sun Mar 27, 2005 8:15 pm

Post subject: Sun Gazing might be a Solution...

From my own experience of nine months of sun gazing I can report that my need for food has significantly
diminished. Now I am eating only once a day and very little, mainly fruits and vegetables. I drink only water or
herbal tea. (Apart of that my health has improved.)
The fact that 45 million children will die during the next decade because of starvation lets me think about it: If the
parents of these children would need only half of the amount they eat now to be able to survive, then they could
give the other half to their children and then these wouldn't need to die. So then they all would need to do the Sun
Gazing...
This not only would reduce the need for food, but also would have a strong effect on the consciousness of all.
Now the 'underdeveloped countries' are keen to follow the high civilization to become happy consumers, - with
all the connected destructive side effects, but rising their awareness they might remember their origin culture and
go back to connect with their roots...
Read more about Sun gazing at: http://falconblanco.com/sungazing/index.htm and
http://falconblanco.com/sungazing/postsdx.htm
BeiYin
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4. Ask BeiYin
Question regarding being very sensitive
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:39 am

Post subject: Sensitivity

Ricky: All of my life, I've been very sensitive to my surroundings, people, emotions and chaos.
BeiYin: Maybe first we should reflect about what it means to be 'sensitive'. Every alive system and even more
general: every existing form, probably even on all existing levels, is sensitive against everything which might
influence their existence, as a negative or positive influence. It is connected with the very basic need to survive.
(Later on we might need to find out what it means 'to survive'.) A system with less sensitivity has fewer
possibilities to survive. The defense reaction, closing up against possible hostile influences, which might be
unknown or known from previous experience as dangerous, might come too late to protect the system if the
system is not sensitive enough. On the other hand a certain openness is also necessary to survive. It depends on
the evolution of the system, if there is more openness and so more possibilities to survive, this requires at the
same time more sensitivity. If there is no or very little sensitivity then in the same relation there are no reactions
or very little, mainly serving to defend the system. A stone is defending itself by having a rigid and hard structure,
there is very little openness and hardly any reactions. I guess being a stone is already the result of a reaction
which happened long before, when the system was still open and vulnerable. There are people like stones, they
became stones because they reacted to influences from the outside and have chosen to close up, becoming less
sensitive and so can't that easy be hurt. We are surrounded by people who are reacting similar and it is sad to
watch all these zombies and insensitive people. They are also mostly little expressive. They don't allow influences
to enter and in the same way they are not capable to express themselves. To show themselves they would need to
open up. But they can't, they have chosen to protect themselves by making themselves numb, insusceptible and
insensitive. They might feel like victims, but they have chosen to react like this out of their own decision,
although this happens unconsciously.
Dealing with such people, we should not forget that there are many like this, maybe most of all humans, so it will
not help them and not ourselves in our relation to them, if we don't treat them as sensible as we can. If we are no
careful with them, then they will close up even more or react in their way to protect themselves. We should
always be aware of this and not see their behavior and reactions as a personal attack against us. Otherwise we will
react in the same way by closing up and defending ourselves. Let's stay open and see the other person in a
different light, what will allow us to respond differently, what will open up the other person as well, at least there
are more possibilities to find a way out of the personal strait jacket.
So we can see that sensitivity is a growing condition on our walk through evolution. Wanting to reduce this would
mean to cut oneself off from an amplified life, reducing oneself in one's awareness and most of one's abilities.
When you feel that you can't deal with reality because you are too sensitive, that probably means that you feel
uncomfortable with your own reactions arising by encountering your daily life circumstances. You can try to
withdraw from these circumstances, many people not being able to avoid them withdraw by reducing their
awareness, manipulating themselves with techniques or chemicals, - making themselves numb.
The key to be able to deal with our daily reality lays in our attitude towards people and their rambling or chaotic
circumstances. Why we are reacting? Probably being disgusted. Why we are disgusted? This is our world, it is in
many aspects very disgusting. That's what it is, this is a fact and we can struggle and fight against it and feel
frustrated, uncomfortable and disappointed. We might even suffer and feel unhappy, up to such an extent that we
fall into deep depression. Why?
Because we don't feel at home in a world of chaos? But this is our home, you might like it or not. If you are an
artist, then you are a creative person and you are capable to use the chaos to create your own expression. Didn't
'God' create this world and all beings out of the chaos? I am not that familiar with the bible stuff (I'm not a
Christian) but isn't it written that God made human similar to him(her?)self? That would mean being able to
create out of the chaos something new, a personal expression going beyond the chaos?
Again: It might be your attitude towards the chaos what makes it difficult to deal with it and you are not yet
capable to relate in a creative way to it. Can you have a look at this?
OK, I said that the world is like it is. So we might accept it like it is and see what we can do with it, the best way
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possible. Fighting against circumstances because they are not like we want them to be, seems in the most cases a
wasting of energy. Wanting to change the world might be an idealistic idea, but might be an escape from the
inevitable confrontation with oneself. Let's say we accept the world and people like they are. Not out of
resignation, but with the positive view that whatever there is, is the best it can be at this moment. Now, this will
not avoid that we are still reacting, that means that we will feel disgusted or whatever. But now maybe we will be
able to look at our own reaction and realize that we are reacting because we still are NOT accepting what shows
up. This is the moment when we can make a conscious decision, because we can see that our reaction comes out
of our personal structure, programmed and conditioned from our past. Remember, for this we need our sensitivity,
so be thankful that you have it! Don't complain that you are suffering because of your sensitivity, this is the
vehicle you need for your journey... Is this clearer now?
Ricky: Years ago, I began meditating, and it was a considerable relief in centering myself and releasing tension,
as well as a great enhancement to worshiping and communing with God. However, meditation has always made
me more sensitive to the outside world. Although, it has nourished compassion, I find that I get more irritated and
intolerant towards outside ramble, when someone rambles aimlessly, or when I'm in chaotic situations.
BeiYin: Meditation is important and will help a lot on the path. But it is not an escape or better said it shouldn't be
one. It is an awareness training. You can learn to accept what shows up and this in a relatively secure situation, so
you can relax and open yourself. As one of the results you will be more sensitive and as we know by now, this
will further you on your path...
Ricky: It is not a problem when I meditate, only when I am not.
BeiYin: Of course, because when you meditate then you have excluded the outside world with it's provocation
and reactions triggering influences. You only have to deal with what shows up during your meditation and it
depends on your meditation 'technique' how you deal with that or not. Now when you know that the 'problems' are
problems because of your attitude towards what shows up in your daily life and that 'problems' are telling you that
the way you are dealing with 'outside' circumstances should be checked and maybe seen in a different and more
positive view, then your 'sensitivity' will serve you to respond in the best creative way. To further your growing
process in these daily details and will make you feel happier in general.
Ricky: There are several protection techniques that I know, but none have seemed to help.
BeiYin: It seems to me that you are protected from a higher level against those 'protection techniques'. You don't
need any kind of manipulation to protect yourself. That doesn't mean that you can't choose where you go and with
which people you are gathering. You don't need to share your time and space with somebody you don't feel
comfortable with. Right? Take care of yourself but you don't need to 'protect' yourself. You are protected, trust
yourself! I hope that this can serve as a 'stepping stone' and helps you and others to do the next step with eyes
more open...
Reposted from FalconBlanco Discussion Archive at:
http://falconblanco.com/fbdiscus/please.htm

Human Cheat code
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:41 am

Post subject: Human Cheat code

Jeff: I had read some of your mgs in news column on meditation. Some of your responses I found to be true
which is the reason I am writing to you. I hope you can solve my problem that is basically physical but has a
spiritual dimension as well.
BeiYin: No one can solve your problem except yourself, but I will do what I can to support you in your intention.
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First I suggest that you try to see that it is not the right thing to make a split between the physical and the spiritual.
This all has to do with your existence and how you respond to every thing that shows up within the margin of
your awareness. It is the process of growing in which your physical is not separated. There is no 'spiritual
dimension' on top or apart of this. It becomes 'spiritual' in the same way as you are involved to find your truth. For
this you are searching and you are looking for confirmation for your most essential existence. There are obstacles
build up from your personal structure, which show up in your reactions (including your body reactions and your
illness is one of these), mainly because of your identifications with images, wishes, expectations and your
experiences you had.
Jeff: Motor Neuron Disease (MND) or ALS in US is progressive muscular weakening illness. Patients have a life
span of 2 to 5 yrs from the onset of this disease. Excuse me 4 using all sort of abbreviation as I am struggling to
type to you. It is similar to muscular dystrophy. I suffer because I feel pain in all my muscles. Scientist Stephen
Hawkins is reported to suffer from MND as well. Western doctors don't know what causes it to happen as such
they couldn't find a cure.
BeiYin: We know that doctors and scientist in medicine know very little (even they blow up their little
knowledge and make it seem something important so they can act as authorities and believe in it themselves, etc.)
- that they give names to symptoms, trying to eliminate these doesn't help people that much. I personally have a
similar problem with an illness and I am trying to find a solution. Doing so I found out that we can't expect much
help from doctors and so most important might be that we find out ourselves, knowing that we are in a process of
transformation in which we must be involved ourselves in the first place. So first I see the physical symptoms as
part of my individual process carried out on the physical level. It is like it is and I try not to fall into the trap of
suffering, which otherwise will be a difficult obstacle to overcome in my searching for a creative solution. There
are enough other difficulties like lake of energy and with this lake of motivation, tiredness, etc. so indeed it is not
easy... (By the way: We are collecting information about unresolved illnesses and possible treatments on our Web
site... but we just started with it.)
Jeff: I had tried many things to cure it; from alternative medicine, meditation, to Qi Gong. All were not effective
to date. A priest told me, that this is my Karma as I was a General in my previous life. Of course as a general, I
had to kill many people that resulted in my present illness. This theory sounds logical but not convincing enough
for me. There are enlightened souls including my Kundalini Master who don't believe in the theory of Karma.
BeiYin: Indeed it doesn't help to know that one's suffering comes from 'karma'. Pretty clear is that there is nothing
without cause, although we might not be able to find always out about it. Giving the reason to karma, destiny or a
higher force might make one resign. I guess this is why your Kundalini Master denies the 'theory of Karma'.
Jeff: I think well about my illness, it forces me to think about life and death. From here, I learned my things or
truths such what is Love, the nature of man etc. Now I am learning to meditate on Light and Sound. I hope to find
the Human Cheat Code. Humans do not much differ from computers. All computer games can have cheat codes. I
am sure "God" in his infinite wisdom will not have forgotten to put in a cheat code for humans. Hope you know
this cheat code.
BeiYin: I do not agree with you that computers are not so much different than humans. The significant difference
is that humans are capable to be conscious about themselves and about what they are doing. Humans can respond
in a conscious way and make decisions out of their responsibility. You are right when you are referring on
reactions. Computers do things because they are reacting the way they are programmed, this includes the failures
because they are wrong programmed, but these errors are based on their history. To make the computer well
functioning the history has to be cleared. Similar with humans: To find out about the program which is causing
bad functioning based on one's history, the only way is to be aware of one's reactions and so eventually to be able
to trace them back. For this humans can use their consciousness, being aware of themselves and their reactions
and then being aware of their background structure, the old programming from personal history. You are
searching for a 'code' to get out of the game, out of the trap you are caught in. You are right: there is a secret code.
The problem is that one has to find something 'secret' which is so near and so obvious that it is invisible, because
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we are looking too far away and we can't see what is just in front of our nose tip. We can't see it because we are
trapped in our own old (worn out?) game. Like the silly dog, we are trying to catch our own tail. I told you
already about the 'code' in my last post and I'm telling you with this post the same. In it's essence I'm talking and
writing about nothing else: offering a hint to get out of the trap. How it comes that it is so difficult to receive and
to see the 'code'? Probably because of our programming we are so used to search in a certain way that we can't
see. Our blinders don’t allow us to open up the view to see in all directions, we are limited to one direction. Or is
it because we are so used to add to our 'properties' in every thing we do, that we even can't imagine that gaining
might be also possible when we drop things? Or even it might be that sometimes we can only receive when we
have dropped things before? Is it the 'holding' which doesn't allow that we see the most obvious?
So when we are suffering wanting to get out of the pain, we are looking for a code and can't see that the condition
to see the code is that we must drop the identification with our expectation and our wishes. It might be just
necessary to accept the situation and it doesn't matter how tough this might be, what could mean: to be aware of
one's reality in this moment without the urge wanting it to be different or have different circumstances.
I wrote it in my last post: If we can really appreciate the most simple fact that we are alive, being aware of it in
this very moment, then it might happen that every thing else falls in it's place, just by itself without the need that
we do anything about it. This is the 'code'. Use it, it is really up to you, it only depends if you are ready for it.
Have you suffered enough now? OK, then take off the blinders and see... The step you are going to do is not only
important for yourself although it is in the first place for yourself. As you are part of the 'whole' that means
'humanity', so your intention and doing is significant and a step forward also for the whole. Do you remember
what the first man on the moon said? "This first step on the moon is…”
BeiYin
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You are asking me for help.
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:43 am

Post subject: Please help me!!!

Nobody can help you, only you can help yourself. I can give you an advice, but you have to do something for a
change.
If you are 16 years old and your weight is 100 kg and you are feeling bad, then You need to change your diet in
the first place. It is pretty sure that you are eating a lot of junk food. This is the cause for your overweight. Get rid
of this. Not only are you carrying fat with you that you don't need, your eating habits are influencing your brain
function in a negative way.
Change your eating habits drastically: avoid any kind of junk food. Eat mainly fruits and vegetables, no junk food
at all. Nothing with sugar in it, no hamburger, no Macdonald’s, no lemonade, beer and no alcohol at all. You can
investigate about it yourself or you can ask me and I can give you some links. Go for a fasting and a cleansing of
your system. Then you will see that you will feel more alive and most of the problems you have now will
disappear. Do jogging or yoga to move your energy, or judo or some martial arts. I repeat: YOU have to do it,
investigate and do it, don't expect help from others! It is understandable that you want to have friends and fun, but
don't do things that don't feel right just to please somebody! Reject any drugs! You not only need to help yourself,
you also have to take care of yourself and protect yourself from things and influences that damage you. You can
do it, go for it!
BeiYin
Meditation or Prayer?
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:47 am

Post subject: Meditation or Prayer?

Question: I am Christian and I was told to avoid any kind of meditation techniques and better stick on the prayer
we are doing since our childhood. Meditation has its origin coming from Buddhism and Hinduism and doesn't go
together with Christianity, we must avoid to mix up our belief with other dubious beliefs and not allow influences
that might undermine our strong belief in Jesus Christ and our Church. What is your opinion about this?
There are many meditation techniques developed during history, each more or less directed to a specific entity
that is essential part of the belief, confirming and enforcing it. But meditation by itself is free of any kind of
manipulation and is only directed to the essence of one's existence and this doesn't depend upon and is not limited
to any kind of belief system, concept or religion. The specific meditation technique belonging to a belief, like
prayer of Christians or mantra meditation of Hinduism will have a certain result but mainly will keep the one who
practices it within this belief system. The person who is just meditating without a special technique might find the
essence of one's being and so find out that this is not bound to any religion.
It is pretty clear that the church is not interested that their sheep find out about it and then maybe leave, not
depending anymore on this specific kind of world view offered, - with all it's consequences. So if you feel
comfortable with where you are, stay with your prayer and follow the advice of your pastor. If he tells you that all
meditation comes from the devil, then you might want to believe him.
But if you have serious doubts about it and you can see that all power institutions are using their influence to
manipulate their followers, then you might be ready to find out by yourself... Of course it is very easy, as you
have been feeling comfortable that long being in a trap, that you just go into another one. So better watch out and
don't trust anybody. This might be the first step in your 'meditation': that you only trust yourself and that you
become aware of the many temptations, which are caused by your own unconscious background...
If there are more questions about this subject, I think this is a good space to talk about it. You are welcome to do
so.
BeiYin
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What is 'God'?
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:50 am

Post subject: What is 'God'?

Question: I was asking myself this question and tried to find out about it. I went to various discussion boards and
also talked with a lot of people, but as more I think about it and talk as more confused I'm becoming. I was told
that I need to believe then my confusion will disappear. But somehow I refuse to believe in something I don't
understand. Is there a solution? Can you tell me what is 'God'?
On your search to find out about it, you probably got to know the various concepts about what 'God' is. Why these
were not satisfying you?
Question: Yes, this is another part of my problem. I see that most people are not asking further on, they just
believe what they are told in their Sunday school, then when they grow up, they join the common goals: Going for
a career, making money, having a family, children, etc. and they stay with their belief they were told as children.
But then after having worked hard for thirty or fifty years, they are becoming tired and sick and then they are
mostly occupied with their suffering. They have problems with their children, with their partner, etc. and this goes
on and on, until they break down. If this hasn't happen before because they have ruined their health with drugs,
alcohol or just their eating habits. So for what was serving their belief they were thought in their childhood?
Maybe it gave them some kind of 'moral' direction, but the worn out picture of 'Hell and Heaven' doesn't seem to
work anymore, as the rising amount of crimes, desperation and suicides show clearly. Isn't there a huge
discrepancy between what the regions tell us and the daily life around us? Isn't this world in the first place
materialistic and nearly everything people are doing and especially the people who have the power and the
possibility to do if differently, are striving for materialistic goals? And isn't it obvious that with this humanity is
destroying this planet and all life on it? And all this with our beautiful beliefs and in 'God'? So how can I honestly
believe in this? There is something profoundly wrong about it!
When I look around me, then I observe that the people who want to sell me their products, are using the same
methods: They are telling me what will make me happy, promising me satisfaction and a kind of heaven on earth.
They want that I believe in their honesty and they all just want the best for me. Very similar to what all politicians
are pretending. But can I trust in all these promises? When I see the corruption everywhere then I doubt this and it
becomes clear that probably they all just want my money. And then seeing their religious phrases used, I just feel
disgusted and realize that they are trying to manipulate me. Looking at it I am even more confused and only want
to go away from so much falseness all around. Is there a way to get out of it?
You see it pretty clear and I don't have to add much to it. My simple advice for the moment would be: Twice a
day meditation for at least 20 minutes. Try to stay away for some time from too much influence from outside:
Switch off the TV, avoid any junk food, (eat mainly fresh vegetable and fruits), avoid all drugs, no tobacco, no
alcohol. Go for long walks in nature. Relate to animals and plants. Talk and try to connect with simple people.
Listen to good music. Do something with your hands, like repairing something, etc. And for the moment take it
easy. Then you will see that your confusion will clear up and then you will be more capable to look beyond your
position.
Then come back and we will talk about what 'God' is...
BeiYin
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Is Change possible?
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:52 am

Post subject: Is Change possible?

BeiYin: There are always changes, but mostly this is an illusion, because the movement in one's thoughts and
feeling and superficial changes on the outside happenings give the impression that there is 'change'. Before a
person can do something for a 'transformational change', it needs some basic information. I will list just a few:
 One must know and realize that a real change is not wanted, because the basic characteristic of any
system is that it tries to keep oneself together in the state how it is. A change is only welcome when this
means to make oneself stronger, more secure, or richer in one's property, whatever this might be... If for
one reason one needs to give up something, then this is mostly causing suffering if something else is not
received in exchange. Mostly a person will defend oneself against any kind of change or loss.
 Since many generations humanity is fed with concepts and images of all kind. Idealistic dreams have
grown so strong that they cover reality with a dense cloud of mist. People are identified with their selfimage and are looking permanently for confirmation for it. Whatever one is doing serves for this purpose.
In the first place this happens on the material level but then also on the mind and emotional field.
 People are getting their feeling of 'existence' out of their reactions on the mind and emotional level. If
they don't find enough reason to react in their normal daily life, then they provoke incidents to be able to
react, using other people for it - and then giving them and circumstances the fault. All this has made
people dependent on other people and circumstances, because all happenings, reactions, problems, things,
suffering, happiness, actions, goals, excitement, entertainment and every thing else which is filling them,
gives them the feeling of existence. Within this there is no essential change and there is no change
possible. All stays in one's 'personal drama' and of course this can be pretty tough...
 Part of one's defense strategy is avoiding self-confrontation or questioning oneself. If one is forced
through circumstances then one's system reacts and with this one can escape, by attacking, hiding or just
leaving with any kind of reason.
Trying to change something without basic self-knowledge, is like when a dog is trying to catch one's own tail: the
dog is just turning around oneself. That's what most people are doing all their life long. And even when people
become 'spiritual', then they still stay with the same illusion. They have changed their concept and goal, but they
haven't changed themselves, at least not in an essential way. Of course a 'spiritual' person will also defend one's
position with teeth and claws, although avoiding extreme violence if possible...
So I really don't know why I am talking about this here. Any question?
BeiYin
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What do you mean by ‘Transformational Change?’
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 4:34 pm

Post subject: What do you mean by 'transformational change'?

Thunder: What do you mean by 'transformational change'?
In answering this myself I would answer: A change that makes one start a completely different
lifestyle. One where the person is so certain that what he/she is doing on the deepest level is right
and for good that there is no room for fear, or wrong actions and decisions. All actions are
completely in tune with the rest of the universe.
This is my understanding, I am interested in hearing your.
Your explanation is describing a possible result of a transformational change but not what it is by itself. Indeed, a
'transformational change' will have significant results, which will turn out and show in one's lifestyle, behavior,
etc.
There might be no fear anymore, as fear is a reaction coming out from one's unconscious background and this
might be cleared up and also is the result of a transformational change.
Now how does this happen? If ice melts and becomes water, then this is a transformational change. If waste goes
into the compost and what comes out is good earth, or if a seed grows and becomes a plant, or a caterpillar
becomes a butterfly, then this we might understand as a transformational change.
The problems with humans is that they can't really 'understand' what it is, unless they have passed this
transformational change themselves - as it includes one's whole being... 'Understanding' as long as it happens in
the mind, can only be a concept and then this even might hinder such a change, because the individual does not
want such a change and will do everything to avoid it. Concepts do a good job in this and there is no end to this
kind of understanding. So whatever I might explain, it will be added to one's already stored concepts and this will
not help to further any 'transformational change'. So that means that I have to refuse to talk about it as whatever
I might express it will be used to add to your concepts.
So the only thing I can do is to point out why it is so difficult that there happens a 'transformational change'. This
should be a new subject, but at least I will start here:
It has to do with what might be called 'Personality', that what we believe we are. This is not specifically 'human'
because also animals have it, but humans are totally identified with it and that's what makes it so extremely
difficult to go beyond it. The system of 'personality', like all systems, wants to keep itself together, for sure not
wanting to lose itself, instead of this the personality is trying to get more and more, whatever this might be:
Property on all levels, security on all levels, power on all levels, etc. If there is property, then there is power.
Property not only on the material level, although the tendency in our society puts the most importance on this, but
after this comes the intellectual property. If one is rich, then one has the possibility to manipulate others and they
will serve to get even richer. The same with intellectual properties: one can manipulate others and make them to
followers or make that they do what one wants. There is no end and one can never get enough. Do you think those
people want a 'transformational change'?
So then who might want it? Probably nobody. Those who are professionals for 'transformational change' are
using their knowledge to manipulate the individuals and the masses for their own purpose. For example: The
professionals in spiritual matters like the churches and religious organizations. What are they doing? They offer
concepts and rituals. This is enough to keep people as followers and keep them quiet.
(Churches are still the richest companies in the world). Next: Professionals for psychological changes: They have
their techniques to treat people, charge a lot of money and if they can't help then they prescribe medication:
Prozac, etc. Do you think they are interested in a 'transformational change'? Hahaha. Politicians: For sure they
are not interested in any 'transformational change', this is so obvious that I don't need to say more about it.
Medical doctors: There might be a few interested, but what happens is that they are mainly interested in treating
symptoms by prescribing medication.
Now, are there individuals among those professionals that might be interested in a 'transformational change' for
themselves? Probably not, because they use their professional knowledge as part of their personality to be
confirmed in their existence and if they can combine for example the knowledge from psychology with spiritual
concepts then they are absolutely unbeatable and any 'transformational change' is kept out forever. Why?
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Because whatever might happen and whatever challenge shows up, it will be successfully rejected and put in its
place where it belongs. One's superiority will stay untouched. Change might happen always, because adaptation is
necessary and wanted for one's personality, but for sure no 'transformational change'.
BeiYin
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Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 8:55 pm

Post subject: Re: transformational change

BeiYin: Indeed, a 'transformational change' will have significant results, which will turn out and
show in one's lifestyle, behavior, etc. There might be no fear anymore, as fear is a reaction coming
out from one's unconscious background and this might be cleared up and also is the result of a
transformational change.
When I look back through my life I can recall times when I received a new insight that caused how I saw things to
shift dramatically. These insights came at moments of surrender, when I was intensely questioning myself
because I felt so unhappy. The new way of seeing things then resulted in my behaving differently, because as I
see it my value system had changed, mostly because I had dropped something. What was cleared up? I think that
dropping something I was holding onto, a belief or a concept or an idea, which I was strongly identified with is
that which resulted in the clearing. In other words I was not using my energy anymore to hold onto that way of
seeing things, and so it was freed by dropping it which then resulted in my energy level rising. So then I also see
that I've been through more than one of these kinds of transformational changes. But it all seems gradual and on
going, sometimes bigger changes, sometimes smaller ones. I still have questions about it, and one is if there is
ever the possibility to clear up one's unconscious background? At this point it seems that being a living system
brings along with it a clinging to the past and so one eventually becomes stuck again, riding too long on the
previous transformational step. Yes, I know that 'I' don't want to give up and 'I' don't want to know about the
possibility that 'I am' still hanging on with an intellectual concept or other kind of trick - fooling myself.
So then my other question is what is the yardstick that we can use to measure ourselves - in an independent way
without needing an authority to tell us - if there might be something currently needing transformation?
Betsy

Posted: Mon Feb 21, 2005 1:03 pm

Post subject: Is there a 'measure'?

Betsy: Yes, I know that 'I' don't want to give up and 'I' don't want to know about the possibility that
'I am' still hanging on with an intellectual concept or other kind of trick - fooling myself. So then my
other question is what is the yardstick that we can use to measure ourselves - in an independent way
without needing an authority to tell us - if there might be something currently needing
transformation?
Dropping one concept in exchange for another one is not a 'transformational change'. But if you become aware
that you are identified with your concepts and getting your feeling of existence out of it, then this might be the
beginning...
Of course we are fooling ourselves and we are clinging using all kind of tricks. All turns around the 'I'.
If you can measure yourself? A good question. You can't, there isn't such a 'stick'. Do what feels right at the
moment, knowing that this is not a measure, but the only way to do it, because your feeling of what is right is still
too much influenced by yourself: your needs, your wishes, your dreams, your self image, your concepts, your
unconscious background. But if you sensitively are aware then you will observe yourself and discover the tricks
you are using, again being aware that with this you are going into another game, etc. Your own reactions to what
shows up in daily life from your surrounding and from people are the best measure, if you are aware of this and
observe and reflect about it, that's all. So better relax and trust that finally it will come to an end, what means you
will not react anymore because your background has been cleared up, more you can't do. And then a
'transformational change' might happen.
BeiYin
Posted: Mon Feb 21, 2005 2:12 pm

Post subject: Re: Is there a 'measure'?
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BeiYin: Your own reactions to what shows up in daily life from your surrounding and from people
are the best measure, if you are aware of this and observe and reflect about it, that's all. So better
relax and trust that finally it will come to an end, what means you will not react anymore because
your background has been cleared up, more you can't do. And then a 'transformational change'
might happen.

Okay, thanks for your reply. I agree with what you say, but also I was wondering if there might be some other
kind of measure that perhaps might shake one out of one's love affair with themselves or alert ourselves to a
problem that we might not otherwise be aware of.
I like the idea of self-check tools, but have no idea at this time what they might be. Maybe one could record their
stronger reactions within a weeks time period on paper in predefined columns containing all the normal ways that
people feel when identified with their emotional body such as: being angry, being very happy, very sad, lonely,
depressed, anxious, glee, elation, stress, worry, guilt, pessimism, etc. Then just putting a mark in whatever
category was appropriate at the time. One could keep this chart in one's pocket with a pencil and mark them as the
reactions occur, meaning one is being them. This might also be a good way to tune into one's feelings throughout
the day and become more aware about them. At the end of the week, perhaps you could then add them all up and
a chart would give you a type of measure of your over-all reactivity level and equivalent level of peace, and also
tell you where there might be repetitive problems. The analysis could easily tell you if you had more a tendency to
dwell in the past or more a tendency to worry about the future, according to which emotional reactions happened
to you the most.
Finally, I still see that I have a problem with trusting that it will come to an end, because I don't feel that I have
evidence that such a person exists, which might give me some hope that there's a way out of 'my hopeless'
situation... Okay, so I realize that this also shouldn't be my concern or I can just go into another game with that so better to keep focused on my own reactions and the reactions of others to my influence and then observe and
relate to that as best I can.
Betsy
Posted: Tue Feb 22, 2005 10:52 am

Post subject: The Problem is that we only want to be confirmed...

Betsy: Yes, I know that 'I' don't want to give up and 'I' don't want to know about the possibility that
'I am' still hanging on with an intellectual concept or other kind of trick - fooling myself.

BeiYin: Dropping one concept in exchange for another one is not a 'transformational change'. But
if you become aware that you are identified with your concepts and getting your feeling of existence
out of it, then this might be the beginning...

I received a strong reaction inside when I read these words yesterday, I realize because they didn't confirm me. In
a way they took away all the accomplishments that I felt I had achieved. Seeing my reaction, I realized that I
didn't 'truly' want to know that I was trading one concept for another, in this way keeping the game going. At the
time I was participating in another forum, and was going through all the posts, especially looking at my own
responses. Then I saw that everyone was very adept at proving their spiritual wisdom, nearly everyone had them
down pat and in this playing field everyone sounded convincing. This left me quite confused about who was
genuine and who not. Then I saw that everyone in that thread was immersed in this conceptual game, including
me! So the two events came together in a kind of synchronicity, to show me the reality of my own situation. So, I
see more how becoming aware of the problem, can be a good starting point to look at it and do something more
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concrete about it. It looks like its time to throw away the theories and start dealing with daily life problems,
confronting myself.
BeiYin, I appreciate very much your participation here! Thanks!
Betsy

Posted: Tue Feb 22, 2005 11:04 am

Post subject: Measuring others

Betsy: Finally, I still see that I have a problem with trusting that it will come to an end, because I
don't feel that I have evidence that such a person exists, which might give me some hope that there's
a way out of 'my hopeless' situation... Okay, so I realize that this also shouldn't be my concern or I
can just go into another game with that - so better to keep focused on my own reactions and the
reactions of others to my influence and then observe and relate to that as best I can.

I realize this is a BIG problem of mine, that it keeps me on a high platform being busy with confirming that I am
more advanced than others. Alot of my head talk revolves around this kind of theme. I see it's time to question
that, and it was what I was referring to when I said: 'I realize this shouldn't be my concern...' What I can know
about it for sure is that if I'm identified with my personality, giving heed to all this head talk, then I'm not seeing
reality, but rather what I want and need to see about it - to confirm myself. When coming from this position there
isn't any clear view. That leaves me quite blind, so better I drop these judgments when they arise, knowing what
they are and why I'm holding onto them.
I just want to make it very clear that nobody should take my words as being the truth, because in truth I can't see
anything beyond my own blinders.
Betsy

Posted: Wed Feb 23, 2005 4:06 pm Post subject: Transformational Change
Thanks for the replies, all of them are very interesting to read.
For me the obvious next question is, how do I promote a transformational change in myself? And, do I want to? I
guess 'I' don't want to, from what I have been told, ego will always defend itself, even violently, if need be. At the
same time, meditation works, I am sure of it. In some ways at least. I am after about eighteen months of daily
practice reacting completely different to what comes up in daily life. I act wholeheartedly in each situation that
comes up as best as I can. People are more loving, caring and good towards me. I make friends easily. Where I
was afraid before, I welcome and am peaceful. Of course, this brings up fear from time to time, of losing this
good life. Sometimes I freak out by this thing called life. Sometimes I just enjoy it. Those are the best times. They
are mostly found when I am alone. I don't know, I would like to help others reach this.
I see you (BeiYin) are talking down people offering others transformational change. Why? It seems to me that it
is a good thing for any individual to have some kind of change, especially to make it more in touch with its
spiritual side. If this comes through some religion, a course in meditation, yoga or tai chi, I think it is a good
thing. What I *DO* see however, is that a lot of the offered transformational change is offered to gain something.
For instance there are lots of yoga schools to make money. Or spiritual organizations offer courses to grow
themselves. And so on. So people have to be very careful, so they are not sucked up to some belief system that
will imprison them in any way while promising liberation, of course, you know this.
For me, it is needed to be learned. I would enjoy continuing posting here, because it is freer. Most other places if I
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am to find people to discuss with, it is always necessary to belong to their club. This is true here as well... But...
there is a difference. Nothing is demanded from me here. Nobody will tell me to pray 7 hail Mary's or do fifteen
minutes of pranic breathing before posting.
I hope;)
Peace,
Thunder
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Paths of healing: I am suffering…
Posted: Wed Mar 23, 2005 10:22 am

Post subject: Paths of healing: I am suffering...

Quote: I have been suffering for quite some time now and am in pretty much constant pain. I have
been struggling with the origins and the reason why I suffer so much, which is at a physical level
identified as profound scoliosis. I wonder why I have been afflicted with this condition and why this
suffering is necessary. Is this just chaos effecting my DNA, did I choose this path for my own
personal journey of enlightenment, or has my condition been dictated to me by a higher authority so
that I "pay my dues" so to speak in order to join with others in a higher state of enlightenment? Your
insights are greatly appreciated.
What comes first into sight when I read your message is that you seem to be fascinated by the 'enlightenment
idea'. Are you aware that this a concept you have adopted? Probably you have lost the connection or some of it
with the earthen ground and so the ability to deal with and to find reality. To deal with reality and this indeed is
hard work and mostly is avoided by most people, would be the first condition and a first step to 'enlightenment'
if we still want to use this 'image'. So this 'disease' came to you. Obviously to bring you down on the ground to
earth and reality and it seems to work as you quest yourself and the happening, not just feeling like a victim. You
can be grateful. The 'higher authority' is just the growing process you are involved in, the 'healing' will happen
when you don't resist and open yourself to the flow, what also means that you become aware of your conditioning,
your identifications, the different tricky ways you are using to survive, to find sense and security, etc. This is a
very complex subject and I suggest that you read here about it at this forum and also at my Web site, then feel free
to ask more questions...
BeiYin
Posted: Wed Mar 23, 2005 12:05 pm

Post subject: Getting on with it

Quote: I have been struggling with the origins and the reason why I suffer so much, which is at a
physical level identified as profound scoliosis. I wonder why I have been afflicted with this
condition and why this suffering is necessary.
When I read your comment then what comes to me is that you are spending quite a bit of time struggling to
understand your suffering or the 'why me' syndrome. Being an outside observer of it, I wonder how much of your
suffering and pain is actually being caused from this emotional & mental struggle to understand and how much of
it is actually coming from the physical condition? Okay, so only you can answer this. The only thing I can think
that might help would be to just accept what is there 'as it is', then as least one's energy is freed up from being
needed to be used in this mental struggle and can then be used in another more creative way. I've spent enough
hours going around in my brain trying to figure things out this way, and what I found out is that in the end I
wasted alot of time and got absolutely nowhere with it, except more suffering because I wasn't getting my
answers, so I finally realized that this method is 'futile' and dropped it. This also I say, because my Aunt whom I
was named after, had 'profound scoliosis' of an extreme deformity not seen very much these days. She had a large
hunchback from it and everyone stared at her. She was around 4 foot tall and probably would have been over 5
foot without the curvature. She never married or had children and lived alone with a maintenance main that
helped her with physical things she couldn't do. She lived until age 74, dying from a very sudden massive heart
attack. She was a university administrator, an accountant, very well educated and also a grand master bridge
champion. She loved to entertain and to cook. She was my favorite Aunt of all, as I could really discuss topics
with her and loved her zest of life and her big smile and interest in other people. Now I remember watching her
walk, that there was obviously pain, but from her face I never got this message.
Betsy
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Adult attention deficit disorder
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 11:45 am Post subject: Adult attention deficit disorder
Question: I was wondering if your site has any information about 'adult attention deficit disorder'. I'm a
candidate for one of those new drugs they have out on the market for it, but of course, I refuse to take those
kinds of drugs...
Answer: No, our site has no information about this. Please don't take any of those drugs, I don't think this
will really help, it is just suppressing the problem and then it might show up on another level where you need
more chemicals. I didn't know that they put a name on this kind of problem. But I know what it is: I have
suffered all my life from it. I was mostly left alone even as a little baby, because my mother was working all
day, growing up without father,
being alone nearly all the time... I have been alone nearly all my life. And now?
Adult attention deficit disorder: The last days I felt pretty bad, the place is full of people, nobody ask me if I
need something. My shoulders are hurting and I hardly can lift something, nobody ask me to carry some
boxes of firewood for me, etc. etc. Today Betsy called me when she was back from the daily trip and told me
that she brought a lot of clothing. So I went there and all the people had already selected armful of stuff for
themselves, there were some woolen hand knitted socks left, three pairs and a lot of woolen very beautiful
gloves. I said that I don't want anything else but that I will take the socks, because I have only one pair of
thick woolen socks that I am wearing since two months. Then I was told that I could only have one pair,
because the other people also want them. I threw them back and left and I didn't feel that I wanted to go to
have dinner with these people. Now I sit here with cold feet because my fire is out and it is really cold. I am
thinking about dropping the whole community thing. Probably this all is part of my 'attention deficit
disorder'.

I am working thirty years on this project, twenty years pretty alone, often fifteen hours a day, sweating,
suffering, without vacation for years, without diversion or entertainment. Then nearly being killed, being
robbed, etc. Suffering since several years from Fibromyalgia as a result of years long stress and hard work
and accidents caused by other people and then I am being told that I only can have one pair of socks!!! I am
getting older, I have no health insurance, no social security, I don't care, I can live under a bridge, I can
survive in any situation, but feel alone and I don't see that this will change. Maybe this sounds sad, but I have
no depressions, but I am questioning the situation and myself and ask myself if I want to live in a group of
people feeling and being alone, then I better live alone... So far my deficit disorder...
OK, what I wanted was to invite you to join our new "FalconBlanco Voicing Clarity Forum". I believe it is a
good space to express yourself. You can use a pseudonym to log in. Have a look:
http://falconblanco.com/forum
I worked a lot the last two weeks on this new project... I hope to see you there.
BeiYin
PS: So what I am expressing here comes out of my 'Adult attention deficit disorder' what means that it is
subjective and colored because of this deficit, but that's how it feels to me and so this is real to me. Of course
from outside it looks different and other people will see it differently. So then let's see if we can find a
creative solution... So that you can stop drinking and I can stop feeling alone! By the way: I ask myself: Who
doesn't have this 'Adult attention deficit disorder' ? When I look around then it seems to me that there are
very few people without it.
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You are in balance when you are the observer
Posted: Mon Mar 21, 2005 12:24 pm

Post subject: Re: A.D.H.D.

healthyluckyme005: My Main question is: Is "Balance," when I feel completely confident and have
no questions or completely without doubt in my mind? Is this true freedom of mind?

For sure that's not what it is. Freedom of mind is when one is not identified with one's mind. You are in balance
when you are the observer, when your awareness is in the point between the two moving parts of the balance: on
one side there are the thoughts and on the other side there are the emotions, coming and going. The balance
moves all the time up and down but the middle doesn't move at all. As long you are identified with your thoughts
and emotions, you are not in 'balance', but the center is always in balance. The reactions: thoughts and emotions
can't put the center out of balance. The quality of your feelings, being confident or not or if you have doubts in
your mind or you have established concepts, doesn't really matter. This might cause that the balance gets stuck but
I think you got the picture?
'Personality' or 'Ego' never really can be in balance because it exist by being identified with the content of ups
and downs of the two sides and so feeling good or bad...
BeiYin
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5. Ask Betsy
Question about Listening to Another Person
Posted: Mon Jan 31, 2005 9:56 pm Post subject: Question about Listening to another person
Anonymous wrote: "As I was practicing listening to another person, looking directly into their eyes and
observing my emotional body, I noticed that the other person was getting a bit emotional and seemed like they
were about to cry. How can you explain that?"
I think it is best not to try to explain it or to ask others for explanations. The best guess we have is our
interpretation and this is hardly ever correct. To then ask another person who doesn't know the background just
adds another layer of interpretation to the interpretation. The way to find out about these kinds of things is
'directly' as they come up. What we need to do in daily life scenarios like this is to question our reactions and
those of others and then express ourselves coming from our understanding of what we observed, even if we might
make a mistake by doing so. At least by doing this we will learn something concrete about it.
For example, when you noticed the emotion in the other occurring then you can ask them about it. Are you hurt,
sad, or feel like crying right now? When you ask this question be sure to stay tuned into your own emotions and
thoughts that might come as a reaction to asking this question. Here you might see your own resistance patterns,
projections and/or fears. Then when you ask the question, notice the reaction in the other, body reactions, words,
etc. Then see what affect this has inside you in terms of reactions, etc. Keep on observing the reactions inside
yourself and of the other person, in response to your expression, from subsequent exchange in your conversation.
In this way you will find out not only about your reactions, but also the truth of the matter from the other person,
at least much closer to the truth than any kind of second-guessing.
Listening is only half the picture, we need to question what we receive and then respond out of our
sensitivity.
Betsy
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Experiencing Extremes of High & Low Feelings
Posted: Mon Jan 31, 2005 11:20 pm Post subject: Experiencing Extremes of High and Low Feelings
Anonymous wrote: Recently I have been experiencing extreme shifts in my perception. One minute I am feeling
complete hopelessness, then the next moment I am suddenly bathed in the most blissful state possible. Has anyone
else experienced these kinds of shifts?
I think what you are describing is due to reactions coming from the personality. One moment you are
disappointed with how you see reality and the next moment you are completely content with how you see it. What
is similar to the two is that both states arise due to the defense system being used by the personality to prove it's
existence. These visible states are vividly demonstrating to us the effect of being identified with and trying to
validate one's self-image. These manifestations can be used as a creative opportunity to look within and question
them to find out more about ourselves.
This activity inside us is habitual, we've been doing it most of our life, and so it has been relegated to the
subconscious, and we aren't aware of it. We can start to become aware of what is going on inside us, by observing
these strong reactions and then questioning them with the desire to find out what causes them.
The crux of the problem of being identified with one's reflection is that one is trying to prove that this self-image
we can see of ourselves, is 'me', is the real me. This we do by reacting upon (making logic decisions) about the
thoughts that are being provoked within us from our daily happenings. The mental reaction we take with these
reactions are of two kinds. The personal mind game being played here mimics the body's survival strategy of fight
or flight. Basically the personality rejects/denies/fights/eliminates, all that doesn't confirm it's created world-view
and accepts/loves/welcomes/craves more of all that does confirm it.
This visible reaction can show you (if you can allow yourself from being identified with it, which is only possible
if you really want to find out about it...) , what techniques you've picked up over your lifetime to confirm your
view of yourself. The techniques used are very individualized and they repeat quite often, as evidenced by your
high and low feeling cycles.
The dark side happens as a reaction when your personality doesn't like it's take of reality and the bright side
happens as a reaction when your personality likes it's take of reality. This entire 'happening' is occurring with your
own invented mental arguments, so it has nothing to do with reality that is long gone. But it can feel and seem
very real because the emotions are involved.
The bright side is brought into play by 'your personality' to counteract the dark side, the disappointment coming
from not being confirmed, so you can continue to feel good with your adopted role. In this way the circle of
turning around oneself continues, often for one's entire life, as the means to avoid confrontation with one's true
nature.
Betsy
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VI. Healing Oneself
1. Diseases & Alternative Healing
Healing Meditations
Posted: Wed Jan 26, 2005 11:19 pm Post subject: Healing Meditations for any disease
We are not just our physical selves. We are multi-dimensional beings, composed of an Inner Spirit, a mental
body, an emotional body, a vital body, and a physical body. The energy of these bodies becomes progressively
subtler from physical to spiritual. Illness begins with disharmony in one of these energy bodies. If not
harmonized, the dis-ease moves outward, affecting the denser bodies, ultimately manifesting as physical illness.
Total healing requires restoring harmony to all of our bodies.
When you go to a doctor, s/he prescribes a medication for you to take, or a treatment you will undergo, your body
starts the healing process before the medicine is in your system or the exercise or surgical procedure has taken
place. For most people, just seeing a doctor gives confidence that healing will occur. Depending on the patient's
cultural background, this is true whether the physician is a neurosurgeon at the Mayo Clinic or a tribal witch
doctor. This is attributable to an extraordinary healing ability of the body by a process known as the placebo
effect. What happens is that healing starts when you believe it will occur. Your mind buys into it and your body
makes it happen. The great physician and humanitarian, Dr. Albert Schweitzer, gives us this insight - "The witch
doctor succeeds for the same reason all the rest of us (medical doctors) succeed. Each patient carries his own
doctor inside himself. They come to us not knowing that truth. We are at our best when we give the doctor who
resides within each patient a chance to go to work." Our body is a fantastic chemical factory that is capable of
seemingly unbelievable things. Perhaps the most impressive of all is its' ability to heal itself - of anything!
Mark 11:24 "...what things ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them."
This 2000-year-old statement is in perfect accord with the most cutting edge scientific and medical understanding
of the 21st century. To quote Dr. Herbert Benson of the Harvard Medical School: "We know that belief can lead
to healing or at least improvement in 50 percent to 90 percent of diseases, including asthma, angina pectoris, and
skin rashes, many forms of pain, rheumatoid arthritis, congestive heart failure. They're all influenced by belief.
We in medicine have made fun of belief by calling it the "placebo effect," or insisting that "It's all in your head."
Yet, belief is one of the most powerful healing tools we have in our therapeutic arsenal."
Meditation before bedtime has been shown to increase levels of melatonin, a hormone that supports the immune
system, promotes deep and restful sleep, slows cell damage and aging, improves energy and may even inhibit the
growth of cancer cells. Melatonin is produced by the pineal gland of the brain. The philosopher Rene Descartes
called this tiny gland "the seat of the soul". The scientific connection between melatonin and meditation was first
explored in 1995 by researchers at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center's Stress Reduction and
Relaxation Program. Since melatonin is produced mainly at night, overnight urine samples were collected and
tested for 6-sulphatoxymelatonin, a melatonin breakdown product considered to be an accurate reflection of blood
melatonin levels. Researchers found that women who meditated had significantly higher levels compared with
women who did not. A recent study published in the journal Biological Psychology confirmed this finding. The
researchers found that meditation before bedtime increased melatonin levels for that night. No increases in blood
melatonin levels were noted on nights where participants did not meditate. This suggests that regular practice of
meditation is necessary.
There are several methods dealing with visualizing healing meditatively. To begin any of them, use the position,
breathing pattern, physical relaxing technique, and emptying of mental and emotional reactivity that you have
found best prepares you to fill with the object of your meditation. Sample the following meditations or try
combining elements you find effective. You should practice this daily for at least 3 months in order to determine
if it is effective for your healing or not. How long you should continue is individually variable, it may take only
seconds, or decades, as has whatever happened to you that now needs a change back to wellness.
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Tension Release Through Color
1. Sit or lie in a comfortable position, your arms resting at your sides. As you take a deep breath, visualize that the
earth below you is filled with the color blue. This blue color extends 50 feet below you into the earth. Now
imagine that you are opening up energy centers on the bottom of your feet. As you inhale, visualize the soft blue
color filling up your feet. When your feet are completely filled with the color blue, then bring the color up
through your ankles, legs, pelvis, and lower back.
2. Each time you exhale, see the blue color leaving through your lungs, carrying any tension and stress with it.
See the tension dissolve into the air.
3. Continue to inhale blue into your abdomen, chest, shoulders, arms, neck, and head. Exhale the blue slowly out
of your lungs. Repeat this entire process five times and then relax for a few minutes.

Loving The Body
1. After you have relaxed your body, breathe in energy of pure, divine Love and send it to each part of the body
you are relaxing. Thank your body for sustaining you and containing your Spirit.
2. Be aware of your lungs. Breathe a pure, white light into them, fill them with it. Exhale a dark light, carrying
with it any poisons or negativity. Repeat four more times, for a total of five breathes.
3. Turn your attention to your kidneys, and breath a pure bright blue light into them. As you exhale, rid yourself
of any illness, any toxins, and any negativity. Once more, do this five times.
4. Next focus on your liver, into which you breathe a pure, emerald green light. As before, breathe out poisons
and negativity five times.
5. Your heart is next. Inhale strong red light into it. Fill it with this light, and once more breathe out any
impurities. As before, do this for a total of five breaths.
6. The last organ is your spleen: inhale a clear yellow light into this organ five times, exhaling any negativity or
illness each time.
7. Finally, breathe naturally and review your body.
Repeat the exercise for anywhere that feels as if it needs more love, thank your complete body once more, and
finish.

Healing Breath
1. Lie comfortably.
2. Practice natural breathing for a few minutes.
3. Place your dominant hand on the part of the body that is injured or infected. Place your other hand (receptive)
on your abdomen.
4. Visualize energy flowing into you with each inhalation, filling a reservoir in your solar plexus. Imagine this
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energy flowing into the selected area, washing through it, driving out the pain or infection. Cleansing, purifying,
disinfecting energy being drawn from the universe and being channeled into healing light.
5. Continue this until your feel ready to be finished.
6. Place both arms at your sides, palms turned downward and let the excess energy in your hands flow back into
the surface/ground beneath you.
7. This exercise may be repeated as needed.
Color Healing
This meditation is designed to cleanse and harmonize your various bodies with the healing energies of color.
1. Sit comfortably with your eyes closed.
2. Visualize a large ball of radiant Golden light a few inches over your head. Visualize that ball of light slowly
descending through your crown, filling your entire being with golden light.
3. Imagine yourself absorbing that light as it nourishes, cleanses & heals your whole being - your Spirit and all of
your bodies - dissolving all blocked and toxic energies.
4. Repeat this exercise, visualizing a ball of Red light. Continue through the entire spectrum like this, visualizing
a ball of Orange light; Yellow light; Green light; Blue light; Indigo light; and Violet light. Go through the
spectrum at whatever pace feels appropriate.
5. Take some time to visualize yourself in a state of perfect, radiant health.

Betsy's Healing meditation (the one I do)
It's best to do this before going to sleep...
1. Lie down on your back and let yourself sink into your bed, relaxing all your body. Now do a full body scan,
noticing if any body part is tense. If so, then contract the muscles in this area, hold and let go to relax the muscle
group. Do this until you feel completely relaxed.
2. Now just observe your breathing for a while, watching your breath rise and fall from your abdomen.
3. Next imagine a blue light is entering in from your toes, then fill your toes with this blue light on the inhale
breath and when you exhale imagine that dark light or energy is leaving via your toes.
4. Keep moving on up in your body, directing your focus to each body part and filling it with blue light, always
including the previous portion, i.e., the toes, plus the feet, plus the ankles, plus the knees, the whole leg, etc. Each
time you add a higher region until you get to the head. While you do this, notice if there are any areas of your
body where it seems difficult to fill it with blue light. These may be areas where the energy is blocked and needs
healing. Do as many breaths as you feel like doing after you reach the head, completely filling your body with
blue light, then on the exhale imagining that you are expelling out all dark or negative energy.

Cellular Healing Meditation
1. In your minds eye, see aberrant or inflamed cells changing into healthy cells. If there is a damaged or corrupted
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area within the cells, visualize them changing and becoming free from injury. See your whole body becoming
pure. Visualize yourself as perfectly healthy.
2. There are cells within your body that act as protectors and actually attack and kill damaging invader cells. See
these warrior cells destroy those cells that could cause you injury. See your whole body becoming pure. Visualize
yourself as perfectly healthy.
3. There are cells within your body that eat threatening cells. See them devour the harm causing structures. See
your whole body becoming pure. Visualize yourself as perfectly healthy.
4. Visualize groups of healthy cells combining to replace any damaged areas of your body. For instance, if you
have suffered a broken bone, see the cells come together in healing, bonding together to reform a complete
structure. Visualize the bone as perfectly healthy.
5. Visualize healing energy filling you. The energy can be felt to originate from a higher power that gifts you with
healing. See this healing energy filling and changing your cellular structure to a perfect condition. Watch as the
specific organ, body system, or part heals. See your whole body becoming pure. Visualize yourself as perfectly
healthy.
6. Visualize yourself standing, sitting, or prostrating in front of a healer. See the healer heal you by touch. See
your healer heal you by sending healing energy to you. See the healing energy as ending your suffering. See your
whole body becoming pure. Visualize yourself as perfectly healthy.
7. Get an anatomy book and study the body structure you want healing to take place in. Look at how the part
appears when in a state of perfection. When doing a healing visualization meditation, see your body part as being
in this state of perfection.
8. If you are suffering from pain, see in your minds eye, as clearly as possible, the nerve endings that are in the
specific area of your discomfort, or all of the nerve endings in your entire body. With every inhalation, feel and
visualize healing air flowing from outside and enter you and fill your lungs. See your red blood cells absorb the
air through the walls of your lungs and flow through your arteries spreading healing oxygen to every cell in your
body. Witness the inflamed nerve endings become soothed and witness your body start to glow with well-being
and serenity.
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Hernia
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 12:12 pm Post subject: Hernia
Since two weeks I have pain in my lower abdomen and can hardly move or sleep. I believe the cause is a lot of
tension I had during the last month because I had problems with a guy who installed himself here and then turned
out to be a trickster.
See article at: http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=82
Finally we could get rid of him. This has happened before and the experience has been even more expensive, but
probably of my experience before, my tension was much higher this time. There are always coming several things
together and my energy went down pretty much.
So Laura convinced me to go to a medical doctor for a check. This I did yesterday and I went to the same doctor
who had started to tread me four years ago, but who had said that Fibromyalgia doesn't exist and that this would
be only in my head... So now he told me that I have Hernia and that this must be operated as soon as possible,
because there would be no other way to cure it. The surgery would cost about one million Pesetas, the social
security would pay. Well, I'm in no security and would need to pay it out of my own pocket...
After my experience with medical doctors, I don't trust them anymore and started to make my own investigation. I
searched the Internet and found a very well done Web site: http://www.hernia.org/
A prize-winning Web site with a lot of information, but - doesn't convince me at all because it is the Web site of a
hospital and obviously they are selling their product which is surgery of hernia. Of course they say that surgery is
the only cure and that they do it the best way possible. I don't say they are not right, I just don't know it, but also it
seems pretty clear that their Web site can be an example for perfect brain washing.
So again I am completely alone with my problem, people around me are not of much support: My energy is down,
my mood is down, I can't sleep and I don't want to see anybody, people all want to be comforted but I don't have
the energy and I just want to be alone. People tell me that they feel limited by me in their 'creative freedom'! I'm
tired of this. I have given all freedom to people coming here for the last twenty years to make their own
experience, and the result has mostly been that then I have to clean up after, what cost me more energy than to do
it myself from the beginning. But this is another topic...
Now I need to find out about my new health problem - not even finish with my last one - and probably I start
better at the end of the list of pages, because the first will be all selling their product of surgery. Or is there
anybody who can give me an alternative advice? I will try to relax, start again with sun gazing, do another week
of fasting, do every day an ozone sauna for some time, or at least every second day, then every second day
insufflating with ozone. More I don't know to do.
BeiYin
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Posted: Sun Feb 20, 2005 12:32 am

Post subject: Re: Hernia

Serguji: All cases of Hernia that I personally know of were repaired surgically.
Then again, I recall reading a book by William Willis, a solo sailor: he made one of his (transPacific?) voyages together with his Hernia. At some point, he would hang himself by his feet to set it
back in place... Perhaps one can live with it while knowing how to handle it. Wishing you to
conquer it successfully!
The fact is that there are several hundred thousand hernia surgically repaired every year, which makes it to a
billion dollar business. No wonder that there is no information available for healing it in an alternative way...
Searching the Internet one can find hundreds of Web sites and all are offering their surgery. How can I possibly
trust these?
But also I don't want to hang myself on my feet. What I am searching for is a way to heal myself, because there is
a cause behind and so it is part of my personal process. There is nothing to conquer, although it might be quite
some work. I believe we need to change our attitude towards 'healing'. We should not depend on authorities, who
mainly are using us to make money, with their surgery or their medications. Of course this kind of view is not
popular and it is not an easy way, but isn't it becoming clear that the whole health system is corrupt and stuck in a
one-way street without exit? So whatever shows up we can use as a challenge to find a creative solution. OK, I
might die, but I take the risk...
BeiYin
Searching I found the following links:
Hernia Briefs; May Avoid Operation
Forget any belt. Looks like a regular undergarment and is super comfortable. Wear 24 hours a day.
http://www.herniabrief.com
Natural Non-Hiatal Hernia Remedy. Proven Traditional Chinese Medicinal formula for non-hiatal hernia relief.
http://www.taoofherbs.com/products/2202/Balanceuticals/HernEase.htm
Exclusive outpatient surgeon specialist repairing abdominal wall, inguinal, umbilical and incisional hernias for
worker's compensation and self-paying patient population at a low cost. http://herniasurgery.com
This is in Florida US, they charge 3.500$ for the surgery, - in case there are no complications...
I will find out more about it...
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2. Community Discussion
Conflict Resolution begins with Surrender
Posted: Wed Jan 26, 2005 1:10 am

Post subject: Conflict Resolution begins with surrender

Extract from "The Power of Now" - by Eckhardt Tolle, page 178-79
Is nonresistance also to be practiced in the external conduct of our lives, such as nonresistance to violence, or is
it something that just concerns our inner life?
You only need to be concerned with the inner aspect. That is primarily. Of course, that will also transform the
conduct of your outer life, your relations, and so on. Your relations will be changed profoundly by surrender. If
you can never accept what is, by implication you will not be able to accept anybody the way they are. You will
judge, criticize, label, reject, or attempt to change people. Furthermore, if you continuously make the Now into a
means to an end in the future, you will also make every person you encounter or relate with into a means to an
end. The relationship - the human being - is then of secondary importance to you, or of no importance at all.
What you can get out of the relation is primary - be it material gain, a sense of power, physical pleasure, or some
form of ego gratification.
Let me illustrate how surrender con work in relationships. When you become involved in an argument or some
conflict situation, perhaps with a partner or someone close to you, start by observing how defensive you become
as your own position is attacked, or feel the force of your own aggression as you attack the other person's
position. Observe the attachment to your views and opinions. Feel the mental-emotional energy behind your need
to be right and make the other person wrong. That's the energy of the egoic mind. You make it conscious by
acknowledging it, by feeling it as fully as possible. Then one day, in the middle of an argument, you will suddenly
realize that you have a choice, and you may decide to drop your own reaction - just to see what happens. You
surrender. I don't mean dropping the reaction just verbally by saying "Okay, you are right", with a look on your
face that says, "I am above all this childish unconsciousness." That's just displacing the resistance to another
level, with the egoic mind still in charge, claiming superiority. I am speaking of letting go of the entire mentalemotional energy field inside you that was fighting for power.
The ego is cunning, so you have to be very alert, very present, and totally honest with yourself to see whether you
have truly relinquished your identification with a mental position and so freed yourself from your mind. If you
suddenly feel very light, clear and deeply at peace, that is an unmistakable sign that you have truly surrendered.
Then observe what happens to the other persons' mental position as you no longer energize it through resistance.
When identification with mental positions is out of the way, true communication begins.
Comment: I realized after reading this just how much my resistance, that comes from not accepting what I want
from my daily life happenings, causes not only pain for myself but also affects others. Living in community there
are many opportunities for flare-ups of my ego, simply because there are so many different viewpoints. It is clear
for me that it is the nature of my ego to want to blame everything and everybody for the resistance I feel inside. I
realize that if I let myself continue to believe that as 'my' truth, then I will never be in peace. I realize it is totally
about control of my own inner space. I don't think I can say 'acceptance' enough times... As long as I'm resisting
'what is', then the ego is in charge and I'm in some type of pain, and also I know my reaction is visible (expressed
or not) and affecting everybody around making me a contagious element. This is not what I want. Truly I want
inner peace and communication with my fellow human beings - so I see that I have some work to do, cleaning up
my inner space and stopping to blame everything else as the cause of my own non serenity.
Betsy
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How much words play in communication.
Posted: Sun Feb 20, 2005 2:47 pm Post subject: Value of words in communication
Someone posted this extract from an internet article coming from a study about
How much words play in communication.
Pretty much everything is worth more than words:
Multiple studies have replicated these findings. When we communicate in person, a full 55 percent of what others
hear us say is a direct result of what we communicate visually: our dress, posture, movements, facial expression,
eye contact. The next 38 percent of the message we send comes from the sound of communication: tone of voice,
accent, rate of speech, volume, timbre. Just think of the many meanings that can be attached to the simple words
yes and no. Only the last 7 percent of our message is derived from the words we use, and the way we put them
together. Add it up, and you might now be floored by the impact of nonverbal communication
Reading this highlights for me why it's nearly impossible to communicate and relate to anything or anyone in our
daily lives - to be present and really listen or observe - as we are so easily distracted by our senses. Even this is
well known in meditation retreat centers and monasteries for years and so people aren't allowed to mingle with the
opposite sex, touch each other, wear provocative clothing or jewelry, perfumes, or even have conversations with
each other!
So then it would seem that it should be much easier to understand the other in written form, simply because we
have eliminated 55+38 = 93 percent of the noise by using this format! But No, this is not the case so the reason
must be due to something else... I see a similar parallel in one's practice of being present. I find it much easier to
express myself without reacting, in the written form but the same ability in the physical world, while gradually
improving, still lags behind my written capability. I know it has much to do with all those distractions I'm
receiving through my senses, triggering emotions and easily sucking me back in to feeling myself in this way.
Anyway I think in light of this one might be able to see more clearly the benefit of using this medium for selfknowledge, but also that hardly anybody is using this opportunity for that purpose. It's being used like everything
else, in the usual way, mainly for self-confirmation. As inside, so outside. Pretty is as pretty does, etc.
Betsy
Lastly a Tanka poem about words and what might be meant by responding to the essence of the other:

Word vehicles' secret
dissolved in energy
transmitting ourselves.
Responding echoes connect
heads and hearts beyond oneself.
BeiYin
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Posted: Fri Apr 29, 2005 10:16 pm Post subject: To clarify a bit
I am seeing the sensitivity of the subject I wrote about has had a reaction that threw me at first. As I thought
deeper on it I realized the lack of clarity with which I posted that information. Through my upbringing I have
come to see the holy days and old rituals from cultures all over the world as metaphor for life. The rituals like
blood or sex in the fields would never be something I would want to enact or want others to. They are just
symbols. Only a fool would put all their hope or attention in them and not look past them to see what they signify.
And in truth they where usually enacted by superstitious peasants only. Mostly I wrote them down just as
information, history. I enjoy learning about and sharing the little details of man's history especially where it
pertains to religion. But my interest is an academic one, not a personal spirituality. I am sorry if I was unclear but
the point of my post was not to perpetuate outdated customs of a certain culture, but use them as examples, as
physical symbols for the energies I was attempting to talk about in the runes. I do believe that our personal growth
is supported by the cycle of the seasons and that was what I was intending to write about. How I felt best about
taking the lessons of this time in the yearly cycle and see where it is applicable in my life as interpreted by the
runes.
Michael (mdcooper)
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The story of my intention to establish an 'Intentional Community'...
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 7:38 pm
Community.

Post subject: The Story of my intention to establish an Intentional

As long as I recall I've had the idea to live in a community of 'like minded people' or better said 'kindred spirits'.
When I was a child I drew pictures of places and as a student of architecture I designed round houses for
community living. After that for the next fifteen years life took over with family, business, profession, etc. until
this was over and I was 'guided' to Ibiza. A friend had invited me to visit him. He gave me his old car and I was
driving all over the island, exploring all kind of hidden places. I came to an abandoned finca with a ruin of a
farmhouse on top of a hill. Beside the ruin there was a round place they had used to grind their grain with a horse.
As an architect I was used to measure things. So when I walked over the round place I realized that it had exactly
the same diameter as the round house I had designed as a student. I thought: Well, why not? I can push down the
ruin and build the round house. I sought out the owner of the property and bought it. Three months later I came
with my horse, two dogs, two birds and three chickens and moved into the only room of the ruin that still had a
roof. It was raining and cold and it was dropping through the roof, the only dry place was my bed... This was quite
a difference between the luxurious house I was living in before, but I was happy to come nearer of the fulfillment
of my dream to build a community and this seemed to be the ideal place.
So I started to repair the roof. The farmhouse was about 800 years old and built out of stones and wooden beams,
which were pretty rotten. So it ended up that I had to build a new roof. I had thought to push down the ruin but
instead I rebuilt it and added several round rooms... I was busy for the next two years. I built a big swimming pool
and drilled a well, made a stable for my horse, etc. In those days the people living together in a kind of
community were mainly hippies, but I was not interested in this kind of 'lifestyle' and so I was pretty alone and
isolated, not even being able to talk with my Ibicencan neighbors. What could I do to find like-minded people? I
wrote articles and announcements in alternative magazines and then some people were showing up who wanted to
live in the countryside, in nature working with earth, etc. But these people from the city had their expectations and
beautiful ideas and when it came to work then after ten minutes they dropped the tool...
The next few years I organized therapy groups and all kind of other groups and it was quite successful, but this
wasn't what I wanted because I was still alone and had to deal with all these more or less neurotic people.
Meanwhile I had built several apartments and could host about 25 guests. I had built a hot water system with solar
energy, an organic garden, etc. But still there were no people who were interested to live permanently in an 'IC'.
People were coming and going as short time visitors, mostly being more like on a vacation. The years went by
and there was no real change with people. Some were staying a few months, but mostly the experiences were
ending in disappointment if not in a disaster. There were times when we were living with more than twenty
people together. Yes, we had fun, making music, meditating together and even getting done some work, although
it wasn't effective. Later on the work was pretty well organized and with relatively little effort the place could be
maintained. We were doing some recycling and some gardening, making organic compost and we had everything
we needed. Sometimes there was building up a group that gave the feeling of a real team, but people were not
staying. There was too much fluctuation, causing stress and energy loss. A few people were showing up who were
seriously interested in an 'Intentional Community' and also seemed to be capable, but they left to make their own
IC. I haven't heart of one of them that they succeeded, they all gave up after some time...
For around ten years I am trying to find people through writing in the Internet but with very little result. I have
installed my own Web site and invested a lot of time into it. People still coming and going. The only difference, is
that years ago, people were staying a few months before they found out that their expectations were not fulfilled,
then during the following years this time got shorter. From months down to weeks and then it happened that they
left after only a few days. We tried to avoid this by having people fill out an info form with a lot of questions and
sometimes we had a long email exchange, which for sure filtered out people, but even though this doesn't avoid
that people coming with a lot of expectations which then are not completed...
What is it people want? This is a beautiful place in the middle of unspoiled nature. With enough space for every
body. With the freedom to do what one likes to do. We are not a sect. We have no dogma or rigid rules, although
we are against the consuming of drugs and alcohol. Of course there is some daily work to do, but this can be
organized in a way that everyone has enough free time for oneself to do creative things. There is plenty of food
and anything one might need. So what is the problem? Might it be that there is too much freedom? Might it be
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that people want to be guided? That they want a leader? Or a strong concept? Finding their security from a belief
system? This is not given: There is no leader and no religious or spiritual concepts. Obviously people don't want
to be responsible for themselves, they prefer to cling on authority and want to be guided. So if one wants to have a
successful community then one must offer this.
One can organize workshops, retreats, seminars, etc. and one must charge a lot of money for it, then one will be
successful. If things are given for free, nobody will be interested. Being creative is a nice concept, but you have to
tell people what to do, if you leave it up to them then they will feel lost and leave... Not dealing with money just
irritates people and they can't deal with it. We never charge money for anything and don't deal with it. We can
show people how to survive without money only doing things which are necessary and one likes to do. We have
the proof that this works, because we are living like this for many years, but people are so stuck in their way of
life that they are not able to enjoy freedom, they need to cling on their pseudo security. So now after nearly thirty
years of trying, we are near to the point of giving up. This happened already three years ago when I was fed up
and wanted to give away the whole project. I wanted to give away the place as a present to somebody who would
like to take over, but nobody was interested. They probably thought that this was a joke, like the story when
somebody was trying to give 100$ bills to people in the street and nobody wanted these. Meanwhile I was busy
with a personal process of healing myself from Fibromyalgia (see details at: http://falconblanco.com/health and so
I continued with the place. At this point we have reduced our work to a minimum, so that we can manage, but the
place is too big and still needs at least three people more. We have several new projects to which we can't give
enough energy because there is too much work maintaining the place. For us this scenario doesn't make sense and
if nothing changes and no people show up who are seriously interested to stay here as permanent members, then
for sure we will give up. Is there anybody who can give us an advice about what to do?
I do not complain: In these thirty years we learned a lot, although we paid for the lessons: I have hardly any
friends, I was robbed and betrayed, my nose was broken and people tried to kill me, the last time they nearly did
it, only a miracle avoided it, but I was sick for several years. I could have lived quietly without any problem if I
wouldn't have the vision to realize the idea of an 'IC', but do I need to drop the illusion about it? I am tired now
and in a way I have dropped it already. We had contact with a few people who tried the same and they gave up
after a few years, being bitter and disappointed then not wanting to see anybody ever. That's not really the case
with me, even after thirty years although I am tired and would
like to be alone, I still like to be with people...
It seems to me that people are not ready to live in an intentional or spiritual Community. There is hardly anybody
who is able to go beyond one's personality and this seems to be necessary to form a community that is based on
self-responsibility and awareness. Of course it is a learning and growing process, but without a certain creativity
that comes out of an already gained level, the living together of people seems not to be possible. So you will
understand that sometimes I ask myself: "Goodness, what are we doing here? How long will we be able to go on?
Shouldn't I retire, sell the place and just enjoy the rest of my life?" But when I look around then I also think:
"There needs to be done something, this world is a disaster..." So what?
One thing more: I love not only animals but also people, even though people create problems and conflicts, but
this will not stop me from going on with my intention for a while, to do something for a change, if not in this IC
then in another way - at least as long as I am able to walk, to use my hands and I am able to think and express
myself.
BeiYin
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Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 5:59 am
Hi BeiYin,

Post subject: re your intention

I just read your post and found it very moving. Your story is quite remarkable and I admire the vision that
compelled to turn Falcon Blanco into just a unique and beautiful place. The pictures of the buildings you have
created are marvelous, the care with which you have created the place is palpable. And then there is the frustration
and disappointment of people not sticking and being committed to manifesting something so completely outside
the norms and status quos of our personal and social structures. I think you might be right when you say it is too
much freedom for people. I think in the West where so many of us have unheard of freedoms compared to
previous times, that we just tend to become more and more self-obsessed and neurotic, looking for security
anywhere we can find it because the overarching moral structures and traditions that 'guided' pre modern society
have been rendered obsolete. What do we do when there is nothing or no one (especially God!) to tell us what to
do?? So I agree that taking responsibility for oneself is a big thing, to find out what is one's authentic nature and
how that essence wants to express itself. Sometimes it is free flowing and clear, but most of the time quite a
challenge I find.
So I hope you haven't given up, maybe you are just way ahead of your time. It seems that many people benefit
from staying there even if they do not stay for the long term. Obviously despite the trials and disappointments
something has kept you there. So if there is nothing in it for you, it must have something to do with the mystery of
love.
Namaste,
Pete
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Posted: Sat Feb 26, 2005 5:09 pm

Post subject: Freedom?

Pete: I think in the West where so many of us have unheard of freedoms compared to previous times,
that we just tend to become more and more self-obsessed and neurotic, looking for security anywhere
we can find it because the overarching moral structures and traditions that 'guided' pre modern
society have been rendered obsolete. What do we do when there is nothing or no one (especially
God!) to tell us what to do?
I don't know to which 'previous times' you are referring. I can't imagine that you think that the hippie times had
'freedom'. Probably there has never been freedom because it depends mainly on the individual and not on the
social system. Even in a system with a total lack of freedom one can live one's freedom, although not being able to
express oneself. I remember a song when I was a young boy scout: 'Our thoughts are free...'
I just experience it around me: When I express myself freely, something what comes spontaneous, is essential and
fits to the moment relating to the others and to actual happenings, then people are reacting strongly and
demonstrate their resistance, finding arguments, talking with each other to build a 'like minded' group so better
being able to confront what doesn't fit into their self image, etc. So better I hold back in my self-expression and let
them 'fry in their own juice' until they are ready. With this I don't feel reduced in my freedom, I just need to watch
out where and when I can express myself. If I can't with the people here, then I sit down and write something or I
talk with my cat... But the question is: Where is freedom? I wrote about it long time ago at my Web site, I will
look if I find it...
BeiYin
Read also about a similar connected subject at: http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=189

Posted: Fri Apr 08, 2005 9:23 am Post Subject: The Story of my intention to found… Part 1.
Comments to comments (1)
BeiYin: Your response is uplifting for me, not so much what about you wrote in your comments but more the fact
that you wrote at all. 'Communication' is needed and missing all over the place. If this could open up
communication between people - you responded - then this for sure will be a step forward, although the
communication via email is different and in person is a much bigger step. An example: This morning I gave my
story people to read who are at the moment here as aspirants for becoming members of our community, they read
my story and didn't say one word as comment. A friend who is also here as a guest said: "Well, this I have read
before in your Web site." Yes, I have written similar things before. I am putting always the same words together
and what comes out is always more or less the same and the responses are also the same: Nothing or similar
remarks. This is no communication of course. What is it? Are people afraid? Has it to do with showing one's
feelings? With compassion? With being able to express oneself? This friend is a professional cook and owns a
restaurant in Sweden, he cooked the dinner today with various dishes and excellent done. I didn't feel well and
only eat a cup of rice, which was delicious. Nobody said anything about the food. Maybe if he would have ask me
I could have said: "Well, you had cooked things like this before..." (Maybe I will say it tomorrow when I eat the
leftover).
Comment: Don't give up your dream and don't loose your hope...
BeiYin: It is true that my vision was motivating me for fifty years and I see it like a carrot which was moving the
donkey to move forward. So even he never reached the carrot but he did his walk... I have learned a lot about
reality, during the time I tried to establish an 'IC': About this world and people, which otherwise wouldn't have
been possible. It was a long and difficult walk. I don't feel that I will give up my vision or dream, but it might be
that I need to respond to reality and this has to do with my personal condition and the one of this world. About
hope a few days ago I have written a poem, have a look at: http://falconblanco.com/beiyin/poems/p69.html
Comment: The problems you are describing are cultural related but there is transformation going on...
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BeiYin: I would say it is a lack of 'culture' which is causing the problems: Lack of communication, lack of self
expression, lack of awareness, lack of honesty, lack of love, etc. What in the first place is caused by people
clinging on their 'lousy' personality. For sure there is a transformation happening, although this is extremely slow
and hardly visible.
Comment: This transformation will reach a critical mass soon and all you have suffered over all the years will be
transformed into joy.
BeiYin: I don't know from where you are getting your information. I know about this kind of prophecies but what
I see all over the place doesn't show me much about it. Joy is something that is always present in a certain way,
this is not depending on any condition and for sure is not the transformational result of a disappointing experience.
At least I can say that I have enjoyed all the time, although there are different levels of enjoyment. Maybe the
word 'joy' is not the right one, because one doesn't really enjoy when one is hit on one's nose or is suffering. But is
has to do with 'existence' and this always can be enjoyed, it's a kind of 'pure existence', not depending on
conditions. If people would be able to realize and live this then there would be less disappointment as the concepts
how it should be would have less value and importance. But this is already a result of a transformation...
Comment: You initiated and prepared with your work an important part of this cultural transformation.
BeiYin: This transformation can only be the result of the transformation of many individuals. I agree, this
happened more or less within myself and with me, but this doesn't mean that it happens with other people.
Probably it does, although I have met in fifty years only very few and so that's for sure also the reason why an
'Intentional Community' doesn't work yet. The 'cultural transformation' can only happen when a critical mass of
people are ready and this might need a few generations more, - if this will happen at all, because every thing
around us tells that humanity is destroying itself...
Comment: People take always the easiest path available...
BeiYin: The easiest path is to join the mass, to cling on authority and on common behavior. This is always
available and so will not change because there is more or less oil available. People's lifestyle is the result
of their dependency inside not because of outside circumstances. If people becoming fed up with their consumer
lifestyle because they are coming to the point that it doesn't give enough satisfaction, then it might happen that
they ask themselves questions about the sense of their life and what they are doing. This might be the moment that
my 'work will come into play'. But for sure not by replacing one authority for another. That's what happens:
People tired of making money and striving for materialistic goals, are looking for something more satisfying and
then grabbing an 'spiritual' concept. This might be a step but it is no transformation.
Comment: Your work will be an example for many who are seeking...
BeiYin: One thing is for sure that people will make a concept out of any vision they adapt and then try to live it.
As long as I live I will try to point out that this is not the way. That people are ready to accept that this is a
pathless path, and this will be part of the common consciousness, for this they will need probably a few
generations more. But you are right, there might be a few.
Comment: You have inspired me with your story. For sure it would be inspiring for others if more people would
share their experiences during the process of trying to develop intentional communities.
BeiYin: I appreciate that you did the effort to write your comments and I believe with this there can start
something we might call 'communication': An exchange not only about our experiences, but also about our
reactions and our personal process, so that other people also might learn from it and be inspired.
Thank you very much, indeed you gave me some light. So indeed it is an exchange of 'light' and that's what is the
most needed...
BeiYin

Posted: Fri Apr 08, 2005 9:59 am

Post subject: The story of my intention to found… Part 2.

Comments to comments... (2)
Comment: I read some of your Web site and I'm wondering if your problems are not due to your insistence on
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"no money making."
BeiYin: The principle problem is that people are just not capable to grow beyond their personality. If there are a
few, then the number is extremely low. When people come here, interested in community life, then they are full of
expectations and are looking for confirmation of their ideas and for that what they believe they are. If they don't
get this, then they react and are not able and willing to look at it and at the problems caused by it. They cling on
their identification with beliefs and concepts, they hold on their properties not even being able to realize their
identification games. They are so used to giving the fault for all difficulties to the outside and other people that
they always find a good reason to go on with this. We try to filter out those people before they come by having an
intense email exchange and people must fill out an info form. But this works only in parts, because people are
lying and pretending and in this they are very clever. Some do this intentionally, but often people are not
conscious about it and believe it even themselves. We now have some experience and know about it but some of
the people who want to come still trick us out and when they are here then this shows pretty fast. Just now we
have a couple here from Germany. In this case we didn't have a long email exchange. They are both 'healers' and
obviously it was a mistake to let them come. The day after they arrived they gave me a book he had written and
he said: "We are wonderful healers..." The technique they are using and the book he wrote about it, I had learned
twenty-eight years ago and I had practiced it for two years. I had dropped this technique because I don't agree to
favor the dependency of the client from the therapist, I prefer techniques the patients can use by themselves. I
didn't say anything, but it was obvious that they were looking for confirmation for their personality. When they
didn't get this, then immediately they reacted by closing themselves up, looking the next day for a flight back...
Now they spend a kind of vacation here until they leave. They haven't said yet anything about it and probably I
will not confront them. They didn't ask any questions, they are not interested in what we are doing, and there is no
communication at all. Just small talk. So you can say: 'Why you don't do the first step toward them and try to open
them up?' Because it is clear that they are not happy here if they don't get what they want. In other words: Finding
confirmation for their personality. And probably it won't help to rub their nose in their own shit... This was an
example.
Comment: To me it sounds like you are making yourself comfortable by running a slave labor camp on your
property. You only provide the minimum of food and shelter and then have us slaves around to do all the
necessary work.
BeiYin: Is this your critical attitude, putting an 'intention' into the most negative aspect possible? What is your
concept of an 'Intentional Community'? From where you are receiving this 'sound'? Or is it just your personal
interpretation? What have you read of our Web site? You say: 'Some of it'. Obviously only that what you need to
build up your opinion and to find confirmation for it. And this is what you are seeking now by provoking me?
Do you have any experience in community living? What are the conditions in a normal lifestyle? Are you not a
slave? Working eight hours a day for your room, food, car, insurance, clothing, consuming habits, etc.
Most people are not able to save any money. How many people are happy with their work and the working
conditions? So who is the slave? We are doing what we want and what feels necessary and what makes
sense, but never with the goal to make money, of course there is the daily work, which is not always creative and
artistic, like washing the dishes, feeding the animals, watering the plants, etc. But do you think you will feel like a
slave if you are doing this? Probably you will have this attitude if you come here feeling like an artist or a healer
and then somebody is telling you what needs to be done because you have no idea and you are not aware enough
to see what is needed and you have not enough motivation and initiative to do things by yourself. Then you will
be resistant and react angry, etc. Oh gosh, this happens so often... Talk with people from other places, don't put
the entire fault on me.
Comment: Do you buy me new pants if the old ones wear out? Do I have to beg you for some pocket money to
go to the disco club or to watch a movie? If I spend some years there and then things fail in our relationship, then
do I leave with no savings from all the time that I was there, with nothing invested for my future to live on?
BeiYin: Here nobody needs to buy clothes, we have everything in abundance. If you need the newest fashion to
be happy then you would be at the wrong place anyway. There is also plenty of money for all our needs at the
moment and would be also for the future, but these are eggs which are not yet laid and there is no need to talk
about future aspects . For the people living here since years this is organized but not for someone who is coming
here with blown up ideas and might stay just for a limited time.
Comment: I don't feel secure unless I know I have some money or a means to get it but maybe I have this attitude
because I live in the US and this is what I grew up with and I feel comfortable with.
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BeiYin: Not necessarily, although the US is probably the most materialistic place in this world and the majority
are not able to get out of this.
Comment: But I don't know of anyone who would accept complete dependence on someone else, accepting the
condition that no income could be obtained for personal use. For sure I wouldn't. Many are uncomfortable doing
that even with the person they marry.
BeiYin: For sure it wouldn't be a good idea that we would get married. I wouldn't even accept you as a member of
FalconBlanco. You are depending totally on your concept of money and your existence and security is based on
this. But, there are other aspects and from there comes the answer: one only has to step out of worn out tracks to
be able to experience abundance, not needing to fight for one's living conditions. This is not a concept, this comes
out of a personal growing process and yes, the first step might be to step out of old dependencies and with this not
entering in new ones because a new view opens up. A new kind of relationship with each other and with this real
communication might happen. But as I said before, these are unlaid eggs and you are right that there are very few
people ready for it, extremely few. Although there is a growing urge and longing to go beyond those personal
limitations, so then people jump ahead and want to realize this longing but then they are clinging on old patterns
of their personality.
This is the reason why things don't work. There wouldn't be any problem if we would offer conditions like in a
business for example, or conditions like in an ashram, that's what people know. That's not what we offer, so that's
why we have the difficulty to find the right people who are ready to take the risk...
Comment: Wanting to use other people so that you can realize your 'vision' is nothing other than exploiting
people, keeping them in dependency making them into slaves so that you can easily manipulate them...
BeiYin: People have called me many things, 'slave driver' is not the strongest word and I prefer that they say it
before they come here. Whatever you read in my writings is your interpretation, you see only what you want and
what serves you to reject me or to put me in a box of your limited opinions. It has very little to do with me or my
intention, but I can't change how you see it. Probably all my further explanations will not change your mind. You
might also call me a complete idiot and from your standpoint you would be absolutely right. What label can you
give to someone who has been working for thirty years for a vision that has nothing to do with money aspects and
then in the end it turns out to be illusion? To stay in your pictures: Just by renting out this place I could have made
at least half a million dollars in the last twenty years, but this never was my intention, so it is very clear that I
must be an idiot... So what am I doing? Isn't an 'IC' the intention to do something for this world and for it's
people? Why do you think I am doing all this? To find confirmation for my 'precious personality'? For sure not,
otherwise I would have been dead since a long time ago. To change the conditions of the cruelty and incredible
mess of the world?
Obviously this is hardly possible and for sure I don't want to take on the role of David fighting against Goliath. If
you believe your lifestyle is the best and you (the US) are privileged to distribute it all over the world
with all means, then why are you even interested in an 'Intentional Community'? I could have ignored your
comments, but still I have the misty thought that this thread might be read by other people who are capable to
interpret less and understand more because they have some self-knowledge and their own experiences with people
and communities. And then maybe we might be able to have a creative discussion and come to a conclusion
which helps to go on...
BeiYin
Posted: Fri Apr 08, 2005 9:17 pm
Comments to comments... (3)

Post subject: The story of my Intention to found … Part 3

Comment: Diana Leafe Christian has done substantial research on ICs and has found that, of the ones which have
succeeded, the majority began, not by buying land, but by visioning, as a group dreaming and deciding what their
hopes and dreams and goals were.
BeiYin: All this talking is about theories and also talk about 'substantial researches'. What does it mean that an
IC has 'succeeded'? That they started an 'IC'? Then they succeeded to live together, but for how long? If they
succeeded, then they succeeded to grow in number?
They attracted other people? So then why they succeeded? What was the living form of these IC's? How did they
solve their problems? Probably they run their 'IC' like a business or a coop or sharing houses or they run their 'IC'
like an ashram. What about rules? When people come together to share their dreams and hopes, then from where
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they are coming?
They don't just meet in the street or in the pub and then they start to dream together, so they are already in a
certain setup, what is this then?
Comment: This may seem trivial, but when a group of people can share and discuss their ideas about what kind
of community they want to be a part of, it can bring them together.
BeiYin: Yes, ideas and common concepts can bring people together and they can confirm each other in their
ideas. These kind of discussions can be creative, although they are mainly used to confirm each other or to find
and strengthen one's position by fighting against the other opinions, - who is the strongest wins...
(Observe the Usenet: Years ago all news groups were full of discussions and in parts quite creative and
interesting. This was slowing down more and more and now nearly all news groups are dead. The same seems to
happen with mailing lists and message boards, they are slowing down more and more. Just look at this one: There
are hardly any responses and the level goes down. I still believe we can use the opportunity for an exchange,
although I am starting to get tired of all the nonsense and low level comments...)
All these discussions are useful up to a certain degree, but then when it comes to live these beautiful dreams and
convincing concepts, then the difficulties start because confrontation with reality will happen. Reality of this
world and reality of the individual, with all their different conditions clashing against each other. The coming
together then on a daily life level will cause the problems. People are mostly lacking the right tools to deal with
these daily difficulties appearing in living together. They succeeded to come together - but for how long? The
research will tell that this is about two or three years and then the group will fall apart. If there is a leader, then it
will last longer, if the leader is strong enough with a very sophisticated concept, then it will last maybe even
twenty years and you might call this successful. So what does it mean that the group 'succeeded'?
Comment: Of course some members of such a group may disagree and that minority will go their own way,
perhaps found a separate community.
The important point of this is that the people work and talk and think together and in doing so, already begin to
feel themselves to be a part of a community.
And without some input into the foundation of the community, a lot of people will not feel a part of it. Indeed,
even established ICs can begin to lose their "glue" - their feelings and culture of togetherness - from time to time
and need measures which will bring them together again.
BeiYin: If the 'important point' is limited to the talking, working and thinking together and that out of this they
are getting their self confirmation and their feeling to be part of the community, then this group will not last long,
unless there are another goal which holds them together. This might be material or spiritual. Then this group
might stay together longer, although with quite a lot fluctuation. You might call such an 'IC' established and if it
starts to fall apart, 'losing their glue' - then that it goes on they can ad some 'measures' to bring them together
again. What might this be? If it is a material orientated community then some spiritual concepts? I think this is
interesting and needs to be explored a bit more in depth.
You say: 'Without some input into the foundation of the community, a lot of people will not feel a part of it.' You
are right, but what is the 'input'? Ideas, dreams, money? Shouldn't be their interest to be part of it with their whole
existence, their motivation, their initiative, their daily input of work, their awareness, their love - be enough???
Isn't the most important point that people *grow* together? That they live in a setup that furthers this? In a world
that is mostly materialistic orientated, so living together with 'kindred spirits' makes living together more
creative?
BeiYin
Posted: Sat Apr 09, 2005 10:42 am Post subject: Re: The Story of My Intention...
BeiYin The problems are in the first place because people are not capable to grow beyond their
personality or at least there are extremely few.
This statement speaks about a general problem and I agree with BeiYin that this is the source of problems or
conflicts. The phenomena is such that human beings in their current state of evolution are mainly identified with
their self-image, and are striving in all ways to confirm this image. So this being the underlying motivation, no
matter what they might be doing in the physical sense, no matter which goal, etc., they are all attached to
everything that they see that defines themselves. The other aspect of this problem is that people don't know they
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have this problem (it is like invisible, it doesn't exist) and they don't want to know that they have this problem. So
any information about it, will be rejected and/or taken personally. If people know about this problem, then it
means that they are capable to grow beyond their personality, if not they aren't. It's actually that simple and the
reality shows that there aren't too many people ready to confront the problem, which can be seen by the reactions
coming back from statements such as this.
Anonymous Have you grown beyond your personality enough yourself to realize that your
perspective of your surrounding is not the only true view there is?
I realize that my perspective is my individual interpretation, and as much as I'm aware, I'm not invested in the
game of proving that it's the correct viewpoint. Knowing that my perspective is subject to change, and has to do
with my history, there is no need to spend time to prove its truth, is there? Then what to do with it? Just observe it,
question it (what might be the reason behind it), and then move on, and let it go. Turn off the TV, etc. At best my
perspective is an approximation, but for sure it is not reality as this can't be contained in any static image. At the
moment in time I may have succeeded to convince everybody of the truth of my viewpoint, then the outside has
changed or given a new aspect, and then I'll have to renew my efforts - a never-ending process! This is along the
same lines as what BeiYin was talking about above: the capability to grow beyond one's personality. The normal
behavior is that people are identified with their interpretation or the way they see it, and then they put all of their
abilities into proving it's validity... (They do this because of their vested interest to confirm their self-image, even
they aren't aware of why they do it, or even that they are doing it.)
Anonymous It seems very much to me that you are setting yourself up for trouble. The majority of
people who would accept such a dependency arrangement...
Primarily we are seeking members that want to get out of dependency, or better, have taken concrete steps to do
so. Because we know about the 'inherent problem' alluded to in the first statement (people's attachment and
clinging to outside forms), which comes about because of the individual need to prove themselves, that this is
exactly the reason why people are dependent. The intention of FalconBlanco is that of helping people (incl.
ourselves) to get out of dependency and to become sovereign, exactly the opposite of what you allude to above.
Anyone reading our web site in-depth, will realize that conclusion on their own, because it's expressed in nearly
every article we've written.
Anonymous Most others who could provide for themselves would not want to lose that ability. I
have a good paid work...
To take the step to let go of outside forms that previously gave you a sense of security, such as employers giving
you money in exchange for work is not an easy thing to do. These kinds of steps, getting out of dependent
situations, even the one on money itself, are part of one's growing process. But for something new to come,
something old must be let go of. It can be scary at the time to take those steps into the unknown, letting go of
what is familiar, this path isn't for everybody.
Anonymous Your generous offer for community members, actually has the affect to make people
dependent upon you - the generous benefactor. You prevent people from obtaining a secure future,
because they don't amass property or income while at your place. In essence, this is why you can't
attract the people you want because you're not offering any guarantee for their future.
All these kinds of statements show an underlying materialistic attitude. There is another step and this is to realize
that security doesn't exist in outside forms. A unique aspect about FalconBlanco IS the possibility to discover a
security in oneself, that isn't dependent on outside forms or authority figures. This is something that can't be taken
away from you, that can't be lost and isn't dependent upon the chaos. For me this kind of 'treasure within' is
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priceless. At FalconBlanco there is offered the opportunity to wean oneself from dependency on all outside forms
of security. This is accomplished by giving a space free from the need to be in the 9-5 world, where all you need
to survive in the moment is provided for you. As well as a supporting atmosphere of other people who have taken
concrete steps to get out of dependencies on material aspects and authorities. This doesn't mean that you are
guided by leaders or taught, as real growth will come from your own inspiration and can't be learned. There isn't
any authority here, so one has to take their own initiative. There isn't any concept, belief system, or leader, or plan
- and frankly this is probably the hardest thing for people to take. Many people try to put us into a box of their
interpretation, exactly because they can't quite conceive of what we are trying to do.
Betsy
Posted: Sat Apr 09, 2005 1:11 pm

Post subject: The story of my Intention to found… Part 4.

Comments to comments... (4)
Comment: If you are truly tired of being the leader,...
BeiYin: I am not tired of being the leader, because I am not the leader, at least not in our set up of the
FalconBlanco 'IC'.
Comment: At your web site I couldn't find much on political structure. There are some rules... I am just not
familiar with your social decision making system.
BeiYin: The 'rules' are written for people who are interested to come to live here. We don't need these rules so we
don't feel these as restriction. Working together with people and about this I have written in many articles, I have
stressed that self-responsibility and getting out of dependencies is one of the basics. When I am tired then because
of the need to move 'potato sacks', as they don't have the necessary motivation and initiative themselves.
Comment: Each individual is different in degree of responsibility, but it seems that in our consumer society
people are getting lazy and are not motivated...
BeiYin: Probably because responsibility is connected with awareness and also getting out of dependencies.
People are so used to do what they are told by authorities: Their father, their teachers, their boss, their doctor,
their government, etc. or they have developed resistance and do their 'own thing', which is not much better
because they are still dependent. Then they need to be told what to do and this might work but they are not able to
do something by themselves. Like when they pass the empty water bowl of the dogs fifty times a day and even
when the dog stands beside it with hanging tongue then they are not aware what is needed. Our chickens are free
and can move wherever they want although they know their territory well. We have twelve chicken, three dogs
and about twenty cats, they live all together in peace and respect each other.
Sometimes it happens that a chicken goes to the kitchen terrace and as the chicken are not capable to control
certain body necessities, so it happens that they leave something on the terrace floor. So even there are half a
dozen member aspirants around, guess who is cleaning up the chicken shit? It's me or one of the other members if
not the other would step into it and then have a reason to complain...
Oh boy! There are those who want to do things by themselves, but they are also not aware and when they are told
then they are highly resistant and then defending their resistance with aggression. Self responsibility and self
consciousness still far away...
If somebody doesn't know a certain work, then telling them about it doesn't mean that I am the leader, but if this
person then is resistant because has something running caused by a father problem and when projecting the father
onto me, will not listen to my advice or do the opposite, then I have to go beyond this...
Going beyond by not taking the father role and trying to make clear what is going on. Maybe pointing out the
unconscious background of this person. But then this is problematic because people are not interested to know
about it, so they will defend themselves. But to go on being together or working together often is only possible if
they go into a conscious growing process. To deal with this has more of a leader role, depending what this means
for you.
In all those years my tendency and intention was always to let people make their own mistakes so that with their
experience they would come to the best solution.
But this also means that people's work mostly is very inefficient and sometimes work has to be redone and then is
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three times more than if it would have been done from the beginning in the right way.
Comment: Yes I have been in that situation several times. With these people simply I request a cash donation or
give them very simple work to do, bet even this might give problems sometimes...
BeiYin: This problem you have also with people you are paying. I remember when I started to build up this place
and had paid workers. I am not only an architect but I also know how to do things in an effective way. So it is
very easy to understand that one puts the wheelbarrow as near as possible to the material one wants to load and
there is a certain way to hold the shovel which is the most effective. So when I saw that they did it the most
ineffective way possible then of course I told them, as they were not wasting their energy but my money of which
I didn't have any to waste. But then when they were resistant telling me that they are doing it like this since ever,
then I had to tell them to change or to leave, as it was not possible to request a cash donation from them how you
suggested it. Then they did more or less how I told them, but then their resistance found another way: The
neighbors told me as soon I left to go to Ibiza to make my shopping they were laying down in the shade and
started to work when they heard my car coming back.
So this was my experience with paid workers. So what would you do if this happened with people who want to
become members of a community? Of course: talk with them about it. In this case again you have to take the
'leader role'. Their argument might be (this happened): "We are volunteers, we work when we feel like it..." etc. I
could write a book about it.
A professional knows how to do the work, but even then if there is a psychological underlying problem there will
show up resistance and the work will not be done or badly.
Once we had a member who was a lawyer and we decided to make a nonprofit foundation out of FalconBlanco.
So this lawyer was working with the paperwork. Then she refused to do certain work and we got stuck and could
not continue. She was not behaving professional and probably she had reacted like this in her job and had to go.
This was an example and things like this happen very often and then such a situation would need a strong leader,
but I mostly let it go in its own flow and didn't interfere, so things moved all the years very slowly.
Comment: I have been in many similar situations over the years, enough to almost giving up like you... I suggest
that you study consensus decision making...
BeiYin: I don't need to study this because decisions are made by all the members together, we even include short
time guests in the discussion.
Comment: I would like to hear how you run your meetings exactly?
BeiYin: About this I will give some examples: Do ants need meetings for their decision-making? Are bees into
consensus making? How does it work that a whole flock of flying birds can simultaneously change their
direction? The same with a swarm of fishes. Do they need a meeting for their decision-making? Of course not. It
has to do with group consciousness. In a beehive or in an ant group there is a constant exchange of information
going on. All members are nearly instantly informed what is going on and they make instantly their decision and
react to the need of the whole. Well, this is more or less how it works in FalconBlanco: There is a constant flow of
information, we talk about what is going on, about the work, our thoughts, our feelings, etc. Apart of this
everybody has one's own computer and all are connected with each other through an internal network. We copy
actual messages or pictures to the network screen and send important posts as FW email or as CC, which each of
us receives also instantly. Can you see that it is hardly necessary to have 'meetings'? As we live together, we meet
in many occasions, when we work outside, when we eat together or at 'tea time'.
Comment: And I would suggest that you turn the place over to a non-profit consensus land trust and be one of the
consensus board members and see if you are ready for that level of non leadership. There may many who come
and go, but if you find just one passionate about consensus non leader paradigm and are open enough yourself to
letting go of leadership.
BeiYin: It looks very much to me that this comes out of a concept you are carrying with you but haven’t done in
practice. Comment: I introduced the consensus idea to a food coop I belonged to many years ago and after they
started operating with consensus I became a board member. I also founded an IC years ago using consensus
decision making council, it would still be together perhaps if the person who gave her word that after many
months of monthly land payments the land would be put in a trust with all our names in the trust. This person
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failed and I lost a lot of money. My physical energy went down, I almost died from frustration, anger, sadness,
and disappointment. BeiYin: Obviously you are still finding confirmation from introducing your ideas to others.
Isn’t this what most people are doing? You are trying to convince people of something you believe that it works.
It might work on a certain level but on another it fails. It would if... So you have a well thought out concept, but
then there is the human factor: The conditioning, the personal limitations, the dependency, etc. If you are involved
then people might betray you, - how you described it. So what is a piece of paper with a contract worth if people
are not ready and capable of being part of a growing group consciousness? I never felt as the owner of this place
and also about this I have written several times. For me it is absurd to ‘own’ land. I feel responsible for the place,
but I think the owner is the one who takes care and feels responsible. So this can be done in any given moment by
all the other members and it doesn’t need a paper from the state about ownership, which anyway is an illusion and
can be nullified at any moment.
Comment: Yes, I have always felt that way, that is why land trust and non-profit appeal to me as a good way
until enough trust is developed to get beyond ownership or legal documents, but for now I see legal aspects as
quite important, until 100% sustainable and 100% trust is developed. It is harder to nullify a legal document than
some verbal agreement. Many successful consensus IC’s consider legal documents as crucial to their success.
BeiYin: What I meant about the legal paper from the state about one’s ownership is that the government is the
owner, you are kind of renting it by paying tax, but they can nullify this paper anytime they want because they
have the power and will find a reason. An example: Who was the original owner of this land called US? Who
came and took over without asking if this would be right for the people living there? They were not asked and if
they didn’t agree then they were killed. Later they were put in so called ‘reservations’ which seemed to be worth
nothing and given a legal document about their ownership. Impressive. But then when there was discovered
something of value like oil, uranium, etc. then this precious paper was nullified and they were kicked out. So the
underlying consciousness of the two parts seems to be the most important and if one of the two doesn’t complete
the necessary awareness then the relationship will fail and with it the contract. Then the paper is worth nothing.
Yes, it has to do with awareness and personal development. If people must have a paper to feel as equal partners,
then for sure they are not ready in their awareness and the feeling of being equal part will not happen even with a
legal document which tells them this material aspect and gives them a certain outside security.
Of course it always depends on the situation. I think we need to adapt ourselves to some situations and then it
might be necessary to stay firm with a decision in another. Sometimes it might be better to sit down doing
nothing, just reflecting about a situation before making a step forward and sometimes it needs a jump over an
obstacle. Important is to relate to what shows up in front of you and then relate to it and also to the reactions the
situation is causing within yourself.
Comment: What I mean is that as we continue to develop our ability to get along better with each other, then we
are moving closer toward perfection or idealism, and that is a spiritual experience. It starts when one finds some
level of perfection and then seeks another and then proceed together and on toward tribal consensus experience. I
see a balance between spontaneous in the moment decisions and organization with consensus is good, so for now
I believe legal and formal meetings are important for success, even in relation to spirituality.
BeiYin: As long as there is the need to find confirmation for one’s concepts and the way one sees life, it will not
be possible to relate to reality and also not to response in an adequate way to it. Striving for perfection means that
reality should come near to one’s concepts. That’s not possible and one might need to fight a good part of one’s
life to come to the moment when one can see this and drop one’s concepts... And as people are identified with
their concepts, so this feels as a loss, but this is the moment when another dimension might open up...
I am sure that it is possible to find people who get passionate about concepts of whatever kind, but this is the
difficulty: There are very few who are willing and capable to go beyond concepts and theories, going into a
transformation by relating to daily life, responding out of their own capacity not depending on outside authority
and also not on concepts given by authorities. There is a lack of such people and I believe that only with
individuals of this kind is it possible to form an ‘Intentional Community’ that doesn’t need a ‘leader’.
Comment: Somehow we need to create a filter system that brings those at about the same level of trust and
responsibility together.
BeiYin: We have already too many inbuilt ‘filter systems’ and these make it so difficult to come together. If we
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could go beyond those concepts, which filter with the need to find confirmation around, then there can open up a
field that contains other values that are not bound to personal perception... But this only can be a result of a
growing process and can’t be gained through any concept. Oh boy, life seems to be quite complicate... Now I
need to feed the chicken, water the plants and go for a walk with my dog...
BeiYin

Posted: Tue Jan 25, 2005 1:13 am Post subject: Re: Intentional Community - The story of my intention ...
I think that you are a beautiful person for having endured what you did and staying strong all those years despite
all of the obstacles and misfortunes that have come your way. I am sorry to hear that. I have noticed that it seems
the rare exception of a great person lives a very lonely life. I think about all the great people through out history
that have changed the world and given so much to mankind. It seems to me that I see a pattern in the fact they
suffer many hardships throughout their life and are very lonely most of the time, rejected by the general
population, but they leave a legacy behind and sometimes that is later recognized after they have gone and passed
away.
I don't know if this gives you any comfort, it's just something that came to thought when reading what you posted.
Another thing I have noticed and don't mean to offend anyone reading this, but it seems that a lot of people are
like sheep. They are stupid in a way and need someone else to follow and to guide them. They need someone else
to make decisions for them. I think because it keeps people in their comfort zone and they don't really have to
think about anything. I notice that a lot of people push their responsibility on others, good or bad. I don't think
that's very healthy. I have learned in my own life to take my own responsibility for things and grow up before I
could actually begin to find myself and know who I am. It seems like a lot of people nowadays don't even get to
that point of taking the first step to maturity. It's sad really and I wonder if people were always like this or if it is
just the downfall of western society. I don't know. Maybe it is just the kind of people that I happen to run into on a
daily basis.
It is sad when you are so limited and aren't even aware because there is a whole world of beauty out there that you
are missing out on.
Miyu
Posted: Wed Jan 26, 2005 6:49 am Post subject: Intentional Community - The story of my intention ...
Hi BeiYin,
Wow, what a story. You said so much, I don’t know what to say. But (as usual) I am in a rush, so I apologize for
the following random and rambling thoughts, but “here goes nothing”. You are quite the smart and interesting
individual and I admire that. Sorry to hear about your assault and betrayal. I would never hit anyone unless they
tried to hurt me or someone else. Even then I would try to us non-damaging compliance techniques first. Nor
would I wouldn’t betray anyone. Loyalty is super important. I can’t imagine not even being able to give
everything away. If you want to attract some permanent members you clearly will have to change something big.
I don’t know what. Anyway, like I said before, I am sorry for rambling. I probably won’t be back in here for some
time. So I wish you good health and good luck.
Frank
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Going Beyond Concepts…
Posted: Fri Apr 29, 2005 12:59 pm Post subject: Going beyond concepts...
That people have their concepts is just normal. 'Personality' consists mostly of one's concepts, beliefs, dreams
and wishes, with the expectation that these might be fulfilled in the not too far future. So people have a goal and
this gives them some sense and security. That's the average and those people make up our society. There are a
very few who got tired of the 'turning around oneself' and they have questioned this endless game and after a lot
of suffering they found out a way to go beyond the usual attitude. I have written a lot about it on our Web site.
Hardly any body wants to know about it. Even though it is expressed so clearly, there are people who feel
attracted to come to FalconBlanco. They are very clever to give a picture of themselves which leads us to believe
they might be possible as members or at least as visitors, but then when they are here, it turns out that they are just
looking for confirmation for their personality without any intention or capability to go beyond this. They
urgently want to be confirmed in their beliefs and concepts, whatever this might be. If they don't get this, then
they are reacting. This would be the opportunity to do a creative step towards 'self-knowledge', but that's not
want they are seeking for. They are identified with their reaction and they are lost in it totally. Mostly they are
strong personalities and they fight and then they start their games, trying to convince other people who are here,
building groups within themselves in our back, separated from the permanent FalconBlanco members. Really, I
am tired of this, but it happens again and again. We are trying to check people before they come, but they are
hiding their intention and telling us very cleverly what we might want to hear... There seems to be no way to find
out about it in advance or has anybody a suggestion about it?
OK, so we know that people mainly and in the first place are looking for confirmation for their concepts. Even
though I have made it very clear that we are not into any concepts and beliefs and that our intention is to go
beyond our personality, obviously then people oversee this or they think: "Oh great, then I can bring my
beautiful beliefs to FalconBlanco to make them happy...!" I repeat: NO NO NO, this is not what we want!
Please stay away with your intention to bring us joy and love with your concepts whatever these might be. OK,
you can have your beliefs and concepts and it really doesn't matter what these are, but don't seek for confirmation
for it and don't try to convince other people here. Can I express it more clearly? I can't, but I know it will not help,
they still will come to convince me. Do they think: "Oh, this poor guy, he must be so unhappy not having any
belief, so I must bring him the one I have, because I am such a joyful person..."? So again I must say: NO, this
is not what we want. And the next person who comes with this kind of vision will have to leave very quickly and I
am sorry if they come from very far away, but I will not be patient any more about it.
BeiYin
Posted: Sat Apr 30, 2005 12:03 pm Post subject: Reaction in myself
At first I felt this was a little too personal to post publicly, but the more I focus on it the more I think it is a good a
idea.
BeiYin: They very clever give a picture of themselves which let us think that they might be possible as members
or at least as visitors, but then when they are here, it turns out that they are just looking for confirmation for their
personality without any intention or capability to go beyond this. They urgently want to be confirmed in their
beliefs and concepts, whatever this might be. If they don't get this, then they are reacting.
I have been contemplating your post all day, and have cycled through many emotions about it. It took me a while
to realize the spinning of emotions I was experiencing was in reaction, my ego's reaction. I re read my post and
was intrigued at how my purpose was to confirm my belief. It was my way of looking for security in this forum.
At first I though my only intention was to inform, to share my knowledge. But upon reflection I am beginning to
see how biased a view that is. I was fronting a belief system that I find comforting because of its familiarity and
assuming others would want to be informed. That assumption doesn't even allow for differing unique viewpoints
of others. I see it as an attempt to sell myself, to look flashy and impress. I am beginning to learn that no one is
buying, no matter if one tries to look impressive through fancy shoes and jewelry and material goods or one trying
to look impressive through depth of thought and high words.
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Also I see how in my application it was very easy to write what I thought you wanted to hear. I didn't even realize
it but was very immersed in my beliefs and assumptions. It didn't at all feel untruthful, just desperation to have
you read my words and be impressed, the "urgently wanting to be confirmed " you spoke about. It is a bit
stingingly ironic that I was writing about rating how spiritually advanced I felt I was. But I suppose it is just as
easy ego trap to fall into as anything else. Even trickier because it convinces the self of being so right.
BeiYin: Oh great, then I can bring my beautiful beliefs to FalconBlanco to make them happy...!" I repeat: NO NO
NO, this is not what we want! Please stay away with your intention to bring us joy and love with your concepts
whatever these might be. OK, you can have your beliefs and concepts and it really doesn't matter what these are,
but don't seek for confirmation for it and don't try to convince other people here. Can I express it more clearly? I
can't, but I know it will not help, they still will come to convince me.
This is a humbling experience I am not used to. It is clear, upon revision of your writings that you are attempting
to avoid people coming in with their beliefs and concepts looking for validation. I see FalconBlanco now more
like a neutral place, freshly tilled soil with an abundance of possibility for growth but nothing yet planted, no
commitments or limitations of belief made. I realized that I assumed just the opposite, that I went on to assume I
was supposed show you what I was made of so to speak, to prove myself and find confirmation in your
acceptance. I have begun to see the way I try to prove myself to others all day, even people I don't now on the
street I feel inclined to engage silently and say "look at me, acknowledge and approve of me" I find it validating
but not in a fulfilling way, it always leaves me dependent on more and more validation from others.
These slow realizations are still new and difficult to sort out in my mind. They have challenged the way I make
assumptions and expectations of others and myself. I feel I have so much to understand. It is a bit overwhelming
to see the vastness of this "turning around oneself" and its effects on the way I think, interact, and feel towards
others and myself. It seems overwhelming to trust that it is possible to overcome this. It is possible? It feels a bit
discouraging. But hopeful at the same time that there is a chance, maybe even just a slight one.
I feel grateful that I was allowed this experience to gain perspective on my actions. It has far reaching
repercussions on things I am only beginning to understand in my life.
Gracias
Michael (mdcooper)

Posted: Sat Apr 30, 2005 11:26 pm

Post subject: Re: Reaction in myself

Michael: I have been contemplating your post all day, and have cycled through many emotions
about it. It took me a while to realize the spinning of emotions I was experiencing was in reaction,
my ego's reaction.
Hi Michael and welcome to the forum!
Probably already it is more than you expected, but better you find out now what kind of challenge you can expect
at FalconBlanco… What you have written so far I see as quite advanced, yet also I still have some doubts. As
you’ve expressed that you want to be the most conscious being possible, then I think you have enough strength to
take my viewpoint in a creative way and not feeling a need to take it personal, but rather use it to further your aim.
A few impressions come to me and I offer them, not feeling they are truth. The first is that you expressed some
reluctance about posting this publicly. If one has realized what reactions from the personality are, then I would
think that there would not be fear to express oneself. Then what you write above shows advanced ability to view
your reactionary structure, but from what I know one step has to come before the other. So for me this is a
discrepancy and then what is expressed appears intellectual. For me your self-expression so far in the little I’ve
seen, shows that there is still quite a bit of identification with the contents of your personality, with your selfimage. There is also a very elevated view of yourself, probably all of this has been indoctrinated and encouraged
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in you since an early age. Parents can do things like that, wanting their children to be the best of the best. This is
not to be seen as good or bad – there is no judgment – it just may be the challenge that has to be overcome. The
other thing that comes to me is that your expression in your intro and in the runes told me much about how you
see yourself, what you want to achieve, and how you may be making decisions regarding ‘signs’, ‘season’s and
‘prophesies’. I could guess at other things given your upcoming birthday, but I leave that unexpressed… For me
your expression wasn’t so much that you were seeking confirmation, but rather that you felt the need to show who
you are and how you see yourself, that basically you were looking for acceptance of your full ‘self-image’. I think
it’s clear this was unconscious and there is no blame. I get the feeling in your words that they are patterned in my
own style of writing. This might be my imagination as I don’t know how much you’ve read of the website and the
forum, or maybe what I’m seeing is a spiritual brother? Okay, so also I see you are sensitive, intuitive, earnest,
intelligent and being as honest as possible. This is quite a lot and I hope that what I write here can be used to
further your own growing process. Yes, there are quite a few traps from one’s personality that one invents as more
clever ways to keep the game going, but on the bright side there is only one problem. As long as one continues in
an honest way, with the desire to uncover the truth, then one will find out what that is and overcome it.
Michael: It is clear, upon revision of your writings that you are attempting to avoid people coming
in with their beliefs and concepts looking for validation. I see FalconBlanco now more like a neutral
place, freshly tilled soil with an abundance of possibility for growth but nothing yet planted, no
commitments or limitations of belief made
Almost everyone is looking to have their self-image (and all it contains) validated, or did at some point in the
past. This we know. What we are looking for are people who want to find out about that in themselves and go
beyond it. What content they are holding doesn’t matter, the attitude is what matters. Most personalities aren’t
interested in confronting themselves and what they are holding. Once you know what this means having seen it in
yourself, then you will understand the intention of FalconBlanco and what was meant by BeiYin’s comment
regarding beliefs and concepts. I don’t think this can be understood in any other way.
Michael: These slow realizations are still new and difficult to sort out in my mind. They have
challenged the way I make assumptions and expectations of others and myself. I feel I have so much
to understand. It is a bit overwhelming to see the vastness of this "turning around oneself" and its
effects on the way I think, interact, and feel towards others and myself. It seems overwhelming to
trust that it is possible to overcome this. It is possible? It feels a bit discouraging. But hopeful at the
same time that there is a chance, maybe even just a slight one.
This kind of understanding can’t be realized by your mind. Becoming aware of something that before was
‘hidden’’ is the first step. It would be good to keep up regular meditation sessions, and don’t think too much about
it. Just keep watching the reactions, letting them pass by. I hope that you are not feeling too overwhelmed and will
want to continue this exchange….
Betsy
Posted: Wed May 04, 2005 3:13 am

Post subject: Realizing my cause for reaction

Thank you very much for your reply to my post. It and a few of your other posts I have read in the forum have
been very helpful in sorting out the feelings arising from my beginning conversations here. I am grateful to have
access to your insight. I have been spending a lot of time in observation of my identities and reactions, without
judgment of them, just observation.
Thank you also for pointing out the discrepancy between what I say in my post and my comment on being
reluctant to discuss this in such a public forum as the internet. I have begun to observe how much of my
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personality identification has to do with me feeling right and presenting perfection to the people I interact with. I
have a habit of disowning or wanting to cover up occurrences that don’t make me look in control or ultimately
enlightened. It is very cathartic to feel comfortability in discussing what I have always swept under the carpet of
my personality as “flaws.” It feels very freeing to allow my ego to let go of having to prove myself and I feel this
forum is a truly safe space to do this.
My first emotional reactions to my original Beltane post and the chain of events it unleashed was depression and
sadness. So much of what I identify myself with has to do with feeling more enlightened or consciously superior
to my peers and the adults I interact with, as if being raised non-Christian and non-mainstream made me better, or
more advanced than some. It was negatively humbling and overwhelming to see the degree to which I am fooling
myself. It feels disorienting, as if everything I build my life on has suddenly become just details in a lie I tell
myself to make my ego feel validated. Looking back it seems that my sad emotional response was indeed another
ego reaction, almost like my ego was pouting, a “why me” reaction. Like it wanted to just forget that I had
doubted my personality and questioned my reactions to others and myself. Like it just wanted to go back to the
way things were. Unfortunately for it (and fortunately for my self, on a grander scheme) the patterns in which I
validate my personality where shown to me as being unfulfilling, and ultimately UN-validating, setting myself up
for am ego crash somewhere down the road. As I sat with these emotions I began to discover gratitude and joy for
this opportunity to address patterns that on some level I have always known do not work for me in the long run. I
began to see that underneath feeling bad for myself about not being perfect there was a pure and simple joy
available. Joy for just breathing and walking and just BEING me, gratitude for the opening of a chance to change,
it stills feels a bit frustrating at times, as if I am just peeling at the top thin papery layers of an onion with many,
MANY layers to go through before I find my center. When this frustration builds I just try to have compassion for
myself on this learning journey and am realizing how to surrender to NOW rather than be caught up in being
“better” (an aspect of my ego validation process.)
The physical feeling associated with the heavy emotions I originally experienced is tightness in my chest, above
my diaphragm and below my heart, back and front. I am beginning to understand how putting myself in the
constant stress of having an image of enlightenment and moral stature above others takes its toll on my body. It is
like a repeating message to my body that it is not good enough as is and must walk taller, stand straighter, hold
my chest higher and be “above” others. I am working with my breath and intent to go into these tight places and
let them know that they are valued as they are and do not need to seek validation outside. It is going to take a bit
of convincing and a lot of self-compassion I feel to loosen these areas.
As I have said in my previous reply to BeiYin’s post on belief conformation I feel this need to have my identity
validated by others. To the point where walking down the street I feel the need to have total strangers notice me,
look at me, in some way acknowledge me. And not everyone, just the people my personality identifies as cool or
attractive or powerful. After reading your post “Conflict Resolution Begins with Surrender” from Jan 26 and
added to on Feb. 20, I begin to realize how seeing people like this makes it impossible to be in the NOW and to
even have any true connections with people, I see them just as a means to my goal of making me feel cooler or
more attractive or confident by being accepted by them. It completely discounts who they are as human beings
and marginalizes them into tools for myself. Today I did a “test run.” I spent all day walking around the flashy,
touristy, busy main street of Santa Cruz. A place I always feel a need to put up a front of confidence and a sort of
detached “I am above this” facade to present to people. Today was different in that I took the space to observe and
reflect each time I saw someone and had the “ooh look at me, you are beautiful, or you look confident and I want
that” reaction. I also noticed my lack of reaction for the many people that did not immediately appear to have any
purpose in furthering my aims of identity validation. Keep in mind these are all snap judgments on people I make
immediately upon seeing them. I had to struggle at first to even be conscious that I was doing it each time. I see
how these views of others totally limit the type of relationships I build with people, and they do truly just become
important to me in the way that they bolster my ego stroking validation process. Another thing that I found myself
doing upon conscious observation was comparing. Each person I would compare to myself, are they more
attractive than I, do they have bigger muscles are they thinner, do they look more at peace, or do I think I am more
attractive than them or have bigger muscles or am more at peace. This was the immediate judgment I gave to each
person and if I felt I (or more accurately if my identification of self) was “better” then I dismissed them and they
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become a stroke to my ego and a strengthening of my ego identification. If I decided that they were “better” than
me then they became the people I wanted to acknowledge me, the people who I wanted to be validated by and
have see me.
As these realizations of how I throw my judgment around to discern who I need validation from arose I simply
acknowledged them, expressed gratitude at being allowed to see these patterns and moved on. The more I
observed and became conscious of my reactions the easier it was to look at people and NOT feel the need to be
noticed. Or to look at someone and not see if they are better or worse than I and just SEE PEOPLE. I began just to
see people going about their lives talking and walking and loving and crying and I was content. It was the first
time on Pacific Avenue (the main street) when I felt content just to look into a strangers eyes and have no
judgments about them and not worry that they will have judgments over me. I felt a calmness and relaxation in the
center of my body. I didn’t totally stopped noticing people in the old pattern of rating them and deciding whether
to use them as an example for what I am not and what I must strive to become or whether to use them to bolster
my confidence because I felt better than them. But becoming aware of it was very heartening and made me feel
lighter and freer from my ego identification.
As this experiment went on I began to gain insight into how I develop my personal relationships in the same way.
It starts when I see someone I admire. (By this I mean my ego identification sees someone as a symbol of
something it thinks it lacks.) When the social situations permit it (as in, not random strangers on the street but in a
class or at a party or around the university campus,) I do my best to become friends with this person. I put them
up on a pedestal, believing that they are so cool or so hot or so enlightened, and that I am less than them (in
writing it sounds silly to think that I ever want any of those but most of this process has been largely unconscious
for me up until recently). It has always been easy for me to make others comfortable. By this I mean that due to
my childhood, being awkward in adolescence, working at Planned Parenthood around sensitive subjects, it is a
pattern for me to see what would placate a person and to change myself to respond and react to them in a way that
makes their egos feel validated and unchallenged. And so when I find a person I wanted to become friends with or
am physically attracted to (because of me placing them on a pedestal of what I think I lack) I immediately work
hard at ingratiating myself to them. (I see this in a lot of my answers in the application to FalconBlanco now.)
Once I have successfully become the friend of this person I have been attracted to because of how I think they are
embodying something needed in me, I eventually come to the realization that they are just humans like me. This is
where my ego stroke and validation comes in. In each friendship or intimate relationship I have engaged in, there
is a point in which I internally criticize their “flaws,” a point in which I have a realization that they are not this
perfectly cool suave attractive enlightened being, that they have issues just like everyone else. As soon as this
realization occurs the process of taking them off the pedestal, of seeing how my ego identification thinks it is now
better than this person that I thought was so much better than myself, is where my validation comes in. My ego
criticizes their “flaws” and validates itself, saying “oh look, this person I thought was so great has this issue and
this issue and I don’t and I am better.” The higher I build them up, the farther I let them eventually fall in my eyes
and the farther they fall the better I feel about myself.
This is what I learned from your “Conflict Resolution Begins with Surrender” post. How my ego identification
conceptualizes people as tools for self-validation. And that true communion and communication with people is
impossible when I regard them as just tools of my identity’s self worth issues. Which leads to me constantly
searching out new people, new opportunities to pedestal someone and them tear them down from that which I
placed them on, in the process feeding my ego identity, it leads me to feeling dissatisfied with my interactions and
relationships and moving on to the next that looks shinier and brighter than the last in a constant largely
unconscious cycle. I see this same cycle beginning in my original post and am infinitely grateful that it was called
to may attention at this time.
These realizations are still integrating into my life and current personality identifications, and as I said I feel I
have only scratched the surface of my patterns. Mostly I am just in a place of noticing this phenomenon I
constantly enact and not judging it. Just observing it and meditating on compassion for others and myself. I
struggle against just intellectualizing these new concepts as opposed to really observing and eventually effecting
change in them, but I feel time will help me most with this, time and diligence. I marvel at the effects changing
these patterns could have on my happiness and peace of being.
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Sorry for going a bit off topic, it was just exciting to see these hidden patterns of mine beginning to be uncovered.
Thank You again for this space.
Michael (mdcooper)
Posted: Thu May 05, 2005 10:34 am

Post subject: Adopting new patterns for the same old...

Michael: Thank you very much for your reply to my post. It and a few of your other posts I have
read in the forum have been very helpful in sorting out the feelings arising from my beginning
conversations here. I am grateful to have access to your insight. I have been spending a lot of time
in observation of my identities and reactions, without judgment of them, just observation.
You don't need to thank me for my post, that you are still here responding is quite a lot and what you write is the
most interesting I've seen in quite some time.
Michael: I have begun to observe how much of my personality identification has to do with me
You are not so unique in this, I see this kind of behavior in nearly everybody posting in public forums. In the
majority of forums you have from 10 to 20 posting people and around 500 lurkers. The lurkers are too afraid to
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you... The personality is exclusively seeking for confirmation and validation at all levels.
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Michael: Looking back it seems that my sad emotional response was indeed another ego reaction,
almost like my ego was pouting, a “why me” reaction. Like it wanted to just forget that I had
doubted my personality and questioned my reactions to others and myself. Like it just wanted to go
back to the way things were.
There is no doubt that you reacted and also then that you are still identified with and striving to validate/confirm
your self-image. This is a growing process, a loosening of identification over time, letting go one thing at a time
as one becomes aware of it. Like I said before, first you have to know it's there...
Michael: Unfortunately for it (and fortunately for my self, on a grander scheme)
Here you have to be very careful, in your words here your ego is showing it's tricks to find a another way to
survive - to keep the same game going, yet under another mantel.
Michael: the patterns in which I validate my personality where shown to me as being unfulfilling,
and ultimately UN-validating, setting myself up for am ego crash somewhere down the road.
I don't think the main thing to see is that the pattern that you use... is the problem, rather why you are using
anything and why is validation important. Right now 'you' are being like a chameleon to learn a new pattern...
This will only trap you in a more sophisticated manner. Better if you can find out why you need validation at all.
Maybe you could spend time reading some of BeiYin's poetry... I can't write more now, later I will respond to the
rest...
Betsy
Posted: Fri May 06, 2005 9:23 pm

Post subject: Ego evaluation

Michael: Looking back it seems that my sad emotional response was indeed another ego reaction,
almost like my ego was pouting, a “why me” reaction.
Reading this is kind of amusing, like an ego making an evaluation of it’s own ego… You think this is possible?
Who or what is looking back? When you say ‘seems’, then it looks like it’s not clear to you what is a reaction and
what not. Isn’t the problem being identified with one’s reactions? Your sadness resulted from that? You are
looking back and reviewing your reactions, so you are at least open enough to question them, to find out the
reason behind. So you can see you reacted sadly and in a ‘why me’ fashion, what you can know about it is this is
your conditioned way of responding when you don’t get what you want. The sadness came over you in an
automatic fashion – fully conditioned/identified – because you got sucked into your thoughts and feelings. In this
state you were fully identified with your ego. Does one have enough acuity or awareness to be able to watch one’s
emotional response and thinking happening inside one’s body, without becoming fully identified with it? If not,
then why not?
Michael: Like it wanted to just forget that I had doubted my personality and questioned my reactions
to others and myself. Like it just wanted to go back to the way things were.
If one is still in the state of being identified with one’s ego, then it’s not an IT, it’s more like ‘me’ to the identified
one. To state it as an IT, shows that one is identified (as a concept) with one’s higher self. This is causing a split,
leaving the fake one untouched. This is not abnormal, but hardly anyone wants this pointed out or to know about
it, because it will cause a crash… I think many on the spiritual path end up in this state of being identified with
seeing themselves as spiritual beings. The reason so many get stuck here is that it’s nearly impossible to see that
one is doing this and one doesn't want to know about it, so any clues that this might be the case are rejected and
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not seen. (It is the ego giving itself this valuable property to keep the game going in a very subtle way…) When
we meet people like this face to face, what turns out is that there is no realization – no grounding to earth and
daily life - it’s all in their head. This doesn’t mean that there haven’t been some concrete steps made by a person,
rather it is more like a hurdle that has to be overcome. What you can know about it, is that the mind is very tricky
in dreaming up news ways to continue on in the same old way and this is a common solution arrived at by the
desperate one.
Michael: Unfortunately for it (and fortunately for my self, on a grander scheme) the patterns in
which I validate my personality where shown to me as being unfulfilling, and ultimately UNvalidating, setting myself up for am ego crash somewhere down the road.
Yes, this confirms what I say above. Fortunately for who? Your ego doesn’t want to crash? Hahaha, I’m sure it
doesn’t!
Michael: As I sat with these emotions I began to discover gratitude and joy for this opportunity to
address patterns, which on some level I have always known do not work for me in the long run.
Good that you feel there is an opportunity to challenge yourself, which will keep you asking questions. I hope it
doesn’t upset you too much to know that no pattern can be learned that will help you.
Michael: I began to see that underneath feeling bad for myself about not being perfect there was a
pure and simple joy available. Joy for just breathing and walking and just BEING me.
When one’s reaction has calmed down and one is simply being aware, then one can notice this simple joy. It’s
always there but most of the time it's buried because we are so involved in our reactions (happy and sad), we are
either immersed in the past full of ‘whatever’ or full of expectations for something better in the future. Hardly
ever are we here right now, simply being. Yes, it happens although in brief rare moments, and probably not
recognized for what it is. As one identifies what is covering that up (layer by layer), and then lets go of those
discovered things, then gradually these moments become more frequent and longer. It's a growing process. To just
be is a long way to go and very hard work to keep confronting oneself in one's own games. Not many are able to
stay the course. That we do the best we can at the moment is good to remember, more we can’t do.
Michael: …gratitude for the opening of a chance to change, it stills feels a bit frustrating at times, as
if I am just peeling at the top thin papery layers of an onion with many, MANY layers to go through
before I find my center. When this frustration builds I just try to have compassion for myself on this
learning journey and am realizing how to surrender to NOW rather than be caught up in being
“better” (an aspect of my ego validation process.)
If one has the right attitude everything can be used creatively, even your frustration.
Betsy
Posted: Fri May 06, 2005 9:35 pm

Post subject: Emotions and thinking

Michael: The physical feeling associated with the heavy emotions I originally experienced is
tightness in my chest, above my diaphragm and below my heart, back and front. I am beginning to
understand how putting myself in the constant stress of having an image of enlightenment and moral
stature above others takes its toll on my body. It is like a repeating message to my body that it is not
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stature above others takes its toll on my body. It is like a repeating message to my body that it is not
good enough as is and must walk taller, stand straighter, hold my chest higher and be “above” others.
I am working with my breath and intent to go into these tight places and let them know that they are
valued as they are and do not need to seek validation outside. It is going to take a bit of convincing
and a lot of self-compassion I feel to loosen these areas.
It takes alot of energy to maintain one's self-image, when you surrender that need then this energy will be freed.
Probably it's not realistic that this happens in one fell swoop, more realistic is little by little. This is the case with
whatever you are holding, when you let it go, then the energy you were using to hold onto it is now open and
available (that is if you don't grab onto something else - i.e., make a substitution). For a practical advise, maybe
you can become more aware of your emotions happening in your body and then watch your thoughts that attach
that start to swirl around the provoked emotion and then watch how you get sucked into being fully identified
with all that going on inside.
Betsy
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3. Alternative Consumer Products
Alternative Dental Care
Posted: Tue Jan 18, 2005 10:38 pm Post subject: Alternative Dental Care...
My newest research project is to find an alternative to conventional toothpaste and toothbrushes. I am trying to find
out the annual global production numbers of how many toothbrushes are sold each year as well as what are the total
sales globally of all dental products. While I've found a little about it, mostly what I come up with is market research
reports that are available for thousands of dollars. That tells me something, that it is BIG MONEY! If someone
knows where I can come across this data I would appreciate the lead... I started out trying charcoal on my teeth and
made a web page reporting about it at:
http://falconblanco.com/betsy/journey/teeth/toothpaste.htm
This page is only a starter. Tonight I wanted to find out how to make toothpaste out of eggplants because I had
heard about it, and during the Internet search I stumbled across an amazing website. It covers the research of a
doctor regarding dental care that tells a completely different story than the one that is being sold to us by the ADA
(American Dental Association), and of course by all those who want to sell us those products. I haven't read all the
pages yet, but I wanted to tell something about it as soon as possible, because I see how important it is. The link is:
http://www.oramedia.com/
While the main purpose of the site is to sell their 'oral package', there is still much information that can be read for
free that is valuable.
I found out the other day during my walk that a branch from the rosemary bushes growing around here works very
good to brush my teeth and also to clean between them, like using floss. It then occurred to me that probably there
was a root underground that would serve as a natural toothbrush. I thought of all the juniper trees or even the
rosemary bushes. Soon I will test out some of these items and let you know what works. This little research and my
own experimentation has made me realize -without a doubt- that I'll never buy: toothbrushes, floss or commercial
toothpaste again. There are many good free alternatives that do a much better job without the chemicals, toxic
metals and poisons, not to mention what these products cost to produce in terms of resources and how the empty and
used items are filling up our landfills. Lastly, the above site has many recipes for making your own toothpaste from
very simple things. I'll be trying some of them out soon to see how they work. Okay, one more thing, I'm nearly
convinced that there is a way to regenerate (or get your body to repair) your teeth and gums. I'm quite excited about
all these prospects...
Betsy
Posted: Wed Jan 19, 2005 3:31 am

Post subject: Re: Alternative Dental Care...

Betsy: I'm nearly convinced that there is a way to regenerate (or get your body to repair) your teeth
and gums.
Betsy I agree with what you write and I am convinced that there are ways to regenerate our teeth. I had some
problems with my teeth before, but since I am using ozone, that's for the last two years, I had no more problems
and my gums regenerated completely. The last time I visited a dentist, he repaired one tooth and I was pretty sick
for one week, apart of this the filling felt out the next day after the visit...
I had ask the dentist just to clean the caries and to leave it like this. I wanted to try if the enamel then recovers, but
he said this is not possible, so then he filled the hole. But it looks like the tooth rejected the filling.
I wonder if there is a way to help that a tooth recovers. Maybe the ozone will do it, at least I never have pain since
I do the ozone.
BeiYin
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What can de done to save the Amazon rainforest in Brazil?
Posted: Thu Jan 20, 2005 12:51 pm Post subject: What can de done to save the Amazon rainforest in Brazil?
Excerpt from: http://www.mongabay.com/saving_brazils_forests.html
"Between May 2002 and May 2003, Brazil lost more than 24,000 square kilometers of forest - an area larger than
Israel and since 1978, over 500,000 square kilometers of Amazon rainforest have been destroyed. Why is Brazil losing
so much forest? What can be done to slow deforestation?"
I think we all realize the importance of the rainforest and have been hearing about its rapid destruction in the last few
decades. There is no doubt that this is a situation is becoming more critical and we need to do something about it
NOW! Can we acknowledge that what is being done today is not enough, simply because of the fact that destruction
continues at an alarming pace? When I told a friend about this problem, she said that in California they were successful
with a drive to protect the forests there from further logging. Yes, they may have been successful to draft a legislation
to protect the forest in a local region, but if they haven't done anything to change their habits on a 'personal level' by
reducing their overall consumption of wood products, meat and Amazon agricultural products, then what happens is
that the problem resurfaces in another region.
This is evidenced by the demand and pressure to harvest wood in the Amazon as seen by continued deforestation. The
demand for wood products and agricultural items is coming from consumers in industrial nations, and therein lays the
solution. A real protection of the Amazon rainforest won't happen until people demand less of the products coming
from there. The simple truth is: as long as people are consuming and thereby producing the demand, then this pressure
EXISTS and the products WILL BE supplied.
To heal anything or affect a real change, one must determine and deal with the root cause. This is true, whether it's ones
personal health or the health of a system. The established paradigm of healing these days is to treat or alleviate the
symptoms, without dealing with the underlying cause, meanwhile the system gets sicker as the real cause is not dealt
with. It is just like taking an aspirin for a headache, you might get temporary relief, but if what has caused the headache
is not changed, then the headache will come back usually stronger, after the pill has worn off. Some people might get a
temporary good feeling when they buy an acre of rainforest or donate some money, because they feel they have done
something to make a difference.
The parallel between these two examples is that taking the pill is the easy way out, not requiring that YOU MAKE A
CHANGE in your causing behavior! The other parallel is that the health of the system continues to decline, because the
cause is not being dealt with. How can we be certain that this bought acre of land is actually being protected or that the
money donated actually goes into protection and not just into the pocket of the administrators? Do you want to know
that your donation might have had no effect, because as long as there is money to be made then greed will be the
deciding factor? I sense most would prefer to take off their blinders and look at the situation objectively to realize the
truth.
There is only one way to stop the destruction of the rainforest and it is in YOUR HANDS. Everybody can make a real
CUMULATIVE difference and all you have to do is reduce or eliminate your consumption of the products that are
putting pressure on these regions. Do you homework and find out what exactly is being done with this land, what is
being grown and what pulp, paper and wood products are being made with the trees. Then look in your own living
space and see how you are contributing to the destruction. Only after you have asked these questions and received
answers, will you be able to take a concrete step that will make a real difference -- you can start with your roll of toilet
paper...
See: http://falconblanco.com/betsy/journey/tp/tp.htm
A step we can all take right now is to pass along these kinds of information to our friends and family and also to inform
ourselves about the facts. One could append to this article, information you found out coming from your own
questioning, including products that come from the rainforest, and which ones you eliminated and/or found alternatives
for. This kind of information puts power into the hands of people to affect a real change.
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From: Tropical Rainforests: Their Wonders and the Perils They Face
http://www.mongabay.com/home.htm
Today deforestation in the Amazon is the result of several activities, the foremost of which include:
1. Clearing for cattle pasture
2. Colonization and subsequent subsistence agriculture
3. Infrastructure improvements
4. Commercial agriculture
5. Logging
How are your consuming habits contributing to these problem areas?
Betsy
Changing Our Habits
Posted: Mon Jan 17, 2005 11:56 am

Post subject: Changing our habits

In our community we seldom buy things that we don't have and might feel we need. Rather, we are patient and
trust that what we need will come to us, even if it's not what we want! For example, for many months we have not
had toilet paper, and many of the people that have come recently to the community are appalled that we don't have
it. When we suggest other possibilities, then what most do is give a sour face and then the next thing they do is
run to the store to buy some. Not having toilet paper has caused my own perspective to change. At first I was
feeling that the community wasn't providing the basic necessities and realize I was taking that personally and
being apologetic. With hindsight, I realize that this seemingly small and insignificant thing was a turning point for
me and has inspired me to write various articles on this topic. I realize today how so many people in modern
society are dependent on buying products produced by large corporations. We are so dependent upon buying
things today, that we even have forgotten how to do, what not so many years ago, we did ourselves. There is no
doubt that the cumulative consumption of all these products is destroying the planet and along with it - us! When
you look at only one item, such as toilet paper and the cumulative resources it takes to produce it, then it's not
hard to project and realize the magnitude of the problem when you look at all the consumer items we are buying
today.
We CAN change the world simply by changing our actions. To start one only has to question 'something' one is
buying, taking, eating or consuming, and then look for an alternative that uses less resources, is more healthy, is
locally available or can just be dropped, etc. By taking on this process of questioning and making a *new*
decision, you will MAKE a change to the world. This new action you make will have side-affects, causing a
ripple and affecting all that you are in contact with, causing further change. This happens because of the fact that
we are all ONE whether we realize it or not... One doesn't need a group or special setting to start this process, any
person can decide right now to adopt this attitude and begin today. The good news is that you don't need a teacher,
it won't cost anything to do it, you will spend less money, you will be healthier, the earth will be healthier, you'll
be more independent, with each change you make and the world as a whole will be better off as well. Isn't
changing our habits a small price to pay to reap such a large benefit?
I know how comfortable to our 'known way' that we as humans can get and also how we are so resistant to
change. This goes across all levels, whether it's our relationships, job, diet, living arrangement, material
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possessions, religious beliefs, politics, etc. So probably many people think that buying toilet paper is a small price
to pay for such a luxury item. But do people really know how much it takes in resources to manufacture what
consumers demand globally? This speaks also of the problem on a global scale, everybody knows about the
problems but people are NOT changing their habits, and the environmental situation gets worse each passing day.
The truth is that we can't wait any longer, we have to start somewhere and toilet paper is a good place to start,
because there are many alternatives and making this change can give a daily reminder of one's new adopted
attitude to question everything... I have already adopted this attitude and am looking for alternative solutions to
whatever it is that presents to me. When I make a change, then I will write a web page about it, hoping that by
doing this my words might inspire others, and have their affect to change the world.
I have written two so far, the first is on toilet paper:
http://falconblanco.com/betsy/journey/tp/tp.htm
The second is in the works and it's about teeth care:
http://falconblanco.com/betsy/journey/teeth/toothpaste.htm
Betsy

Why is it so difficult to change habits?
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 8:35 pm

Post subject: Why is it so difficult to change habits?

In German there is a saying: "Der Mensch ist ein Gewohnheitstier." What means more or less: "A human is an
animal with habits."
Habits give a certain security, but mostly they are unconscious. The person is identified with one's habits, they
are like railroads, one doesn't need to think, life goes more or less the way one is used to it.
The habit to buy things is supported with great cleverness by all those companies who want to sell. They have
convinced people that buying makes people feel better, using their money, they can feel important and can show
their power. The more luxurious the things are that they buy, then the more important they might feel. Or they
buy to be healthier or more beautiful or just to get the attention of others. The more spectacular, then the more
attention, thus finding confirmation for their personality. Personality is a conglomerate of habits, so no wonder
that the individual doesn’t want to let go of one's habits!
The Habit most hidden and difficult to Change
If a habit is causing serious damage to the environment then another habit appears to help out: The habit to stick
one's head into the sand, with other words: Not to look at the problem and to go on as if it didn’t exist. If a
person is expressing something, suggesting a change of one's habits, then the habit to ignore this person is the
usual. If a ‘forum thread’ starts to be threatening because the truth is obvious, then the habit not to read or post
there anymore avoids the need to confront the problem! It is so easy, although the consequence is inevitable and
we all will have to pay for it: With our life, our health and this of our children and also of all other life on earth.
Humans in their majority are zombies and there seems to be no way that they wake up! That they might finally
relate to what appears and to respond to it out of responsibility, consciousness and awareness. This could be the
capability of humans although this is still latent and dormant.
BeiYin
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4. Fibromyalgia
Testimonial: Recovering from Fibromyalgia
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 8:46 pm Post subject: Testimonial: Recovering from Fibromyalgia
Disease seen as a challenge in a creative personal growing process.
I am convinced that healing from a disease is a significant process of one's individual existence. A growing
process which includes all levels. Probably there doesn't exist any disease that only affects one isolated part of the
system. So when there are showing up symptoms on the physical level then there might be also an imbalance of
the mental and/or emotional level and probably there is a 'push' towards a transformational change and this might
be the most significant. So the conclusion seems obvious that 'healing' must include all. But in daily practice this
is not demonstrated at all. Treatments are commonly directed to eliminate symptoms and patients don't ask and
don't want to be involved in their own recovery. It seems we still have the attitude from people of the middle age,
where sickness was seen as something bad or as a punishment for having done something evil. Or the attitude
was, and probably still is, that disease is the result of a bad influence from outside. So what patients ask for is just
to eliminate the symptom, to be 'healthy' again and of course without doing anything for it by themselves. People
are convinced that this is the job of the healer, doctor or the medicine. Professionals are obliged to repair what is
not working well... Self-responsibility seems to be mostly unknown and unwanted. And as there are pills for every
thing, (except against ignorance!) so instant healing can be expected. If there is the need to fight symptoms, then
science will investigate and find something efficient which solves the problem, and science is financed by the
pharmaceutics industry... It becomes clearer every day that this way of dealing with health problems and also with
any kind of other conflict, is not creative, because it doesn't change anything about the cause. This shows up
everywhere whenever there is a conflict: In politics with countries, in companies, in communities, in families, in
couples and in individuals. It is the same all over: Seldom there is a search for the reason by looking into one's
own system and never there is discovered the real cause. Mostly the 'bad' part will be eliminated by cutting out or
suppressing, believing that then the problem is solved, but the cause stays untouched and will sooner or later
trigger more problems and probably more and more serious ones. The attitude to eliminate a conflict or disease by
destroying what is causing the symptom is so common that hardly anybody is questioning it. But the authority of
doctors is fading away when we have to go through personal experiences and must see that those specialists in
treating symptoms are more and more helpless...
Since about eight years I have health problems which in the beginning just were reducing my energy and so my
activity but with ongoing time in a significant way. After an accident the severe pain continued and spread out all
over my body. I consulted several doctors and healers, each of them gave a different diagnosis. The symptoms
were: Pain everywhere, changing place and intensity from one day to the other, in muscles, joints, nerves, teeth,
ears, eyes, head, heart, in nearly all organs. Then also muscle cramps, dizziness, extreme tiredness, also having
bad sleep, lack of motivation, etc. I went through various treatments of different kind but without permanent
betterment. It became clear to me that medicine and even alternative medicine knows little about the real reasons
of disease, they mainly treat symptoms. Complaining about it when visiting a medical doctor, I was told there
couldn’t be done anything, offering me painkiller and telling me that I would have to live with it! This can only
say somebody who is not suffering from permanent pain like this! I am lucky enough that I don't have deep
depressions like other people have with the same disease, due to my daily meditation practice since many years.
But now I can understand why people take suicide... Suffering to such an extreme and over a long period of time
and without hope for a change, being alone with it, this probably is impossible to take if there is no understanding
of the happening. Then nothing makes sense and from nowhere help seems to be available... I was lucky not to
fall into such attitude, I always had felt that help would come in the right moment.
One day I watched TV and there was a MD speaking about a strange disease named 'Fibromyalgia' which lately is
spreading out more and more. When he was describing the symptoms I was stunned because he was talking about
all what was happening to me, although he couldn't give any explanation of the cause or give an advice for a
treatment. But now at least I knew that I was not alone with my problem and I could investigate about it.
I am convinced that behind every happening and every problem there is a sense, although mostly hidden. We have
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to search for a solution and answer and of course also do something about one's situation. This is a challenge. So I
started to investigate and collected a lot of information about and around the subject 'healing'. During this process
there were showing up many different labels for diseases with similar symptoms: Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue,
Gulf War syndrome, Candida, Listeriosis and quite a few more. Treatments from traditional medicine were not
offered except pain killer and other chemical remedies.

Meanwhile I was exhausted. My energy went down more and more. Maybe I wouldn't have investigated with the
same persistence if my horse wouldn't have had the same symptoms. The vets I consulted just said that my horse
has arthritis and being that old the best would be to sacrifice him. I am older than my horse... and the doctors I had
consulted for myself were not of more help with the difference that they were giving scientific names to
symptoms, treating then into the blue. I didn't want to kill my horse at least having tried the best first to heal him.
He is my best friend and companion during more than twenty fife years. And I denied giving up just because he is
'useless' now because of his sickness and causing problems.

So I was strongly motivated to find out about it. During my investigation I got to know about ozone therapy,
which convinced me as a treatment. My horse got worse and also myself and I urgently had to do something about
it. I found a doctor who had an ozone generator in his practice he was using little and he was willing to treat me.
After a week of ozone treatment (daily 250ccm/52ug/cc of Ozone gas/rectal insufflation), I was feeling much
better and convinced the doctor to let me fill up a plastic bag every day with 500 ccm of ozone gas for my horse
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(500ccm/90ug/cc) that I gave to my horse then daily for two weeks. Although the ozone was losing more than
half of it's quality, because of the long way home, the result was surprising and because I wanted to continue with
the treatment as soon as possible for myself and for my horse so I bought a second hand ozone generator. After I
had to wait for the shipment more than a month I started immediately the treatments on my horse and also on
myself.
Now after nearly one year I am still a naive 'hobby-myself-healer' and know little about scientific backgrounds of
disease, but as far as my limited knowledge goes I am pretty sure that viruses, bacterial or fungus infections play
an important part in my disease, the Fibromyalgia, but I have still quite some investigation to do about it...
Before Fibromyalgia was known, the doctors had told me that my sickness was Arthritis or Osteriosis or Rheuma
or just stress and now they call it 'Fibromyalgia', what is nothing else than a new label for a syndrome of
symptoms they don't know the cause. So many of them still stick their head into the sand and say that
Fibromyalgia doesn't exist or they say that it is just 'mental', not to admit their helplessness and ignorance . - Until
they might get it themselves, what I don't wish to anybody. But if I talk ever again with a medical doctor, then
only with one who has Fibromyalgia himself!
What became clear to me is, that all those symptoms, called: Cancer, Aids, Rheuma, Arthritis, MS, Alzheimer,
Parkinson, Cardiac Infarct, Asthma, Allergies, etc. etc. are treated without knowing the real cause. So even the
cause might be a virus infection, then I believe this is still not the cause, because there is a reason in the first place
why the viruses, which are present everywhere and all the time, can infect the system. It became obvious to me,
that the treatment must start on, or at least include, the cell level and not just by manipulation of symptoms with
chemicals or cutting out the sick part. There is not much known yet about alternative treatments like ozone, laser,
magnets, sound, color, etc. probably because there are no big money interests connected with it like with
pharmaceutics, so there isn't much propaganda done about it. But even the alternative treatments are mainly used
to treat symptoms, so there seems not to be much difference except that there might not be side effects.
It looks to me that there is no real understanding of what 'disease' is. The whole health system is based on a totally
materialistic attitude. And so no wonder that whatever is connected with the health system is motivated and
manipulated by materialistic means. With other words: Money, power and personal games. Who is treating the
cause? Who knows about it? Who is even asking about the cause? It looks to me that people's behavior is still the
same as in the beginning of humanity when to something unknown was given a name of a god and then people
were praying and offering some sacrifice to the unknown, making it to something known by adding attitudes out
of one's own fantasies. Keeping it well disposed through one's sacrifice, but in fact keeping oneself with this
manipulation in a safe place out of the reach of fear from the unknown. Has there anything changed? I don't think
so: Rarely somebody is looking for the cause of what happens - within oneself. This is an attitude that is widely
unknown. People still are giving names to the unknown, without questioning it further. Then leaving everything
else to the authority of the sacrificing priest: the medical doctor.
As I like to write and to sort out things & thoughts, I created a Web site with all the information I found and still
find, what means that I am trying the different treatments as far as possible on myself and also on my horse and
then report about it. A support from a med. doctor, at least as a help in my innocent intention, would be good, but at the moment my search is mainly based on information from the Internet and my own intuition as a mean to
select. There is a risk that I don't select and do the right thing, but instead of doing nothing I prefer to take the risk.
And then the result, if I survive and at the end there is a positive result, can serve all those who are suffering and
who are still stuck in dependency on the old way of thinking... (But of course I can't and don't want to give any
advice for treatments. I only can talk about my personal experiences and offer a selection of information. Then
everybody has to make one's own decision out of one's own responsibility.)
Another thing is the attitude towards 'disease', about this there is hardly any alternative information out there, not
in the Internet and not from people elsewhere. It seems in this I'm alone and it is pretty clear that the established
system can't be of any help, so I will need to trust my intuition... Parallel with it I will go on finding out about
possible treatments on the physical level.
I am waiting now for nutritional supplements like MSM and Chondroitin and also for a new massager. I think an
Ozone Sauna also should be included in the treatment, although this is not possible for my horse. I believe to
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release muscle pain with heat in combination with ozone will for sure help. For my horse I go on with the
treatment and for myself as well with 'rectal insufflation' with ozone and I am trying other ways like limb bagging
or using ozonated water and olive oil. Some doctors claim that intravenous application is more efficient, but I
want to be independent from doctors so I prefer the ozone treatments I can do on myself. (Apart of the fact that
with the money for three series of treatments one can buy an ozone generator that serves perfectly for one's home
use.)
One thing is becoming clear to me: 'Healing' doesn't mean to get rid of symptoms. Taking pain killer will give
some release, but will suppress the possibility to discover the real cause for one's disease, apart of the negative
side effects, which will drive one on the long run into a negative vortex, with the final result of total numbness
and destruction. Being sick means that the system is out of balance and this shows up through pain or mall
function of organs. Pain obviously is a signal and should give motivation to look out for the reason. On the body
level and also on the emotional level. Pain in the 'feeling body' can be easier suppressed and we are all used to it
and experts in a lot of tricks to escape from suffering... What we maybe not realize is that suppressed pain
accumulates and then affects all other levels, showing up then also as a physical disease. Or if a physical disease
is suppressed then a mental disease might develop. On the other hand a physical sickness especially over a long
time will cause changes in one's emotions and also one's thinking. One's personality is changing. Now I am
suffering since more than two years from Fibromyalgia. I can testify, that suffering over that long time from
permanent pain all over the body, has a strong influence on my feelings and my mind. Often I am near to tears
and my brain seems not to function well, although I have no depressions due to the many years of meditation I am
practicing daily, but my mood often is going down pretty much and not only this, the changes are going much
deeper and are provoking a shift of all established values.
Bearing the pain also consumes a lot of energy and no wonder that I am always extremely tired and exhausted and
when I force myself because things need to be done, then I am coming near to a collapse. What makes it even
more difficult is that nobody in one's surrounding can see how heavy things are and that even insignificant
requirements becoming too much. Even sound or light! Not to be understood in one's suffering is probably the
most difficult. For sure this is the same with someone who is depressed and suffering just on the emotional level. I
am lucky that my pain is yet limited mostly to my body, so I am not totally absorbed and there is still some energy
and awareness left. And also I can call myself lucky because there are a few people around me who do there best
to help me. This is a challenge, for me and the people around me and not an easy one. I haven't given up yet, I am
motivated to go on and to investigate about diseases and their background etc., to find out about the real cause. I
want to understand what it is all about. I don't care if the doctors don't know, this doesn't inhibit me, and from
them I don't expect creative answers anymore. But I am sure that there are answers. At least this is my life long
experience: If there is a question, then the answer will show up, sooner or later. I was told that about 20% of all
patients going to a doctor are suffering from symptoms of Fibromyalgia. So what can be done about it? Who is
investigating about it? Medicine will probably need some decades more before Fibromyalgia is known and shows
up in their books and dictionaries. When talking with MDs it seems that meanwhile I know more about
Fibromyalgia than doctors. - At least I don't say that Fibromyalgia doesn't exist! Can we use the Internet that
people suffering from Fibromyalgia might come together to unite their energy to do something? Or are we just a
herd of blind mice? Depending on some industry that might see a new market and so investigate, to launch a new
chemical treatment or vaccination for the several million people with Fibromyalgia. I believe that there are
sources, which don't depend on narrow-minded science and the money-making industry. There are several million
people out there who are suffering from the same symptoms of Fibromyalgia and probably they all hear the same
from their medical doctors: 'This comes from stress' or 'you need some vitamins' or 'you have to live with it'...
Sick people go from one doctor and from one healer to the other, expecting to be healed. There might be some
release from pain, but it comes back and with time passing by, the desperation and tiredness is growing. (And the
damage to the body and to the whole system is growing because nothing has changed about the cause!) Isn't it
obvious that there must be another solution? We can't expect to be healed by just letting do a manipulation
whatever kind on us to take away the symptoms.
The cause of a disease is not just an influence from a certain point, it is probably the accumulation of several
minor influences. Looking back at my life I can say that I lived very healthy compared to how people normally
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live. I started to be vegetarian when I was eighteen, never smoked and never took any kind of drugs. Even though
in the healthiest food there are toxins and of course it is not possible to avoid what we breath in, the toxins from
the cloths we are wearing, the plastics we are touching, etc. So in several decades there must have toxins
accumulated. I am convinced that what triggered my disease are the unseen influences I wasn't able to avoid. So
in consequence it becomes clearer and clearer that the most important is a complete cleansing of the system. I
have done a two-week fasting now with a colon cleansing and I felt pretty good after this, but now the pain and
tiredness is back. I will start now a thirty days juice fasting and will do during this time a liver and kidney
cleansing. I am still investigating about the how... (Meanwhile I did also a three months Candida diet...)
At the moment I can't do more than just writing down what I find out in my investigation, hoping that out there
are like-minded searchers who might participate... Although I am trying not to depend on any kind of personal
help. I can see that it will need a long time to come to a concrete result, because there are too many information to
be selected and there is so much junk and Spam out there...
I am lacking energy and alone I probably are not able to go ahead in an efficient way, but I will do my best,
because I want to be healed and also knowing that this maybe will help a lot of suffering people...
What makes it so difficult, is the lack of energy and that I'm feeling pretty much alone. The constant pain I can
bear somehow, but not being understood in my intention makes that my motivation is slowly fading away. So
again I have to pull myself with my own queue out of the mud of desperation... (I can't help it: This is how I feel
although there are people around me helping as good as they can. But this is my process and my feelings are real
even they seem not to be justified!)
Not one of the many medical doctors or healers I had consulted in the past had made a test or had investigated
about the possibility that my system is invaded by Candida. When I searched the Internet I came to a Candida test.
I went through this and it showed an extreme high possibility that I am effected by Candida. 140 points would
mean that I am probably infected and I had 286 points. So since two days I am following a special diet to
eliminate the Candida. And I started again with the ozone treatment and the colon cleansing. So now all my
energy goes into taking care of my horse and myself and there is hardly energy left to write or to search and to
select the abundance of information. I read the testimonial of a person who went through the same like me.
During the last few days again I'm feeling pretty bad and my mood also goes down, but now after reading this
testimonial I can more clear see that I am on the right path and not alone with it. This came in the right moment
and gives me some energy to go on...
With the various treatments I am doing I feel much better and have less pain, although I still have this permanent
tiredness and when I force myself to do what needs to be done then I am easily falling into total exhaustion. I
started a new series of Ozone treatment, also with my horse, but after a few days I had to stop because of strong
pain in my belly. But I'm convinced of the benefit of the Ozone and so I was looking for another way. The 'Ozone
sauna' seems to be an alternative solution. But a sauna with steam generator costs between 500 and 2.800 US$ and
this not everybody can effort. So I decided to build one myself. This is possible because I have the ozone
generator as the most essential part. I built the sauna within two days and this evening I had my first Ozone sauna.
I must say that I am feeling very good now after the sauna and I will repeat it at least every second day. In my
'Sauna logbook' I will describe how I build my sauna...
Half a year later: I have recovered a good part of my energy and now I am convinced that healing from
Fibromyalgia is possible. (And probably it is the same with many other diseases...) It is a slow process and it
needs one's full attention and all of one's capability to respond to this challenge. There is a transformation
involved which includes all levels and part of it is that old dependencies must be left behind. And so it is not
surprising that I am still alone in my intention and I don't care that nobody is responding to my Web site or to
what I am writing in mailing lists. I know that I found something that gives light on my walk... I feel like the
runner with a torch: He is just running holding up the fire he carries, ready to give it to the next runner, - until
then he is just running. He can give freely fire to somebody who asks for it and without expecting anything in
return, but then he will go on.
During the last few weeks it became clear to me that this disease has to do with a cause that lays beyond not only
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the physical, mental and emotional, but also beyond the so called 'spiritual'. Or better said the cause is where the
'spiritual' starts. In other words: This disease is pushing one into transformation, into personal evolution.
I am convinced: Only through transformation real healing can happen. And it is clear without doubt that this
process has to be done individually. What means that one is engaged in it personally with one's own responsibility
and this also makes it that one is pretty alone with it... Transformation means to enter into a process that includes
the whole existence of one's individual being. All levels and all systems that belong to the individual: Body,
mental and emotions. Each of these systems needs to be transformed. Suppressing the body symptoms and
calming down the mental and emotional reactions with 'medicine' is ignoring any growing or transforming
process.
Does a patient who is in treatment by a doctor is using one's mental capacity or is there space to express one's
feelings, not to mention any spiritual aspect...? Obviously not, our established social system doesn't allow going
beyond frames of attitudes, but probably to be healed, one has to go beyond... - leaving all (pseudo) security
behind.
Half a year has passed since I started my health Web site and with it the step towards the 'healing oneself'. It
seems time that I tell and make a list about all what I have done and what I am doing to be healed. I can say that
now indeed I feel much better: The strong pain all over my body in all muscles, joints and organs mostly is gone.
There are no cramps anymore in my feed and the best: I have no headache anymore, what before I had for many
days. My head sometimes is still dizzy and it still happens that I can't read long articles or messages.
I recovered part of my energy but it is just enough to take care of myself and my horse and even this sometimes is
too much and I have to watch out very carefully not to come too near to exhaustion. When I pass this limit then I
need a few days to recover. What makes that I have to be aware how I spend my energy and make precise
decisions even this seems sometimes insensible and egoistically to people.
So what is it I'm doing now for my healing? I will list it up, the most important first:
Twice a day 20 - 30 minutes of silent meditation. (Vipassana)
Being aware of the healing process and taking care of details.
Questioning oneself and being self critical to whatever shows up.
Being aware of one's resistance to recognize old patterns showing up.
Being aware of the tendency of falling back into resignation.
Being aware of one's density of mind and feelings.
Being aware of one's identification with thoughts and feelings.
Being aware of one's need to get confirmation for it.
Being aware of one's clinging on material stuff
Being aware of one's reactions if there is not enough confirmation.
Being aware how one provokes one's surrounding to get confirmation.
Being aware of one's established measurements of habits and values.
Being aware of one's clinging to worn out habits and values.
Being aware of one's eating habits, realizing that often eating is a substitute.
Being aware of one's pseudo security and realizing how much resistance and disturbance it creates to let go of it.
Being aware of one's established defense system.
Being aware of one's reactions triggered during the day.
Being aware of one's identifications with reactions.
Being aware of one's dependencies... and the resistance and reactions it creates if one tries to let go of it.
Being aware of one's fear to allow silence and emptiness.
Being aware of one's reactions if coming near to what might be felt as 'void'.
Being aware of one's fear when being confronted with chaos around.
Being aware of one's fear when chaos shows up within oneself.
Being aware of one's self image.
Being aware of one's identification with concepts about everything.
Being aware that one is not open for something that doesn't fit into one's concepts.
Realizing that objectivity is an illusion.
Realizing that one is trapped in 'personality', being governed by this and that we are like zombies walking through
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life, being attracted by absurd goals given by a corrupt society whose values are predominately materialistic.
Being open to see how absurd and chaotic humankind is, when dealing with life and problems that show up and
how absurd most daily life goals are.
Allowing thoughts about death and the feelings that this triggers.
Allowing all kinds of strange and unknown states of being within oneself and being aware of one's defensive
reactions.
Being cool enough to observe oneself and making decisions that feel right.
Not worrying about daily needs. Having the trust that the right thing will show up in the right moment.
Being critical and open to what shows up, being able to improvise, making one's decisions to choose what feels
right, even knowing the danger one might make a mistake.
Being aware of one's feeling like a victim.
Changing one's attitude of being a victim of circumstances and people by understanding that we are all in a
process and there is no punishment for what one might have done wrong. Our 'growing process' is also a 'learning
process'. But not how to learn to defend ourselves better or to survive more comfortable, but to grow into new
unknown spaces...
Having the complete trust that 'existence' and with it also one's disease is not a negative happening and knowing
that we are NOT the helpless victims of it.
Understanding that 'disease' is a process that is positive and helps us to grow, what means it allows us to
overcome our limitations and stuck position, being trapped in a construction of established images of this world
and oneself. Seeing our disease as a challenge that moves us towards transformation and evolution. Accepting that
we are ready for life's offered challenge, even we don't like it and have the tendency to stay in the old form,
behavior and attitude.
So with the above we have created a positive attitude and we will not waste our energy in negative reactions when
there are showing up circumstances that are contrary to what we want or are contrary to the image of how we
would like it to be. With this attitude, we will stay more relaxed and will not build up and accumulate tension,
allowing us to more openly examine and decide upon and check out alternative treatments for whatever shows up.
After gathering a lot of information, I'm convinced that the cause for Fibromyalgia and probably most diseases, at
least in a big part comes from accumulated toxins, which are weakening the immune system and so the body is
invaded by fungus, viruses, Candida, etc. So the first goal might be to get rid of this accumulated waste and clean
up the system. About this I have reported in details at my Web site, I had to cut it from this article because it gets
far too long...
Probably the most difficult issue to talk about is the aspect to go 'beyond' one's personality which seems to be an
important or probably the most important part of one's healing process. I ask myself if it is of any use for
somebody except myself. Can words express something that goes beyond words? Words can just be used as a
'code' expressing an experience which is totally individual and can only be followed from the same state of being
but not just intellectual.
One might 'believe' in something and then this is kept as a mental concept or image, more or less colored by
emotions. This can be confirmed by people with similar concepts or images and so reinforcing the security of
one's standpoint. There is nothing to argue against it. This is part of the survival system of the human species and
worked well for quite some time. But evolution goes on and probably it is time now to go beyond the need of
limited fields of existence to be able to expand into another level...
The question is who wants this? The momentary state gives at least a kind of security because it has been
established for a long time and is experienced daily. The painful suffering has its familiarity as well and
justifications are given for it, fighting against and eliminating unwanted symptoms is well established. Any given
force is used to fight for something or against something. The one who has the power (and this is the main
challenge in our society) will try to eliminate whatever is disturbing. Finding the cause and integrating it
into one's growing process seldom is considered. The attitude of victim and conqueror never worked really well
because the conquerors never are truly satisfied, wanting more and more. Being satisfied by suffering is just the
opposite extreme of the same measurement, but at least it had a margin in which people could move in certain
known manners.
Fibromyalgia as a new disease sets a landmark where one only can pass by changing something profound
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and essential about one's perception. (This probably is valid for other diseases like Cancer, Aids, Parkinson,
Alzheimer, Heart diseases, etc.)
This new way is only accessible by going beyond established ways of thinking, leaving behind worn out
behaviors, which are part of the so-called personality. This new disease is forcing one to take self responsibility,
leaving behind the established dependency to the system, which leaves no space for any kind of initiative or
motivation beyond it's margin. With Fibromyalgia the medical system has no response, "there is no cure". The
system fails to give an answer. They do the same as always: Treating symptoms with chemicals, alternative or
not, it doesn't make much difference, and then treating the side effects with other chemicals, etc. The card house
of traditional medicine is near to collapse. With Fibromyalgia it will become clear. Cancer, Aids, Parkinson,
Alzheimer were still sorted into the files of somehow known reasons and the promise to find cures were keeping
people silent and in dependency, but with Fibromyalgia this ends.
The only possibility to get out of the pain and suffering from Fibromyalgia (this is valid for any kind of disease) is
by taking self responsibility - questioning oneself and taking the initiative to heal oneself. This means to go a step
beyond oneself and also beyond the established health system. This indeed is serious and for sure not every body
is capable for it. The medical system should assist this process and the MD should be a helper, but society is
obviously too far away from such an evolutionary step and so one must do first a clear cut, but being aware that
fighting in the old way and being in total dependency has to end.
This seems to me the only way to be truly healed and so one is forced to do this step. It is a challenge that needs a
certain backup as preparation, so most people with Fibromyalgia are not young. So they might be prepared to
confront the situation and themselves. One of the difficult aspects is that there is hardly any support from society,
not even from family or friends. But this is part of the suffering and challenge and makes that one is pushed even
stronger towards oneself. There is support available, one has to look for it, although one has to be very alert
because most of the support offered is just confirming the old attitude. And then there is the severe difficulty
because of the lack of energy caused by the disease. Here it starts that one has to keep one's energy together and
concentrate on what is essential and here it starts that one has to go beyond oneself to find a new source of energy.
What is it? What is the most important? If one is lost in one's pain then the most important seems to get rid of the
pain. But is the pain killer from the doctor's prescription a solution? They argue that first you need to be free of
pain, then you can look for a creative solution. Probably most will forget to ask any question once they have less
pain. Indeed a difficult situation. I rejected all my life any kind of painkiller, so maybe this gives me a different
position and even having strong pain with the Fibromyalgia I am always looking for a solution without taking
pills.
Maybe the most significant was that I never felt like a victim and never got totally lost in my suffering and pain.
There was and is always something within me which stays 'cool' and continues to observe, even in the darkest
situation and in the strongest pain. That might also be the reason why I don't fall into depressions, because even
feeling really bad there is still an entity present which is aware of the situation and so I can pull myself out of it
and then doing a creative step to find a solution. Holding this position suffering and pain is less penetrating.
You might ask now how this is possible, how can this be done? There can't be done much. It is the stage of a
'growing process’, which in my case was furthered through many years of meditation. Coming to meditation is
already a significant step in one's personal growing process. Who is not ready for it will not have the urge for
meditation and probably will not continue with it once having started. So I am not going to convince anybody that
'meditation' is an essential part of a healing process, but there is no doubt about it: In fact it is. What meditation is
I have described in another page. If you are interested to know more and you have questions about it, you can ask
me freely...
With Fibromyalgia one is pushed into a transforming process and one will probably come to the point, where due to the permanent pain and fatigue and due to the feeling of being left alone - that nothing matters anymore
and one only wants to die. This state is not felt as something negative and indeed I believe it isn't. It is a necessary
step in one's process of transformation. What of course doesn't mean that one should kill oneself. Of course NOT!
This would be the intention to escape from suffering and obviously wouldn't be a creative solution!
This would mean just to follow the usual behavior of eliminating the so called cause (which indeed isn't) and in
the individual case it would mean self-destruction as a last step of being a victim in an endless fight. The wish to
die can be seen in its feeling value as a positive transition, understanding that this is a step and from then on
values might change and also the view. What seemed to be important until now, has lost its significance. With this
something new might show up and because of the lost position it creates space, - which might be seen as a
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opportunity for something new...
When one realizes that all the money gained in so many years of hard work doesn't help one to change anything
about one's situation. Even spending a lot of money on doctors, clinics and treatments, it is becoming clearer with
each day which passes, that nobody can give back one's health, one can't buy it for all the money saved. There is
only one solution: A shift in one's awareness, stepping out of the old worn out way of thinking, stepping out of
dependency and instead of this taking responsibility for oneself.
In a certain way this would be a step where one is 'new born' and an unknown field might open up... In one of
these old books it is written: 'To be reborn one must die first...' What for sure doesn't mean that we need to leave
our body behind. Our body is the field where we make our life experiences and in a good part, especially with
Fibromyalgia, we are pushed to work on the other parts of our existence. I just can tell you and I don't know if it
will help you: You can trust your inbuilt growing system, you don't need to worry about most of things you did
until now. Ready to die one can go on into a process of healing in an open way. If one still worries, that shows
that one trust not yet enough, so there might be a few steps more to go before real trust can happen. And also I can
tell you: You are NOT alone!
I can't do much more than just expressing what comes into my mind because I am myself in this transformation
process and it leaves me with hardly any energy left. I hope that with this Web site there opens a space that gives
the opportunity for a creative exchange so that together we might gain a new sight in a brighter light.
Back to daily reality: What can be done? How can one find one's way out of the labyrinth? How can one deal with
one's personal chaos? Leaving all this used pseudo security behind, then what can give direction and something to
hold on?
It is the trust in oneself, the trust that one is guided by one's own growing force. Trusting that whatever happens is
a challenge and just the right thing, even if it seems unbearable. That gives the position to stay relaxed and more
open in a certain way, at least being able to observe the situation more cool as before when being absorbed. Being
in this void how can one make decisions, not knowing what to do and not having enough intellectual knowledge?
Indeed a difficult situation and no wonder that people fall easily back into the old attitude to depend on authority.
There is a way for orientation: One's intuition. In fact not possible to grasp on and not possible to be developed in
the used manner by striving for a goal. Intuition can't be gained by some technique. Intuition opens up by itself as
the result in one's growing process. There can't be done much about it, it is the result of a new attitude towards
life!
What indeed furthers one's intuition is meditation and this is not really a 'doing' this also is more a 'being'...
If this feels right to you and you want to know more about it, you are invited to visit my Web site:
http://falconblanco.com/health
BeiYin
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5. Food & Diet Concerns
You are asking me what my favorite Food is?
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 8:54 pm

Post subject: What is your favorite Food?

My favorite food is clean air, clean water, sunlight and love! Then I only need a few fruits and vegetables, but for
sure not any junk food. Without this basic food we would die in minutes, a few hours or being only half alive and
this is exactly what happens all around.
With this basic food we can feel good, be healthy and not waste energy. But what people call mostly their favorite
food is making them sick. Why people chose this kind of junk food? Probably because they are brainwashed all
their life from early on. Even their parents were already brainwashed and gave junk food to their babies, making
them addicted without knowing about it. So it is not surprising that half of the population is overweight and sick.
You never thought about this? Never questioned it? It is so easy to look through the clever manipulations the
moneymakers are doing with us. They use our needs to sell us substitutes! Most of the stuff they are selling us we
don't need. These things are not only cost money and our energy they also are destroying our planet... Think about
it!
BeiYin
I just read that in the near future 45 million of children are going to die because of starvation and this mostly due
to the eating habits of the rich nations! (That's my conclusion!) It is known that the production of meat needs up to
ten times more resources to produce, so ten times more people could be fed by eating vegetable and fruits. So
every time someone eats meat they should think that with this habit others are starving to death...
Read more about it at: http://www.worldrevolution.org/newsfeature/21
Note: On this page they claim that the rich countries should pay more money to the poor countries to help them
but I don't believe this is a real and final solution. It has much more to do with consciousness and part of this is
the eating habits of the rich nations...

One Can’t Trust Labels
Posted: Wed Feb 23, 2005 6:35 pm

Post subject: One can't trust labels...

There is a bag with 'icing sugar' in front of me that reads:
"El azùcar es el complemento ideal en nuestra dieta diaria porque ademàs de ser rico en fibra, tiene un alto contenido en
calcio, fòsforo, magnesio y otros minerales. Disfruta del sabor dulce màs puro!"
As far as I know, sugar in it's refined form has no minerals and no calcium, so it seems the label is one of the many lies... I did
search in the Internet about sugar and of course the first twenty pages are occupied by sugar selling companies who prize their
product, but avoiding telling anything about the negative aspects.
Then I found a Web site, which says it pretty clear: http://www.newstarget.com/002698.html This is only one example how the
consumer is cheated...
I will continui3 with my search and report here.
I found a pretty good article about sugar at: http://www.mcvitamins.com/Health%20Opponents/sugar.htm which makes clear th
sugar does the opposite of what the label above promises.
BeiYin
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6. Alternative Energy & Locomotion
Solar and air pressure powered cars
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 12:02 pm Post subject: Solar and air pressure powered cars
BeiYin: In my last computer crash I lost all the information I had collected since two years about cars powered by
solar and other alternative fuels. Anybody has some information or some experience about the subject?
Recovering information: http://www.theaircar.com/
The air pressure car is still not available... The prototype is built, but they need to build the factories to produce the
cars. In an article from http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/988265.stm they wrote that factories were planned also
in Spain, but this was written two years ago and nothing shows up.
Another thought: They say the car runs by air, what is not true because the air has to be charged with electricity and if
this comes out of the ‘existing network’ then it is fuel. So it would only be real clean if the electricity is produced by
voltaic panels...But then it is said that to produce voltaic panels that these need more energy (fuel) then they will
deliver. Is this true? So it seems whatever we try to do, at the end we are depending on fuel. Where is the 'free
energy'?
BeiYin
Posted: Tue Feb 22, 2005 12:35 am Post subject: Alternative fuels:
Here are some links leading to information on the emerging Hydrogen technologies.
Cheers,
Jim
Hydrogen, Fuel Cell, Electrochemistry: http://www.knowledgepublications.com/google_hydrogen_2.htm
Hydrogen Energy: www.FuelCellStore.com Hydrogen storage & fuel cells for education and portable power.
Hydrogen Car: www.ineed2know.org Fuel Cells: Advantages, disadvantages and manufacturers.
Hydrogen Labs: www.hydrogenlabs.com Renewable Hydrogen Energy Research Hydrogen Car - Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Hydrogen Cars Magazine: www.H2Cars.biz Hydrogen Fuel Cell News & Analysis New Layout - Subscribe in 2005
Posted: Tue Feb 22, 2005 11:26 am

Post subject: Hydrogen

Quote From:http://www.h2cars.biz/artman/publish/index.shtml
US Fiscal 2006: Focus on Clean Coal, Nuclear and Hydrogen
The president's Hydrogen Fuel Initiative would receive an additional $35 million in funding in fiscal
2006, bringing total funding to $260 million. In 2003, Bush proposed $1.2 billion over five years to
further the development of technologies to produce hydrogen and store hydrogen energy. The budget
would also provide $3.6 billion in tax incentives through 2010 to spur renewable energy, as well as
hybrid and fuel-cell vehicle purchases. President Bush highlights that his budget provides strong
funding for leading-edge technology - from hydrogen-fueled cars, to clean coal, to renewable
sources such as ethanol.
I don't understand: If it seems so obvious that 'Hydrogen' could be the solution then why the Bush administration
is spending just a few million $ into development of technologies over several years but is wasting hundreds of
Billions in a war about running out oil? Then it seems that these wars are not about oil. Oh yes: Is it just to bring
democracy to others? Can someone explain and clear this up?
BeiYin
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Posted: Sun Mar 06, 2005 5:38 pm

Post subject: Re: Hydrogen

BeiYin I don't understand: If it seems so obvious that 'Hydrogen' could be the solution then why the
Bush administration is spending just a few million $ into development of technologies over several
years but is wasting hundreds of Billions in a war about running out oil? Then it seems that these
wars are not about oil. Oh yes: Is it just to bring democracy to others? Can someone explain and
clear this up?
Reading further on in this article it states:
“The proposed U.S. 2006 Energy budget is parat(sic) of an unprecedented $132 billion package for Federal
research and development, which according to the White House is a 45% increase since 2001.”
To me this explains all. It is all a question of wise business decisions to maximize profits. At this time it is simply
the most profitable to use the government money from taxpayers to squeeze out the remaining profit from
dwindling oil supplies. Probably there exist also other motives to assure complete control over resources. As
everyone with even a little economic knowledge knows that when the supply becomes scarce then the price goes
up, especially if there is no alternative for substitution. You must also see the other side of the coin, that the
owners of the oil, gas and related businesses, know that eventually the oil will run out and they also are the
privileged few to know when this will most likely occur, simply because they own the resource. Timing is
everything to maximize profits. To allow an alternative energy technology ‘too early’ would be quite costly in
terms of returns. But the owners of these resources know that eventually they will need a new way to get money
when the oil runs out, so in fact they are very interested in alternative technologies. BUT not before they extract
all the blood from the turnip. Another good strategy is to always have an ace card in the hole…
“To Develop Cleaner Coal Technologies, the 2006 budget provides $286 million, an increase of $13 million over
2005 enacted levels, for the President’s Coal Research Initiative to improve the environmental performance of
coal power plants by reducing emissions and improving efficiency.”
Reading this it should be pretty clear that coal is higher priority than hydrogen, it just makes simple business
sense. Another clever strategy is to use government money to fund the research to find alternative technologies, as
all such research goes into the public domain – free for anybody to use. As hardly anybody has the kind of money
needed to be able to use these research results you can imagine who benefits from them in the end:
http://www.h2cars.biz/artman/publish/index.shtml
"In a major step toward achieving President George W. Bush’s vision for a hydrogen economy, Assistant
Secretary of Energy David Garman today joined representatives of Chevron Texaco, Hyundai-Kia and UTC Fuel
Cells at the opening of a hydrogen fueling station in Chino, CA. The station is a major part of the Department of
Energy’s Hydrogen “Learning Demonstration,” which brings together automobile makers and energy companies
to test fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen fueling systems in real-world conditions.”
So there you have it... The taxpayers pay for protection? and development of new technologies, by giving all to
the few people who already have all the power and resources, making them rich beyond imagination. And then
what happens during this transition between dwindling oil supplies and emerging technologies? Yes, you guessed
it we get inflation and have to pay even more just to survive, and at the same time the profit margin grows larger
for all those holding the resources. But hey, isn’t this exactly what Reagan’s Supply-Side Economic Theory
brought to us?
Betsy
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7. Dealing with Emotions
Emotions
Posted: Tue Jan 18, 2005 11:00 pm

Post subject: Sungazing and Emotions

When I reached 35 minutes of sungazing, I found that I was struggling to finish the last 10 minutes and then made
the decision to stay at 35 minutes until the entire session felt comfortable. Making this decision felt good, that it
came out of my own observation and I didn't need to ask anybody if it was right or not. No pressure, no concerns,
just a logical way to proceed and observe. Having made the decision, I relaxed more, dropping any concern about
not being able to continue to the end. As it turned out I only stayed at 35 minutes for one week longer. During this
interval I noticed how my emotional body determines my experience even more than my thoughts. I know
thoughts and emotions are closely linked to each other, but I had never observed so closely how my feelings were
creating a tension in my body, causing a reactive cycle. During my usual episodes of feeling the sun is too bright
to continue to look at it, I observed more closely to see what was going on behind my reaction. I realized that old
feeling patterns of failure and of inadequacy were driving it. Realizing this, I found out that by simply relaxing
my physical body it would calm the emotional reaction I was having. This was different than thinking I could stop
my thoughts! By focusing on my breathing and by not giving any heed to the emotions I found I could calm the
effect that I was happening. Then I realized that one's emotional state often is the determining factor in what
one experiences as one's reality. I saw that when I started sungazing some mornings, if I got up late and didn't
have some stretching time before or time for a juice, but rather rushed to do it, then I was agitated inside. As the
sungazing progressed I noticed that the agitation got less and less as the gaze time went by. I also noticed that if I
wasn't aware about the agitation and let it go without dealing with it, then the sungazing session was difficult. I
would be looking at the time and just hoping that it would get over soon, wondering how I could continue because
the sun was so bright. Knowing this now, I watch more closely the whole emotional response going on inside of
myself, and realize I can just be aware of it and when needed focus on my breath to calm it down. When I'm
engaged in this process of active observation and not getting all caught up in the sideshow, then I can easily
maintain a calm relaxed state and just gaze at the sun. More and more I am sinking into just looking at the sun and
the time goes by quickly. A few weeks ago I didn't think it would ever be possible that I could just relax and look
at the sun – but now what I thought was impossible is possible.
I think the Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) I’m practicing daily has helped me to notice my emotions and
learn about them. Through this practice it becomes more clear what it the root cause of emotional reactions.
Recently it occurred to me to use the EFT and aim it at a strong emotional reaction I was having at the time it was
happening. Sun meditation practice gives a good opportunity for this, because one is more aware of one’s
thoughts and feelings. When I started doing this, insights were coming to me about why I was having that
emotional reaction and also how often I was having these kinds of internal flare-ups. I then realized that I could
use the EFT whenever I was feeling something strong and just try to observe and see what was behind it. I saw
behind nearly every reactive cycle the same reason: I don't love myself unconditionally or I don't love others
unconditionally. There are so many conditions, and when what I experience on the outside doesn't meet ‘my
conditions’ - which is nearly all the time - then I'm emotionally rocked. I realize I don't have to cling to these
emotional reactions, I can use EFT or breath them away, as they arise. I see that it comes down to a choice to feel
myself in this way or not. I’m finding that I don’t like feeling myself in this way anymore and am more than
willing these days to kiss it goodbye whenever it arises.
Betsy
Sungazing log of January 17, 2004
*** For more about Emotional Freedom Technique there is a free eBook that you can download simply by
clicking this link:
http://www.emofree.com/EFTmanl.pdf
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Posted: Mon Jan 24, 2005 9:09 pm

Post subject: Dealing with emotions

I can relate very much to what you stated when you said,
Betsy: I realized that old feeling patterns of failure and of inadequacy were driving it. Realizing this,
I found out that by simply relaxing my physical body it would calm the emotional reaction I was
having. This was different than thinking I could stop my thoughts! By focusing on my breathing and
by not giving any heed to the emotions I found I could calm the effect that I was happening. Then I
realized that one's emotional state often is the determining factor in what one experiences as one's
reality. I saw that when I started sungazing some mornings, if I got up late and didn't have some
stretching time before or time for a juice, but rather rushed to do it, then I was agitated inside.

That opened my eyes. It is so simple and so true. I carry a lot of internal emotions and at times have trouble
controlling them. Rather, they control me and my reality. I have tried to change my own thinking with logic but
sometimes it seems to just fuel my emotions further.
I realized how to better deal with my emotions once when I had a terrible anxiety attack due to stress. (Oh yes, I'm
afraid that I used to get those quite frequently. Any surprise?) I couldn't sleep, I felt as if I couldn't breathe, I was
in pain all over my body. It was nearly impossible not to think about what was going because it seemed to affect
everyone one of my senses in one way or another. Especially my emotions. I was filled with feelings helplessness
and doubt. My emotions and the physical symptoms were feeding off each other. I decided, instead of trying to
mentally convince myself I was all right, to instead calm my breathing and release the tension in my muscles. I
closed my eyes and pictured positive energy running through my body washing away all of the negative energy. I
noticed slowly over time the feelings, both physical and mental, were lessening. All the tension and pain and
difficulty breathing had left. I felt so much more relaxed and at peace afterwards.
I try to use what little I have learned during that experience and apply it to my everyday life because I realize
more than ever how much my emotional state determines my reality of things. You have helped me realize even
more how this is so. Thank you for sharing your experience and what you have learned.
I have never heard of sun gazing or EFT and I have yet to research it for myself but it sounds similar to something
I once briefly read a while ago about the power mindfulness.
Miyu

Posted: Mon Jan 24, 2005 10:32 pm Post subject: Dealing with emotions
Welcome to the FalconBlanco Voicing Clarity Forum! As you can see we are just starting with this forum and
you in a way have opened the discussion here. I believe it is a good space and you can find support and exchange
in many aspects of life.
If you want to search about Sun gazing then you can find a lot about it at our Web site:
http://falconblanco.com/sungazing
If you find something on our Website, you want to discus, you are welcome to post your questions and comments
here.
Namaste
BeiYin
Posted: Tue Jan 25, 2005 8:07 pm

Post subject: Re: Dealing with emotions

Miyu: That opened my eyes. It is so simple and so true. I carry a lot of internal emotions and at
times have trouble controlling them. Rather, they control me and my reality. I have tried to change
my own thinking with logic but sometimes it seems to just fuel my emotions further.
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It's easily understood intellectually. But when you are able to step aside yourself and observe it happening within,
then this makes it an understanding at another level (as you explained with your anxiety attack). The key to calm
it, then is to observe, which takes one out of the reactive cycle of thoughts feeding emotions, etc. I think mostly
we aren't aware that this is happening in our daily lives at a lower level, and that mostly we are reacting out of our
emotions. I read a book 'The Power of Now' by E. Tolle, a few days ago and it's explained very well how this
happens. It was good for me to be reminded of all this again, and now I'm trying to stay more alert to my
emotional body and what I'm feeling and trying to notice if there is an upheaval happening. In the book Tolle said
that women get an opportunity each month during PMS, when the emotional body gets stronger and it becomes a
great opportunity for observation of this effect. The last two days I was really agitated and even reading the book
didn't realize that I was exactly in this time frame, until this morning... He was right there. Needless to say I
watched it happen, but not without reacting out of my agitation many times during the day to people. I could see
the entire dialog going on in my head, complaining about everything and everyone. I would notice it and try to
refocus on what I was doing, reminding myself this was my ego talking and to engage in this would only be selfconfirmation. I would then surrender the thinking, look at my breathing or whatever, to step aside and let things
calm down. I don't feel that I was very successful, but I kept trying to do this. Really, all I can say is it is hard
work to do this, it takes nearly constant monitoring as this old habit is very persistent. Driving home tonight I
could see that I was projecting scenarios that might happen at home with people and I caught myself and told
myself to drop these old tapes, that by holding these ideas they would become my reality. This momentary
reminder was enough to stop the dialog, but then later I reacted out of the same old tape I was rehearsing before
besides the fact. When I see the result, then it seems hopeless to make a change. Okay, so it's only been a few
days, I will stick with it longer, trusting that eventually there will be a change, and keep on keeping on with the
observation work keeping my desire to go beyond these old tapes.
Thanks for sharing your story about anxiety, I also have a history of panic attacks long ago, and never wanted to
take medicine for them because I didn't like how they made me feel. This made that I had to find the root of what
in my behavior was causing these symptoms. And so at this time I was strongly drawn to meditation, not only
because it calmed me but also because I wanted to know the root. Gradually I became able to see what were my
triggers and eventually I learned to catch the anxious symptoms through observation of myself and stop the
thoughts and emotional response before it was a full-blown panic attack. I was able to heal myself of panic attacks
through observation and self-inquiry, and have been panic attack free for many years.
Betsy
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Posted: Tue Feb 01, 2005 10:24 am

Post subject: The Middle Way

Serguji As for your question, I must admit that, having spent 3-4 years in the US, I lost almost any
control over my emotions. At that point, autosuggestion (EFT, whatsoever) was not helpful by itself.
Luckily, so it happened that I started to change the nutrition regimen, and that appeared to affect
emotions perhaps just as strong or even more than it affected the body...

I notice that sometimes I eat to suppress unwanted feelings. When I'm choosing to eat because of this, often the
food I take in acts like a drug, slowing down my body as the digestive process takes over, making me sleepy and
then also has the side-affect to calm the emotional reaction. Of course there are some foods that do this much
more effectively, such as wheat, sugar, dairy, carbohydrates, etc. But also I know by doing this, that only I have
suppressed the feeling, and if I haven't bothered to question what could be 'my reason' for the emotional event,
then it will eventually come back probably stronger the next time. So then how to deal with these happenings? I
see that to effectively deal (or relate to it), I have to do something that isn't a diversion of some kind. Eating in
these moments, exercising hard or going to a movie, for example, are all forms to escape from taking a look and
pushing the issue to the back burner. So there seems to be two main ways that I've been dealing with emotions in
the last year, neither of which had any effect to resolve what might be the root cause of them. Method 1: Escape
by diverting one's attention away from the feeling. Method 2: Stay fully identified with the emotional happening,
feeling it in one's full intensity, allowing you to feel yourself as the emotion. I see that one method accepts the
emotion and one method rejects the emotion. In the end neither method resolves anything, eventually the same
emotional happening resurfaces when reality doesn't give me what I want. So there has to be another way, and this
I see is to observe the event and ask questions about it. I realize that the emotional reaction of the body is what
sucks one into being fully identified with the personality, not allowing us to observe it. This is our habitual way of
feeling ourselves as being alive. Today I try to keep closer tabs on it in my daily life, by tuning in to sense
emotional tension when it arises in my body. Now I know that the most effective way to deal with it is more one
of non-action, to simply take a few breaths, step back and observe it.
Betsy
Posted: Tue Feb 01, 2005 10:37 am

Post subject: Re: According to HRM

Serguji After about a year of gradual adjustments in food intake - including all possible sunbathing I started sungazing, and just as promised, in the first 3 mo / 15 min the sun blew away all those
emotions - that is, negative ones. Do we have to "deal" with positive ones, granted by the Sun?

As I see it the personality thrives by getting identified with one's emotional state, so it doesn't matter how 'you
judge' these as either positive or negative, the end result is the same. Positive we like it, negative we hate it. So
yes, better to question all your emotional states, not only the low feelings but also the high feelings of ecstasy and
bliss. In the previous example I said we suppress emotions by what we take in, I would add to this that we also
encourage and sustain desired emotions by other manipulations, such as fasting, stimulants, sleep deprivation,
mountain climbing, etc.
Betsy

Posted: Wed Feb 02, 2005 8:07 am Post subject: Questioning one's state
Betsy, if I'm getting it correctly, your approach is to question one's state, whether it's the state of thinking or that
of reacting emotionally.
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On the contrary, I would define the goal as reaching the state in which there is nothing to question, and/or nobody
who could question anything.
The light bliss that you feel immediately when you relax and surrender to the sun may, of course, be "dealt" with.
Sometimes, however, there comes the strong ecstatic - I would even say, orgasmic - state which cannot be called a
feeling because you are not there to feel! Thus, you also cannot question this state. And you cannot induce it or
interrupt it. It just happens... no, not always, not with every session. And I can only guess how long it lasts probably anywhere from 1 to 10 minutes.
The ease of reaching this state with the help from the Sun could be scary, but the protection is built-in: you will be
distracted by insects, animals or people, or the sun will eventually set or become too bright.
Once familiar with this state, I suppose, it's your choice: to come back, where, among all things, you will have to
deal with emotions the way you describe; or go ahead - though I don't know where. At the moment, I'm not going
ahead... let me stay here a little longer.
(I had been into mountain climbing for about 10 years, but that could be discussed under "Addictions"...)
Serguji
Posted: Thu Feb 03, 2005 12:14 am

Post subject: Re: Questioning one's state

Serguji Betsy, if I'm getting it correctly, your approach is to question one's state, whether it's the
state of thinking or that of reacting emotionally.
On the contrary, I would define the goal as reaching the state in which there is nothing to question,
and/or nobody who could question anything.

From my path I've discovered that meditative observation of my reactions - whatever these are: thoughts, feelings,
pain, smell, sight, etc. is the way that I've learned about myself and my inner nature. And what I learned of an
essential nature, never came from my mind. I'm too clever for that. On my path, I've also learned that goals or
desired states are projections coming from the personality and so also that nothing results from that type of mental
yearning, except turning around myself in a wishful state. I understand what you're saying 'as the goal', but I don't
see any way other than observing my happenings.
Betsy

Posted: Mon Feb 14, 2005 9:51 pm

Post subject: EFT

Very interesting discussion about EFT. Recently I have been facing emotions (fear & anxiety), but instead of
distracting myself, I have been relaxing and without censoring or interfering, have just been observing. It’s a very
interesting thing to do. Initially it feels like waves flowing very quickly through my body and at first it seems so
powerful all I want to do is run. But where to? All I run from is this feeling and it emanates from me, so what is
the point of running? So I bear it and for a time it gets worse, but I persist and then memories appear of times
past, or thoughts of times yet to be - whatever emerges I just allow, trusting what I am shown or given. This
sometimes elicits a release, sometimes I have to go through the process many times. But at least I face it,
whatever it may be.
Quote from "Bioenergetics" (Alexander Lowen). "If you are your body and your body is you then it expresses
who you are. It is your way of being in the world. When your body loses some of its aliveness, as when you are
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exhausted (or ill), you tend to withdraw". Also...."If a person is not mindful of his body, it is because he/she is
afraid to perceive or sense his/her feelings. When feelings have a threatening quality, they are generally
suppressed. This is done by developing chronic muscular tensions that do not allow any flow of excitation or
spontaneous movement to develop in the relevant areas. People often suppress their fear because it has a
paralyzing effect, their rage because it is too dangerous and their despair because it is too discouraging. They will
also suppress their awareness of pain, such as the pain of unfulfilled longing, because they cannot support that
pain. The suppression of feeling diminishes the state of excitation in the body and decreases the ability of the
mind to focus. It is the prime cause for the loss of mind power. Mostly our minds are preoccupied with the need to
be in control at the expense of being and feeling more alive."
Would appreciate others comments.
Rigpa
Posted: Tue Feb 15, 2005 12:01 pm Post subject: Emotional Pain
I think what you quoted was a very good explanation of why certain people develop those symptoms, probably
because they have a similar background of emotional pain coming out of a lack in their upbringing. I think there is
something more general that might explain how we identify with our bodies, bringing the emotional drama into
our lives.
I have also been looking more closely at emotions of late. What helped me was Eckhardt Tolle's description of the
pain body. He says that the pain body is trapped negative energy within one's own body, and takes on a life of it's
own - when triggered. I found out that when this pain body gets triggered, then one goes into a deeply
unconscious state, becoming totally identified with the strong emotions being evoked by this 'entity', which is a
part of oneself. Now that I'm aware of this entity, I can be on the lookout for when it starts to manifest. When you
start looking for it's manifestation, it becomes obvious by observing your thoughts and emotions when it's starting
to come alive. This has helped me greatly to not get sucked into fully feeling myself as my emotions over the last
month. For instance on Sunday I didn't feel good physically and was tired, etc, and then I realized that the pain
body was ready to come into action again. That day I decided to take the time to rest. After I could see that I was
projecting my expectations to the next day and what I had to do and how terrible it would be because I didn't feel
good, etc. Then it became clear to me that the pain body was coming alive. I decided that this 'happening' would
be my creative challenge for the day, to keep an eye on it and not let it take me over. Even there was a lot of
negative energy around from the people in the community, it worked, simply because I was observing it and not
allowing it to come alive. I decided it didn't have to do with me and kept instead focused on what I was doing,
giving it the fullest attention I could.
Betsy
Posted: Tue Feb 15, 2005 11:39 pm

Post subject: Re: EFT

Rigpa Recently I have been facing emotions (fear & anxiety), but instead of distracting myself, I
have been relaxing and without censoring or interfering, have just been observing.

I think that is the key to face them, without interference, but that also this process of observing (if you can
remember to do it), is what calms the body's reaction, diverting energy away from feeding the reactive cycle of
dwelling on the feeling with one's thoughts.
Rigpa: Quote from "Bioenergetics" (Alexander Lowen). "If you are your body and your body is you
then it expresses who you are. It is your way of being in the world.

I recently read something similar, that sometimes you might not be certain what is your reality. The person said
that if you want to know the truth look at your emotional body, that will tell you the truth, the thoughts will be the
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lie.
Rigpa: When your body loses some of its aliveness, as when you are exhausted (or ill), you tend to
withdraw". Also...."If a person is not mindful of his body, it is because he/she is afraid to perceive or
sense his/her feelings. When feelings have a threatening quality, they are generally suppressed. This
is done by developing chronic muscular tensions that do not allow any flow of excitation or
spontaneous movement to develop in the relevant areas. People often suppress
their fear because it has a paralyzing effect, their rage because it is too
dangerous and their despair because it is too discouraging. They will also
suppress their awareness of pain, such as the pain of unfulfilled longing,
because they cannot support that pain. The suppression of feeling diminishes the state of excitation
in the body and decreases the ability of the mind to focus. It is the prime cause for the loss of mind
power. Mostly our minds are preoccupied with the need to be in control at the expense of being and
feeling more alive."

This is very interesting to me given my current investigation about my own emotional reactions. I know I have a
tendency to suppress my emotions since quite a long time. I also have some chronic muscle problems in my
shoulders and some problems in my joints and it seems to be getting worse over the years, not better. In light of
what I wrote before, I realize that I need to also watch my thoughts more closely and my emotional body tension
to find out how & when I suppress feelings. It makes sense that people don't want to feel, because of all those
disappointing past experiences where one was hurt growing up. So I can see how people would come to the
conclusion to just suppress them. From this text I see how this act of suppressing those unwanted feelings would
take much energy to control oneself, not allowing one's energy to flow, which would also cause blocked energy
areas of the body, causing problems, not to mention reduced awareness. If one's emotions are reflected thoughts in
one's body, and one is suppressing emotions, then one must be contracting parts of the body to deny those
unwanted feelings. But then one can only suppress the feelings for so long, before eventually the dam bursts or
one gets very ill. This I see equivalent to the 'pain body' manifesting as E. Tolle discusses, on both small and large
scales.
Your comments were helpful and I appreciate them very much.
Betsy
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8. Environmental Influences
Electro-magnetic contamination
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 6:25 pm

Post subject: Electro-magnetic contamination

We are investigating about the influence of electro-magnetic radiation. Lately I felt pretty bad and I found out that
all the electrical equipment around me might cause this. We got a ‘trimeter’ that seems to work very well and can
measure the electric, magnetic and radio radiation fields. We just started to investigate, but we could immediately
see that the radiation from the monitor, TV, ventilators and especially from any kind of transformer were very
strong. Also the radiation from our ozone generator is extremely strong, but this is understandable due to the high
voltage.
So the first thing was that I bought a flat screen monitor for my computer, this seemed to be the most important as
I sit many hours in front of it and pretty near. The next was that I put my computer into the wall into a kind of
niche and closed the opening with a door which I covert with a stainless steel plate. But measuring it I found out,
that it doesn't protect from the radiation, so I will need to find another material.
Updated: I measured it again and found out that by covering the joints of the door with aluminum foil no more
radiation came through, so I don't need to change the stainless steel. But then I also found out with my trimeter
that the radio that was standing above the door of the computer on a shelf had a strong electro-magnetic radiation
even it was switched off! I had to unplug the cable so that this stopped.)
Then I throw out all ventilators and moved the ozone generator into another room and not there were I am used to
take my ozone sauna. I have reduced drastically watching the TV and will look for a flat screen TV. All the
transformers I have moved into another room and I prefer to have the computer without sound because the
loudspeakers need a transformer. I don't use a Mobil telephone only in rare occasions.
During the night I switch off the main switch, so that there is no electricity in the cables.
I must say that I feel much better and slowly my sleep gets better. I will report more about it when we have
finished our investigation. I just want to tell you: Watch out! Just because you can't see the radiation, that doesn't
mean it will not influence you! And if the damage is done, then it is difficult to heal yourself, especially if you
don't know where the problems coming from...
BeiYin
PS: Somebody asked me where one can get the 'Trimeter' mentioned in this article. Here is the link:
http://www.trifield.com/EMF_meter.htm I want to mention that we are not connected to this company, we are
only using the 'Trimeter' for our investigation. It works well and it is the cheapest instrument we could find on the
market.
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 6:27 pm

Post subject: Re: Electro-magnetic investigation

Well Jim,
we appreciate your engagement, but I think we can't put very much energy into the investigation as we have too
many other projects going on, but of course we are interested to learn about the results that are available. Mainly
we are more interested in practical solutions. For example we have measured the radiation with our "trimeter" in
our rooms and have changed several things to avoid too much radiation. What it really does to our body systems
we don't know, but I can say that I feel much better now, several of the symptoms disappeared, although I still
have some, but there might be other reasons. What would be interesting is an instrument that measures the body
radiation, I will ask the company from where the trimeter comes, and they might have something for a reasonable
price.
We are also very interested in a RIFE machine that can be used to treat our cats who are nearly all suffering from
parasites. I would like to build one or to buy one. (Also for myself.)
BeiYin
Posted: Fri Jan 28, 2005 12:47 am

Post subject: Natural and Unnatural influences on biological entities:
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Hi Guys,
Although I would not profess to knowing everything on the subject, I feel that I may have some useful
information that I can contribute perhaps for the benefit of someone. Over the past year I have been doing
research focusing particularly on Particle Physics and the environment. I have published some information on the
subject and can direct anyone interested to lots of other information connected with the entire subject. One of my
recent contacts has been researching and developing new RIFE technologies and is interested in my Ion Source
Beam Projector idea to use with RIFE tech. Funny thing is, we both had the exact same idea's as far as how RIFE
could be used with this type of beam technology. Anyway, I have pasted a recent article that he sent me below
FYI. To look deeper into RIFE tech and Mike Tichlear you can visit (http://www.truerife.com/).
Cheers,
Jim

The Role of Ions in Body Chemistry
Negative Ion Report: The CBS Nightly News, Feb 14, 1995
The harmful positive ion (kation) is a particle that loses an electron. The healthful negative ion (anion) gains an
electron in the valency orbit; that is it increases the ability to absorb and utilize oxygen and reduces any excess of
harmful serotonin.
These two small invisible electrified particles have an effect on our physical and mental well-being and we are
constantly bombarded with negative and positive ions eg. polluted air. The negative ions make us feel good,
they destroy harmful bacteria. The positive ions make us feel bad (TV. screen produces positive ions).
If the positive ions occur naturally in sufficient numbers, for instance during the onset of the commonly known
hot and dry desert winds, the winds cause depression, nausea, insomnia, irritability, lassitude, migraine, asthma
attacks, and also affect the normal function of the thyroid glands.
The negative ions contribute to the feeling of well-being. They reduce the number of active harmful bacteria in
the air; the severity of illness; in general they have a stimulating effect also on plant growth like rainwater, which
has an abundant source of negative ions. For instance, a shower will re-ionise and has a tonic effect on the body,
just like rainwater that clears the air.
Therefore the surroundings of a water-fall, fountains, showers and the breaking surf of sea spray have a much
more stimulating effect on the body and mind.
Remember that emotional stress produces serotonin. According to Dr Irving Oyle, serotonin is "the ultimate
downer" while norepinephrine is the "ultimate upper".
An excess of positive ions also affects the neurohormone adrenalin which responds to external stress and our five
senses control the production of adrenalin hormone. This universal phenomenon is a primeval ancestral link, for
ion-charged air around breaking or splashing water that attracts us and makes us feel good.
The ions affect our body chemistry eg. serotonin that plays an important role in the working of the brain; is a
neurohormone.
For instance: Negative ions cut down the serotonin level and act like a beneficial natural tranquillizer. An excess
of serotonin in brain leads to an exaggerated sense of physical and emotional well-being (euphoria), that follows
with a state of (lassitude) then to the electrical change from rhythms of the cerebral cortex (over arousal) and
finally irritability, anger and violence.
If anyone is exposed to a high level of negative atmosphere, within half an hour serotonin appears in the urine;
that is the disposal of excess serotonin.
These experiments can be tested at home under a shower (supply of negative ions).
Note: Hydrotherapy is based on re-ionizing of the body that is increasing the negative ion supply.
Every individual, either consciously or unconsciously must continue to make the effort to attract this natural
energy from the cosmetic storehouse.
Negative ion devices prevent horses from stall walking, a syndrome characterized by horses endlessly oscillating
their heads from side to side. Similar phenomena such as hypertension can be observed with human beings who
wear an excess of clothing especially if made of synthetic fabric. All movements obviously increase ionic flow by
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causing friction with immobilized ionic particles in an electro-magnetically shielded environment.
Under normal conditions the body balances the ionization by means of nasal cycle eg. taking the breath in through
the left nostril negatively ionizes the air and the right nostril positively ionizes it. Note: running water also
produces negative ions.
Dimethylsufoxide (D.S.M.O. / MSM) (CH3) acts biologically as a weak donor of electrons when applied
externally and a similar dramatic relief of pain. It has local analgesic properties and is absorbed through intact
skin. Cortisone (C21H28O5) is also a weak electron donor in tissues.
Observations according to James Beal of N.A.S.A. - 1974
Interesting observations with regard to bio-chemical deviations experienced by astronauts suggest that they may
be related to abnormalities in environmental electro-magnetics.
Frequent ventricular contractions (P.V.C.'s), loss of Calcium and a decrease in red blood cell volume of up to 20%
have been observed, as were certain intestinal gaseous disturbances.
Mice placed in a de-ionized environment showed a generalized physiological deterioration - became ill and died
in 24 days. Cold electron emission from acupuncture points might, under these circumstances, be a biological
effort to replenish the atmospheric ionic concentration which is necessary to enable the current flows induced by
external electro-static and electro-magnetic fields. Body electrical balance then would require elimination of
kations eg. Ca+ and K+. Biological systems thus understandably attempt to normalize external environments at
the expense of internal electrical reserves, such as Calcium and Potassium.
CONCLUSION: without ions we could not absorb oxygen in the quantities needed to live.
Certain frequencies have proven results in eliminating the specific problems listed.
8Hz and below causes vaso-dilation (enlarged blood vessels)
12Hz and above causes vaso-constrictions (narrowing of the arteriolar lumen)
0.87-3 Hz = for tendons and muscles, nerve system in harmony with blood and lymph.
2 Hz = used where there is inflammation or infection.
3-8 Hz = central and peripheral nervous system where distribution is to the skin of the superficial structure of the
body which is a branch of C.N.S.
1-4 Hz = counteracts infections. It stimulates phagocytes and the immune system. Phagocytes engulf and digest
foreign particles, which are harmful to the body.
4-8 Hz = dating effect counteracting muscular spasm.
8 Hz = Is an analgesic tonic and is stabilizing (stops pain)
5-13 Hz = the human brain's electrical activity in the alpha and high theta range. A case can be made that human
beings evolved within mimie and are dependent upon the earth's electro-magnetic phenomenon.
8-16 Hz = analgesic, tonic and stabilizing, relieves tension and chronic tension e.g. headache or directly to organs.
16 Hz = specific for rheumatic complaints. It responds to a range of frequency; use 16 Hz for a chronic case.
16-32 Hz = generally stimulating. Also has a recuperating effect on patients who are stressed and have low
vitality.
32 Hz = stimulating and tonifying.
1-32 Hz = generally for acute pain syndromes or compulsive disorders, e.g. obesity, alcoholism and drug
addiction.
64 Hz = short burst on Lo points.
2000 Hz = removes cravings for methylphenidate in the addict.
Also See: http://truerife.com/effectrolysis.pdf Allow 5 minutes to download
Mike Truerife

Posted: Sun Jan 30, 2005 2:21 pm Post subject: How to measure body voltage
Hi Jim,
thank you for your contributions to our forum. It already has led me to links that I am interested in exploring in
depth. In the information I am now collecting EMF radiation and what can be done to protect oneself from it, I
came across the aspect of body voltage. I looked at quite a bit of information but could not determine how one can
measure the affect in the body that EMF may be having on a person. I saw a probe for sale that could be hooked
up to a specific gauss meter to do this, but it was very expensive for what it was and I would like to find out how
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to do it in a more simple and cost effective means. We are working on reducing our exposure to all the devices in
our environment, and so we can measure the ambient electric and magnetic fields surrounding the equipment with
our trimeter, before and after. The next step is to see how the EMF actually affects the body, I understand the
body voltage can go way up with exposure. I would prefer not to just take this as an information, but be able to
measure it myself to see the before and after difference, if any. I would appreciate any information regarding the
validity of this measure and also how to do it using simple devices, say with a voltmeter and a ground.
Thanks!
Betsy
Posted: Mon Jan 31, 2005 9:20 pm Post subject: How to measure EMF on the human body
Thanks Betsy,
Well you've picked a pretty exhaustive subject to research. There is now so much information connected with
EMF, microwave, natural and atmospheric energy, etc.., that it could keep anyone very busy for many years. At
the moment we are at the border of new discoveries and changes in our present laws that have governed physics
for the last 100 years. A definite void has developed between the old established scientific community and many
who have been ostracized and purposely ignored for even questioning the status quo. This has provided an
atmosphere that can be both exiting and confusing because of both the volume of new information and the
number of claims of new discoveries now available to us all through the use of the internet. Some of the best
explanations given in layman's terms for anyone with a limited amount of time invested into energy research can
be found from Thomas Bearden. Tom Bearden has been on both sides of the track and has a good reputation on
both sides. Of course almost anything can be found by typing in the correct search parameter's into a Google
search but I would suggest verifying everything several times over before storing anything in your head
permanently. As I have said, there is a lot of change happening in the scientific community and laws have to be
re-written by the so-called experts so just hang on to what seems like solid information. There is a very large
community of private inventor's, scientist's, and other's who have developed forums on just about anything you
can imagine and it might help some to join a couple of them if nothing else than to just read the boards.
Thousands of people around the world are all working on new ideas and technologies and there are some who
even have the money to finance their projects. I will look around and try to find some good EMF links for you and
post them for you to check out Betsy. I don't know how much time you have spent researching EMF effects
and/or related physics and so it’s not clear where to start exactly. I don't know everything either but I have been
researching all of this stuff for a long time so hopefully I will prove to be of some help. Hope the weather's being
kind to you over there and your having a great day Betsy.
Cheers,
Jim
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Dangerous chemicals in personal care products
Posted: Sat Mar 12, 2005 3:45 pm

Post subject: Dangerous chemicals in personal care products

Health Researchers are now finding that the active ingredient in antimicrobial soaps and personal care products
causes nerve damage. This really isn't surprising: I've been warning readers about this for years. The ingredient is
called MIT (methylisothiazolinone), and it is found in antimicrobial soaps, hand soaps, dish soaps and a surprising
number of personal care products. People buy these personal care products thinking they're protecting themselves
from infectious microbes. They think it makes them immune to viruses and bacteria that might be found in their
bathrooms or kitchens, and thus they believe in the mythology of using antimicrobial soaps to create a sterile
environment in their own homes.
This mythology has been promoted by the manufacturers of these products who, through clever advertising,
propagate the distortion that bacteria on the kitchen counter and in the bathroom are responsible for making
people sick. But the reality is that we don't live in a sterile environment anyway: the only thing that prevents you
from getting sick is a healthy immune system. We are exposed to bacteria and viruses literally hundreds of
thousands of times each day. It is our immune system that takes care of these threats and keeps us safe, not
antimicrobial soap.
But many consumers don't understand this. They think that they can make their homes spotless; that they can
create a level-4 biohazard clean room in their kitchen by using this antimicrobial soap, and that this will somehow
protect them from getting sick. But the reality is that they're giving themselves nervous system disorders while
actually promoting the breeding of resistant strains of bacteria. And thanks to the nervous system damage caused
by these antimicrobial ingredients, people are probably accelerating Alzheimer's disease by using these products.
No doubt, they are impacting the learning ability of their children by poisoning their nervous systems, too.
It turns out that this active ingredient is chemically similar to Agent Orange. That's right, this was the Weapon of
Mass Destruction used in Vietnam. And while it's not accurate to say that there's Agent Orange in your
antimicrobial soap, there is indeed a chemical compound that's similar in its function, purpose, and molecular
structure. Is this something that you want to be coating your dishes with? How insane is that?
Yet it's precisely what millions of Americans [not only Americans!] each and every day that they use these
products. They are literally placing a thin film of nerve agent chemicals on their dishes, and then drinking and
eating from those dishes. Here, Johnny, be sure to clean up your plate! We washed them in something special:
nerve toxins!
There are a great number of dangerous poisons in the average American home [not only in US, meanwhile all
over the world!]. The typical pantry is loaded with toxic chemicals. This is something I've been warning about for
years, but most people just laugh it off and say "If these things were dangerous, they wouldn't be legal!" Yet they
remain perfectly legal and quite dangerous at the same time.
For example, most people still use dryer sheets in their dryer. These sheets really serve no function other than to
spread perfume all over your clothing. They're perfume sheets. And these perfumes are not essential oils
harvested from flowers out in a wild field somewhere, they are synthetic chemicals, manufactured in a chemical
plant, and many are highly carcinogenic. So after washing their clothes to get out all the dirt, people are then
coating their clothes with a product that deposits a thin film of toxic chemicals onto their clothes. In other words,
the clothes were cleaner before they went through the washer and dryer. And now that they come out of the dryer,
they are dangerous to your health, because now they have been soaked in a toxic chemical cocktail. And people
put these clothes on every single day, then walk around and produce sweat which moistens the clothes, and that
accelerates the diffusion of such chemicals into their bloodstream through their skin. They do this and then they
wonder why they are diseased. They think their laundry is clean because it smells like perfume.
The average American [all over the world by now!] household is a toxic chemical dump. People have
antimicrobial soaps, dryer sheets with toxic chemicals, and then there are people using all sorts of personal
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perfumes and fragrance products that are also loaded with cancer-causing chemicals. You've got people putting
deodorant in their armpits, and that deodorant contains aluminum that promotes dementia and Alzheimer's
disease. And if that's not enough toxicity, you can buy air fresheners that will release a mist of toxic chemicals
into the very air that you breathe so that you can inhale carcinogenic chemicals directly into your lungs. Beyond
all that, we have the shampoos, which are also loaded with all sorts of toxic chemicals, and we have the cleaning
products that contain solvents which directly promote cancer as well as birth defects. And this isn't even to
mention the food supply yet, because the food supply in the average American [not only in US!] household
contains yet more toxic chemicals. But of course, that's for another article altogether.
So what do you do about all of this? Some people say to me "Mike, you sure are paranoid about all these
products." Not really, only the ones that cause cancer and other chronic diseases. I'm fine with all the other
products. The thing is, you can't find those healthy products at your regular convenience store or grocery store.
You have to go to a health food store or a natural grocer, and you have to know the sources for these products.
You have to be smart enough to read ingredient labels and figure out what's in these products. And then you have
to educate yourself by reading articles like this so that you know what belongs in your body and what doesn't. It's
not that difficult to understand; it isn't rocket science to figure out that the human body is not a toxic waste dump
(regardless of what the consumer products companies try to convince you to believe).
The vast majority of these chemicals I'm talking about are considered environmental hazards by the EPA. And yet
it's perfectly legal for manufacturers to put them in their products and indirectly allow consumers to put them into
their bodies. You could be arrested if you dumped these same chemicals into a stream -- that would be a violation
of federal law. And yet, you put them into your body every single day, and that's not only legal, it's actually
encouraged by media coverage, advertisements, department stores, and retailers.
It is perfectly possible, by the way, to live a life free of these toxic products. All you have to do is stop buying the
toxic products, [...]
Read the complete article at: http://www.NewsTarget.com/005342.html

Posted: Sat Mar 12, 2005 6:16 pm Post subject: Dangerous chemicals in personal care products
Wouldn't it be interesting to get to know how many people are killed because of the toxic influence in all these
'care products'? How many diseases are caused with life long suffering? Probably thousands or even hundred
thousands. Isn't it surprising that nobody says anything about it? There is no commemoration for the victims, no
protest demonstrations, no candles... And the consuming goes on and on and on. The advertisements are just too
convincing. Isn't it yet known that who wants to sell something is lying? And for sure will hide any undesirable
side effect? Are people really so naive that they believe everything? Are there any doubts or some questions? Or
are the consumers just tricked out from the seller by pushing the right (unconscious) buttons?

.................
Quote: All you have to do is stop buying the toxic products, [...]
Really??? Consumer are behaving like hypnotized rabbits or sheep, no way that they wake up...
BeiYin
PS: “According the World Health Organization's statistics, chronic NCDs such CVDs, diabetes, cancers, obesity
and respiratory diseases, account for about 60% of the 56.5 million deaths each year and almost half of the global
burden of disease.”
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Source: International Journal for Equity in Health:http://www.equityhealthj.com/content/4/1/2
Deaths from Cardiovascular diseases: 945,836 deaths in the USA. Source: American Heart Association, 2004:
http://cureresearch.com/c/cardiovascular_diseases/deaths.htm
Worldwide aprox. 1/2 - 1% of the population's death is caused by Cardiovascular diseases. That's about 30-50
Million people!
49,741 deaths each year in Australia (Heart Foundation of Australia)
79,389 deaths each year in Canada (Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada)
20% of deaths is due to strokes in Canada (Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada)
Caused 40% of all deaths in the UK 2001 (British Heart Foundation)
245,000 deaths per year in the UK 2001 (British Heart Foundation)
4 million deaths from CVD each year in Europe (The European Heart Network, 2000)
1.5 million deaths from CVD each year in the EU (The European Heart Network, 2000)
CVD is main cause of death of women in all countries in Europe (The European Heart Network, 2000)
CVD is main cause of death of men in all countries in Europe except France (The European Heart Network, 2000)
HIV/AIDS WORLDWIDE
Through 1997, cumulative HIV/AIDS-associated deaths worldwide numbered approximately 11.7 million -- 9
million adults and 2.7 million children.
In 1997 alone, HIV/AIDS-associated illnesses caused the deaths of approximately 2.3 million people worldwide,
including an estimated 460,000 children younger than 15 years.
Source: http://www.aegis.com/factshts/niaid/1998/niaid98_fact_sheet_aidsstat.htm
Estimated Breast Cancer Deaths Worldwide: 350.000
So this brings up the question of the number of deaths caused by the consume of:
Medication and through side effects
Junk food with all the fat, sugar, additives, colors, etc.
Contaminated meat
With poison contaminated vegetables and fruits
Sugar water drinks
Alcohol, not only those who are killed. How many families are destroyed?
Tobacco *, how many passive smoker are killed forced to be in the same room?
Drugs, how many lives have been destroyed around drug addicts?
And how many deaths caused by contamination of water, air and all the other articles we use daily? These are so
many people that it seems not very clever of the money maker to cause the death of that many consumer, it might
be that they are running out of customers...
Then the next questions might arise: What is the benefit in Billions of $ for all this deathly stuff? Are with this
then the aprox. xx Million yearly death balanced? And the xxx Million with diseases for the rest of their lives?
And what about the reduced quality of life of the other remaining 5,999,999,500? When one takes off maybe 500
who are the top beneficial of the enormous effort... and the fatal result for x% of the word population. These are
only numbers, but how much suffering is caused and can't be seen just from statistics...
*Almost five million deaths a year caused by smoking
Reported by Susan Aldridge, PhD, medical journalist
The latest statistics suggest that around 4.8 million deaths around the world could be attributed to smoking.
Researchers at the Harvard School for Public Health and colleagues in Australia have been looking at smokingrelated deaths in both developed and less developed countries for the year 2000. They have found that there were
about 4.8 million deaths worldwide in that year that could be attributed to smoking. The toll was similar in both
developed and less developed countries. Overall, three quarters of the deaths were among men, which increased to
84 per cent in the less developed countries. The major causes of smoking-related death were heart disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and lung cancer.
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Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 11:00 am

Post subject: Re: Dangerous chemicals in personal care products

BeiYin: Wouldn't it be interesting to find out how many people are killed and how many end up
with life-long diseases because of the toxic influence of all these 'care products'?
Yes, it would be interesting to know what is the truth behind this. I can hear already the arguments that will
come...
Such as: In the past we lived for less years than we do today 'on average', so therefore the quality of life is better,
which is due to our advanced technologies including: manufacturing, industry, agriculture and medicine, etc.
People always die of something, you won't live forever. How can you complain when today many people can
expect to live to the age of 80 or 90? Are you asking how many people die each year and what is the average age
of life expectancy? Are you comparing this figure to the average life expectancy in the past?
Okay, while these arguments look valid, I also believe that these are exactly those that are used to convince the
general public that we are actually getting healthier and living longer, when the opposite is the case. I would ask
'who' is responsible for gathering this information and disseminating it to the public? One must realize the
difficultly to assemble such a statistic and fact, being able to say just because we are living longer on average, it
then equates that we are healthier and better taken care due to our medical system. When I look around it's pretty
clear the opposite is the truth, so I know better... So probably it's true that on average we are living longer each
year, but in fact it has nothing to do with the modern medicine. Probably what is true is that we would be living
even longer that what is the increasing average at this time, and with less suffering, 'without the modern
technologies'. It is obvious to me the truth behind all these products, what they are doing to our bodies and also
the side-affect of production is killing the earth, the air quality and water quality. Nearly all native species of
plants and animals are threatened and in danger of extinction, we know humans are next when the base of the
food chain is destroyed. We can live for only so long on chemically made food substitutes. ..
Betsy
Quality of Life Expectancy
Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 11:10 am Post subject: Life Expectancy Numbers
I see there is a very recent article about it. Can this be a starting point to ask critical questions about what I
brought up? Some come to mind immediately, such as “What is the global death rate?” and “Are these
numbers weighted according to the growing birth rate?” What can be known is that statistics can easily be
manipulated with words to paint the desired picture. Can we trust the source of this article: CNN, Reuters, The
Government of the USA?
----------------From: http://cnnstudentnews.cnn.com/2005/HEALTH/conditions/02/28/life.expectancy.reut/
U.S. life expectancy hits high mark
Monday, February 28, 2005 Posted: 3:59 PM EST (2059 GMT)
ATLANTA, Georgia (Reuters) -- Americans are living longer than ever largely because of declining death rates
from heart disease, cancer and stroke, the federal government said Monday.
Average life expectancy in the United States rose to a record 77.6 years in 2003 from 77.3 years in 2002,
according to the latest data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Although women on average still lived longer than men in 2003 -- 80.1 years versus 74.8 years -- the gender gap
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in mortality narrowed, continuing a 25-year trend, the CDC said in a report.
The Atlanta-based agency, which is responsible for monitoring and responding to health threats, attributed the
improvement in life expectancy to corresponding drops in eight of the 15 leading causes of death.
Chief among them were significant declines in mortality from heart disease, cancer and stroke, the three biggest
killers. Death rates for these conditions fell between 2.2 percent and 4.6 percent.
"Those are the big three," said Donna Hoyert, a CDC statistician and the lead author of the report. "They drive
everything else because they're such large numbers to start off with."
Lower death rates from HIV, drug and alcohol abuse and use of firearms also helped boost life expectancy.
There were 2,443,930 deaths in 2003, according to the CDC data, which is preliminary. The overall death rate fell
1.7 percent from 2002 when adjusted to account for changes in the age distribution of the population.
The CDC released its data amid rising concerns about a burgeoning obesity epidemic in the nation. Health experts
have warned of an inevitable jump in heart disease, diabetes and other diseases if millions of Americans don't lose
weight.
The United States already is struggling with the challenge of caring for an aging population. Death rates from
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, two diseases often associated with old age, rose in 2003, the CDC said.
The agency's data also highlighted continuing racial disparities, with black men on average living 6.2 years less
than white men and black women 4.4 years less than white women.
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Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 11:11 am

Post subject: Statistics

BeiYin: I don't trust statistics. With these it is so easy to manipulate. In how far the average life expectancy is influenced
by the fact that 45 Million of children in Africa will die within the next decade? etc. This needs to be investigated...
Quote:...about a burgeoning obesity epidemic in the nation. Health experts have warned of an inevitable
jump in heart disease, diabetes and other diseases if millions of Americans don't lose weight.
Already 40% of children have obesity due to their eating habits. What are the statistics telling about the following diseases
caused by this? The expensive following treatments, the reduction of life quality, etc.? All these humans will not live that
long of the average the statistics are telling us...
Some more facts I found when searching statistics:
Extract from: http://www.baido.org/resources/statistics.php
Worldwide, 1.3 billion people live on less than $1/day. In Sub-Saharan Africa, this is true for a staggering 70 to 80 % of
the population. Worldwide, 82 children per 1000 die before their fifth birthday. In sub-Saharan Africa, it's 173 per 1000. In
the United States, 8. In Japan, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, and Switzerland, it's a five-way tie for the world's lowest
under-5 mortality rate at 4 per 1000. Worldwide, 81% of the population have safe drinking water, 19% do not. In subSaharan Africa, only 54% have it, 46% do not. Worldwide, 57% of the population use adequate sanitation facilities, 43%
do not. One billion people, a fifth of humanity, are chronically hungry. At least two billion suffer from vitamin and mineral
deficiencies. This debilitating condition robs people--especially children--of physical health, the potential for prosperity
and hope for a better future.
Every day, 35,000 children die of hunger-related causes. That's roughly equivalent to a Hiroshima-sized bomb being
dropped on the world's children every three to four days.
Source for all above: United Nations 800 million people worldwide are undernourished - one-quarter of whom are children
under five. Source: World Food Program
The world's seven richest men could wipe out global poverty. Their combined wealth is more than enough to
provide the basic needs of the poorest quarter of the world's people.
Pesticides
Many World Bank development projects actually increase farmers' access to agrochemicals, despite the Bank's policy on
reducing reliance on pesticides. Source: World Bank Progress Towards IPM Uneven, PANUPS, Pesticide Action Network
North America, September 28, 2000.
Chinese farmers were able to stop using fungicides to control a major disease, just by planting a mixture of two different
varieties of rice.
Source: Zhu, Y. et al., "Genetic diversity and disease control in rice," Nature, August 17, 2000, pp. 718-722.
China is one of the world's largest users and producers of pesticides.
Source: Pesticides on the Rise in China, PANUPS, Pesticide Action Network North America, May 26, 2000.
Research
Only 5-10% of the limited funds available for health research are currently used to improve the health of 90% of the
world's population (The 10/90 Report on Health Research, World Health Organization, 1999)
Misdiagnosis, improper treatment (under use of antibiotics in the developing world/over use of antibiotics in developed
countries), and the heavy use of antibiotics for livestock, are all contributing to the rapid development of drug resistance.
Smallpox was eradicated in the 1970's. In the last 20 years this has prevented 350 million new cases of smallpox (more
than the entire population of the U.S.) and has prevented 40 million deaths (close to the estimated total deaths in World
War II).
Source for all above : World Health Organization
AIDS
Worldwide over 50 million people have become infected by the HIV virus, and there have been 18 million AIDS related
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deaths.
DANGEROUS WORK from: http://www.cpj.org/Briefings/2003/gulf03/iraq_stats.html
While the deaths of journalists covering wars draw considerable public attention, journalists are at risk in every corner of
the world. Most journalists’ deaths are targeted killings—murders designed to silence a critic or to retaliate for
coverage.
Here is a year-by-year tally of deaths worldwide over the past decade, as compiled by CPJ.
Journalists Killed Over the Past Decade:
• 1994: 66
• 1995: 51
• 1996: 26
• 1997: 26
• 1998: 24
• 1999: 36
• 2000: 25
• 2001: 37
• 2002: 19
• 2003: 37
BeiYin

Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 12:15 pm Post subject: There aren't any meaningful statistics being calculated
On The World Health Organization Web Site, there is a table on this page with Healthy Life Expectancy (HALE)
figures for the year 2001 for many member countries. While it might be interesting to look at it for 2001, without
knowing what happened in subsequent years it is nearly meaningless. What could be the reason that statistics for
years beyond 2001 are not reported? I can't find them anywhere ...
Healthy Life Expectancy: The World Health Report 2001 Healthy life expectancy (HALE) is based on life
expectancy (LEX), but includes an adjustment for time spent in poor health. This indicator measures the
equivalent number of years in full health that a newborn child can expect to live based on the current mortality
rates and prevalence distribution of health states in the population.
http://www3.who.int/whosis/hale/hale.cfm?path=whosis,burden_statistics,hale&language=english

Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 7:05 pm

Post subject: Re: TRUE OR FALSE?

Quote: U.S. life expectancy hits high mark. Americans are living longer than ever largely because
of declining death rates from heart disease, cancer and stroke, the federal government said Monday.
My feeling is that this statistic in particular is what is so convincing to the public at large, that the existing western
technology, medical systems and food production are the best in the world and therefore we are going in the right
direction. What is the most important to each individual is their own life, they could give a hoot about anyone
else’s... This statistic pacifies the population, convincing them they will live longer, therefore nobody feels a need
to change our existing ways. Contrary! They even feel the best would be if the rest of the world could have such a
system, which justifies the continued spread of capitalism. People in this system don't want to know another
truth, which would show the reality that this capitalistic system is causing everyone to get sick in ever
increasing numbers. People running this system don't want to report another truth, because they also 'like it how
it is', and they know if they were to report the truth, it would alarm the public and potentially cause a civil uproar.
Nobody wants that! Okay, so what can we do if we realize that the numbers are being manipulated and the truth
isn't being given to us? We can get to the truth in another way, by doing our own critical investigation on any
specific disease, environmental concern, native population, trend, etc. You won't have to look very far, to find out
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that nearly all kinds of diseases are on the rise, worldwide. You won't have to look very far to find out that the
native species of plants and animals are being wiped out, worldwide, etc. As in BeiYin's other post, you can see
that there is also a very narrow focus for the LEX statistics, in that these numbers are only for the very rich
nations. Can we acknowledge the reality of the toll that our rich and comfortable lifestyles are taking on the rest
of the world? The truth is hardly ever told or sought out, because 'in truth' nobody really wants to know, because
then they would have to change - the most important is to be able to continue on exactly how we are today.
Betsy
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Mobile Phones
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 6:32 pm

Post subject: Mobile Phones

Yesterday I heard in the TV News that one million children of eight years own a mobile telephone. It was said
that scientists found out that the radiation of the phones are causing changes in the brain of these children...
Now, is this an advanced way to ensure that the coming generations stay as zombies? Apart of the fact that a
certain percentage will die early from brain cancer...
BeiYin
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 6:47 pm

Post subject: Re: Mobile Phones

Thunder:...what they found about birds was that when heavily exposed to the rays from mobile
phones, the birds had no sense of direction and flew from here to there and hardly ever arrived where
they were going. Very interesting.
So the same thing happens with people, they have no sense of direction... They adapt some outside goals offered
by society (from the same people who are interested that they stay numb, unconscious and as brave consumers)
and then they strive for the offered goals turning around themselves, getting lost, looking for another goal, getting
depressed, taking Prozac, getting numb, etc. Not interesting at all, at least not for me.
People might feel that they communicate when they are talking by their mobile telephone. Probably they feel like
the center of the world at this moment. But is this 'communication'? It keeps them busy and they feel good
because they are modern and in the newest fashion, but do they 'relate' to each other?
BeiYin
Posted: Wed Mar 16, 2005 9:49 pm
Hi Group,

Post subject: What You Should NEVER Do Before Bedtime

I just read this article in the last issue of the "Bottom Line Health" - Winter 2005 Issue.
What You Should NEVER Do Before Bedtime
Want to get good nights sleep? Then whatever you do, don't talk on your cell phone before you go to bed!
A study at the University of Zurich found that exposing people to the cell phones altered their brain waves during
sleep ... resulting in sleep disturbances!
The researchers want to do a study to see if using a headset may eliminate this disturbing effect. Until then, they
advise you to make nighttime calls on your regular phone instead.
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9. Addiction
Being Addicted we are Tricksters
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 8:57 pm

Post subject: Being addicted we are Tricksters

I wrote in the thread 'Tricksters & Scam Artists' at: http://falconblanco.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=82
BeiYin: ”We can observe in the same way with ourselves, how we trick ourselves not to make a clear decision to stop our
addiction. We are genial in finding arguments and making promises to ourselves and then finding an argument to not fulfill it.
We know that we are damaging ourselves, that we are wasting energy, but we don't listen to ourselves, we are very clever in
hiding and pointing away from the problems. So we might look for 'higher energy' and doing some special ‘inner work’ but
leaving our addiction untouched. We are tricksters. A friend just wrote to me: “
Quote: We also looked into the 'New age Love and light stuff' that was around but came to the same
conclusions: These were just good excuses not to do any of ones personal clearing work. Pretty much the same
at the core, but wrapped in different pretty shiny packages. It can be used to open up, it is just that most people
do not do the digging in them selves that it takes, so their ways become an excuse and not a process.
So we might as well go one step further and state that we are all addicted to our momentary situation, the way we are, how
we feel, think and are identified with ourselves. We are addicted to our habits, our attitudes and our established opinions. All
this we don't want to be touched and that nobody touches it. We want that we will be respected and if we feel offended we
will defend ourselves with all means. Isn't this also very tricky? We pretend to be open, tolerant and freethinker, but all serves
to keep our own position. We are so tricky that we believe all this ourselves, so we are not only tricking others but oneself
and we are using the same technique as the drug addict: arguments, promises and then escaping and hiding behind new
arguments. All serves to stay as we are.
Not only this: To be able to not look at ourselves, we do all kind of things to keep ourselves numb. An effective way is our
eating habit. We choose especially those foods that have a numbing effect on our brain and then to counteract we use
stimulants that are pushing the energy up with the result that after the effect is gone we are even more dull and tired. So then
between the ups and downs we are busy with ourselves and we have enough opportunities to react emotionally and then use
our mind to justify this and find reasons on the outside, so we don't need to look at ourselves and our games. Isn't this very
tricky?
Coming to the quote: For the same reason we might go into various 'spiritual' games, doing all kind of rituals and so feeling
uplifted and being satisfied. This might go on for years - and nothing essential changes within ourselves. We are using being
occupied, whatever this might be, as an excuse for not 'digging into oneself'. Isn't this very tricky?
There are an endless number of ways to trick oneself not to look at oneself, to stay unaware and so not needing to be
responsible for oneself and to what shows up in front of oneself.
There seems little hope that these unconscious trickster games will change. We can trick ourselves saying that we are in the
'hand of God and he will arrange everything to our best'. Oh goodness, can't we step out of this childish dependency game?
We have been manipulated for centuries and kept dull and in dependency, if we don't wake up, it might be too late. First we
might need to recognize how much we are manipulated from the outside and fed with all kind of means to keep us dull and
unconscious and then the next step might be to see that we do the same with others and with ourselves. Or if you prefer to
start with yourself, it doesn't matter, but start somewhere! Now!
BeiYin
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What is the Root Cause of Addiction?
Posted: Sat Jan 29, 2005 11:02 pm

Post subject: What is the Root Cause of Addiction?

Nearly everybody is addicted to something. We might think that those who are addicted to substances like
alcohol, tobacco, street drugs, gambling or pharmaceuticals, as being more trapped than we are, but is this really
the case? I am a 'recovered' alcoholic and for many years I have pondered what is the root cause of addiction.
While there have been many answers given I have never been satisfied with them. However, I feel I am getting
closer to discovering the root cause of addiction, and with the answer I realize how widespread a problem it truly
is, although not very obvious to see.
I have sat on a high throne and lectured to a person who was addicted to heroin. I must admit that at the time, I
felt above that person, more in control than this hopeless junkie. When I was speaking to her about it, she retorted
that this was simply 'her drug of choice' and that everybody is addicted to something. I realize now that this
defense of her own addiction has a strong element of truth within. I also see that I was acting like a hypocrite to
point out her addiction when I hadn’t resolved my own. I see that to talk this way to others gives a feeling of
superiority over them, and the talk itself can be a form of addiction. I’m reminded of a phrase from the bible:
Matthew 7:5 “Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast
out the mote out of thy brother's eye.”
I see a more subtle level of addiction and realize that most people through their lifetimes have accumulated
multiple addictions. Besides the addictive chemical substances, we are addicted to love/hate relationships, to
reliving the past, to our food choices, to sex, to our daily habits, to how we look, to our belief system, to our
intellect, to our perceived roles, to our outbursts of anger, to our being sick, to taking pills, to diversions, to the
Internet, to television, to belittling others, to reading news, to talking, to what we've accomplished, to what we
could accomplish, to our careers, to our status, to our possessions, only to name a few…
One could visualize our life process as a series of steps to cure ourselves of our multiple addictions. We get rid of
one only to discover another more deeply buried one, until finally we are confronted with the root cause, which
stems from our intense feeling of being alone. To smother our feelings of being alone, we use our addiction to
temporarily ease our pain. Addictions trap us in unconscious behavior in a cyclical pattern. The use of the item
causes a temporary high, but then what always follows is the low, which then needs to be counteracted, etc.
Addictions work different than you might think, in that we never blame the substance or method we’re using as
the item that is contributing to our pain, we see it instead as the treat or the thing that is relieving our pain. This is
why it is so hard for us to drop them or let them go, because we truly believe these things are helping us to
‘survive’.
As long as we stay in our pity party of being alone and misunderstood, then we will remain in the world of form
and endless striving to drown out our loneliness. I don’t think that we can heal ourselves of this old wound
overnight, that more it is a process, gradually acknowledging one's pain and then questioning oneself to find out
what is the root of that pain. If one is relating to one's pain in a creative way, observing and questioning the
‘reaction’ to find out about oneself, then slowly one can drop those things we are addicted to. There comes a new
kind of feedback in this process. When something that one was clinging to is dropped, there is less
disappointment (pain) experienced and so one feels better. Also, one reaches higher levels of feeling satisfied the
further one goes on this path, with the result that many stop before completion being happy with the serenity that
they've gained, never discovering the root cause of their addiction.
If we want to know about it, we can easily discover what we are addicted to - those things, which we know at
heart, are causing us misery or pain - and we should stop doing them or stop taking them. The reason why we
continue with our addictions are because we don't want to stop them. We feel that we 'have to have something',
we 'have to treat ourselves in
someway', and what use is living life if you can't have some fun (what we are used to), something we like even if
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it's not good for us...Look carefully - it's not that our addiction gives us pleasure - which is what it seems, in fact
mostly our addiction is inflicting pain and is threatening our survival in the physical realm. If we like to be angry
(expressed or not)
we unconsciously provoke latent anger in others to attack us. If we can't let go of a past relationship, we are
immersed in our mental and emotional misery missing the lost love, hardly capable to see what we have in the
present, probably feeling suicidal, not taking care of oneself, etc. If we are taking harmful substances into our
bodies, then often we have physical symptoms warning of life threatening diseases.
You could see one's life from birth as the process of accumulating addictions, until one reaches the point of
enough pain to start to question what could be the reason for one's pain. With the questions the answers start to
come and one gradually starts to wean oneself from one's addictions. Often, if we stop one, then we adopt another
to take its place - hardly anybody lets go of all of them. This is a core reason why people who stop alcohol have a
hard time giving up the often-dual addiction of coffee and cigarettes. Or why people change their diet, but
continue to keep items in it that they know they shouldn't take. It's rare indeed that somebody stops all their
addictions simply because to do so they would have to go beyond themselves and surrender the core need to get
their feeling of existence out of feeling themselves as the emotional pain that they are identified with.
The item in question is addictive if we are using it to drown out our unwanted feeling of being alone, using it
gives us a momentary 'lift'. The ‘lift’ we get always has an opposite reaction and this is the painful symptom we
experience after taking our dose. What we are actually addicted to is not the substance or activity itself, but rather
feeling ourselves in this way. If someone has manifested serious physical or mental symptoms of disease, then it
would seem likely that they are very lonely and strongly identified with their emotional pain.
Another way to state this is that we are addicted to pain. In reality nearly everybody feels lonely and
misunderstood by everybody on this planet. We are nearly all searching for somebody or some entity that can
relieve us of this pain. How many of us are clinging to a past relationship that we felt dissolved our loneliness
and/or are longing to unite with our 'well-deserved' soul mate? I think that it's time that we face the truth and this
is that no relationship, no thing or any attained or imagined goal is ever going to dissolve our feeling of being
alone, and by clinging to the belief that it did or will, we will continue on with our addiction to pain. Don't we all
at times, feel like aliens that have landed in a world of another time, where nobody exists who could ever hope to
understand us? We want to be understood! We want to be loved! We want to be 'not lonely'! Of course we are in
pain and will continue to be in pain as long as we cling to the belief that finding the 'perfect' outside form will
complete us and fulfill the innate desire of our personality.
While this might be depressing to read, it doesn’t have to be seen that way. We can realize that our pain is there to
show us that we are being resistant to reality. If we can take the first step to acknowledge our pain and realize it
has a reason, then we might next become aware of what this reason is and realize the futility of looking for
satisfaction in the world of things.
Betsy
Posted: Thu Feb 03, 2005 4:17 pm Post subject: What ever works
I deal with addictions by breaking them down to personal power issues. Things give me a kick or a rush. These
are the words that we use to describe what we get from things or events, or actions. It is not just a thing like drugs
or alcohol that give me a rush. What about the rush that comes from winning a big drama, or winning an
argument? What about the rush that comes, from over powering another person? It seems all the same to me.
Then comes the question, what to do about all of this? I do not think I can know what to do about my addictions
until I can know what they really are all about. I have also never known anyone that was successful in recovery
without working a program, or a process of self-discovery. I have known people to sober up, or stop using their
drug of choice, but without working a program these people still had things in their live that kept them from
finding peace, serenity, vision and purpose in their lives.
Breaking it all down to personal power issues just helps me define it all for myself. It is very simple. Getting ones
power from outside of ones self is addictive and in the end it is self-destructive. Working the 12-steps and making
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an inward journey of self-discovery ends the inner conflict. And this for me allows the conscious contact with
Spirit, God, Higher Power, Higher Self, or what ever you want to call it to become more and more real. We can
debate about what it is from now on, but that will not make my connection to Spirit stronger. Are the answers I
get right because of this work? Who knows! The answers I get now, do work when I follow them, and not just
where I am concerned. My action to these answers better serves even those around me and not just myself. My
power doesn’t come from the outside of me as much as it used to. Now it mostly comes from the inside of me,
threw the inner connection and or the conscious contact.
I want higher awareness and expanded consciousness. And as I look around my ego steps up and says; here try
these, drugs and alcohol.
I want to feel whole and complete on the inside. And as I look around my ego steps up and says; here try this. It is
your mate and they will complete you. And it ends up being just lust. A part of me deep down inside doing all it
can to keep me from awakening, and always shading the real truth. Setting elaborate patterns of thought that
become a personal trap.
Another thing that I have found is that 12-step work and the work done by the mystics to achieve enlightenment is
really the same work. The words and the descriptions of the processes are different, but the process itself is just
the same. An inward journey of self-discovery! It is defiantly a process of changing how I think.
Bill and Bob were the two men who started Alcoholics Anonymous. And in the later years Bob Wilson wrote a
book called Pass it on. Conscious contact with spirit for these men was just as real as it could be. Bob and his wife
both got to the point where they could talk with dead people. They could also tell the difference between people
who had gone on into the light and those that were still in between worlds.
A lot of this same stuff is in the Christian Beliefs, wasn’t it Jesus that said be in the world, but not of it? And
wasn’t it Frank Fools Crow of the Lakota Sioux that said Become the hollow bone. This seems like a big clue to
me! And what is that clue, could it be that it is all the same stuff? They are all just different words, from a
different point of view, working a process that changes how we think. A process that helps me change reactions
from my ego out of fear, into action from my heart out of love.
The important thing for me is to work a spiritual program or process. Religion to me is a belief that someone else
has about Spirit, God, or the Creator, that is given to me to blindly follow so that I can be accepted into a herd of
people. Most religions have a few main people who tell you the nature of Spirit and what is expected you.
Spirituality on the other is a process of unfolding, an inward journey of self-discovery to develop conscious
contact, with the Spirit, God, or Creator of my understanding. This allows Spirit to show me its true nature
personally, building a direct connection for personal guidance.
Who's way is the best, who's way is right or wrong, or who's definitions work the best are just drama and conflict
to me. The only thing that makes my life worth living is working the process, and doing my personal clearing
work. Christian, Buddhist, Native American, Wicca, or something of your own, I do not think it really matters. I
have seen Spirit meet alot of people half way as long as they did their part.
Ishtahota
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The root cause of addictions
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 9:00 pm

Post subject: Re: The Root Cause of Addiction

Betsy: The item in question is addictive if we are using it to drown out our unwanted feeling of
being alone, using it gives us a momentary 'lift'.
It is not only our feeling and fear of 'feeling alone', wanting to be with someone is also a kind of addiction.
Probably what is behind all our addictions is the fear of void and we try to fill the emptiness with everything
we can grab: with properties, with reactions, with identifications and with all kind of activities: sex, work, sport,
entertainment, being creative and artistic, expressing ourselves, eating, or we fill our void with emotional
reactions and with thinking. But then there are coming moments when even the highest and strongest excitement
leaves an emptiness and to fill this we take all kind of substances that alter our senses and our reactions.
During centuries we are fed with images and goals, but these have lost in great part their effectiveness to fill our
void, the materialistic goals have taken over. People are most of the time busy to fulfill the needs of all those
things that are strongly suggested and without one can't imagine living. But then the rest of the time the void is
even felt stronger and must be filled. Entertainment is not enough, stronger means are needed and then are
entering the addictions: Perversions, games with a high risk, drugs, etc. even disease are welcome, pain and
suffering, because it fills the void.
The solution? Yes there is one. The reason for all addiction is the identification with one's personality, which exist
only in it's reactions of body, mind and emotions. To stimulate these all the mentioned is taken and done. The
solution is to go beyond one's personality finding out and having the experience that existence goes indeed
beyond one's personal existence. How this can be gained? It is a growing process which can be furthered
through being aware of oneself and relating and responding to life, what means to everything what appears,
inside and outside. Taking responsibility for it and observing one's reactions. Meditation also helps.
BeiYin
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 9:02 pm

Post subject: Personal Drama

Isn't it pretty obvious that you are living your personal drama by putting it into a '12 step process'? OK, this
process is at least one step to self-responsibility, for sure better than nothing. So it might be that your 12 steps are
one step within other 12 steps... This will keep you busy for some more time, especially your thinking, as you are
turning around yourself, what means mainly your head. Until you do the essential step to step out of your step
thinking. Now your existence is concentrated in your head: with all your knowledge, comparing it with all what
others have expressed, religions, holy men, etc. Now as your process of unfolding continues, what you call an:
Quote: inward journey of self-discovery to develop conscious contact, with the Spirit, God, or
Creator of my understanding. This allows Spirit to show me its true nature personally, building a
direct connection for personal guidance.'

You expect to become enlightened in your head, in your personality? And until this will happen you are teaching
your 'knowledge' to others to be confirmed on your path? Where is your 'brutal honesty' in this? How do you
practice it with yourself? You have seen that 'Spirit' meet people? How? By comparing with the image you have
in your head? What do you know really? Hey man, better come down. I have nothing else to tell you, but I
needed to respond to your brain stuff, sorry if it is offending you but you are a tough guy and are able to deal with
it.
BeiYin
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10. Supplements & Herbs
Colloidal Silver
Posted: Sun Feb 27, 2005 6:34 pm

Post subject: Colloidal Silver

It is reported that colloidal Silver destroys all types of virus and enhances the immune system in general. It is said
that Colloidal Silver supports the T-cells in their fight against foreign invading organisms in the blood. It forms a
second immune system, protecting and defending the T-cells. It is said that silver ions are essential to the immune
system.
Scientists found out that fungus, virus, bacterium, streptococcus, staphylococcus and other pathogenic organisms
are killed in about four minutes. It is said there is no microbe known that is not killed by colloidal silver in fife
minutes in a dilution as small as five parts per million. There are no serious side effects even from high
concentrations. Scientist report that there is a correlation between low silver levels, sickness and immune
deficiency. They found out that people who have low silver levels have the tendency to be frequently sick and to
have a lot of colds and flu's.
It is more and more recognized that parasites are being a main cause of failing health. Neither cancer nor HIV can
exist without parasites and that if the parasites are eliminated, the disease will disappear. Parasites are also killed
by colloidal silver, as they have an egg-stage in their reproductive cycle, which is one celled and therefore killed
in six minutes or less.
As single cell called 'bacteria' use an enzyme for their oxygen metabolism, the presence of colloidal silver
influences the enzyme in a way that it causes the bacteria organism to suffocate. Any and all bacteria are therefore
killed within 5-minutes, without causing effect on the surrounding tissue cells, even killing antibiotic resistant
strains as well as all fungal infections.
To fight fungal infection, one must understand fungal function. A fungus is a series of single cells that have small
tubes of the material from which the cell is made, which stretches between the cell walls. A fungus will still
exhibit that characteristic of any one-celled bacterium, which is almost completely and permanently disabled by
the presence of colloidal silver in the body.
With viruses it is similar: A single virus will invade a living cell within the body tissue. Then will take over the
nucleus of the cell and alter it's production and reproduction mechanism to replicate the virus instead of the
enzyme, hormone, or other chemical that the body would normally have produced for itself within that cell. The
multiplied viruses will be released from that cell into the blood stream.
Parasites continue to attack eating other body cells of the host, but this is not causing the symptoms alone, it is the
dumping of their waste into the tissues and blood stream. Part of the response of the living cells invaded by the
virus is that they reverse back to a more primitive form of cell structure and chemistry. The oxygen metabolizing
enzyme, or chemical lung in the cell wall, reverses as well.
When there is an electrically charged ion or micro-particle of colloidal silver, it only influence disease causing
pathogens and suffocates them, simply by their presence. This more primitive form of enzyme is vulnerable to the
effects of colloidal silver. The catalyst effect of the colloidal silver simply being in close proximity to the enzyme
of this cell results in permanent disability. It can't function to bring oxygen into the cell and so the virusproducing cell dies by suffocation.
A list of diseases colloidal silver treats successfully:
Acne- Aids - allergies - appendicitis - arthritis - athletes foot - bladder infection - blood parasites - blood
poisoning- boils - burns - cancer - Candida - chronic fatigue - colitis - conjunctivitis - cystitis - dandruffdermatitis - diabetes - diphtheria - eczema - gastro-enteritis - gonorrhea - hay fever - hepatitis - herpes - impetigo indigestion - keratitus - leprosy - leukemia - malaria - meningitis - neurasthenia - parasitic infection - pneumonia prostate infection - pruritis ani - psoriasis - rheumatics - rhinitis - ring worm - scarlet fever - septic conditions seborrhea septicemia - shingles - staph and streptococcal - ulcers - viruses - warts - yeast infections etc.
Colloidal silver can also be applied directly to open wounds and sores to avoid or eliminate infections. Other
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antiseptics cause damage of the surrounding tissue cells, colloidal silver will not harm the surrounding cells or
tissue.
Parasitic infections
Parasites can be eliminated by ingesting the correct quantity of colloidal silver. Parasitic diseases caused by the
tiny worm that can burrow through particular organs. These parasites reproduce by laying eggs. Eggs of these
worms have the same characteristics as the oxygen-metabolizing enzyme of the single cells bacteria. These eggs
are unable to hatch under the influence of colloidal silver and therefore is destroyed and eliminated by the
immune system.
Diarrhea
Diseases such as cholera, canine parvovirus or other diseases where the pathogen resides in the large intestine are
often fatal, mostly due to the dehydration resulting from severe and prolonged diarrhea and vomiting. The
pathogen causing the problem is in the first place active in the large intestine, where colloidal silver, when used in
normal dose rates, will not penetrate.
However if one drinks 1/4 liter of colloidal silver with one liter of water on an empty stomach, the colloidal silver
will penetrate the large intestinal tract and will very quickly take care of the problem.
Healing crisis
Colloidal silver is killing the pathogens very quickly. The body's eliminatory systems (kidneys, liver, bowel, lungs
and skin) become overloaded. One may feel very tired and dizzy due to this rapid action. Continue the regimen,
but drink up to three liters of water a day together with a lot of Vitamin C.
interesting links:
http://www.silver-colloids.com
http://silverdata.20m.com/silveruse2.html
http://www.universal-tao.com/article/colloidal_silver.html
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VII. Poetry
Spider Web
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:21 pm

Post subject: Spider Web

There is a spider living on our fork truck.
Every morning when I'm unloading the van,
using the fork truck,
I see a beautiful woven web
in the hydraulic system.
I'm trying to drive carefully
not to destroy the web,
but at the end of the day it is gone,
maybe one fine string is remaining,
showing up in the sundown.
But the next morning a new web
is attached to the fork truck.
This happened now for about a week,
I haven't noticed it before,
being concentrated on the work.
There seems no way to communicate
with the spider - to ask him gently
better to look for another place,
more static and out of the traffic
that his beautiful work may last.
The spider is continuing to waste energy
building his web in the wrong space...
But thinking about it in a different way
it might be that this is a 'message'
send specially to this place and to me.
The spider is telling me something?
Showing me beauty within the frame
of an old ugly fork truck,
sun reflected in drops of night dew,
hanging in a fragile web.
Webs are meant to be traps,
but I never have seen anything
not even one insect caught in the net.
It is similar with my poetry work
in the Web of Internet?
Since years now trying to get attention
of somebody who might be attracted
to expressions coming from 'beyond'.
Indeed with very little response.
Am I wasting my energy like the spider?
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It seems I do not trap anybody,
but maybe it is enough that somebody notices
'the reflection of the sun in a few drops of dew'?
Maybe this is really all what is possible
and what is meant to be?
Yes, I see it clearer now,
a Web is not necessarily meant to trap.
It is meant to hold a few tiny drops,
within a limited time in the morning
then the web can be destroyed, it doesn't matter.
During the night I can write another poem,
in which during the coming morning
'light' might be reflected from within.
Guiding beyond space and time... to oneself.
Thanks, I got the message!
BeiYin
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Mind - I am My precious Concepts
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:25 pm Post subject: Mind - I am My precious Concepts
I think - so I am.
Identified with my mind sensing existence.
Grabbing at everything
which makes my concepts stronger.
My mind is a sponge
sucking all wisdom from books
best way to survive.
No need to confront reality
relax, just be. Be happy!
Concepts filling space
protecting me well from void
keeping me busy.
Striving towards perfection
endless turning around myself.
Best concept of life:
Be a spiritual being!
Nothing can touch you.
Looking down from Harmony
spreading love to everyone.
Spiritual thoughts
highest identification.
Now I'm enlightened!?
With such a far out concept
I am a joyful being!
"Stay away from us
with anger and frustration!
Appreciate something today!
It's all your choice how you feel.
Look at me: I am happy!"
***
Words, thoughts are concepts
hidden potential reality
perception unfolds.
All ways of receiving parts
limit one's understanding.
Dropping my concepts?
Then what is left of myself?
Precious mind games.
How can outside be compared if from inside I'm empty?
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Mind is a mirror
reflecting one's projections
interpretations.
Compared with stored contents worn out images from past.
Spirit images
I can't let go - impossible!
Highest sense of life.
Myself created dream worlds
give me happiness and joy!
Escaping into dreams
leaving all mess behind you
that's no solution.
What about relating to life
showing up in front of you?
Reaching out - connect
awareness with existence:
your heart with your head.
Expression of creation
beyond one's holding senses.
BeiYin
12.1.05
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What is the most important in one's life?
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:27 pm

Post subject: What is the most important in one's life?

Is it love or food? Or a worthwhile goal?
Is it knowledge, wisdom or understanding?
Or is it the fulfilling sense of life one finds?
Without doubt it is the feeling of existence
to gain this all humans do whatever they can
depending on their level of individual evolution.
Finding confirmation for one's personality
seems to be the most important in life
finding form and shape within nothingness.
Embedded in established common frames
one might find one's space and satisfaction
going with the herd - following given goals.
Thinking, emotions and body sensations
giving the base of feelings of existence
with all life's ups and downs, pain and joy.
Stimulation speeds up all personal reactions
if boredom slows down one's self esteem
provocation can be freely received all around.
All fields are valid and serve to find identification
from dense material matter to ideas of any kind
from religious concepts to utterly crazy excess.
Who can't find sense in one or the other means
can stimulate one's senses or may numb them
going thru nightmares or developing pseudo light.
Emptiness creates fear and must be avoided
with all means - even it might cause destruction
of one's mind, feeling, body or what is around.
Is this the reason why there is so much suffering?
If there is not enough joy and happiness then at least pain gives the feeling of existence.
We are claiming the right to destroy ourselves:
The vehicle which gives us structure and form
guiding us on our path of growth to wholeness.
Poisoning the only home we have - once a paradise
killing what comes across the path we follow blindly
what doesn't serve our needs - will be eliminated.
Is Planet Earth a real place of joy and fulfillment
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or does our satisfaction come out of wishful ideas
covering all pain and frustration with blissful thoughts?
Being strongly identified with concepts and ideas
defending one's beliefs and fighting for truth
makes one blind for reality within and around.
"Yes, this is right, but what can I do about it all
being caught in the behavior of history of men
there seems no way out of the trap of personality."
Allow emptiness to happen - watch your games
observe your manipulations to fill all spaces
question yourself and every thing around...
BeiYin
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The Story of Time
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 8:25 pm

Post subject: The Story of Time

we're heading forward
and we're gaining speed
even though we're carrying all of these
excess things we don't need.
a fraction of a fraction
and splitting seconds in two
nano, pio and atto:
all these seconds, but still so few.
time is flying,
and we're just hitching a ride
it seems like we're just sitting back
watching everything from inside.
if you slow down
you get mowed down
and everyone’s too busy
to lift you from the ground.
check the clock
and watch your watch
and make sure to be on your guard
when they kick it up a notch.
one hour photo
fast food galore
over night delivery
from Bangcock to your door.
pulling out the stop signs
and all the lights are green
step on the gas
and pick up more speed.
the faster your car
the better you are
so spend that extra cash
so you can be on par
be here on time
and just keep in mind
that the clock never stops
and the clock isn't kind.
high speed trains
ultrasonic planes
the best man is the quickest man
when speed is the game.
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the speed of light
is the speed of fright
bringing us ever closer
to the endless night when everything is a blur
and nothing can be seen
that’s when you know
that time is the fiend.
so maybe just lay back,
hold on and close your eyes
and maybe for that second
time will not fly.
sped up
fed up
heads up
let up
just

slow

down...
Michael (from Canada)
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Tanka Thread: Proving Our Viewpoint
Posted: Mon Feb 21, 2005 11:47 pm

Post subject: Tanka: Proving our viewpoint

Proving our viewpoint
is paramount to exist
keeping us from void.
Loosening of resistance
accepting one's reactions.
Betsy
February 21, 2005

Allowance of void
opens up for fulfillment
cleared up existence.
Viewpoints expanding to stars
Sun light doesn't know reactions.
BeiYin
21.2.05

Structure holds itself
gives strength to one's existence
resistance to change.
Constellation game of stars
moving around each other.
BeiYin
22.2.05

Like a well-worn path
I can walk with my eyes shut
familiar terrain.
Daily habits satisfy
giving me security.
Betsy
22.2.05

Stumbling, stuck in pain
dreams end up in suffering
worn out muddy path.
Opening one's eyes to see:
Horizons can still be reached!
BeiYin
22.2.05
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I was wondering…
Does a sleeping one wake up
by casting dream world aside?
Or is it another dream
reaching for new horizons?
Betsy
22.02.05

Reaching horizons
of course is an illusion
just motivates moves.
Who's walking on unknown paths
might find back beyond oneself.
BeiYin
23.2.05

Using one’s focus
like a well-aimed arrow
to hit a target.
Recognizing one’s dream state:
I won’t listen anymore!
Betsy
23.02.05

Playing be awake
will for sure not wake you up
no target been hit.
Listening to silent breeze
one's focus fades into Self.
BeiYin
23.2.05
Turns during long sleep
seem to change one's state of dream
snoring satisfies.
Watching these self expressions wondering: What is all this?
BeiYin
23.2.05
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Focused intention Like a well-aimed arrow
hitting the bull’s eye.
Setting aside distractions
zeroing in on silence.
Betsy
23.02.05
Shooting at silence
the flying arrow whistles
speeding for the goal
for in the absence of sound
the concept of silence, lost
Michael (from Canada)
23.02.05
Whose focused intent?
Heart and head left far behind
transcended all goals.
Overtone of silence's sound
zeroing one's whistling breath.
BeiYin
23.2.05
Who still doesn't know it yet: A Tanka has five lines with 5+7+5+7+7 syllables.
New desire beckons:
to greet the almond blossoms
as they open up.
Reality is never seen
while busy proving oneself.
Betsy
23.02.05

Snow in white circles
apricot blossom leaves
magic solemn sign
BeiYin
1987
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Tanka Thread: Suffering Blind Spot’s
Posted: Fri Feb 25, 2005 9:18 pm Post subject: Tanka: Suffering Blind Spot's
Anonymous wrote:
I suffer from a blind spot.
What I see is just what I see.
I just do not see the depth in poetry.
Suffering blind spot's:
Profound interpretation
giving sense to life.
Living on water's surface
fear of sinking into depth.
Betsy
25.02.05
Blind men guiding blinds
confirming each other's blindness
closed blind spotted eyes.
Open view into bright light
vanishes pretended escape.
BeiYin
27.02.05
Light in darkness sought.
The best way to demonstrate
is to guide the blind.
Has bright light now done some work
exposing desperate shadows?
Betsy
27.02.05
Trapped inside of cage
like a frightened animal
not knowing it's fate.
Frantically seeking escape
not seeing door is open.
Betsy
27.02.05
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Posted: Sun Feb 27, 2005 9:57 pm
Trap causing blind spots
personalities escape
self-centered limit.
Near to faint when holding breath
forced pain might let in fresh air.

Post subject: Tanka: Blind spots

BeiYin
27.2.05
Personality…
Re-evolving in the past
won’t find the present.
Amused at seeing death throes
life meditation begins.
Betsy
27.02.05
blindness or weak eyes?
clarifying spectacles
place them on your face
and for once you see clearly
then step out of your jail cell
Michael (from Canada)
Society's cure:
Take a pill for a headache
erase the symptom.
Illusion is magnified
now I can see much better!
Betsy
01.03.05
Pills against silliness
not yet exist - never will!
Humans have choices
numbness defends effectively
rocks aren't suffering from pain.
BeiYin
1.3.05
I am tired of words
want to dive to more essence:
Existence right now!
Although walking on surface
longing for light gives mi depth.
BeiYin
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28.2.05
Cravings without end
a subtle way to stay intact
all longing makes waves.
Options are fading away
relating to life remains.
Betsy
28.02.05
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Not wanting to see…
Posted: Mon Feb 28, 2005 7:42 pm

Post subject: Not wanting to see...

Quote: "I agree, it's difficult to take all the cruelty people doing to each other, but we need to look at
it even it doesn't happen to us personally here and at this moment. We need to find out about the
background of the happenings, only then we might be able to do something about it for a change. At
least we must try..."
Tragedies around
endless human suffering
unites all beings.
Recognizing it or not:
All existence is just one.
BeiYin
28.2.05
Is there a solution?
Posted: Tue Mar 01, 2005 10:26 am

Post subject: Is there a solution?

Quote: "How can we deal in a creative way with our daily reality? This is worse than a madhouse.
People blindly running around, suffering and going for materialistic surrogates, not taking care of
themselves and not for each other and as a result destruction happens every where: In the
environment, in peoples health, in relationships, etc. I feel absolutely helpless, I want to do
something about it, but don't know what..."
Nothing else to do:
Clearing up one's daily life
as good as one can.
Own's responsibility:
connecting reality.
BeiYin
1.3.05
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In Love with Shadow
Posted: Tue Mar 01, 2005 10:54 am
In love with shadow
proving to all: 'I exist!'
source of cruelty.
Fear of being emptiness
threshold maintaining cowards.

Post subject: In love with shadow

Betsy
01.03.05

Like a crouched tiger
Posted: Thu Mar 03, 2005 11:08 pm Post subject: Tanka: Like a crouched tiger
Like a crouched tiger
I'm pouncing on everything
that crosses my path.
Circle of provocation
endless reason to fight back.
Betsy
03.03.05
No Longer Watching
Posted: Wed Mar 23, 2005 12:42 am
No longer watching
reactions coming - going
never ending chain.
Attraction of games ended
being the wheel's axis - now.

Post subject: Tanka: No longer...

BeiYin
23.3.05
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Promised Golden Age
Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 10:38 pm
Promised Golden Age
Future light cancels darkness
I feel good today.
No pain – no reason to change
work of others will save me.

Post subject: Golden Age, Venus Transit, 2012, etc.

Betsy
29.03.05
Being in the ‘Now’
Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 11:00 pm
Being in the 'Now'
I am nearly enlightened
troubles left behind.
Strong concepts give me all:
Security and happiness.

Post subject: Tanka: Being in the 'Now'

BeiYin
29.5.05
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I was going to tell you my story – by Rumi
Posted: Fri Apr 01, 2005 10:15 pm Post subject: Poem: I was going to tell you my story...
I was going to tell you my story
but waves of pain drowned my voice.
I tried to utter a word but my thoughts
became fragile and shattered like glass.
Even the largest ship can capsize
in the stormy sea of love,
let alone my feeble boat
which shattered to pieces leaving me nothing
but a strip of wood to hold on to.
Small and helpless, rising to heaven
on one wave of love and falling with the next
I don't even know if I am or I am not.
When I think I am, I find myself worthless,
when I think I am not, I find my value.
Like my thoughts, I die and rise again each day
so how can I doubt the resurrection?
Tired of hunting for love in this world,
at last I surrender in the valley of love
and become free.
-- Translation by Azima Melita Kolin and Maryam Mafi
"Rumi: Hidden Music", HarperCollins Publishers Ltd, 2001
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Effective Intention
Posted: Wed Apr 06, 2005 9:04 am

Post subject: 12 Tanka: Effective Intention

Arrived where I am
intentions fading away
void filled with presence.
Birds flying over mountains dark rain clouds do not bother.
No inspiration waiting to write something real
there is just silence...
Today the sky is light blue
filled with falcon's lonesome scream.
Vision fades away
expressing truth makes no sense
triggers no echo.
What was offered for others
meant finding reality?
Confused all over...
Pushing one's clearness ahead
doesn't create understanding.
Surprising how birds can pick
those fat worms out of the mess!
I am expression
it doesn't need any words
existence is all.
Today there is bright sunshine
I will cut some firewood now.
Power satisfies
forcing one's truth on others.
Who doesn't like this game?
Creating dependency
instead being responsible?
Take care of yourself
avoid risk of existence:
Growth prepared for work.
It needs more than one lifetime
waiting for the right question.
Life's long struggling
letting go sorrow of self:
transformation flash.
A creek needs long filling up
to break gathered obstacles.
Hold back for some time
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accumulate energy questions will show up...
Owls hunt most successfully
when the night is really dark.
No force is needed
to change existing structure
growth leaves old behind.
Gardeners wait to water
until ready roots receive.
Using the right tool
at the right moment and place
will hit the bull's eye.
Everything has soft parts
where cutting is most easy...
Out of right questions
answers coming from within
followed by actions.
Turning wheels touching the ground
towards realization.
BeiYin
5.4.05
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Tanka Thread: “Wake Up”
Posted: Wed Mar 09, 2005 10:04 pm
I see no reason
to lose more time reflecting
knowing tricks of ghost.
Stories fade into background
arriving on earth – being.

Post subject: I see no reason

Betsy
09.03.05
Posted: Sun Mar 13, 2005 10:50 pm
Watching reactions
intention keeps me busy
goals are truly vain.
Allowing space less presence
I feel my heart beating loud.

Post subject: Watching reactions

Betsy
13.03.05
Posted: Wed Mar 16, 2005 12:19 am
Dying gasps – hiccups
old dreams rising to the top
presence is misty.
It’s too dark and cold outside the tortoise closes it's shell.

Post subject: Dying gasps

Betsy
16.03.05
Posted: Sat Mar 26, 2005 11:39 pm
I'm getting dizzy
following these satellites
orbiting my head.
Light makes shadows visible
directing one towards center.

Post subject: I'm getting dizzy

Betsy
26.03.05
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Posted: Tue Mar 29, 2005 11:23 pm
Today wasn’t great
tomorrow will be better
‘I’ am never NOW.
My feet never touch the ground
'I' live my life in my head.

Post subject: Tanka: Today wasn't great

Betsy
29.03.05

Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 11:19 pm
Noisy voice subsides
merging into empty space
wondering what’s around.
Nice to greet other beings
not having an agenda.

Post subject: Noisy voice subsides

Betsy
02.04.05
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My Life is on Hold
Posted: Tue Apr 05, 2005 11:23 pm
My life is on hold
desperately seeking key
finding frustration.
This fake one is relentless
doesn't give up easily.

Post subject: My life is on hold

The sun is shining
the flowers are opening
bird song fills the air.
Expression is happening
portal to present beckons.
Misery or joy
result of occupation
outward or inward.
Dropping self-centered viewpoint
being content to listen.
Betsy
06.04.05
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Wake up... Reflections
Posted: Wed Apr 06, 2005 9:33 am

Post subject: 10 Tanka: Wake up... Reflections

'Awareness' what's this?
Annoying time between naps
dealing with what's there.
I smile! because I don't know
what the hell is going on.
Are you not happy?
Silly notes on the blackboard.
You are asking me?
500 million starving humans
ignored by all the others.
Money power games
Ego's blowing up themselves
never ending goals.
Blindly destroying all life
satisfied self-centered death.
"War always has been
people disagree and fight
death is part of life." Who is big eats the smaller
the biggest will eat them all.
Manipulations getting what one desires
blown up ego trips.
Striving to reach outer space
forgetting the core within.
Seeing what's around
startles me - frozen in fear
can't find any sense.
Being turned back to feel myself
I pull myself out of mud.
No words anymore
no talks about enlightenment
confirmation games.
You want to be encountered?
So meet yourself in silence.
So much noise all over
no space left between words
bridging the unknown.
Concepts covering all minds
ego's anchor to hold sense.
Wake up and stand up
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relating responding right now
to whatever appears
take responsibility! That's a call from far within.
Light's radiation
invisible - sensible
piercing through dark clouds.
Eyes are bound to illusion one's center embraces all.
BeiYin
March 2005
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We are our Illusions...
Posted: Sun Apr 10, 2005 11:01 am

Post subject: Poem: We are our Illusions

We are the essence from our past
the result we carry with us, living it right now
what we make out of it in this very moment
that we will have to live in our future.
We are living our illusions and dreams
all our concepts and our images
as real as it can be in this present moment
being identified with what we believe we are.
We are holding on our illusion of self
enforcing and defending it with all means
suffering from confronting reality
so much different than we want it to be.
Peace and love are still far away
what shows clearly in our daily reality
we are longing to fulfill just our basic needs
to keep going somehow to survive.
If we don't learn from our past, the yesterday
not looking to the possible results in the tomorrow
we will not be able to be aware of this moment
staying stuck in illusions and self images.
No wise advice can make people wake up
they might adapt new 'spiritual' concepts
but their illusion will stay fairly untouched
covered with images of harmony and love.
If we look at this moment and what is really there
then how can one deal with ones desperation
how can one take all the suffering around?
The loneliness and the lack of love?
Are we not tired of all those beautiful concepts
given us for many generations as heritage?
What we see around us is: Money making
as the most important all over the planet.
This is what occupies people the most, or not?
They all want satisfaction and go for it
fulfillment of their needs, of their dreams
confirmation of their personal illusions.
Yes, being aware of oneself, this moment
finding out how we are really might be a step
although this can't be an advice to be followed
only the result of a long growing process.
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The card house of illusion will need to collapse
before people will question their living habits
asking themselves for a sense beyond money
and all the materialistic aspects of life.
Of course we can talk about all this, although I would like to share the space between words
the silence of this night with flickering stars
touching us from outside in - inside out...
BeiYin
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Tanka Thread: ‘What we tell ourselves’
Posted: Wed Apr 06, 2005 11:19 pm
"I don't deserve this."
Self-confirming tapes replayed
chaining one to past.
NO 'I' ... NO merit ... NO this
silly views of empty heads.

Post subject: What we tell ourselves

Betsy
06.04.05
Posted: Wed Apr 06, 2005 11:32 pm
All views are silly
all heads are filled to top
no empty space left.
To go beyond horizons
worn out paths need to be left.

Post subject: Tanka: All views...

BeiYin
7.4.05
Posted: Thu Apr 07, 2005 11:01 pm
Unconscious background.
While busy engaged in thoughts
I'm blind as a bat.
Listening to silent breeze
I see the moon in the sky.

Post subject: Tanka: Unconscious background

Betsy
07.04.05
Posted: Sun Apr 10, 2005 12:23 am
Walking on a rope
balancing with reactions
center stays tranquil.
Just focused on the moment
one step after another.

Post subject: Tanka: Walking...

BeiYin
10.4.05
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Posted: Sun Apr 10, 2005 10:43 am
What else can I do?
Make yourself a cup of tea...
space between actions.
Surprising sound of silence
giving strength to go ahead.

Post subject: Tanka: What else...

BeiYin
10.4.05
Posted: Sun Apr 10, 2005 11:39 am
Letting go one’s fear
stretching hand to stroke wild cat
returned connection.
Being drawn towards the silence
fading into the background.

Post subject: Tanka: Letting go one's fear

Betsy
10.04.05
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I like to share the space between words...
Posted: Sun Apr 10, 2005 4:59 pm

Post subject: Poem: I like to share the space between words...

A single dot might tell more than most writings
all over the Internet in mailing lists and forums
but who is capable to receive the message
of an insignificant dot - lost in space and time?
I like a simple flower better than a polished stone.
But could David have convinced Goliath with a flower?
I like a tablespoon better than a cutting knife
but who can peel raw potatoes with a spoon?
I like silence better than sophisticated phrases,
annoying projections of one's misinterpretation
pointing out the faults of the writer's poor intention.
Who can share the empty space between words?
I like a few raindrops better than a thunderstorm
although it needs many drops to cause a rainbow.
Who can see wholeness in a drop - the ocean?
Who doesn't need the spectrum of reflected color
to enjoy to be alive and to share one's being?
I like a soft breeze better than a terrific hurricane
to receive a kind kiss more than a hit on my nose
if I had the choice I would prefer to be alone
but then who can be provoked without a mirror?
That foolish reactions may show up to be observed
I like to watch the clouds better than the Internet.
Wouldn't it be great if one turned on the computer
and there was nothing except silence and empty space
no words, no pics, no ads, no sound - just emptiness
and then one could share this with millions of others?
BeiYin
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Orange Blossoms
Posted: Fri Apr 22, 2005 8:14 pm

Post subject: Tanka: Orange blossoms

Orange blossoms
heady-scent attracting me
drawing me closer.
Flowers filling my eyesight
connection beyond senses.
Betsy
21.04.05
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Reflecting Sunlight
Posted: Sat Apr 23, 2005 9:39 am

Post subject: Tanka: Reflecting sunlight

Reflecting sunlight
turning heads inviting me
to join your beauty.
I feel drawn to surrender
merging together as ONE.
Betsy
22.04.05
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Look into my eyes
Posted: Wed Apr 27, 2005 12:55 am

Post subject: Tanka: Look into my eyes

Look into my eyes
peer until you find my heart
there we join as one.
Seeing with eyes of a child
worldly concerns fade away.
Betsy
27.04.05
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Ibiza Sunset
Posted: Wed Apr 27, 2005 11:10 pm

Post subject: Ibiza Sunset

Splash of orange
Sun slides slowly
Shadows begin their dance
Amongst the pines
Every glance
Gives up another secret
Delighting open eyes
Flowers shout purple, violet, yellow
And silent poppies burning blood red
Stop me in my tracks
Along the path this body glides
Chest softly pounding open wide
Gazing in wonder like a boy
Laughter of the stones
Stillness of the trees
Oh wellspring of inexplicable joy
Who is it that sees?
Pete
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Voices
Posted: Sat Apr 30, 2005 12:52 am
Clear voices whisper
void filling call from within
growing thunder winds.
Near rainbow under dark clouds
far lightening seems in silence.

Post subject: Poem: Voices...

BeiYin
30.4.05
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World, Earth & Life
Posted: Thu May 05, 2005 9:17 pm

Post subject: World, Earth & Life

The World is falling apart
Can we bear it, can we let it go?
Quell the whirlwind of endless desire
Blinding our soul’s eye within,
For the World in us must die
The Earth will force it eventually…
So can we not die willingly now
And meld into the beauty of the Earth?
Seeing all around the reflection
Of the harmony that we are,
When the illusion of separation is pierced.
Be silent, listen and leap
Beyond the shadow screen of thought
Stumble upon the miracle of Life
That’s always been there waiting
Behind the hard rind of the World
And die with a big smile all over your face!
Despite destruction, ignorance and madness without,
Confusion, fear and pain within
The World has no substance
And cannot win.
Life endures, is pure, is burning bright…
Life is what we are
Life is
What it is
Because it is
And that’s why…
There’s really no need to explain.
Pete
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VIII. Creative Writing
Make A Difference Today
Posted: Thu Jan 27, 2005 12:20 pm

Post subject: Make A Difference Today

A man was walking down the beach at sunset. As, he walked along, he saw another man in the distance. He
noticed this man kept leaning down, picking up something and throwing it out into the water, again and again. As,
he approached even closer, he noticed that the man was picking up starfish that had been washed up on the beach.
He was throwing them back into the water, one by one.
Puzzled, he approached the man and said, "Good Evening. I was wondering what you are doing."
"I'm throwing these starfish back into the ocean. You see, it's low tide and all these starfish have been washed up
onto the shore. If I don't throw them back into the ocean, they'll die up here from lack of oxygen."
"But, there must be thousands of starfish on this beach. You can't possible
get to all of them. And, don't you realize this is probably happening on hundreds of beaches all up and down this
coast. Can't you see that you can't possibly make a difference?"
The man bent down and picked up yet another starfish and threw it back into the ocean. With a smile he replied,
"Made a difference to that one, right?!!!"
Just remember, no matter how small the deed it really does makes a difference. Make a difference today. Do
something nice for someone else...
(Author unknown) forwarded by "Tahir Abbas"
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"The Joy of Fishes"
Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 11:43 am Post subject: The Joy of Fishes
retold by Thomas Merton, originally by Chuang Tzu
Chuang Tzu and Hui Tzu
Were crossing Hao river by the dam.
Chuang said: "See how free
The fishes leap and dart:
That is their happiness."
Hui replied: "Since you are not a fish
How do you know
What makes fishes happy?"
Chuang said:
"Since you are not I
How can you possibly know
What makes fishes happy?"
Hui argued: "If I, not being you,
Cannot know what you know
It follows that you
Not being a fish
Cannot know what they know."
Chuang said: "Wait a minute!
Let us get back
To the original question.
What you asked me was
How do you know
What makes fishes happy?
From the terms of your question
You evidently know I know
What makes fishes happy.
"I know the joy of fishes
in the river
Through my own joy, as I go walking
Along the same river."
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The Joyful Walker
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:12 pm

Post subject: The joyful Walker

There was a 'human being' who liked very much to walk. He liked it so much, that it didn't really matter on what
ground he was walking. He enjoyed just walking and he enjoyed also to feel the ground under his feet and the
different texture. He liked to walk on firm ground
and also on soft ground. He liked to feel the rocks, the earth, sand any kind of ground indeed and he even had fun
to walk on slimy ground. He felt it as a challenge to walk on insecure ground and enjoyed it as well.
By walking he was enjoying life, because when he was walking, he felt alive: He was aware of himself, felt his
body and how he could connect through his feet with his surrounding. He did the same with his other senses: with
his eyes to see (he called them "light receiver"), with his ears to hear all those expressions of life around, with his
nose to smell all those signals around, which told him that there were so many different forms expressed by life.
So he was walking a lot. He found out, that he had an inner compass which he could ask when he didn't know
where to go, he just had to sit quiet for a moment and then he kept on walking.
He didn't like very much to walk a long time on highways and asphalt roads. Yes, he used them occasionally, but
the smell of the many cars made him sneeze and also he felt bored after a while, the different brands of gasoline
and diesel were not that much different. He was more a nature freak. He had no fixed goal when he was walking,
no schedules, no plans. He was walking sometimes straight on, sometimes in huge circles: through meadows,
fields, wood, desert or crossing mountains. He used the dirt roads, highways and sharing small paths with the
sheep, but when it felt right, he left this determined paths and enjoyed again walking on different ground. He
never got tired because he encountered on his walk exactly what he felt was right at this moment to be enjoyed.
He could decide and change his direction at every moment, he only needed the possibility to fly to make his
freedom complete. But this was not his desire, he not even thought about this. He watched the birds and felt
happy, so there was
no need for him to fly. When he came to a river or to the sea, he found his limitation, - and he accepted this,
sitting down at the river bank or at the sea shore and enjoying to look at the water, then meditating for a while.
Sometimes in his dreams he could walk on water and he was absolutely sure, that one day he would be able to
cross the deepest water by walking on it. For the moment there was no need for this, there was still a lot of land to
be walked and to be enjoyed. His 'pathless path' would guide him through life...
BeiYin
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Humans are Daydreamers
Posted: Wed Feb 02, 2005 11:26 pm

Post subject: Humans are Daydreamers

I see that the main way humans are different from other animals on this planet, is in their great ability to visualize
themselves other than what
they really are.
To visualize myself as something other that what I really am is fairly easy. I only have to collect information
about what I want to be, study the behavior and then imagine myself as being that.
I can imagine and project myself in the world of ants simply by using my visualization skills. I can even pretend
to feel what it's like when a foot comes down from the sky, unexpectedly stomping down and killing some of us,
provoking us into action to save what we can.
I like to watch cats. I can visualize myself being a cat, going about my daily doings. I can hide in the grass and
stalk a bird, catch a mouse, do cat yoga, talk cat talk and run around howling looking for a mate or even another
cat to fight. I can bask in the sun or seek out a human or a warm place to lay down.
I can even be a rock, feeling the wind, rain and sun on my hard surface, being relaxed about the slow
disintegration, but just enjoying my being during my long existence. Or I can get excited if somebody picks me up
and moves me to another surrounding, giving me a sense of adventure.
I can be a bird, a wave in the ocean or a fish in the sea, the possibilities are endless. But the human roles that I can
imagine myself to be are much more vivid. I think this is because our long history coming from the mass
consciousness provides such rich background information. There are so many memories...
Having great visualization skills, is it any wonder that as humans, we want to differentiate ourselves from
everything, and prove how great we can be at projecting ourselves? Deep inside each of us we have a hidden
vision of ourselves, that we are spending most of our life trying to manifest using our best visualization skills. We
want to be rich, powerful, wise, beautiful, talented, successful, artistic or even an enlightened being!
The difference between pretending to be an ant versus pretending in our human role is that we take the human role
much more serious - we see it as a matter of life or death! To validate our act, we seek confirmation from
everything on the outside, to convince ourselves that we exist. We use nearly all our free time and energy engaged
in this activity, and hardly anybody wants to drop it because we fear sinking into oblivion and being without our
precious identity. For us to drop our daydream would feel like death to us.
What would happen to our daydream if we dropped our intention to make it happen? That thought takes me out of
daydreaming, realizing that daydreaming and reality can't co-exist.
Betsy
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If we could BE pure like animals...
Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 9:39 pm

Post subject: If we could BE pure like animals

Humans are possessed by their properties
all what they produce for themselves.
To give them identity - to fill the form
up to the last corner of their self images.
Animals and plants exist by just being
without the need to fill any emptiness.
Humans are afraid of any kind of void
must fill it with anything they can reach.
Body sensations, thoughts and feelings
all reactions serve just the same purpose
to feed one's personality with identity,
dreams, visions and fantasies filling space.
Humans life long fight for more and more,
defending what they have accumulated.
Animals fight to survive the moment,
humans never, never will get enough.
Animals relate and respond directly
to every thing showing up in front of them.
Humans relate rarely without any concepts
interpreting all through their many filters.
Animals are not identified with reactions
Humans gain proof of existence out of it
not relating to the cause not questioning it.
The evolution process seems stuck in humans.
Humans see themselves as the crown of creation
with the right to use everything around them
to rise themselves up on a throne of superiority
leaving destruction, death and chaos behind.
Let us drop the pictures of holiness and love
harmony, fulfillment, peace and enlightenment
and become like our cats, dogs and horses.
Just BEING what we have dreamed all life long.
We can learn from our animals to give freely
learning from them to receive without resistance.
Then we might forget our superiority - and relate
not out of concepts - but to the reality of now.
BeiYin
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The Importance of Self-Expression
Posted: Fri Apr 01, 2005 8:11 pm Post subject: The Importance of Self-Expression
BeiYin: All existence is expressing itself through a certain structure, which depends on its state of consciousness.
Existence is self-expression by itself.
Betsy: The structure you're referring to is like the personality in a human or the collection of stored happenings
over one's history? I can imagine that this structure isn't really personality, because apparently there are humans
that can express themselves without this structure - or so I'm told… All life forms are expressing themselves
through their structure, and what they express is dependent upon the life form's state of consciousness or level of
awareness which is part of that structure. Then you say 'existence is self-expression by itself', is it the same as
saying: All life forms are self-expression by themselves? I have no idea what you want to say with this. What
difference is there between a life form expressing itself through it's structure vs. expression by itself? Doesn't it
need the structure to express itself? Or are you referring to an ideal, such as pure being? Or are you defining what
existence means? That existence IS the activity of oneself expressing oneself?
BeiYin: This happens in a passive way like with a stone, or more active like with a flower and so attracting bees,
or like with animals that actively communicate with each other or they just are expressing themselves to
demonstrate their presence. They mostly do it freely without being afraid to offend other beings unless they know
from experience that under certain conditions it is not good to do so because it might attract enemies and then
they get eaten... or the expression of a lookout when heard might warn others of the presence and then they can
escape in time... So in certain situations it is better to hold back ones self-expression.
Betsy: So they express themselves according to their structure, sometimes to demonstrate their presence, but only
if it's a situation that isn't threatening. But the problem in humans is that so many of our early experiences were
felt as threatening to our survival, or as traumas, and so then we learned to not be so free with our self-expression
anymore. So that more than anything seems to hold us back from Free self-expression.
BeiYin: What about humans? They seem to be a mixture of all existing beings: Some are like stones or potato
sacks in their self-expression while some are only expressing themselves when reacting out of anger or fear and
with the need for self defense. And then there are the majority that express themselves continuously to show and
demonstrate their existence. For this humans have developed a widespread variation of methods depending upon
how they received attention when they were children. Some learned to be brave, some learned to do everything
they were told and others might not have gotten enough attention and learned to be naughty to call for more. As
adults they continue with the same or a mixture of methods, always depending on their surrounding to be
confirmed in their existence.
Betsy: All forms of self-expression, dependent upon one's structure.
BeiYin: As our society is mainly materialistic orientated the most common ways to get confirmation and attention
are to make a lot of money and be able to spend it and/or gather impressive amounts of properties (on all levels),
which then one can sell or demonstrate - getting the respect of everybody. Another way is to be very bad to
receive attention. If one is extremely bad, then one has the chance to appear on the front page of all newspapers
and in the TV news... This for sure is the poorest way to express oneself by being destructive, although it is
spreading all over more and more. Even doing it anonymously seems to give enough satisfaction and selfconfirmation, for example by spreading out computer viruses and so causing a lot of damage.
Indeed these are poor ways for self-expression. Right?
All these people are driven by an unconscious urge and they don't know what they are doing and why they are
doing it. They are forced by the common need and the rules of society, which give the goals to find confirmation
and to blow up one's personality the utmost.
Then there are others and these might be the minority, who express themselves out of joy and just to demonstrate
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their lively hood. These are mostly artists. The urge to express themselves can also be strong, but mostly it is not
so much important that people recognize their expression, although many still cling on this and from there are
coming a lot of problems and obstacles on their artistic path. A few become famous and fall into this kind of trap
as their self confirmation blows up to such an extreme, and their success then becomes a goal for others.
Why is self-expression so important for one's well being? All beings are expressing themselves, as this is part of
their existence. The next strongest urge for beings is to survive, which is even more basic than the need to eat. If
the possibility for self-expression is suppressed, then this causes suffering and bad feelings often with the result of
disease, depression and a lack of energy. What is missing is the joy of existence, which will come out of
expressing oneself.
Betsy: Seems obvious, yet quite profound. Almost like magic. It makes so much sense that if one suppresses the
urge to express whatever wants to be expressed, then this will cause suffering or an internal build-up, or it could
be seen as an imbalance. Almost like the energy is being held inside, and then because it didn't find an outlet it
bounces around inside, causing problems, getting into mischief, etc. Then if one expresses oneself, there isn't
anything being held back, and one exists, and I suspect joyful, because they are lightened via the expression.
BeiYin: In our society there are very strict rules, restricting the ways we are allowed to express ourselves. Every
abuse or violation of these rules (written or not) will immediately be punished by being ignored or if the
perpetrator insists in their self-expression, then by being banned or eliminated. So the best is to choose an artistic
means for self-expression that is commonly accepted, like music, painting, poetry writing, acting, singing, etc. It
is not advisable to express oneself if one's ideas are not in line with common concepts. One will only find
ignorance and absolutely no response unless one is pointing out situations and habits, then one will receive angry
reactions which at the end will bring disappointment and one's elimination. Best is that one chooses carefully
one's way for self-expression...
When one has found the right self-expression, then one will find out, that this gives a very special feeling of
existence. It is not so much a demonstration anymore, it is the finding of oneself in a new way which is more an
inside experience, which doesn't need a confirmation from the outside.
Betsy: This part above doesn't go with that below, in that these aren't two aspects that can exist at the same time.
So when you say this is one aspect (below), it can't be that - at least not in the English language. I would reverse
these two paragraphs, talking about it as a growing process, using the lead in above of learning about selfexpression through reactions it's causing, eventually getting to the right self-expression…
BeiYin: You will notice that your self-expression is causing reactions IN the outside and IN people. This is
important as this feedback will provoke reactions in yourself and this is the moment when we can become aware
of our unconscious background: We can see what our expectations are and our motivation for our actions, when
they are not confirmed then we will automatically react. Then we can decide if this is really favorable for us as it
is coming from our past and the structure we have built up and we can drop it eventually, freeing ourselves from
ballast and limitation.
Betsy: Sounds simple, but I think it's difficult in practice because people can believe they're observing but really
they are interpreting what they are seeing. IF so, then I would think that one would not receive important
feedback.
BeiYin: So the same if we express ourselves verbally in front of people. Is it just out of the desire to communicate
or do we provoke to get attention? In any case we are provoking, if we want it or not because we know from
experience that people are reacting. From our experience with this we might have chosen to shut up and express
ourselves as little as possible, while another expresses more aggressively.
Betsy: Beyond the functional or practical needs of daily life, I think that mostly we express verbally to get
attention, hardly ever to communicate, or maybe because we are bored or just to feel ourselves. A human can go
beyond just reacting, does that then make them a more provoking presence, and if so, why?
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BeiYin: There are many quite cranky ways of self-expression, even difficult to recognize as such.
There are even people who don't stay with the minimum of common communication habits like saying 'Good
morning' when they meet! There are others falling into extremes and acting very crazy, etc. We need to
understand this extreme lack of social behavior if we don't want to feel constantly provoked by them! And we
should not forget that we are provoking all the time - even we don't say anything. Just ones presence is some
times enough and will cause reactions! (Which includes the holding back of reactions and self-expression!) We
can't avoid this, so better we learn to deal with it and use it in a creative way. Which means that we have to
question the situation and be aware of it! Can we ask: "What is it that is provoking the other?", without feeling
guilty or as a victim of the situation. Questioning is extremely important otherwise we will never find out about it!
Betsy: Seeing how we can't avoid all these reactions happening all over the place, even by not saying anything. I
agree it's best to find a way to deal with it and use it creatively. But how can we find out what is provoking the
other? I know I can be the trigger, but the real reason the other reacts usually stays buried and has nothing to do
with the current event.
BeiYin: So it is better to express oneself, reaching out to the other, asking if possible, because then at least there
is some awareness involved and we can also be aware when our expression is causing a reaction from the other
and then we are able to respond in a conscious manner. Then there might happen what we can call
*communication*... And maybe this is the beginning of a creative exchange! Isn't this what we are always
wanting? So let's express ourselves, otherwise we are stuck in our own growing and our building of bridges...
Betsy: Sounds good in theory, but I don't know anybody who does this in daily life. It seems everybody prefers
his or her own point of view, and this closes them to any possibility of ESSENTIAL communication or a real
exchange. Everyone is so pig-headed and stubborn. Yes, communication and creative exchange are wanted, but
also this doesn't seem possible with everybody. When you have been the victim of somebody's power games
against you for years, seeing all the manipulations, intentional tortures, jealousy, one up-man-ship, domination
and control trips going on behind the scenes, then most likely the idea to reach out to the other isn't an interesting
idea any more. How many times should a human accept being mistreated, threatened, verbally abused, screamed
at, cheated on, etc, by another human being, before they come to the conclusion that perhaps this relationship
doesn't have the possibility to be creative? Then what do you do? I can take some kind of abuse a few times and
let it go, but when I know it is habitual, then I get a strong aversion to entering into any kind of relationship with
these kinds of people and would prefer to just depart and go my separate way.
BeiYin: Self-expression and peace can begin with a smile...
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Posted: Thu Feb 10, 2005 9:56 pm Post subject: writing - self expression
In the past I was always envious of others who had, what seemed to me, a natural gift, talent or aptitude for some
form of artistic expression. Back then I considered Art i.e.:- any form of drawing or painting, sculpture or pottery
and Music, either making, producing or performing and Dance, the real creative expressions and that those
involved in any of them were the truly gifted ones. I dabbled in all, but I never considered myself good enough at
any! Yet all my life I had loved to write. From an early age I would create stories or keep a detailed diary (still to
this day). The only subject that really moved me at school was creative writing. Recently I began to write, purely
for the love of writing. Over a period of time I accumulated quite a pile of text and decided to organize it into
some coherent structure (a book). I have two points to make. Firstly, did I overlook my "gift" ( I say "gift" for
simplicity’s sake, I could say self expression!) because it was so familiar to me I never considered it as anything what do others think? and secondly, why is it that as soon as I tell myself I am writing a "book" I freeze up my
spontaneous writing flow and have difficulty writing at all! Has this happened to anyone else? If so what can be
done to remove the blocks? I think its because I have introduced a new variable that wasn’t there before when I
just told myself I was writing for pleasure and pure enjoyment. Is it because now I am considering giving my
innermost thoughts out to the world I will be judged and this frightens me? I would really appreciate other
peoples thought son this. Thank you. –
Rigpa

Posted: Fri Feb 11, 2005 7:14 am Post subject: Creative Flow
Yes Jo, it has happened to me. As soon as you try - or even think of - writing on purpose, you are punished by
interruption of the creative flow. As BeiYin says, it comes and goes; little can be done besides "staying tuned" to
it. Anybody who has ever produced a serious piece of poetry will tell you that it's not much of their merit; rather,
it's being "transmitted" to them...
Unless, of course, later it becomes a habit, then one has to master "techniques" and "skills", but that's another
story: subject for "Addictions"?
Serguji
Posted: Fri Feb 11, 2005 6:30 pm Post subject: query!
Very grateful for both replies. Now I have a genuine question / dilemma. To live and exist (at least where I am at
the moment), one requires money to do so. If one is genuinely expressing ones innermost self, love and so far to
date wisdom, from the heart, or soul, or cosmos and then one offers this out to others because one genuinely
wants to share and give - but is then offered money (which one requires here to survive, eat, keep warm etc) is
that wrong? I would be very pleased to hear others comments on this as it is something that occupies a lot of my
energy. Thank you. I also agree with the comments that the process of self-expression via writing, ebbs and flows.
I have days when the thought of putting pen to paper is abhorrent and others where it is like a calling, something I
just feel right doing and it just flows. Perhaps on the abhorrent days, this says something about myself. Pushing
through this can help. Other times I find it best to just have a break. I do have a tendency to "push" myself and
believe this to be a product of my upbringing and an expected requirement of the society I live in. A good antidote
to this is to let everything go and I mean everything, chores etc and just sit still. Should be the easiest thing, but
actually feels quite difficult!
Rigpa

Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 9:16 am Post subject: Dilemma
Again, yes: it has always been a dilemma for me. Intellectually, I understand that there's nothing wrong in being
paid for one's effort. Emotionally, though, I feel bad whenever I receive any more than is necessary "to live and
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exist". As a result, whenever I had started a "business", then later I have felt happy being able to barely get away
without a loss.
As for creative writing, I'm almost sure that "pushing through" is only acceptable if you intend to make it a trade.
Unless, of course, you just need to keep yourself busy...
(Sure enough, I would appreciate a topic on "money".)
Serguji

Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 10:52 am

Post subject: Money

Hi Serguji,
I am pleased to hear I am not the only one questioning the whole "money" thing and the connection to selling our
services as it were. For me I used to believe it was akin to a form of prostitution! But that was a bit extreme!
Eventually I began to open up and just want to observe and question the whole subject. To let go and release my
preconceived thought and ideas surrounding money - and believe me there were many! Where I am with it now is
that I kind of see it as the same as everything else in the universe, as energy. Money in and of itself has no
intrinsic value except that which is projected or placed on it. Some people have said it is "evil" - how can this be
so? Surely this is a projected thought onto the money. This could be because they consider that some people use
money to do what they consider "evil" things - but is this then the blame of money? As a society we chose at
some point in our evolution to use money as a third party to bartering - instead of I swap my sheep for your 6
chickens, it was I give you this coin and this coin is given the worth of your sheep or chickens. Some people do
amazingly kind things with money - they build shelters, buy crops for those who struggle - give, give give. Now I
appreciate this is still an unbalanced system as some can afford to give and this keeps others dependent. But how
do we get out of the cycle? Even if I wanted to be free of the whole money thing (which I do) - do I not need
money initially to buy the land, build my shelter, buy seed to sew for crops etc. Maybe I am completely naive
here, but I genuinely wish to understand. Where I am at the moment (which I am open to change) with it, is that if
I do need money to be free, then surely receiving it through means of being true to self is the best way to go. So if
say I love to express myself by singing and singing is my hearts content - if in sharing this with others they pay
me, is this a problem? Am I just perpetuating the whole cycle still? Or am I providing pleasure for many for
which I am rewarded in our chosen currency. Then I have the opportunity and the responsibility to put this money
to more good use. Thus creating a healthy energy. Would appreciate others thoughts.
Rigpa
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Posted: Sat Feb 12, 2005 11:47 am
From the Tao, Chapter 9

Post subject: Tao, Chapter 9

Fill your bowl to the brim
and it will spill.
Keep sharpening your knife
and it will blunt.
Chase after money and security
and your heart will never unclench.
Care about people's approval
and you will be their prisoner.
Do your work, then step back.
The only path to serenity.

Posted: Sun Feb 13, 2005 10:10 am Post subject: simple
It seems that the simplest of thoughts, words and deeds are the most effective.
Grant yourself a moment silence and you will
comprehend how foolish you have hastened around
learn to be silent and you will notice that you have talked too much
participate kindly and you will realize that your judgment was all
too hard over others. ( Tschen Tschin)
Do not seek to the truth first, but let become silent your thinking - that’s what matters
Don’t stop with contrary thoughts, to look for and chase them beware yourself!
Whoever retains only a breath of contrarieties, his spirit remains
nebulous
Everything of two sorts depends on the one; However at this one alone,
you cannot stop. Seng Ts'an (Sosan) –
Rigpa
Posted: Mon Feb 14, 2005 8:15 am Post subject: Questioning
Hi Jo,
You have raised approximately three questions:
1) How do we perceive money?
2) Can we become free from money?
3) Is the seemingly straightforward solution for (2) a viable option?
I would like to respond to all three, one at a time, in a separate topic, as soon as somebody starts the topic... This
discussion is no longer about "creative writing".
(It's especially surprising that, despite presumably different backgrounds, we appear to be imprinted with a similar
feeling as to "selling oneself"... Then, doesn't it seem to you that observing "the whole money thing" requires
considerable doublethink?)
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Posted: Wed Feb 16, 2005 12:13 am

Post subject: Re: Tao, Chapter 9

Serguji: Betsy, does this really apply to creative writing?
It applies to everything 'artistic', even one's way of life, because one isn't dependent upon the result. Rather one
just expresses themselves the best that they can in that moment, and if it was effortless then it's art. If there is any
intention, i.e., if one is striving for money or security, fame, etc, then it won't be art. Nothing can be held onto is
the essence of the text, so just express yourself and move on.
Serguji: Immediately after you're done, you are still excited but drained - highly emotional state, far
from serenity. Long time later, it becomes possible to step back and watch, but what bothers now is
that it's hard to believe that you had done that: you actually aren't sure you could do it again... And
again, no serenity.
I have hardly any idea what you are talking about here. Only I can speak of my own artistic moments, that they
are effortless. They were that way because "I" in essence had surrendered and wasn't responding out of the needs
of my personality. This gives one more energy, not less. Yes, during and after one might feel more alive and
energetic, but not highly emotionally charged as in 'identified' with one's personality which is mostly draining. Is
this text your interpretation of my emotional state? It isn't clear for me what you are trying to express with this.
Serguji: (For me, the first emotion used to be stronger from solving programming tasks, while the
second one - from writing poetry.)
I presume with this statement that you think we have similar backgrounds and thus that you know what it's like to
be me. At this point, I need to tell you 'straight-up' that most of your comments so far, have been painting me into
a box of your interpretation that has nothing to do with me. So far I have ignored them, but at this point I need to
express myself and tell you that you don't know hardly anything about me. Maybe if you can drop your
preconceived notions about who I am, then there might be the possibility to have a real exchange.
Please don't take this personally.
Betsy
PS: I realize that much above could very well be just my interpretation. So I am not dependent upon being correct
with that 'take'. What is more important to me is to find out what could be the truth, to clear this up, bringing us
closer to an understanding of each other

Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 6:34 pm

Post subject: Re: Nothing personal

Serguji: Betsy, I'm really sorry to have bothered you... Please accept my apologies. [...] Wishing
you all the best on your path... I'll be somewhere around.
Sergey, when I wrote:
PS: I realize that much above could very well be just my interpretation. So I am not dependent upon being correct
with that 'take'. What is more important to me is to find out what could be the truth, to clear this up, bringing us
closer to an understanding of each other.
Then I had hoped that my message to you would serve as an opener to more profound communication. I know
that what I wrote was my own interpretation and so I only wanted to clear that up. By leaving, I feel you are
closing the door on that possibility. I don't feel that you were bothering me or that you were ignoring me. Isn't this
normal to have misunderstandings between people? Isn't it normal that we usually don't bother to go into it and try
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to clear it up? I feel that your command of the English language is sufficient to express yourself here and that
more is said behind the words and this is what I wanted to touch base with. Now I leave it up to you.
Betsy
Posted: Mon Apr 04, 2005 5:48 pm Post subject: Re: Writing - self expression
Any kind of self-expression gives the feeling of 'existence' during the flow of expression. Often this is blocked
because of lack of perfection or because there is a goal which might misleading the energy into the wrong
direction. The wrong direction for example could be, if someone is expressing oneself for the purpose of selfconfirmation and maybe using and manipulating other people. Or for the purpose to make money with one's selfexpression. If an artist sells one's artwork then probably will get stuck and then will need some stimuli to break
the obstacle.
So the questions might be: What is self-expression? Who is expressing oneself? Why this is important? What is
the real purpose of one's self-expression? Is it a kind of 'inner communication' with oneself? Or is it to give and
allow voice to something within ourselves?
So it looks to me that there might be many reasons why a creative flow is blocked. One thing I have observed in
many years of writing, that there is not a constant flow. The creative energy comes and goes in wave form:
Sometimes I can write a lot without any difficulty for days and then it might slow down and then are days when I
don't feel like I want to write at all. Of course this is influenced by circumstances of my mood in general. If I don't
feel good and with low energy then probably I will not write, but not being able to express myself will make me
feel worse... Knowing this I will force myself to express myself (like now, feeling bad, but even though trying to
respond...) then the energy doesn't flow easily and my expression might not be clear enough, but at least
something comes out and the energy starts to flow.
So when writing, I experience myself in a different way, not just the one who is suffering, but something within
myself which doesn't depend so much how my condition is in that moment, how I feel, my mood, etc.
Conclusion: Self expression for sure is very much influenced by one's motivation and this is depending on one's
personal background structure or evolutionary state of being.
BeiYin

Posted: Tue Apr 05, 2005 12:21 am

Post subject: Re: Writing - self expression

BeiYin: Any kind of self-expression gives the feeling of 'existence' during the flow of expression.
Often this is blocked because of lack of perfection or because there is a goal which might be
misleading the energy into the wrong direction. The wrong direction for example could be, if
someone is expressing oneself for the purpose of self-confirmation and maybe using and
manipulating other people. Or for the purpose to make money with one's self-expression. If an artist
sells one's artwork then probably will get stuck and then will need some stimuli to break the
obstacle.
When I read your Tanka a few days ago, and had other reactions inside myself that day and was looking at them,
then after I wrote my poem I didn't trust my own self-expression. I felt it was coming out of self-confirmation and
so then I didn't want to post it. So I see that I was blocking my expression, fearing to make a mistake or wanting it
to be more perfect. I am reminded again that we learn from our mistakes and it's better to take the risk and express
ourselves versus holding it back. Thoughts are coming to me in the last few days, and one thought was:
'something new is needed' - but I'm not sure what that is yet.
BeiYin: So the questions might be: What is self-expression? Who is expressing oneself? Why this is
important? What is the real purpose of one's self-expression? Is it a kind of 'inner communication'
with oneself? Or is it to give and allow voice to something within ourselves?
I woke up a few days ago with the thought: Of what value is a word? Then the answer came: To express an idea
and pass it from one to another. Then the thought: being is the same. This is all kind of vague still, but I had a
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related experience when I was walking. A car came by with some people in it and I looked at them but they didn't
really look at me. In a few seconds they were gone. I thought so what was that? Energy forms passing by,
expressed in an instant and all I have left of it is my memory of their passing, there was no exchange. After that I
just looked at a tree, and while I could see it's shape I realized there was more to the tree than that, because all I
could see of it was how it was a moment before. Okay, so this visible shape told me something about the tree: it
was its self-expression as I could perceive it, it was showing me it was there and it was alive. So I feel that selfexpression serves in one way to make us visible, to allow for an exchange. Then I felt strongly that I wanted to
greet the tree more direct, so I walked up to it and hugged it for a few minutes just feeling the tree. In regards to
who is expressing oneself or wants to express oneself, this is an interesting question. Because I get the sense that
it's not me, or at least not who I think that I am. There is this vague sense of it not being anybody in particular, but
rather more encompassing.
Betsy
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Reflections on April 21, 2005
Posted: Thu Apr 21, 2005 9:33 am

Post subject: Reflections - April 21, 2005

Yesterday I was walking in the woods, and I'm not sure what provoked the thought that I had. It came to me that there
was a growing force, an inner unfolding or purpose to my life, and that my vision would be realized. There wasn't
anything more that I had to do to assist this unfolding besides continuing my daily meditations and relating and
responding to what turned up on a daily basis. Having this thought, caused a deep relaxation and acceptance of my life
exactly how it was in that moment. It made me feel good to realize that I didn't have to struggle, and indeed that this was
a waste of time and unnecessary. I saw the truth that only there was the present moment, and by accepting it for what it
was and not being full of thoughts to be somewhere else or to have it another way, was what allowed one to be in it. I
also realized that this was the only 'right view' that would allow me to deal with my reality and daily life problems.
Seems like a small obvious thing, but for me it was a revelation. Looking back, I think most of my life has been one of
struggle, trying to be something that I'm not or always looking for better times ahead or salvation in the future.
The other thing I notice these days, is that I meditate before I fall asleep, which is successful to quiet my mind, but then
when I wake up I notice that I'm completely engaged in head talk. Someone had asked, 'What goes through your head in
your first two minutes of waking in the morning?' What I see in my head is that I'm talking to myself, and how absurd all
that talk is and also I wonder why I continue on with it, knowing how it affects me. Continuing the talk and watching
myself, I observe how it starts to affect me emotionally. The longer I stay engaged in this head talk, then the heavier I
feel - all that I'm telling myself about myself grows on me and then pretty soon I feel it as the reality of myself. This talk
is full of how to be better, of unfulfilled goals, of anticipation of events and how I might react to them, expectations of
resistance and aggression, fear of the unknown, thoughts of what I should have done yesterday, etc. What I realize is that
all of this talk keeps me busy and blind to what's around and has nothing to do with 'the truth of the present moment', and
listening and engaging with it projects me into a world that can never be satisfied with what is actually present. Often
throughout the day, I'll become aware that my old habit of inner dialog has taken over my reality, as I'll start to feel some
heavy emotion, like agitation, depression, laziness, sadness, elation, unfocused, forgetful, etc. Then when I take a look
inside, I notice I'm doing this and see how it's affecting me and then I simply make the decision to drop it. When I
remember to do this then it's like taking a deep breath of fresh air, the heaviness that was starting to pull me down is
lifted and my energy is renewed.
Betsy
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Thoughts Regarding Past Lives
Posted: Thu Apr 21, 2005 9:22 am

Post subject: Thoughts regarding past lives

Lately I've been thinking about past lives, about who I might have been, in what shoes I walked and what might
be my purpose this time around. While I don't have many answers to this at the time, I have a more general idea
about past lives. Lately I recognized that I have always been around, that what I was experiencing right now was
only a momentary viewpoint. When I try to see who I am, then I don't feel like anybody in particular, instead I
feel like I've been everybody. I feel like I've lived continuous lives and have been present in every point in the
past history of this planet. My life feels to me like just one viewpoint of every life that has ever existed. Some
people ask if you could choose a time in history to go back to, what would that be, or if you could go into the
future at what time would you like to go. I see that I have zero desire to go back into the past, as I realize I've
already been there. I have zero desire to look into the future, because I know it hasn't happened yet, and what I
might see would only be a projection coming out the current trend. I feel content to just live this life and
experience it as fully as possible. Looking at it this way, I see all the life forms as being a manifestation of ONE,
but all simply having a different perspective about it. Seeing things this way, then the uniqueness that I sometimes
feel as myself, disappears and I no longer feel significant. It also gives me another way to look at the current
happenings. When I see how much suffering that is going on today, and I hear talk about people not wanting to
bring children into the world today, I can understand why they feel like that. But also I see that this world today of
growing suffering, misery and sickness is also that which is provoking all life forms into more rapid
transformation - so I see there is also a sense about it. It follows that anyone born today will face difficulty and
challenges much greater than in the past, but also because we've experienced all this past, we are already prepared
and asking for these kinds of challenges, to move us along. So I see that these dark days are also having the affect
to further the growing process of all. As we have all been here numerous times before, and collectively have
experiences coming out of all phases of human history, then also I see that we are just here again, participating
together in the current happening.
Betsy
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IX. Sharing Relationships with Animals
My Horse Caobo
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:34 pm

Post subject: My horse 'Caobo'

My horse died more than one year ago. I am still not able to write about him. The last time when I sleep I am
dreaming about an elephant, I am riding him and we have a relation like I had with my horse. But still I am
missing Caobo very much... I only hope that I will meet him on the astral level when I will leave this plane.
BeiYin
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My Rat Agata
Posted: Fri Feb 18, 2005 11:38 pm

Post subject: My Rat 'Agata'

Due to the fact that we are making a lot of compost with a lot of stuff which obviously is delicious for rats, the
population of rats has multiplied so much that I couldn't help it but I had to buy an air gun to hunt the rats, as I
didn't want to put poison, what would be a danger for the other animals: dogs, cats, chicken and geese. I sit near
the compost and when the sun went down then the rats came out for dinner and I shot every day two or three, in
this way reducing the population. But they learned very fast and were coming out later and later until there was
not enough light for shooting. I still could do it in full moonlight but even then they learned fast and only came
out when it was absolutely dark. Now since several months the population again is growing and there are rats
everywhere. My dog Kalinka was a great rat hunter and she killed every night several rats, but Kalinka died a few
months ago and Borris who also is a good rat hunter, had an accident and one of his legs is in plaster, so he can't
hunt.
Now I bought a night scope for my air gun, which comes from Russia and I am waiting for it since three months...
But that's not what I wanted to tell. It is another story: Since about half a year a rat is visiting me every night and
eating from the left over from the cats and then she or he is sitting between the plants near my house. I know this
because this rat has some breathing problems and makes a strong noise, so I know exactly where she always is. So
she comes every night and sometimes she goes into my bathroom and sits behind the toilet, because the door is
always open. First I chased her and wanted to kill her, but after a while I accepted her and even after some time I
missed her when I didn't hear her. Then she installed herself under a shelf on my terrace, waiting for the food the
cats would leave for her. If there was no food left, then I would give her some. So now I am giving her food
everyday and also some vitamins to cure her breathing problem. She is not that much afraid anymore of me, she
sits on her back legs like a rabbit and looks at me... When the infrared night scope will arrive I will go hunting
rats, but for sure I will not kill Agata. I even prepared ozonated water for her which might cure her...
Isn't this strange? Well, I love nearly all animals, with some exceptions like fleas, mosquitoes and ticks but other
animals are all beautiful in their way. I have nothing against rats, just that they multiply too much and then
invading all spaces. Do I have a conflict now? No, I don't think so. Maybe it will be more difficult for me to kill
the other rats, but of course I will go on taking care of Agata...
BeiYin
Reflecting: So what we love we are taking care of and what we don't like we eliminate, even it is the same
species, - humans or animals. strange behavior, isn't it?
Just when I had finished this article and I was called for dinner, the parcel from Russia with the infrared night
scope had arrived. Later in the evening I attached it to the rifle but there is missing the battery, so the rats can
enjoy there life some short time more...
Her whole name is AgataMarthaJohannaJosephina, but that's a bit too long, so I call her: AmaJoJo!
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Posted: Sat Feb 19, 2005 9:03 pm

Post subject: My Rat ‘Agata’

Michael: I have heard a lot about Agata in the past few days. Apparently she had been eating the
fruits around the kitchen and she has been spotted a few times. I have not seen her yet, although I
would fancy a look at her just to see what/who the commotion really is about. One thing that I have
heard through the grapevine of FalconBlanco is that Agata had 'asked' you to be her friend. I am
very interested in the subject of interspecies communication and I have read a few books and articles
about it. I was wondering if there was any validity to these statements.
I wouldn't say that Agata was looking for my 'friendship' but for sure she was looking for protection. She has a
breathing problem and makes a strong noise. Because of this she is expulsed from her family and the other rats are
chasing her. So the safest place to stay was near my house and she was hiding in a tube, which has connection to
my room, what means that I can always hear when she is there. Also she was sitting behind the toilet. The other
rats avoid any place near humans and so she is kind of safe. As she was looking for protection I accepted her
although I didn't want her in my room, because then I couldn't sleep because of the noise she is making. When I
opened the door and told her to leave, then she left. I gave her food, but obviously she likes fruits and vegetable
and so she went to the kitchen terrace to get some of these. The day before yesterday I prepared fruits for her but
then another rat came and chased Agata away. I haven't seen her since. I wanted to catch her to try to heal her
breathing problem and I have prepared a cage but she doesn't show up. I looked at all the places I know where she
was hiding before, but she has disappeared. Indeed it is astonishing that one can get attached to a rat, but I am
missing her...
Somebody said that this rat is disgusting, but I only see that she is suffering. She is not doing harm to any other
being. But when I look at humans what they are doing to each other... killing hundred of thousands, even millions
just for political reasons what mainly has to do with money and power, this indeed is disgusting! I would prefer to
live among rats instead of these kinds of humans! Don't you agree?
BeiYin
Posted: Sun Feb 20, 2005 12:21 am Post subject: My Rat ‘Agata’
I respect your love for life and your sympathy for suffering creatures. I can understand how you have become a
source of protection for Agata and how she has become a source of loving energy for you because of it. I
remember a conversation at the dinner table a few nights ago, when someone said that you might get sick because
of contact with her, and isn't that bad? and you replied with "if it makes me happy, then its good". I couldn't agree
more. and not only is it making you happy, but its making her happy as well.
Your statement about living among rats instead of humans has a very good point. rats (and other animals) kill for
the sake of survival, not greed or power. they live in balance with everything else in their ecosystem. I think we
have alot to learn from these creatures.
I hope that she comes back to you and that you can help her as best you can.
much love,
Michael
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Uncountable numbers of Marine Mammal will die!
Posted: Mon Mar 07, 2005 11:45 am Post subject: Uncountable numbers of Marine Mammal will die!
Preventing Marine Life Devastation by Deadly Military Sonar
Once again a new tragic episode of dolphin beaching is being widely reported. And once again the use of
powerful military sonar is being blamed as the most likely cause for the death of these gentle, intelligent beings
who are also still being slaughtered by some tuna fishing fleets, notably from Mexico, and by Japanese fishers
near the fishing village of Taiji. Several similar massive strandings and the resulting death of dolphins, whales
and porpoises have been previously reported in the Canary Islands, the Bahamas, North Carolina, Hawaii,
Washington state, Greece, Puerto Rico, and Portugal, each time near areas where high intensity active sonars have
been used by the US Navy and NATO. Low Frequency Active Sonar is a dangerous technology and its use is
being challenged worldwide. It has been reported that LFA sonar sound has been measured at 140 decibels 300
miles away from the sonar source. Some mid-frequency sonar systems can put out over 235 decibels, as loud as
the giant Saturn V moon rocket at launch. Sound of this intensity can cause actual physical damage, resulting in
internal organs being severely damaged. Scientists believe the powerful sonar sound waves either rupture the
mammals' sensitive hearing or scare them into surfacing from deep water too quickly, resulting in decompression
damage - known in human divers as the bends. Sound is crucial to whales, dolphins and porpoises and some other
marine species for navigation, communication and finding food. Any disturbance that undermines their ability to
transmit or recognize sounds may jeopardize their capacity to function and, over the long term, to reproduce and
survive. There is increasing scientific evidence showing that noise pollution from various sources (e.g. high
intensity military sonar, shipping, drilling and construction noise, sea-bed explorations and extraction activities)
can disturb, injure and even kill whales and other ocean life.
After the International Whaling Commission and other international scientific agencies issued reports supporting
the link between active sonar and whale deaths last year, and in light of research indicating a link between the
mass strandings of whales and nearby naval use of sonar, the European Parliament voted 441 to 15 last October to
urge member states to cut back on sonar in EU waters and to create a multi-national task force to draw up
agreements on limiting emissions. However, the Pentagon insists that national security must take priority. The
Bush administration is strongly opposing international efforts to restrict the Navy's use of active sonar anywhere
in the world, putting it at odds with European allies and several key ocean-protection organizations. The Pentagon
even managed to persuade Congress to modify the Marine Mammal Protection Act in ways that critics say reduce
protection for whales. The LFA hyper-loud speakers are being deployed to reach deep-sea nuclear submarines
wherever they may be. The death and injury of thousands of sea creatures is considered by the US military
as unfortunate, unavoidable, collateral damage. When the Navy's LFA sonar is fully deployed, 80 percent of
the world's ocean could be polluted with sound. Sound so loud, according to the Marine Mammal Commission's
1997 report to Congress, that uncountable numbers of living creatures will die.
For more information visit the Web site:
http://www.nrdc.org/wildlife/marine/nlfa.asp
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